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ABSTRACT

Line codes are used in digital communication systems to control the characteristics of the 

transmitted symbol sequence. This thesis investigates further characterization of the Guided Scrambling 

line coding technique. A summary of line coding techniques is given and the principle and configuration 

alternatives for Guided Scrambling codes are reviewed. Original contributions commence with 

construction of more polynomials for Guided Scrambling codes which augment source words with a single 

redundant bit. Performance bounds for these codes are evaluated. Then it is shown that these 

polynomials, and all others presented in earlier work, can be regarded as bases for families of polynomials 

which result in the same performance bounds. The usefulness of this expansion becomes evident when 

the average statistics of the encoded sequences are considered.

Average encoded sequence statistics are evaluated in the form of power spectral density. Spectral 

analysis techniques are summarized, and it is shown that expressions developed for block coded signals 

prove impractical for evaluating the autocorrelation of continuously encoded Guided Scrambling 

sequences when a scrambling polynomial of high degree is used. Alternate expressions are developed, 

and power spectra of several configurations are compared with simulation results to confirm the validity 

of the new expressions. These results indicate that regardless of the source stream statistics, as the degree 

of the scrambling polynomial increases, the average statistics of continuously encoded sequences approach 

those which result when the input sequence consists of independent and equiprobable words.

Properties of Guided Scrambling encoded sequences are then investigated. It is shown that the 

weight structure of the scrambling polynomials affects the average characteristic:-: of the encoded bit 

sequence, and that block and continuous Guided Scrambling codes yield sequences with identical average 

statistics when the input sequence consists of independent, equiprobable source words. Criteria for 

selecting scrambling polynomials are proposed, and the thesis concludes by recommending polynomials 

for several Guided Scrambling code configurations.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

Line codes are used in digital transmission systems to control the statistics of transmitted symbol 

sequences. This thesis investigates further characterization of the Guided Scrambling (GS) line coding 

technique. Due to its ease of implementation and limited redundancy requirements, this technique finds 

application in high bit rate binary transmission systems. Original work in this thesis includes:

» expansion of the set of scrambling polynomials which can be used for GS coding,

•  evaluation of worst-case performance bounds which result from use of these polynomials,

•  evaluation of the power spectral density of GS coded sequences,

•  derivation of several properties of the GS encoder and the power spectral density of GS coded 

sequences,

•  recommendation of criteria for selection of scrambling polynomials for GS coding, and

• recommendation of polynomials for several GS configurations.

Theory on which spectral analysis is based is also summarized in appendices.

This chapter begins with an overview of the content of this thesis. Discussion of the approach 

taken ir this woik is followed by a review of the bit stream representation and arithmetic used during 

analysis of GS coding. The chapter concludes with a summary of notation used throughout this thesis.

1.1 Thesis Qyeryfcw
Following this introduction, Chapter 2 introduces rationale for line coding through discussion of 

encoded sequence characteristics which line codes attempt to ensure. An overview of line coding 

techniques is followed by a description of Guided Scrambling. This discussion includes a review of the 

GS coding concept and configuration alternatives, including choice of scrambling polynomial, selection 

mechanism, and method of register update. It is shown that the latter distinguishes Block Guided 

Scrambling (BGS) and Continuous Guided Scrambling (CGS) codes. A summary of GS code 

configurations proposed prior to this work is also given.

In Chapter 3, additional scrambling polynomials for GS coding are derived. Methods are given 

for constructing polynomials which can be used with balanced coding when codeword length is even and 

augmentation is with a single bit per word. It is then demonstrated that these, and all other currently 

proposed polynomials, can be regarded as bases for large families of polynomials and that polynomials 

from these families result in the same worst-casc performance bounds as the base polynomial.

The usefulness of these expansions is considered in subsequent chapters where it is shown that 

appropriate selection of the scrambling polynomial can lead to increased control over average encoded 

sequence statistics as source stream statistics vary. In Chapter 4, analysis of these average statistics is
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considered through evaluation of the power spectral density of GS coded sequences. Here it is shown that 

spectral analysis techniques developed to date are impractical for analysis of CGS coded signals, and 

alternate expressions are derived. The validity of these expressions is confirmed through comparison of 

theoretical results with simulated power spectra. Power spectral densities of several CGS code 

configurations are presented.

In Chapter 5, several properties of the spectral characteristics of GS coded sequences are 

investigated. Criteria for selecting scrambling polynomials are considered in Chapter 6 . These criteria 

are based on the state machine model of the GS encoder and are supported by spectral results. This 

chapter concludes with the recommendation of scrambling polynomials for several GS code 

configurations. Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and gives recommendations for further study.

The first four appendices collect background material for the spectral analysis technique 

introduced in Chapter 4. Appendix 1 reviews concepts of probability and stochastic processes, and 

Appendix 2 outlines the structure of finite state machines. Appendix 3 considers analysis of Markov 

chains, and by doing so, provides a mechanism for analyzing movement through a finite state machine 

driven by a stationary source. Appendix 4 considers spectral analysis of deterministic and random 

signals, culminating in evaluation of the spectral properties of block coded sequences.

Appendix 5 details evaluation of performance bounds for the GS code configurations introduced 

in Chapter 3. In Appendix 6 , several expressions which arise during evaluation of the power spectra of 

CGS coded sequences are derived. A list of the computer programs written to perform the calculations 

described in this thesis is given in Appendix 7. In place of a glossary of terms, Appendix 8 provides an 

index which identifies locations in the thesis where terms are defined and concepts are described in detail.

1.2 Approach

The original work in this thesis is based on a wealth of mathematical and engineering principles, 

analyses and designs, some which are well known, others which are scattered throughout the literature. 

Since this thesis is intended as a full reference for the original work, a review of relevant background 

material is included. The majority of the background information has been collected into appendices; the 

knowledgeable reader need not review this material to understand the original work. Background 

material appearing in the main text includes the review of line coding criteria and techniques in Chapter 2 

and the review of arithmetic in a ring of polynomials in the next section. These are included in the body 

of the thesis due to their importance in understanding the mechanism, analysis, and utility of Guided 

Scrambling line codes.

In general, the background material is not introduced with mathematical rigor but with heuristic 

arguments which stress the meaning of the operations involved. This is in keeping with the engineering 

discipline in which this thesis is written, where physical meaning and application often outweigh
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mathematical elegance. This approach is also taken during the development of new material in this 

thesis. However, formal derivation of original contributions is included in the appendices when tbeir 

significance warrants it.

1.3 Arithmetic

Many of the mathematical operations encountered in this thesis fall into the familiar fields of real 

and complex number arithmetic. However, GS encoding and decoding operations involve manipulation of 

bit sequences and are most easily explained when operations are interpreted as occurring in the ring of 

polynomials over a field of two elements. Implementation of these arithmetic operations is straightforward.

1.3.1 Algebraic Structures

A ring is an algebraic structure comprised of a set of elements 'V, together with two operations 

called addition and multiplication, such that for all v,, v; and vk in V  [1]

•  addition and multiplication are operations which assign to each ordered pair of elements (v,, vj) 

exactly one element from ‘U,

•  addition is associative, i.e. (v; +v; )+ v t = v, +(v^ +vk),

•  addition is commutative, i.e. v, + v;- = + v;,

•  there is an element v0 in V, called the additive identity, with the property that v0 + vf = v, + v0 = v; 

for all v(. in V,

•  each element v(- in Vhas an additive inverse, -v f, such that v, + (-v ,) = -v , + v, = v0,

•  multiplication is associative,

•  multiplication is distributive over addition, i.e. v, (vy- + vk) = v, vy + v,-vk and (v, + v;- )vk = vivk + VjVk.

Addition of an additive inverse is called subtraction. A ring with unity is a ring which contains a 

multiplicative identity vt such that VjV,- = v,vt = v, for all vf in V. A  ring in whicn multiplication is 

commutative is a commutative ring.

A fie ld  is a commutative ring with unity in which all elements v. in with the exception of the 

additive identity v0, have multiplicative inverses vf1 such that v.v,"1 = vf'v,- = v,. Then division, which is

defined as multiplication by a multiplicative inverse, is defined for all elements in a field except the additive 

identity. Well known fields include the set of complex numbers along with complex number multiplication 

and addition, and its subfield, the field of real numbers with real number addition and multiplication.

There also exist fields with finitely many elements, called fin ite  or Galois fields. The smallest is 

GF(2), the two element field consisting of only the additive and multiplicative identities. Addition and 

multiplication are defined in Table 1.1, where 0 represents the additive identity and 1 represents the 

multiplicative identity. Clearly, addition corresponds to integer addition modulo-2 and multiplication 

follows the same rules as integer multiplication. Note that these elements are tbeir own additive inverses,
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+ 0 1

0 0 1

1 1 0

X 0  1

0 0  0

1 0  1

(a) Addition (b) Multiplication
Table 1.1: Arithmetic in GF(2)

and therefore that addition and subtraction are identical operations. In digital circuits, addition and 

multiplication in this field can be implemented with exclusive-OR and AND gates respectively.

Since division is defined as multiplication by a multiplicative inverse, division by elements in a 

ring which do not have multiplicative inverses is not defined. However, the term is commonly used 

whenever an element can be expressed as a product of two others. For example, in the ring consisting of 

the set of integers and real number addition and multiplication, 6  = 3 x 2 . This relationship is often stated 

as 6  divided by 3 equals 2, even though 3 does not have a multiplicative inverse in this ring and the 

expression 6  x 3_1 = 2 is invalid. In this instance, use of the term division follows from its common use in 

the fields of real and complex numbers. When an element cannot be factored, this definition is often 

extended to include evaluation of a quotient and remainder. For example, it is said that 3 divided by 2 

equals 1, with 1 remainder.

1.3.2 Bit Stream Representation and the Ring of Polynomials

Serial binary source data can be regarded as a sequence of binary digits. Line codes transform 

this bit sequence into an encoded sequence which may also consist of binary valued symbols. Vector 

notation is often used in the description of the coding processes. However, it also proves useful to 

represent bit sequences as polynomials with coefficients corresponding to symbol values in the bit stream. 

Since the coefficients are from the set {0,1}, it is a polynomial over GF(2). A bit sequence p  of length J 

can then be represented by the polynomial

P(x) = P i- i* ' " 1 + P j- i^ ~ X +• • -+ A * + Po - 

where x  is an indeterminate, the coefficient p., i = 0 ,1 ,..., J - l ,  takes on the value of the bit in position /, 

pj_x denotes the value of the most significant bit, the first bit in time, and p0 assumes the value of the least 

significant bit. In this thesis, bit streams and their corresponding polynomials are written with the most 

significant bit on the left. When writing the polynomial expression, terms lx ' are written x' with the 

exception of lx° which is written as 1. Terms with zero-valued coefficients are omitted from the

expression. The term pp ' has degree i. If  p, has value 1 and all pjyj  > /, are zero, the polynomial p(x) is

said to be of degree i. The weight of a polynomial is the number of its non-zero coefficients.

As an example of these definitions, consider the ten bit binary sequence 

6 =  1010011000 

which can be represented as
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b(x) = x9 + X 1 + x *  + x3,

a polynomial of weight 4 and degree 9. The most significant bit is a one, the legist significant is a zero. 

Zeros appear in positions 8 , 6 , 5, 2, 1 and 0. The polynomial contains terms of degree 9, 7, 4 and 3, 

which are also the positions of ones in the bit stream. This notation is somewhat reversed in vector 

notation. For instance, in the above example the first element of the vector b, b( 1), is a one, b(2) is a zero, 

and the last element, b(10), is also a zero.

The set of polynomials with coefficients from a field V, combined with polynomial addition and 

multiplication using element-wise operations from the field, forms a ring o f polynomials over 'V [1], In 

particular, the set of polynomials over GF(2), combined with the usual operations of polynomial addition 

and multiplication where operations among coefficients remain in the field GF(2), forms a ring of 

polynomials over GF(2). This allows bit streams to be summed and multiplied as polynomials. For 

example, consider operations involving the sequence b given above and the length-4 bit sequence 

d  = 1101 represented by polynomial d(x) = x 3+jc2+1. The sum of these polynomials is

In this thesis, the + sign denotes complex and real number addition, polynomial addition, and addition 

modulo-2; the meaning is clear from context. The product of these polynomials is

The distinction between complex and real number multiplication, polynomial multiplication, and 

multiplication in GF(2) is clear from context. Figures 1.1 and 1.2 outline these operations in concise bit 

sequence representations which will be used throughout this thesis. Addition is element-wise modulo-2; 

multiplication proceeds using the property that multiplication is distributive over addition. One sequence 

is multiplied by each non-zero term in the other, and the results are summed.

The fact that this structure is a ring and not a field indicates that multiplicative inverses are not 

defined for all polynomials. As a result, division implies generation of quotient and remainder

= x9 + x 7 + x 4 + x2 + 1.•9 ^ S  ^ „2

p(x) = b(x)d(x)

= (x9 +X 1 + x 4 +jc3 )(jc3 + x 2 + 1)

= (x12 +jc10 + x 7 + x 6) + (jcu + x9 + x s +JC5) + (x9 + x 7 +JC4 +JC3) 

=  x 12  + J C 11 + x 10  + ( 1  +  1 ) j c 9  + ( 1  +  1 ) j c 7  + ( l  +  l ) x 6  + J C 5  + x 4  + J C 3

+
1 0  1 0  0  1 1 0  0  0  b 

1 1 0  1 i  
1 0  1 0  0  1 0  1 0  1 s

Figure 1.1: Addition of bit sequences
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x
1 0  1 0  0  1 1 0  0  0  b 

1 1 0  1 d x
1 0  1 0  0  1 1 0  0  0  b 

1 1 0  1 d
1 0  1 0  0  1 1 0  0  0  

1 0  1 0  0  1 1 0  0  0  

+1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

1 1 0  1 

1 1 0  1 

1 1 0  1 

+ 1 1 0  11 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0  P

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0  p

(a) b multiplied by non-zero coefficients o id  (b) d  multiplied by non-zero coefficients of b
Figure 1.2: Multiplication of bit sequences

polynomials rather than multiplication by a multiplicative inverse. It is straightforward to show that, for 

polynomials b(x) and d(x) where the degree of d(x) is greater than zero, there exist unique polynomials 

q(x) and r(x) such that [1]

where the degree of r(x) is less than the degree of d(x) and all polynomials are defined over the same field. 

The polynomials q(x) and r(jc) are, respectively, the quotient and remainder polynomials which result 

from division of b{x) by d(x). If  r(x) -  0, b(x) is said to be divisible by d(x), and d(x) and q(x) are factors 

of b(x). If  b{x) cannot be expressed as the product of two polynomials both of lower degree than itself, it 

is said to be irreducible. In this thesis, evaluation of the quotient formed through division of b(x) by d(x) 

is denoted Q.</(X)[M *)]> and evaluation of the remainder is denoted ^ /(X)[M *)]-

Evaluation of quotient and remainder polynomials follows the rules of polynomial division, where the 

field in which coefficients are defined dictates the element-wise operations. An example of division of 

b(x) by d(x), where b(x) and d(x) are the polynomials over GF(2) defined above, is given in Figure 1.3. 

Both polynomial and bit sequence representations of the division operation are given; the quotient 

polynomial is q(x) = jc6+jcs+x3+x+1, and the remainder is r(x) -  x2+x+l. During division, shifted versions

{ x) = q{x)d{x) + r{x ), (1.1)

+Jt +1  q{x) 

b(x) 1 1 0  l | l  0  1 0  0  1 1 0  0  0  b
1 1 0  1 

1 1 1 0  

1 1 0  1

1 1 0  10 11 q

X 6 + X 5+ X 4 + X 3

x6+x5 +x3

1 1 1 1  

1 1 0  1 

10  0 0 
1 1 0  1 

1 0  1 0  

1 1 0  1 

1 1 1  r

x 4+x3 +x

x3+x3 +1

x1 +x +1  r(x )

(a) Polynomial form (b) Bit sequence form

Figure 1.3: Formation of quotient and remainder polynomials
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Partial Remainder Quotient Bit
1 0 1 0 0 1  1 0 0 0 1

1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1

0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1

0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 1 0 1

1 1 1 -

Table 1.2: Partial remainders for division of 
Figure 1.3

1 1 0  1 shifted
1 1 0  1 versions

1 1 0  1 of
1 1 0  1 d

1 1 0  1 

+ 1 1 1 r
1 0  1 0  0  1 1 0 0 0  b

Figure 1.4: Reconstruction of the 
dividend

of the divisor polynomial are introduced whenever required to cancel non-zero coefficients of the 

dividend. In particular, the divisor is introduced whenever the most significant bit of the partial 

remainder is non-zero, where partia l remainders are intermediate results of division. Table 1.2 lists in bit 

sequence form the partial remainders which occur during the polynomial division of Figure 1.3. The final 

partial remainder is the remainder of division. Note that summation of shifted versions of the divisor and 

the remainder yields the dividend, as shown in Figure 1.4. This follows from Equation 1.1 when the 

divisor is shifted in accordance with multiplication by non-zero terms in the quotient. Finally, note that 

during division with a divisor d(x) of degree D, the D  least significant bits of the dividend do not affect the 

value of the quotient, but affect only the value of the remainder.

Consider two sequences b0(x) and bx(x) where

bQ(x) = q0(x)d(x) + r0(x) 

bl (x) = ql (x)d(x) + rl (x).

Summing these equations yields

b0{x) + bl {x) = [q0 (x) + (x )]d (x )+ [r0 (x) + r, (x )].

It follows from the distributive property of multiplication over addition that the q. and % operators are 

linear, i.e.

Qrfwfo* W  + ( * ) ] = < ^ ( # 0  M ] + Qrfwfo (*)]

^ ( * ) [ M * ) + M * ) ] =

As an example, consider Figure 1.5 which depicts division of two binary sequences by the divisor given 

above. The dividends were chosen to sum to the dividend of Figure 1.3; the resulting quotients and 

remainders sum in a similar fashion.

O f particular interest in this thesis are quotients and remainders which result when a sequence is 

divided by d(x) following premultiplication by xD, where D, is the degree of d(x). For example, let 

a  = 1010011. Note that d(x) in the examples above is of degree 3, and that b(x) = a(x)x}. Then, the 

quotient of Figure 1.3 can be written q{x) = Q ,j(,)[fl(j0 *D]» and the remainder is r(x) = ^ (,)[a (x )x °].
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0  0  1 1 1 1 1  qo
1 1 0  1| 0  0  1 0  0  1 1 0  0  0  bQ 1 1 0  l| 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0

1 1 1 0  1 0  0  ?,

1 1 0  1 

10  0 1 
1 1 0  1 

1 0 0  0 
1 1 0  1

1 1 0  1 

1 0  1 0  

1 1 0  1 

1 1 1 0  

1 1 0  1

1 0  1 0  

1 1 0  1 
k l  1 0  

1 1 0  1

1 1 0  0  

1 1 0  1 

1 0 0

0  1 1 r0

(a) Division of b0(x) (b) Division of b^x)

Figure 1.5: Example of linearity of Q, and ̂ operators

As noted above, the D  least significant bits of the dividend do not affect the value of the quotient. In this 

instance, since the D  least significant bits of a(x)xD do not depend on a{x), it is straightforward to show 

that the mapping from a(x) to q(x) is one-to-one [2]. It also follows that a{x) is recoverable from q(x), and 

for fixed d(x), each q(x) is associated with a single remainder. To see this, rewrite Equation 1.1 as

Since r(jc) is of degree at most D - l and the D  least significant bits of a(x)xD are zero, a(x) can be 

recovered by taking all but the D  least significant bits of the product q{x)d(x). The remainder is contained 

in the D  least significant bits of the product which, for a given d(x), is unique for each q(x). An example 

of the recovery of a(x) and r(x) from the product q(x)d(x) is given in Figure 1.6. Extraction of a(x) from 

q(x)d(x) can be written as a(x) = Qx„  [9 (jc)d(jt)].

The above result regarding mapping from quotient to remainder can be generalized as follows. 

When the J  least significant bits of the dividend are zero and the divisor is of degree D, each quotient is 

associated with a single remainder if  D < 7. When D > J ,  only the J  least significant bits of the remainder 

are unique to each quotient, and the D -J  most significant bits of the remainder cannot be determined 

given knowledge only of the quotient

a(x)xD =q(x)d (x) + r(x) 

a(x )x ° + r(x )  = q(x)d(x).

1 1 0  10  11 q
x 1 1 0  1 d 

1 1 0  1 

1 1 0  1

1 1 0  1

1 1 0  1 

+ 1 1 0  1

i l O i n i L O l  Erl
Figure 1.6: Recovery of original sequence and remainder
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Other properties of division of polynomials over GF(2) are also encountered in this thesis. First, 

note that when a sequence undergoes premultiplication before division, all divisors of the form 

d '{x) = d (x )xK, for any whole number K, generate the same quotient and have remainders related though 

multiplication by xK. To see this, let d(x) be of degree D, let d '(x )  be of degree D’ = D^ K , and consider 

the expression

a(x)xD' = q '(x )d '(x ) + r '(x )  

a(x)xD+K = q,(x)[d(jc)jtA:] + r'(jc).

Since

fl(jt) = <1 , 0'[«'(•*)</'W ]

= <l,o.*[q'(jc)d(x)xJir]

= <ljro[?'(x)d(j:)],

then q’(x ) = q(x). Since the D+K  least significant bits of a(x)xD*K and the K  least' significant bits of 

q '(x )d (x )xK are zero, the K  least significant bits of r '(x )  must be zero also. Further, since the D  least 

significant bits of q(x)d{x) equal r(;c), then the D  most significant bits of r'(x ) must equal r(x), and 

r'(jc) = r (x )x K.

An example of these relationships is given with comparison of the division operations ir. Figures

1.3 and 1.7. These figures depict the sequence 1010011 premultiplied before division by divisors related 

by the factor x: . The quotients are identical, and the remainders are related by the factor x2. Due to the 

similarity of the resulting sequences, divisor polynomials related by a factor xK are said to be trivially 

related. Trivially related divisors are avoided with the constraint that their least significant bit be a one.

A  second property which follows immediately from Equation 1.1 is that when the least 

significant coefficient of the divisor is a one, the least significant bits of the quotient and remainder sum to

1 1 0  10 11 q'
1 1 0  10  0| 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

1 1 0  1 0  0  

1 1 1 0  1 1  

1 1 0  1 0  0  

1 1 1 1 0  0  

1 1 0  1 0  0  

1 0  0  0  0  0  

1 1 0  10  0 
10  1 0 0 0  
1 1 0  10  0 

1 1 1 0  0  r '

Figure 1.7: Division with divisor d(x)x2
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the value of the least significant bit of the dividend. In particular, when the least significant bit of the 

dividend is a zero, as is the case in all dividends of the form a(x)xD, D  > 0, the values of the least 

significant bits of the quotient and remainder are identical. This relationship is evident in the example of 

Figure 1.3. It is straightforward to generalize this result to the instance when the lowest non-zero 

coefficient of d(x) is dt, i = 0, 1, ..., D-2. Then, q0 and r( sum to the value of the ith coefficient of the 

dividend. When the dividend is of the form a(x)xD, D  > 0, the ith bit of the dividend is zero and q0 and r; 

have the same value. Figure 1.7 demonstrates this relationship with i = 2.

The division processes depicted in Figures 1.3 and 1.7 reveal a more meaningful explanation for 

these relationships. Let the lowest non-zero coefficient of the divisor be dt, i  = 0, 1 ,..., D -2. Clearly, the 

least significant coefficient of the quotient is a one if and only if the divisor is introduced to modify the 

partial remainder just prior to the final remainder. Also, the divisor must be introduced at this point if the 

ith bit of the remainder is to differ from the ith bit of the dividend. When this dividend bit is zero, q0 and 

r ; have the same value.

Finally, rings of polynomial can be used as the basis for other structures. In particular,. finite 

fields can be constructed if multiplication is defined modulo an irreducible polynomial. A ll polynomials 

in these fields have degree less than the irreducible polynomial and can be expressed as a power of a 

primitive field element. Primitive polynomials are irreducible polynomials which have a primitive 

element as a zero [3]. Primitive polynomials of every degree exist over every finite field, and many have 

been tabulated [4], Primitive polynomials over GF(2) with degree P have the property that the smallest m 

for which they divide x”+ l is m = 2p- l .  An implication of this property is that, in continuous division of 

an all-zero sequence with an initial non-zero partial remainder, the quotient will repeat every m symbols. 

The quotients generated are called maximal length sequences or m-sequences.

1.3.3 Implementation

Implementation of addition, multiplication, and division of polynomials with coefficients from 

GF(2) is straightforward. Addition can be carried out in either serial or parallel fashion with exclusive- 

OR gates performing element-wise addition. Multiplication and division are easily implemented using 

shift registers [3]. For example, consider multiplication of a bit sequence by d(x) = jc3+jc2+1. As seen in 

the longhand multiplication of Figure 1.2b, each logic one in the bit stream introduces the bit sequence 

pattern d  into the sum which, when complete, forms the final, product. The shift register of Figure 1.8 

accomplishes this when the multiplicand bit stream enters serially from most significant to least 

significant bit. The shift register is cleared prior to multiplicand input. As the multiplicand is shifted in, 

each one introduces the pattern d  to the register where it is summed with its previous and subsequent 

instances by the exclusive-OR gates. The product exits serially. Following entry of the least significant
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Product

Unit Exchulve-OR 
Multiplicand Delay Gate

Figure 1.8: Implementation of polynomial multiplication with d(x) = jc3+jc2+1

bit of the multiplicand, the shift register still holds the D  least significant bits of the product. If  these bits 

are not required, they can be discarded by clearing the register.

A  similar shift register can be used to perform division. As noted above, during division the 

pattern d  is introduced whenever the most significant bit of the partial remainder is a one. In this 

instance, the corresponding bit of the quotient is also a one. When the most significant bit of the partial 

remainder is a zero, the partial remainder is not modified by the divisor and the quotient bit is a zero. 

Also, the quotient contains D  fewer bits than the dividend. A shift register built to accommodate these 

observations for d(x) = jc3+x2+1 is given in Figure 1.9. The register is initially clear, the dividend enters 

serially from most significant to least significant bit, and the quotient exits in a similar fashion. The first 

D  bits which exit will be zero, accommodating the decrease in degree of the quotient from that of the 

dividend. Following this point, whenever the bit exiting the most significant delay element is a one, the 

quotient bit is a one and the dividend pattern is fed back to modify the register contents. The register 

holds the D  most significant bits of the partial remainder, and will hold the remainder of division once 

input of the dividend is complete.

Multiplication of a bit stream by one polynomial and division by another can be accomplished 

with a single shift register if the bit stream is fed into the shift register with the pattern of the multiplier 

and feedback taps are connected in the pattern of the divisor. In particular, simultaneous multiplication 

by x° and division by d(x) can be accomplished using shift registers with the form pictured in Figure 1.10. 

In this register, the first bit of the quotient appears immediately after entry of the first bit of the dividend, 

and evaluation of the quotient is complete and the remainder is available immediately following entry of 

the last bit.

Finally, consider Figure 1.11 which portrays a similar shift register implementing multiplication 

by x5 and division by d '(x) = xs+x*+x2. It is clear from comparison with Figure 1.10 that if the shift 

registers are initially clear, then given the same input bit stream, q’(x) = q{x), r '(x ) = r(x )x2, and it is 

pointless to use a divisor with a lea*t significant bit not equal to one.

Quotient Dividend

Figure 1.9: Implementation of polynomial division with d(x) = x3+x2+ l
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Quotient

Dividend

Figure 1.10: Simultaneous multiplication by x3 and division by d(x) = x3+x2+ l

Quotient

Dividend

Figure 1.11: Simultaneous multiplication by x5 and division by d '(x )  = x5+x4+x2

1.4 Notation
Effort has been made to maintain consistent notation throughout this thesis in terms of typeface, 

style, and designations used. This section highlights the different styles used and lists common symbols. 

The main body of text is written in Times Roman typeface. Acronyms are written in capital

letters, and include:

BGS: Block Guided Scrambling. GS: Guided Scrambling.

CDF: cumulative distribution function. PDF: probability density function.

CGS: Continuous Guided Scrambling. RDS: running digital sum.

CLS: consecutive like-valued symbols. SSS: strict sense stationary.

DFT: discrete Fourier transform. TPM: transition probability matrix.

DSV: digital sum variation. WD: word disparity.

FSM: finite state machine. WRDS: word-end running digital sum.

GF: Galois field WSS: wide sense stationary.

Definitions for these acronyms can be found throughout this thesis in locations indicated by the index.

Italics are used for emphasis in the text, often highlighting the most explicit definition of a term 

or concept. Italicized terms are often indexed. Lower case italicized Times Roman typeface is also used 

to denote variables, excluding variables of a probabilistic nature. Common designations include:

f .  frequency.

i: counter in sequences; index for matrix and vector elements and members of sets. 

j :  index for matrix and vector elements; the square root of - 1 .
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k: index of time separation during evaluation of autocorrelation, index of discrete-time operation, and 

parameter which establishes WRDS and RDS bounds in balanced GS codes. 

m: index for frequencies of discrete spectral components and discrete-time operation, 

n: index of discrete-time operation. 

t: continuous time.

jc: argument of general functions, and the indeterminate used when writing polynomials.

When subscripted with a time index, this character style denotes occurrence in discrete-time systems, 

including occurrence of:

c: code symbols.

/: states in a finite state machine. 

s: source symbols.

General functions and functions of time are written in this style. Examples include:

g(y): general function of the independent variable y. 

p(t): time-domain pulse shape.

This style is also used when describing an element of a vector, such as the rth element of the vector c, c(i), 

and when expressing polynomials. Commonly used polynomials include representations for:

a(x): augmented words. q(x): quotient words.

b(x): augmenting bit patterns. r(x): remainder words.

c{x): codewords. s(x): source words.

d(x): scrambling polynomial. m(x): updated, augmented words.

e(x): error patterns. w(x): the all-one word.

h(x): quotient set relationships.

The ith coefficient of a polynomial p(x) is denoted pv Degrees of polynomials are denoted with tire 

associated capitalized character. Capitalized characters are also used for variables which serve as upper 

bounds, or variables with predetermined or externally fixed values. These include:

A: number of augmenting bits used in Guided Scrambling codes.

B: position of augmenting bits.

D : degree of the scrambling polynomial used in Guided Scrambling, codes.

F: number of last-bit values which affect quotient selection during Guided Scrambling.

G: number of WRDS values which affect quotient selection during Guided Scrambling.

/: number of encoding intervals through which remainders extend in CGS coding.

L: number of states in finite state machine model of encoder.
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M: length of source words.

N: length of codewords.

R: number of remainder bits which sum with augmenting bits in CGS coding.

S: number of source words.

T: the duration of an encoded bit in coded systems; the interval of operation in a finite state 

machine or Markov chain.

V: value of a code symbol; designation of bit patterns which comprise the scrambling polynomial.

IV: weight of a binary word or polynomial.

Y: number of consecutive encoding intervals over which tL:, extended encoding interval is defined.

Z: position of zero in quotient set relationship sequence.

Capitalized uon-italicized subscripts are used with this type style to denote closely related parameters. For 

example, Ac denotes the number of augmenting bits which appear consecutively in the most significant bit 

positions of the augmented words. This style is also used when denoting an element of a matrix, such as 

the (i,y)th element of the matrix R, R (i,j), and to represent frequency-domain functions, including:

P(J): frequency domain description of pulse p(t).

W(f): power spectral density.

X{f): used with subscripts to denote continuous and discrete spectral components.

Finally, upper case italicized characters are used to denote random variables in instances where confusion 

with time or frequency domain relationships does not arise. Where there is an opportunity for confusion, 

lower case is used for time-domain random variables.

Bold italic characters are used to represent bit sequences which have polynomial representations 

listed above. They include:

a: augmented words. h : bit pattern relating quotients.

b: pattern of augmenting bits. q: quotient words.

c: codewords during analysis of (Af, N) r: remainder words.

block codes, and length-L code symbol s: source words.

vectors during Markov chain analysis. u: augmented and updated words

d: scrambling polynomial. w: the all-one word.

e: pattern of bit errors.

This notation represents bit patterns as vectors, enabling them to be used in matrix equations. The vector 

v is also used to denote bit patterns which comprise scrambling polynomials, and during spectral analysis, 

the length-N row vector

v = [l exp(y2/z/T) exp(y4^T) ... exp (y2#(W -l)7 ')].
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Matrices, excluding those containing probability values, are written with upper case bold italic typeface. 

Matrices commonly used in this thesis include:

E: L x L  next state matrices.

C: L x JV codeword matrices.

Q: 2a x N  quotient selection set matrices.

Exceptions to exclusion of probability-valued matrices include autocorrelation and autocovariance 

matrices. Following convention, they are denoted by:

K: N x N  autocovariance matrices.

R: N x N  autocorrelation matrices.

Following this convention, the following matrices are also defined in this thesis:

J: N x L  intermediate matrices used during evaluation of autocorrelation matrices.

Finally, this type style is also used to denote vectors of random variables.

Greek characters are used to represent variables of a probabilistic nature. Examples of such 

variables used throughout this thesis include:

/?: probability of a logic one in the source bit stream.

8 : source word occurrence probability.

77: mean value.

The following designations follow convention:

S. the Dirac delta function.

k . the value 3.1415926....

t. time separation in autocorrelation calculations.

Q): radian frequency.

Upper case Greek characters are used to represent elements of a probability matrix, such as the (i, J)tb 

entry of the matrix A, A(/, j) .  Bold lower case Greek characters represent vectors of probability values. 

Commonly used vectors include:

X : length-L row vector of stationary state values.

yr: length-L row vector of stationary quotient set occurrence values conditioned on state.

<t>: length-L row vector of stationary quotient set and state occurrence values. 

r j : length-L row vector of mean code symbol values.
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Matrices containing probability values are denoted with bold upper case Greek characters, including:

6 : L x L  matrices of source word probabilities.

A: L x L  diagonal matrix of stationary state values.

L x L  matrix of stationary quotient set probabilities conditioned on previous quotient sets and 

previous states.

4>: L x L  diagonal matrix of stationary quotient set, state occurrence values.

11: L x L  one step transition probability matrix.

Lower case script characters are used to denote elements of sets, such as:

s: one of S possible source word vectors.

(: one of L  possible encoder states. 

c: a codeword vector.

£  state values for a general discrete-time Markov chain.

This typeface is also used to denote the function;

/ :  probability density function.

An upper case script character is used to denote the function:

T. cumulative distribution function.

In general, upper case script characters are used to denote sets or subsets, including:

Q; one of S possible quotient selection sets.

When bold, lower case script characters signify code rule functional mappings, including:

/ :  formation of codeword given source word and present state. 

g: determination of next state given source word and present state.

Upper case bold script characters signify operators, including:

£: evaluation of moments, primarily expectation.

7 \  evaluation of Fourier transform.

T-. associated probability.

Q; evaluation of quotient polynomial.

%  evaluation of remainder polynomial.

T. a superscript denoting transposition.

Superscripts on the above designations denote exponentiation. Lower case subscripts indicate 

time intervals for discrete-time systems or enumerate elements in sets. Upper case subscripts indicate the
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item with which the subscripted symbol is associated. The exception to this rule is the all-one vector h> 

and all-one polynomial w(x) where the subscript denotes the length of the vector and number of 

coefficients in the polynomial respectively.

The asterisk is used to denote convolution. When used as a superscript, it indicates conjugation 

of a complex number or formation of the transpose conjugate of a complex-valued vector or matrix. The 

overbar denotes complementation or an average over the interval of periodicity of a cyclostationary 

process. The tilde denotes association, the caret signifies the possibility of bit errors in a vector or 

polynomial, and the prime symbol denotes parameters associated with an extended-interval encoder 

model.

Braces are used when identifying sets, brackets are used when defining functional operators and 

listing vector elements, and parentheses are used when describing functions. In mathematical 

expressions, these delimiters are mixed where required for clarity.
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Line codes are used in digital transmission systems to ensure that transmitted signals have 

characteristics which increase the likelihood of their accurate recovery by a practical receiver [5]. The 

term line coding specifically refers to the encoding and decoding processes which transform the source 

symbol sequence into a signal containing the desired properties for transmission and recover the source 

data from the demodulated symbol sequence. In digital recording systems, recording or modulation codes 

are said to perform these operations [6], With the exception of background material presented in this 

chapter, discussion of line coding techniques in this thesis is phrased in the terminology common to 

transmission systems.

This chapter begins with a review of line code objectives and the performance criteria with which 

code performance is measured. A brief overview of line coding techniques follows in Section 2.2. The 

Guided Scrambling (GS) line coding technique is discussed in Section 2.?. A review of the principle on 

which these codes are based is followed by a discussion of code configurations and a mathematical 

description of the coding process.

2.1 Characteristics of Ling-Coded S equent

2.1.1 Objectives

To increase the accuracy of signal demodulation, the transmitted digital signal should exhibit the 

following characteristics [5 - 9]. It is the responsibility of the line encoder to ensure that the transmitted 

signal contains these properties.

•  Adequate timing information: Timing information can be extracted from transitions between 

symbols in the received signal to obviate the necessity of transmitting a separate timing signal. 

To allow for proper operation of timing extraction circuitry in these systems, the encoded symbol 

stream must contain an adequate number of transitions.

• Small low-frequency content: AC coupled receivers are easier to design than DC coupled 

receivers [10, 11]. However, low frequency fluctuations or baseline wander in the received 

symbol sequence results in decreased noise immunity in these receivers [12]. Accordingly, to 

allow for AC coupling in the receiver, the encoded signal should contain few spectral 

components at low frequencies.

•  Low redundancy: Redundancy in the transmitted symbol stream can take two forms: an increase 

in the number of values which each transmitted symbol can assume, termed an increase in code 

radix, or an increase in the number of symbols transmitted with respect to the number of symbols 

in the source stream. With constant signal power, the first form of redundancy implies a
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decrease in separation of symbols in the signal space. With a constant source symbol rate, the 

second implies an increase in signal bandwidth and a decrease in the ratio of signal power to 

received noise power [12]. As a result, an increase in either form of redundancy results in loss of 

accuracy during signal demodulation. Accordingly, redundancy introduced by the line code 

should be kept to a minimum.

Line code characteristics differ in priority, depending on the application. The above characteristics are 

those most often cited since, from them, other characteristics follow. These include:

• Minimal inter-symbol interference (ISI): Unless interference from preceding symbols is

intentionally introduced, as in partial response coding, the influence of these symbols on the 

value of each demodulated symbol should be minimized. ISI is dependent on both the symbol 

pulse shape and transmitted symbol pattern [5]. The line code should ensure that the transmitted 

symbol sequence has a pattern which minimizes ISI.

•  Low systematic jitte r: Jitter is a pattern dependent clock recovery timing impairment inherent to 

digital transmission systems [13]. The transmitted symbol sequence must be selected to ensure 

that jitter is kept low.

Other characteristics of transmitted symbol sequences are required in specific applications. These 

include:

•  Minimal crosstalk coupling: In metallic paired-cable systems, crosstalk between adjacent pairs 

must be minimized [8]. In these systems, symbol sequences with significant power in small 

frequency ranges must be avoided.

•  Specific spectral characteristics: In addition to the requirement for little power at tow

frequencies, systems may require other spectral characteristics such as nulls at specific 

frequencies to allow for insertion of pilot tones, or limited high frequency components if the 

channel is bandlimited. Line codes can be used to ensure that the transmitted signal contains 

these desired spectral characteristics.

The line code must provide the above characteristics while also ensuring:

•  B it sequence independence: The line coder must adequately encode any source sequence.

•  Low error multiplication: The presence of symbol errors at the input to the decoder should not 

result in many errors in the decoded symbol stream. The multiplication of errors during 

decoding is also called error extension.

Incorporation of the following features increases the practicality of a line code.
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•  Provision fo r  self-framing: Although orientation within the received symbol stream can be 

established by methods independent of the line code, a line decoder which decodes the symbol 

sequence without additional framing information results in higher efficiency transmission.

•  Provision fo r  error control: Error detection and correction increases the accuracy of the decoded 

information. Although error control and line coding techniques have traditionally been separate 

fields of study [5], there have been recent efforts to combine these techniques. Integration of 

error control and line coding increases the efficiency of systems in which the benefit of both 

coding techniques is desired.

•  Provision fo r ancillary channels: Communication channels are required for in-service

monitoring of intermediate repeater site equipment, service signaling between terminals, and 

voice channels for maintenance staff. Provision of these channels within the redundancy of the 

line code offers a further increase in system efficiency.

•  Low cost: Line code requirements should be satisfied with minimum circuit complexity to allow 

for low cost implementation.

2.1.2 Measures of Performance

The performance of a line code is usually reported with respect to one or more metrics to allow 

for comparison with other line coding techniques. These performance metrics include the following. The 

encoded sequence is guaranteed to contain transitions, and therefore timing information, if there is a limit 

to the maximum number of consecutive like-valued symbols (CLS) in the transmitted symbol sequence. 

The lower this bound, the more timing information the sequence is ensured to contain. Conversely, a 

limit on the minimum number of consecutive like-valued symbols restricts the high frequency content of 

the signal. The greater this bound, the lower the high frequency components. Where applicable, upper 

and lower bounds on the number of consecutive like-valued symbols are reported. In this thesis, the 

acronym CLS denotes the upper bound on the length of these sequences.

An indication of the low frequency content of the transmitted signal is given by its disparity, or 

the ratio with which symbols of different value are transmitted. A common measure of disparity for 

binary sequences is the running digital sum (RDS), which denotes the difference between cumulative 

totals of the number of ones and the number of zeros. It can be calculated by assigning a value of +1 to a 

one and -1  to a zero and accumulating these values as transmission proceeds. Similarly, when the 

transmitted symbol sequence consists of codewords, the word-end running digital sum (WRDS) is the 

RDS calculated at the end of each word. The word disparity (WD) is the sum evaluated over the length of 

a codeword.

Binary sequences which contain, on average, an equal number of ones and zeros are called 

balanced sequences. The concept of balance can be extended to codes of higher radix. A binary sequence
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is balanced when upper and lower bounds exist on its RDS [5]. The digital sum variation (DSV) is a 

measure of the range of these bounds. When RDS is calculated as described above, DSV is given by [14]

D S V = I(R D S in„ -R D S niin). (2.1)

Consider the case when the sequence is balanced and the binary digits are mapped to antipodal 

symbol values for transmission. Antipodal symbols have values which are equal in magnitude but 

opposite in polarity [9]. Clearly, this signal contains no frequency components at DC. If  the symbols in 

the balanced sequence are not antipodal, the average value of the sequence is not zero, and a discrete 

component arises at /  = 0 in the frequency domain. However, it follows intuition that the continuous 

spectral component of this sequence will still fall to zero at DC. Indeed, it has been shown that balanced 

transmission is a necessary and sufficient condition for a null to exist in the continuous component of the 

power spectral density a t/=  0 [15]. It has also been shown that the suppression of frequency components 

near DC increases with an increase in the number of low-order derivatives of the power spectral density 

which are zero [16].

As mentioned above, transmission of timing information and ensurance of little or no low- 

frequency content in the signal contributes to the presence of other desired properties in the coded 

sequence. For example, jitter can be kept to tolerable levels through ensurance of many transitions [17], 

and inter-symbol interference can be limited by bounding baseline wander which, in turn, is bounded in 

balanced transmission [5].

The CLS and DSV metrics introduced above are time-domain statistics which reflect worst-case 

sequence characteristics. Average statistics of the transmitted signal are usually reported by presenting its 

power spectral density. In general, the average statistics of the encoded symbol sequence depend on those 

of the source sequence, and the power spectral density of the transmitted signal varies as the statistics of 

the source stream vary. Minimization of this variation results in greater confidence on the part of the 

designer regarding the signal characteristics his system must accommodate.

Information regarding average time-domain .characteristics can be obtained from proper 

interpretation of these plots. When T  denotes the duration of each coded symbol, large spectral 

components at or near /  = f y j  indicate many transitions in the encoded sequence since the alternating 

sequence has period 2T and fundamental frequency Y j - The amount of power at low frequencies is 

indicative not only of the value of CLS, but the probability that long sequences of like-valued symbols will 

occur in the transmitted signal. These plots also give a clear indication of the amount of power at high 

frequencies which will be lost in bandiimited channels, if significant power is concentrated in a small 

band of frequencies, which can lead to crosstalk, and if  spectral nulls exist at the desired frequencies.

Other measures of performance are also cited in situations where they are of interest. If  provision 

has been made to include error control, the error correcting or detecting capability of the code is reported.
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When code redundancy is of importance, this redundancy, or conversely the code efficiency, is reported.

Code efficiency, also known as the code rate, is given by

. „  . MlogVscode efficiency  ------ 2- i ,
ATlogVc

where on average M  source symbols are encoded to N  code symbols, and Vs and Vc respectively denote the 

number of values that the source and code symbols can assume. The base of the logarithm is arbitrary, 

and the redundancy of the code is one minus its efficiency. When the source and code symbols take on the 

same number of values, the efficiency of the code is simply M/ j .  Another common definition of code 

efficiency that compares the code rate to the capacity of the channel is not used in this thesis because 

information theoretic aspects of line coding are not discussed. Examination of these issues can be found 

elsewhere [6,18].

Given information regarding symbol pulse shape, channel constraints, and receiver design, codes 

can be compared based on the signal-to-noise ratio at the input to the demodulator, the amount of ISI 

expected in the symbol stream, and ultimately the probability that errors occur in the decoded bit stream. 

In this thesis, no assumptions are made regarding particular channel characteristics or receiver designs, 

and comparisons of this type are not drawn.

2.2 Line Coding Techniques

Many line coding techniques have been developed to meet the various requirements of 

communication and recording systems. There are many ways to classify these techniques, including 

classification based on their principle of operation, intended application, form of implementation, and the 

time-domain and frequency-domain characteristics of their encoded symbol streams. In the following 

sections, distinction is made between unbalanced binary codes, balanced binary codes, and codes which 

generate symbol streams of higher radix.

2.2.1 I  Inhalanced Binary Cories

Unbalanced codes are designed with priority given to constraints other than attenuation of low 

frequency components in the transmitted signal. These constraints include efficient transmission, simple 

implementation, and optimization of design parameters such as runlengths of consecutive like-valued bits.

Scrambling:

There are two scrambling techniques, reset and self-synchronizing scrambling [19, 20]. Both 

attempt to randomize the source data without introducing redundancy into the bit stream. In doing so 

however, they do not ensure bounds to either the CLS or DSV of the transmitted bit stream.

In reset scrambling, the source data is added modulo-2 with a known bit sequence. This 

sequence is usually chosen to be pseudo-random in an attempt to randomize the source stream as much as 

possible. As noted in Section 1.3.2 of Chapter 1, pseudo-random or m-sequences can be generated with
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linear feedback shift registers. The sequence is simply the result of division of the all-zero dividend by a 

primitive polynomial when the initial remainder is non-zero. The source stream is recovered at the 

decoder through modulo-2 addition of the received bit stream with the same pseudo-random sequence. 

Although the correct sequence is known, this modulo-2 addition correctly compensates for the encoding 

process only if the sequence is added with the correct phase. The required synchronization can be 

achieved through resetting the contents of the shift register to a pre-determined non-zero value at a time 

derived from a framing signal [21]. Reset scrambling exhibits no error extension but also makes no 

provision for error monitoring.

The term self-synchronizing scrambling is misleading. Rather than being self-synchronizing, the 

encoding and decoding procedures of this line code operate without synchronization. Encoding can be 

interpreted simply as the continuous division of the source bit stream by the scrambling polynomial. To 

enhance stream randomness, the divisor is usually chosen to be a primitive polynomial, enabling a single 

logic one in the source stream to produce a pseudo-random encoded signal. In the absence of 

transmission errors, continuous multiplication of the recovered stream by the same polynomial accurately 

restores the original source bit stream. Since the division and multiplication operations are continuous, 

there is no need for synchronization. As noted in Chapter 1, both the division and multiplication 

operations can be implemented with shift registers. However, the feedforward nature of the decoding 

multiplication register causes error extension. A single bit error results in incorrect decoding of a number 

of bits equal to the weight of the scrambling polynomial. Self-synchronizing scrambling makes no 

provision for error monitoring.

Because reset and self-synchronizing scrambling can be implemented with very simple logic 

circuits which introduce no bit stream delay, scrambling has enjoyed widespread use in high bit rate 

systems. A reflection of its popularity is its inclusion in SONET, the new standard for synchronous 

optical networks [22]. When tributary streams are multiplexed to form a very high bit rate sequence, 

measures can be taken while scrambling the tributary streams to increase the probability that the 

transmitted signal contains good line code characteristics [23]. When scrambling alone is not considered 

adequate, it can be used in conjunction with other line coding techniques [5].

Bit insertion codes:

To ensure that transitions occur in the transmitted bit stream, redundancy must be added to the 

source data. The mBIC and DmBIM codes do so by inserting an extra bit following every m information 

bits [24, 23]. In mBIC coding, the value of the redundant bit is complementary to the mth information 

bit. In DmBIM codes, augmentation with a one is followed by differential encoding which translates a 

one to a change of level in the encoded stream and a zero to the absence of a level change. Both codes 

bound CLS to m+1 and ensure at least one transition every m+1 bits. DmBIM codes multiply one
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transmission error to two during decoding, while mBIC codes exhibit no error multiplication. Code rule 

violations allow both codes to estimate the decoded bit error rate [24], Due to their simple encoding and 

decoding procedures, these codes are used in high bit rate transmission systems.

Runlength-limited codes:

Runlength-limited (RLL) codes are the most frequently used codes in magnetic and optical 

recording systems [6]. In general, these codes constrain both the minimum and maximum number of like- 

valued symbols which can appear consecutively in the encoded sequence. They are denoted (d,k) codes, 

where d+ 1 is the minimum runlength and k+ l is the maximum runlength of like-valued symbols 

respectively, because they can be generated by differentially encoding a sequence in which logic ones are 

separated by at least d, and at most k, zeros. Differential encoding is described above in the discussion of 

DmBIM codes.

A number of RLL coding techniques have been developed [26]. In fixed-length codes, blocks of 

M  source bits are encoded to blocks of N  code bits in a manner which satisfies the runlength constraints. 

In the simplest codes, codewords are assigned with a one-to-one correspondence to the source words. In 

codes with higher efficiency, source words are represented by a number of different codewords, where the 

codeword selected in a particular encoding interval is the one which results in the best line code 

characteristics in that particular instance. The values of the external conditions which affect codeword 

selection are called states of the encoder, and encoding is said to be state dependent [27]. These terms are 

derived from the finite state machine representations of the encoders. Decoding is state independent if 

codewords are assigned such that each codeword represents only one source word.

The most straightforward approach of implementing the RLL encoding and decoding procedures 

is to use lookup tables. However, as M  and N  increase, implementation with lookup tables becomes more 

difficult. The size of the lookup tables can be reduced if only portions of the codewords are stored, with 

the values of the remaining bits determined through logic operations [26]. Enumerative coding 

techniques also result in smaller lookup tables at the expense of an increase in other circuitry. The use of 

short codewords in variable-length code;; often results in decreased circuit complexity in both the encoder 

and decoder [6].

In general, RLL codes can detect errors which cause violation of runlength constraints. Limited 

error correction is also possible with lookup table decoding if provision is made to decode illegal words to 

the source sequence associated with the most likely codeword. Several techniques have also been 

proposed for integrating RLL codes with block error control codes [28] and convolutional error correcting 

codes [29 - 31]. Error control is introduced at the cost of increased redundancy and circuit complexity.
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2.2.2 Balanced Binary Codes

The source stream must be augmented in order to ensure that the encoded binary stream is 

balanced while at the same time retaining bit sequence independence. The method in which this 

augmentation is implemented distinguishes lookup table codes from other coding techniques.

Lookup table codes:

As described above, lookup table codes encode M  information symbols to N  symbols for 

transmission using lookup table techniques. When data and encoded symbols take on the same number of 

values, N  must be greater than M  if  statistics of the encoded sequence are to be controlled. The simplest of 

these codes involve a one-to-one mapping between source words and codewords. However, these codes 

have low efficiency because the disparity of all codewords must be zero to ensure that the RDS of the 

encoded stream is bounded regardless of the form of the input

Codes with higher efficiency involve state-dependent encoding. In this approach, codewords 

with non-zero disparity can be used if they are selected in a manner which results in bounded RDS. This 

is accomplished by assigning a set of N-bit codewords to each Af-bit source word and, in each encoding 

interval, selecting a codeword from this set which satisfies RDS bounds in that particular instance. 

Decoding is independent of state when each codeword represents only one source word.

Implementation of the lookup tables places limits on both the efficiency of the code and the 

transmission rate of the system. However, tributary streams of a multiplexed system can be individually 

coded if care is taken to ensure that the multiplexed high bit rate stream still contains good line code 

characteristics [32, 33]. The redundancy in lookup table codes can also be exploited for purposes of self

framing [34], providing ancillary communication channels [35, 36], or monitoring errors [37, 38]. In 

general, these codes exhibit error extension since a single error in the demodulated word can cause the 

decoder to output an incorrect word. However, these codes can be integrated with block error control 

techniques if  the transmitted words are chosen from the set of error control codewords [39 - 42].

Other techniques:

Many balanced line coding techniques that use simple encoding and decoding operations have 

been proposed. The majority of these proposals have been for inefficient codes, including codes which 

transform one source bit to two encoded bits [9, 43 - 45] or impose other strict limitations on encoded 

word length [46 - 48]. The inefficiency of these codes precludes their use in high bit rate systems.

Techniques have also been developed for encoding and decoding highly efficient balanced codes 

with simple circuitry. Carter [49] proposed balancing the encoded bit stream by transmitting either the 

source word or its complement, whichever reduces the disparity of the transmitted bit stream. An extra bit 

concatenated to each source word indicates whether or not this word has been inverted and allows for 

recovery of the original signal at the decoder. The premise of block inversion is retained in modified
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versions of this code. For example, the family of Partially Flipped codes [SO] is based on the same 

principle, but yields better performance in terms of DSV and CLS. A different approach was taken by 

Knuth [SI] who proposed inverting enough bits of each source word so that its disparity is zero, and 

appending redundant bits to indicate which bits are inverted. Although methods have been devised for 

parallel decoding of the received words [S2], suppression of low frequencies is not as good with this 

coding technique as with block-inversion codes of similar efficiency [S3]. A complex coding technique 

which looks ahead over multiple encoding intervals with the objective of generating a spectral null at a 

frequency other than DC for insertion of a pilot tone has also been proposed [S4]. Recently, the family of 

Guided Scrambling line codes has been introduced [2, 55]. This is an efficient balanced line coding 

technique which can be implemented with high speed combinational and sequential logic. Section 2.3 

reviews the premise and present state of development of these codes. Other aspects of this line coding 

technique are developed throughout the remainder, of this thesis.

Algebraic procedures of integrating error control into balanced line codes have also received 

attention. One proposal involves defining an alphabet in which all symbols have zero disparity, and 

designing an error correcting code which works over that alphabet [56], Alternatively, measures can be 

taken to precode the source words so that subsequent block error control coding results in balanced 

transmission [57 - 60]. Finally, approaches have been developed to integrate line codes and convolutional 

error-correcting codes [61, 62]. The construction of error-correcting line cocLs is still in its infancy. It is 

expected that the performance of these codes will improve as their development continues.

2.2.3 Codes of Higher Radix

Multi-level signaling is used in baseband metallic cable systems since, unlike fiber optic or 

digital recording systems, they are not restricted to the use of unipolar symbols and the use of both 

positive and negative symbol values reduces system power requirements. These systems typically use low 

radix codes to maximize noise immunity and minimize implementation costs [8]. Higher radix codes are 

used in carrier-modulated systems [5].

The AM I and ternary substitution codes:

The first line code to receive widespread use in metallic baseband systems was the alternate mark 

inversion (A M I) or bipolar code [8, 9]. The basis of AM I coding is simple: binary zeros are transmitted 

as ternary zeros; binary ones are transmitted alternately as positive and negative pulses. The resulting 

ternary symbol sequence is balanced, and violations of the AM I coding rules allow for detection of errors. 

However, the encoded sequence is not guaranteed to contain many transitions since a long string of zeros 

in the source bit stream results in transmission of a signal with constant value.

To ensure transmission of a large number of transitions regardless of the form of source bit 

stream, substitution codes replace strings of zeros in the AM I encoded symbol stream with predetermined
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patterns which violate AM I encoding rules but contain transitions. Upon receiving a violation pattern, the 

decoder replaces it with the appropriate string of zeros before proceeding with AM I decoding. These 

codes are used in the North American telephone network. The bipolar with six zero substitution (B6ZS) 

code is used in the 1.544 Mb/s T1 streams. Each string of six zeros is replaced by the pattern OVBOVB, 

where 0 is a ternary zero, V is a violation of the alternating parity rule, and B is a pulse with polarity 

opposite that of the preceding pulse [8]. At the 44.736 Mb/s T3 rate, a B3ZS code is used. In this code, 

each string of three successive zeros is replaced by the sequence BOV or 00V where the definitions of 0, 

V, and B are given above and the pattern is chosen such that an odd number of pulses satisfying the 

bipolar rule occurs between violations [63]. The European pulse code modulation network uses the high 

density bipolar order three (HDB3) code. This code replaces each sequence of four consecutive zeros with 

either 000V or BOOV, whichever pattern results in alternating polarity of the violation pulses.

Block ternary codes:

Bipolar codes which transmit only one bit per symbol are quite inefficient. As a result, block 

ternary codes have been developed. They are usually denoted as mBnT codes, where m and n denote 

source word and encoded word lengths respectively, B denotes the binary source alphabet, and T denotes 

the ternary encoded stream alphabet. Ternary lookup table codes include several 4B3T codes [8, 2 /] and a 

6B4T code [64], As in most binary lookup table codes, encoding is state dependent, and decoding is state 

independent. Recently, consideration has been given to integrating line coding properties into trellis code 

modulated systems which use ternary signaling [65].

Partial Response codes:

Partial response codes have traditionally been defined as codes which introduce inter-symbol 

interference into the transmitted symbol Stream to control its spectral characteristics [5,9]. However, they 

can also be regarded as codes which use simple digital filters to shape the spectral characteristics of the 

encoded symbol stream. These filters use tap weights of 0, +1 or -1  and consider a limited number of 

source symbols at any one time. They introduce correlation into the transmitted symbol sequence which 

can be viewed as a form of ISI. Appropriately, partial response codes are also called correlative coding 

techniques.

Dicode and duobinary codes are ternary partial response codes which determine the value of each 

encoded symbol based on the values of the present and previous source bit. The modified duobinary code 

determines encoded symbol values based on values of the present source bit and the one two bits previous. 

Consideration of more than two source bits during encoding results in codes of higher radix. Decoding is 

performed by inverting the encoding operation. Error extension in these systems is avoided by precoding 

the source bit streams [66].
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Higher radix codes:

Line codes which use symbols with four or more levels have been designed for the baseband 

channel [67, 68]. Efforts have also been directed towards designing codes with enough suppression of 

low-frequency components to permit carriage of bandlimited signals in the low-frequency spectral null, 

effectively converting the baseband digital signal into a bandpass signal [69]. Higher radix codes have 

been developed for bandpass carrier-modulated systems, primarily for the purpose of generating nulls in 

which pilot tones can be inserted. Most line coding procedures proposed for these systems are based on 

the simple block-inversion principle [70 - 72], including those where line coding is integrated with block 

error control coding [73].

2.3 Guided Scrambling

Guided Scrambling is an efficient line coding technique for binary transmission systems. 

Because of its simple implementation, it was first recommended for high bit rate fiber optic systems. This 

section reviews the principle which underlies GS coding, discusses configuration alternatives, and presents 

a mathematical description of the coding processes.

2J„1 Principle
Guided Scrambling is an extension of the self-synchronizing scrambling line coding technique. 

Recall that self-synchronizing scrambling can be interpreted as division of the source sequence by a 

scrambling polynomial, where arithmetic is from the ring of polynomials over GF(2). The resulting 

quotient forms the encoded bit sequence. This encoding process exhibits a remarkable property best 

illustrated with an example. Consider the quotient generated when the division register is initially clear, 

the scrambling polynomial is d(x) = jc5+jc2+1 , and the source bit sequence is

010010100011011110100101.

Following the conventions outlined in Section 1.3.2 of Chapter 1, the first bit in time of this sequence is 

shown on the left. In this instance, the transmitted quotient sequence is

010000000011000000100000, 
an unbalanced sequence with few transitions. Compare this sequence to the one which would have been 

generated bad the most significant bit of the source sequence been a one instead of a zero:

110101100100110001001110.

Clearly, this balanced sequence with many level transitions exhibits significantly better line code 

characteristics even though the source sequences differ by a single bit

The observation that a one-bit difference in the source stream can so radically alter the 

characteristics of the transmitted sequence suggests that augmentation of the source bit stream prior to 

scrambling, along with use of an appropriate scrambling polynomial and other system parameters, can 

guide the scrambling process to produce a bit stream which exhibits good line code characteristics. This
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is the basis of Guided Scrambling. Removal of the augmenting bits following descrambling of the 

received sequence restores the source bit stream.

2.3.2 Configuration Alternatives

In a continuation of previous work, this thesis considers only Guided Scrambling codes which 

augment the source stream in fixed bit positions. Variable-length GS coding remains to be examined.

General block diagrams for the GS encoder and decoder are given in Figure 2.1. When the 

positions of the augmenting bits are fixed, the encoder views the source bit stream as a series of A/-bit 

words. Each word is augmented with A augmenting bits to form 2A augmented words of length N  where 

N -  M+A. These augmented words are scrambled to produce 2A quotients which comprise the quotient 

selection set. The quotient with the best line code characteristics is selected for transmission, and the 

division registers are updated. Decoding is performed by multiplying the received bit stream by the 

scrambling polynomial and removing the augmenting bits.

In GS coding, correct positioning of the augmenting bits is required, along with use of an 

appropriate scrambling polynomial, quotient selection mechanism, and shift register updating technique. 

Each of these issues is considered in turn.

Position o f augmenting bits:

Since the values of the augmenting bits influence the form of the quotient sequences to the 

greatest extent if these bits are placed in the most significant positions of the augmented words, previous 

work considered only code configurations with augmenting bits placed in these positions, in the next 

chapter, the positioning of these bits is reconsidered for codes which augment each source word with a 

single bit.

Source
word CodewordScrambleAugment with

Scramble

Augment with 
bit pattern 0

(a) Encoder

Decoded
word

Received
word

(b) Decoder

Figure 2.1: Guided Scrambling general block diagram
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Choice o f scrambling polynomial:

As shown in the next section, the scrambling polynomial must be chosen in combination with the 

number and position of the augmenting bits to ensure that there will be at least one quotient with good 

line code characteristics in every quotient selection set. Appropriate polynomials can be derived by 

considering the relationship among quotients in this set. It has been shown that when A = 1, the number 

of transitions in the encoded bit stream is maximized when the quotients in the selection set are related 

through modulo-2 addition by the alternating sequence [2, 33]. When the augmenting bit is in the most 

significant position of each word, the scrambling polynomial d(x) = x2+ l  generates this alternating 

sequence, and so is recommended for systems where a large number of transitions is a priority.

To ensure that transmission is balanced when A = 1 and N  is odd, the two quotients in the 

selection set must have disparity with opposite polarity. When N  is even, the quotients must have 

disparity with opposite polarity whenever the disparity of at least one of the quotients is not zero. This 

implies that the sequence which relates the quotients through modulo-2 addition must be the all-one 

sequence when N  is odd, and can contain at most a single zero when N  is even. Several scrambling 

polynomials which yield these relationship sequences are listed in Table 2.1; more are constructed in 

Chapter 3. When A > 1, use of the polynomial d(x) = x* +1 has been recommended since it yields a large 

number of transitions in the encoded bit stream while also allowing for balanced transmission. Table 2.1 

summarizes the scrambling polynomials proposed prior to this work, their corresponding relationship 

sequences, and notable characteristics of the encoded bit stream.

A N Scrambling Polynomial Quotient Set 
Relationships

Encoded Stream 
Characteristics

1

even/odd
x2+ l 1010... 10 many transitions

x+ l 1111... 11

balanced transmission

N  mod 6 = 0 

N  mod 6 = 2 
N  mod 6 = 4

xN- l+xN-2+xN-A+xN̂ - 1+ ... +1
xN-2+xN-4+xN-S+xN-1+xN-S+ ... +JC+1

XH-Uj?J-3+x?,-*+xN-6+XN-1+ ... +JC+1

1011... 11

even
jfN- 2+JCAM+l 1111 ...01

JC ^+X^+l 1111... 10

>1 even/odd je*+l
2A-1

complementary
pairs

balanced transmission 
with many transitions

Table 2.1: GS code scrambling polynomials, relations hip sequences, and encoded sequence
characteristics
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Quotient selection mechanism:

The quotient selection mechanism must be designed to ensure that the encoded bit sequence 

exhibits the desired characteristics. In previous work, the proposed criteria included selection based on 

the number of transitions in each quotient, selection of the quotient which yields minimum WRDS, and 

selection of the quotient with the greatest number of transitions given enforcement of WRDS bounds 

[2, 55], Although no new selection techniques are proposed in this thesis, previous criteria are modified 

slightly when reporting GS line code performance in the next chapter.

Shift Register update:

Unlike self-synchronizing scrambling where encoding and decoding operations are continuous, 

augmentation of the source bit stream in fixed bit positions introduces a block code orientation to Guided 

Scrambling. The shift registers in the encoder and decoder must be updated in accordance with this block 

code structure. When the encoder shift registers are cleared prior to ihe consideration of each source 

word, the mapping between source word and quotient selection set is one-to-one [2]. Clearing the 

decoding shift register prior to each received word results in accurate recovery of the source data. Figure

2.2 depicts this configuration when A = 1; the notation in this figure is introduced in the next section. 

Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between source words and potential codewords in' this 

configuration, a characteristic common to all block codes which involve state-dependent encoding, this 

process is called Block Guided Scrambling (BGS).

c(x)s(x)

dear

(a) Encoder

c(x)

t im ing

Augment with

c(x)d(x)

(b) Decoder

Figure 2.2: Block Guided Scrambling, A = 1
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d x )

fliW

(a) Encoder

c(x)
c(x)d(x)

T im in g

mot with 
vihieO

(b) Decoder

Figure 2.3: Continuous Guided Scrambling, A = 1

Alternatively, prior to encoding each source word, the encoder division registers can be updated 

to contain the remainder associated with the quotient selected in the previous encoding interval. Since 

subsequent quotients appear result from continuous division of the augmented data stream, updating the 

encoder registers in this manner results in transmission of a continuous quotient sequence which can be 

decoded through continuous multiplication as shown in Figure 2.3. Accordingly, this configuration is 

called Continuous Guided Scrambling (CGS). Performance bounds in terms of DSV and CLS are 

identical for BGS and CGS codes which use the same scrambling polynomial and quotient selection 

mechanism. However, average characteristics of the encoded bit streams, such as their power spectral 

density, differ. Computation and properties of the power spectral density of CGS coded sequences are 

considered in Chapters 4 and S of this thesis.

2.3.3 Mathematical Description

Guided Scrambling line coding processes can be described in a straightforward manner using 

arithmetic from the ring of polynomials over GF(2). A review of this algebraic structure is given in 

Section 1.3.2 of Chapter 1. The notation introduced in Section 1.4 of that chapter is used throughout the 

following description.

Consider first the BGS encoding and decoding procedures. Let the vector sn denote the source 

word encoded during the nth encoding interval. Since this word consists of M  binary digits, it takes on 

one of S = 2M forms, enumeratedsu,u  = 0 ,1 ,..., S -l. The notation rn(;t) is used to represent this word as
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a polynomial. This source word is then augmented with A augmenting bits. Introduction of all 2* 

different patterns of augmenting bits into this word results in formation of 2A augmented words flliB(x). 

i = 0, 1, ..., 2A- \ .  Denote the positions of the augmenting bits, which are the same in each augmented 

word, as Bf j  = 1, 2 ,..., A. Also, denote the patterns of these augmenting bits as b£x), i = 0 ,1 ,.... 2A—1, 

where bfa) relates aijt(x) to a0jl(x) through modulo-2 addition according to 

n(x) = a0 „ (x )  + bi (x), i = 0 ,1 ,...,2 4 -1 .

These augmented words are scrambled by the scrambling polynomial d(x), As noted in the last 

section, scrambling can be interpreted as formation of a quotient through division by the scrambling 

polynomial. As noted in Section 1.3.3 of Chapter 1, this process can be carried out without delay if the 

dividend is premultiplied by xD, where D  is the degree of the divisor d(x). As a result, the quotients which 

comprise Qn, the quotient selection set in the nth encoding interval, have the form.

=  Q r f ( , o [ t f i . n W * 0 ] .  « =  0 , 1 , . . . , 2 a - 1 ,  ( 2 . 2 )

where the Q. operator, introduced in Section 1.3.2 of Chapter 1, denotes formation of a quotient through 

division of its argument by its subscripted polynomial. Since the mapping from source word to quotient 

set is one-to-one, this quotient set can take on one of 5 forms Qu, u = 0, 1, ..., 5-1. The remainders 

associated with the quotients in this set are

niB(x) = ^ (x)[aI(I(x)x0], i = 0 ,l,...,2 A -1 , (2.3)

where the ^.operator denotes formation of a remainder. These remainders are present in the division shift

registers immediately following formation of the quotients. In BGS coding, these remainders are

discarded by clearing the shift registers before the next encoding interval.

Quotients in the selection set are related as follows. For all i, t = 0 ,1 ,..., 2^—1,

?i,nto = Qd(,)[ai,nW -*D]

= <id (*)[U ,nW  + M * ) ) * D]

= ^ ( x ) K n ( ^ D] + ̂ ) h ( X^ D]

=  ? 0 .n (* )  +  M * ) >

where the third equality follows from linearity of polynomial division and ht(x) is the sequence

A, W  = Cli( i) [hIU )x 0 ], i = 0,1,...,2 a -1 .

Clearly, these relationship sequences depend only on the number and position of the augmenting bits and 

the scrambling polynomial that is used. As mentioned in the previous section, these parameters must then 

be chosen to ensure that a quotient with good line code characteristics is present in every selection set 

This quotient is selected for transmission as the codeword c„(x). This word, in vector form cn, can in 

general take on one of 2N forms eu, u = 0, 1, .... 2N- \ .  Although expressed here as binary digits, the
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encoded symbols which comprise this codeword can be transmitted with any value. For instance, 

antipodal signaling results if ones and zeros are transmitted as symbols of equal magnitude and opposite 

polarity.

Due to channel impairments, the demodulated word c„(x) may not be identical to the transmitted 

codeword. When the positions of bit errors are marked as ones in the error pattern en(x), the input to the 

decoder is

c„(x ) = c„(x) + e„(x).

With errorless transmission, all coefficients in en(x) are zero, and c „ ( j c )  = c„(x).

The first step in decoding £„(x) is to multiply it by d(x) and discard the D  least significant bits of 

the product. In practice, these D  bits can be discarded by clearing the multiplication shift register 

following entry of the received word. As noted in Section 1.3.2 of Chapter 1, this process can be written 

Q.xd [<?„ (x )d (x )]. The result is

5 „ U ) = a [0[cn(x)rf(x)]

= Q.,D[(cn(x )+en(x))dU )]

= Q.xfl [c„ (jc)cf(x)] + Q.x0 [e„(x)d(x)].

It follows from Equation 2.2 that a„(x) w ill equal the augmented word associated with the selected 

quotient when en(x) is all-zero. The mechanism by which errors are multiplied during GS decoding is 

evident in the above expression. From the discussion of polynomial multiplication in Chapter 1, it is clear 

that error extension increases with the weight of the scrambling polynomial. Note however that since 

multiplication involves feedforward shift registers, the error extension is bounded. Decoding is completed 

by removing bits from the augmenting bit positions in a„(x). The result, s„(x), equals sn(x) when 

transmission is errorless.

CGS coding is similar. The difference in encoding is that the shift registers are not cleared prior 

to considering each source word, but updated to contain the remainder associated with the quotient 

transmitted in the previous encoding interval. That is, prior to encoding s„(x), all division registers are 

updated to contain rn_{(x), the D-bit remainder associated with c^Oc). The value of this remainder can be 

determined from Equation 2.3. The augmented words are introduced to these division registers, and 

quotients arc formed. If  the augmented word is all-zero, shifting the division register TV times generates 

the TV-bit quotient Q^(x)['‘n-i(^ )^ Ar]- With non-zero augmented words, it follows from Equation 2.2 and 

the linearity of polynomial division that the quotients qifl(x), i = 0 , 1 , 2A-1, have the form

? .> (*) = Q j( ,)K n W *D] + Q j(x )[rn -iM *"]

= + r»-i (* ) * * ] •  (2-4>
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It is clear from this expression that the effect of the previous remainder is to modify the augmented words 

through modulo-2 addition to form the updated words

Mi,» (*) = fli,n (*)*D + «= 0 ,1 ,...,2A -1 , (2.5)

of length N+D, which are divided by d(x) to form the quotients that comprise Qn. Note that for all i, 

/ = 0 ,1, . . . ,2 M ,

$ , » ( * )  =  Q.d(x)[(ao J x )  + bi (x ) )x D +  rn_1( . t ) x A' ]

=<*./(,) K « ( * ) * D+

= ?o .„ ( * )+ * ,( * ) .

which implies that the relationships among the quotients in the selection sets are identical to those in the 

BGS code which uses the same configuration of augmenting bits and scrambling polynomial. As a result, 

the quotient set Qn again takes on one of S different forms C ,̂ u = 0 ,1 ,..., S -1.

A quotient is selected from this set and transmitted as the codeword c„(x), and the division 

registers are updated to contain the remainder associated with this codeword. This remainder has one of 

the values

n,n( * )  = ^ r ( ,)[<*.-./.( * )x °  + r „ . i ( * ) * * ] ,  i  e 0 ,1, . . ..2 A - 1 .

Note that for all i, i = 0 ,1 ,..., 2A- \ ,

ri,n(x ) =  !l̂ d(x)[(ao,n(x) +  bi{x ) )x D +r„_l (x )x N]

= %d(x) + r „ - i  ( * ) * * ]  + ^ w [M x )x D]

= 'b.nW  + ̂ /(,)[^ W jC D].

which implies that the difference among remainders depends only on the configuration or the augmenting 

bits and the scrambling polynomial. As a result, register updating need not involve copying remainders 

from one register to another, but can be accomplished by modifying the contents of each register by the 

known difference in remainders.

As discussed in the previous section, with CGS coding, the transmitted bit sequence appears to be 

a continuous quotient generated through division of the augmented source stream by the scrambling 

polynomial. Decoding can then proceed through continuous multiplication of the demodulated bit 

sequence by the scrambling polynomial, followed by removal of bits from the augmenting bit positions. 

The source words are accurately recovered when errors are not present in the demodulated bit stream. 

However, error extension occurs when the decoder input bit sequence contains errors.

The next chapter considers determination of appropriate scrambling polynomials for both Block 

and Continuous Guided Scrambling. Chapters 4 through 6 investigate several aspects of CGS coding in 

more detail.
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POLYNOMIALS FOR GUIDED SCRAMBLING
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As discussed in Section 2.3.2 of the last chapter, scrambling polynomials for GS coding must be 

chosen to ensure that a quotient with good line code characteristics is present in every quotient selection 

set. Polynomials recommended in previous work were listed in Table 2.1. In this chapter, more 

polynomials are recommended through:

• construction of polynomials that generate all quotient set relationships which allow for balanced 

coding when N  is even and augmentation is with a single bit per word, and

• demonstration that these polynomials, and others proposed to date, can be regarded as bases for 

families in which all polynomials yield the same quotient selection set relationships.

Two methods for constructing polynomials for balanced encoding when A = 1 are considered in Section 

3.1. The resulting bounds on encoded sequence WRDS, RDS, and CLS are reported; derivation of these 

bounds is considered in Appendix S. Expansion into families of polynomials is discussed in Section 3.2. 

The usefulness of this expansion becomes apparent only when average statistics of CGS coded sequences 

are considered. These statistics are considered in subsequent chapters.

3.1 Polynomials for Balanced Coding when A = 1

As discussed in Chapter 2, to ensure that the coded sequence is balanced when A = 1 and N  is 

odd, the two quotients in the quotient selection set must be complementary. When N  is even, the quotients 

in the selection set must be related through modulo-2 addition by a sequence which contains at most one 

zero. Denote these sequences as hNZ where N  denotes encoded word length and Z is the position of the 

zero in the sequence. For consistency, denote the all-one sequence as hN N. Then,

*JV.AT =  1 1 1 1 .. .1 1

=  0 1 1 1 . . .1 1

*JV.AT-2 =  1 0 1 1 .. .1 1

l*N ,l =  1 1 1 1 . . .0 1

^N , 0 =  1 1 1 1 . . .1 0 .

Also, denote the degree of the corresponding polynomial hN2(x) as HN2. Clearly,

J J V - 2, Z = N - 1 
N,z j/V -1 , otherwise. ,

Similarly, denote the scrambling polynomial which generates hN^x )  as dNJ ji) .  In previous work, the 

polynomials dNĴ x), dNJJ_2(x), dN l (x), and dN0(x) were found to be [2,55]:
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</*,*(*) = •* + !,

ds,N-\(x )~

x N~1 +jcjv_3 + x N~4 + x N~6 + x N~1+ ...+x2 +1, Armod6 = 0
x K -2  +  x N -4  +  x lV - S  + X N-T +  X N-S +  + J (  +  j  ^ m 0 ( J 6  _  2

x " ' 1 +JCiV“ 3 + x JV-4 +ocA,_s + x N' 1+...+x + l, Nmod6 = 4,

rfjv.iW  = ^ " 2 + ^ " 3 + l.

^ ,o W  = JCW- 1+jciV- 2 + l.

Note that dNJIj(x) = x+1 is the only polynomial which can be used if the encoded sequence must be 

balanced when N  is odd. During evaluation of these polynomials, it was assumed that augmenting bits 

were placed in the most significant position of each word.

In this section, it is shown that polynomials which generate all hNZ, Z -  0 ,1 , . . . ,  N, can be found 

for any N, and that there is only one polynomial with degree less than or equal to HNZ with a least 

significant coefficient of value 1 which will generate each sequence. Two methods are given for 

constructing these polynomials, and the resulting bounds on encoded sequence WRDS, RDS, and CLS are 

reported.

3.1.1 First Construction Method

Consider generation of the quotients q0/l(x) and qlJt(x). For generality, consider CGS codes; 

analysis of BGS codes follows by setting the remainder rn_,(jt) equal to zero. Let the position of the single 

augmenting bit be denoted without subscript as B, and let b(x) = xB. Since the augmented words a0jl(x) 

and au (x) differ only in position B, al n(x) = OQ „(x ) + b(x) and, as shown in Section 2.3.3 of Chapter 2,

?i.n ( - 0  = Qd(,)[ai.n (x )xD + /•„_! (x)x^ ]

= ftrf(,)[(ao,n(^) + M-*))-«D + r,_1(x)xw]

= ?o.»(-«) + Cli( ,)[M x)xD], 

where the last equality follows from linearity of division in the ring of polynomials. Clearly, the 

relationship between quotients in the selection set is established by the position of the augmenting bit and 

the scrambling polynomial. In this section, polynomials b(x) and dNJ,x) are found such that such that

(3.2)

for all Z, Z  = 0 , 1,...,JV.

Consider formation of hN£x). As discussed in Section 1.3.2 of Chapter 1, Equation 3.2 is a 

partial representation of the equation

b(x)xD =hNZ(x)dNZ(x) + rNZ(x), 

where rNJ(x) is the remainder when b(x)x° is divided by dNJ,x). Since rNJX) is of degree at most D - l, the 

N  most significant coefficients of the product hN£x)dNJ,x) must equal those of b(x). In particular, the
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degree of b(x) must equal HN2. This observation, combined with Equation 3.1, restricts augmenting bits 

to positions

from which the polynomial b(x) follows. This result also follows from consideration of the long division 

process, outlined in Section 1.3.2, in which it is clear that the positions of the most significant non-zero 

bits of the quotient and dividend differ by the degree of the scrambling polynomial. When the dividend is 

of the form b(x)x°, the most significant non-zero bit of the quotient is in the same position as in b(x).

It remains to find scrambling polynomials dN̂ x )  which will generate relationship sequences 

hNJ,x) given these augmenting bit positions. To do so, consider the longhand formation of the product 

hNJ(x)dNJ,x) depicted in Figure 3.1. For clarity in notation, subscripts in this figure and the following 

expressions denote only coefficient positions and not the polynomial formed. Since only the Zth 

coefficient in hN2(x) is zero, only the term xl'dN£ x )  is not present in the sum. The scrambling polynomial 

is assumed to be of degree HNZ for reasons discussed below. Summing over each column yields the 

following equations for recursive evaluation of coefficients of dN2(x), Z  = 0,1 , . . . ,  N -2:

where Y is the greater of 1 or Z-N + i+ l and it is understood that a sum does not contribute when its upper

(N -2 ,  Z  = N - l  
B = { „  ' . .

N - l ,  otherwise,
(3.3)

An- i - V-1
d fJ -2  ~  b f /—2 + ( ^ N -1 

2

N -Z -2

dz+i = ̂ z+i +
/=i

Ai-Z-l
d z = b z +

;=1 ;'=/+2

which can be summarized as
Z-AT+i i-l

(3.4a)
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Av-I Ay-2 Ay-, • A.i dz .......  A A A d ( f )

dtf-i Av-2 Am •• A.t dz dz-i .. dt d. A xd(x)

Am  Am A . 1 A A-l A A A
Am  Am Am •• dz A -1 dZ-2 ■ A A x l " d (x )

Av-t Ay-2 A»-J •.......  A%. <*Z Am  • A A A x " - id (x )
Am  Av-2 Am ... • A.l A dz_, ... .. d, A do x N~'d(x)
Am  Av-2 Am  ••• •• bz> i As bZ-1 ••• .. b, A A rN-Z 'v-, • • r Z . I r+ r Z - l  • . ... n <b H x )d (r )

Figure 3.1: Formation of b(x)xD + rN£ x )  through multiplication of hN/ x )  by dN/ x )

limit is less than its lower limit. Examination of the product hJVJVLI(jttyVJV_,(jt) yields the following 

expression for coefficients of dNy_x(x):

i - i
d N -i= f)N-i + ^ d N. j ,  i = 2,3,...,lV. (3.4b)

7=2

Similarly, coefficients of dNJJX) are given by
i - l

^N-i = ^N-i *=1.2, ...,1V. (3.4c)
1=1

When these expressions are evaluated for most significant to least significant coefficient of 

dN2(x), it is clear that:

•  there exists a unique solution for the scrambling polynomial of degree HN2 for all b(x) of degree 

HN2, in particular for b(x) = xB where B = HN2. This is a result of the fact that, given evaluation 

of more significant coefficients, the only unknown in the expression for dN_t is dN_r

•  the solution might yield a scrambling polynomial of degree D  with J  least significant coefficients 

equal to zero, a polynomial trivially related to the polynomial of degree D -J  consisting of only 

the D -J + l most significant coefficients of the original solution. In this instance, these same 

coefficient values result if the expressions of Equation 3.4 are modified to accommodate divisors 

of degree at least D -J  and at most D. Removal of the leaist significant zero-valued coefficients 

yields a unique scrambling polynomial dN2(x) with dQ = 1 and degree less than or equal to HN2.

•  when the N x most significant coefficients of b(x) are held constant, coefficients of the polynomial 

dNiiNi. i(x ) , i = 1,2 , . . .^ , are identical to the Nx most significant coefficients of the polynomial 

dNj.AFj-jC*) when N2 ^ Nx. This follows from the observation that, with this restriction on b(x), 

equations for the most significant Nx- i  coefficients are identical for all N2 £ N{. Note that the 

polynomial b(x) = xB, B = HN2> satisfies this condition. As a result, the polynomial dNi2i^ , { x )  

can be determined directly when any dNt iNi-i(x ), N2 > Nx, is known.

With the augmenting bit position satisfying Equation 3.3, solutions to the expressions of Equation 3.4 for 

A =48 are listed in bit sequence form in Table 3.1; evaluation for larger N  is straightforward. Coefficients



z Coefficients of dN ^x), ^  d^ ^  d^ ^  ... d ^  dwo
N 110000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

AM 011000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
N - 2 101101101101101101101101101101101101101101101101
N-2 111001011100101110010111001011100101110010111001
AM 110101111000100110101111000100110101111000100110
N-5 110010101111100001000110010101111100001000110010
N-6 110001010011110100011100100101101110110011010101
N-7 110000101000111100100010110011101010011111010000
AM 110000010100001111000100010011001101010101111111
N-9 110000001010000011110000100010001100110010101010
N-10 110000000101000000111100000100010000110011000101
A M I 11000000001010000000111lOOOOOCi00010000011001100
AM2 1lOOoMOOOOlOiOOOOOOOOl1110000000100010000001100
N- 13 110000000000101000000000111100000000100010000000
AM4 110000000000010100000000001111000000000100010000
TV—15 110000000000001010000000000011110000000000100010
AM6 110000000000000101000000000000111100000000000100
AM7 110000000000000010100000000000001111000000000000
AM8 110000000000000001010000000000000011110000000000
AM9 110000000000000000101000000000000000111100000000
AMO 110000000000000000010100000000000000001111000000
A M I 110000000000000000001010000000000000000011110000
N-22 110000000000000000000101000000000000000000111100
N-23 110000000000000000000010100000000000000000001111
N-24 110000000000000000000001010000000000000000000011
N-25 110000000000000000000000101000000000000000000000
N-26 110000000000000000000000010100000000000000000000
N-21 110000000000000000000000001010000000000000000000
N - 28 110000000000000000000000000101000000000000000000
AM9 110000000000000000000000000010100000000000000000
N-30 110000000000000000000000000001010000000000000000
A M I 110000000000000000000000000000101000000000000000
N-22 110000000000000000000000000000010100000000000000
N - 33 110000000000000000000000000000001010000000000000
AM4 110000000000000000000000000000000101000000000000
Af-35 110000000000000000000000000000000010100000000000
N-26 110000000000000000000000000000000001010000000000
N-37 110000000000000000000000000000000000101000000000
N - 38 110000000000000000000000000000000000010100000000
N-39 110000000000000000000000000000000000001010000000
AMO 110000000000000000000000000000000000000101000000
A M I 110000000000000000000000000000000000000010100000
A/-42 110000000000000000000000000000000000000001010000
N -43 110000000000000000000000000000000000000000101000
AM4 110000000000000000000000000000000000000000010100
AM5 110000000000000000000000000000000000000000001010
AM6 110000000000000000000000000000000000000000000101
AM7 110000000000000000000000000000000000000000000010
AM8 110000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001

Table 3.1: Coefficients of polynomials for balanced GS coding, A  = 1, N  £ 48
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z
Eight most significant coefficients 

from row 9-Zof Table 3.1 Polynomial d8Z(x)

8 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 x + 1
7 0 1  1 0 0 0 0 0 x + 1
6 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 x6 + x 4 + x 3 + X + 1
5 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 x7 + x 6 + x 5 + x2 +1
4 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 x7 + xs + x4 + x2 +  X +  1
3 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 x6 + x 5 + x 2 + l
2 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 x7 + x s + x 2 +1
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 X6 + x 5+ l
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 x7 + x 6 +1

Table 3.2: Polynomials for balanced GS coding, A = 1, AT = 8

of scrambling polynomials which can be used for balanced encoding when N  is even and less than 48 are 

given in the first N  + 1 rows and N  columns in this table. Wherever the least significant coefficients are 

zero, they may be removed and the degree of the polynomial reduced accordingly. Note that the 

polynomials dNJJ(x), dNJi_2(*)> dN{(x), and dN0 ( jc )  constructed in this manner agree with the general 

formulas previously published. As an example of this construction technique, Table 3.2 lists polynomials 

which can be used to ensure balanced coding when N  = 8 .

3.1.2 Second Construction Method

It is straightforward to verify that the scrambling polynomial d(x) = x+1 generates hN#  and hNii_, 

when augmenting bits are in positions N- 1 and N -2  respectively. The patterning in Table 3.1 suggests 

that there is an underlying structure to the remaining polynomials dN£x), Z = 0, 1, ..., N-2. This subsection 

examines this structure, and, based on it, formulates an alternate method for constructing these polynomials.

Consider generation of AArjv_i(jt), i = 2, 3,.. . , N, through division of b(x)xD = x^~l*D by some d(x). 

Assume initially that this scrambling polynomial has degree N -1. As shown above, it is guaranteed that a 

polynomial of this degree can be found to form each relationship sequence; its degree can be reduced if its 

least significant bits have value zero.

If  the t-1  most significant bits of the quotient h ^ ^ x )  are to have value one, d(x) must be 

introduced to modify the first i-1  partial remainders. As discussed in Section 1.3.2 of Chapter 1, these 

d{x) patterns and the remainder sum to the dividend. When both N and i are greater than four, this sum 

in part is

dff-i dN_2 dN.  3 dN_ 4

dft-i d n - i dN- 3
ds-i dN-2

dN- 1

1 0 0 0
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Instances of shorter N  or i could be treated as special cases of the above. However, consideration of the 

general case gives insight into the structure of d(x) which applies regardless of the value of N  and i. 

Accordingly, assumption; are made on the values of N  and i in this and following expressions in order to 

consider the structure of d(x) in as general terms as possible. As shown later in this section, the final 

results can be applied to any N  and i.

Scrambling polynomial coefficients which satisfy the above expression can be solved for 

recursively. Alternately, consider shifting the above expressions once to the right to give

0 dN. x dN_2 ĴV-3
0 4v-, dN- i

0 An- i
0

+
o i o o “

Since a shift to the right is equivalent to evaluating the quotient which results when a term is divided by x, 

the above expression holds by linearity of division. Combining the above expressions by summing 

addends and sums separately yields

dN_[ dN_2 dN_3 dN_4 ...
0 0 0 ...

0 0 ...

0 ...
+

“1  1 0 0 “

from which it is immediately clear that dN_x = dN_2 = 1 and that coefficients of lower degree have value 

zero. Equivalently, the bit pattern v0 = 11 must be present in the bit sequence representation of the 

scrambling polynomial with its most significant bit in position N -1. Since quotient bits have value one 

until position N -i, zero-valued coefficients include dN_3 through dN_M . Note that this agrees with the bit 

sequences in Table 3.1 where distinct patterns are evident. This result is also intuitively pleasing since 

the term JtAM+jcAr_2 is trivially related to the polynomial jc+1, and so initiates generation of the all-one 

quotient sequence when it divides xAM+D.

If  the quotient is to have a zero in position N-i., d(x) must net modify the ith partial remainder. 

Since this is the only zero in the quotient, then this is the only partial remainder not modified, and the ith 

instance of d(x) is the only one which does not appear in the summation to the dividend. It proves easier 

to view this sum as a sum of all shifted versions of d(x), with d(x) subtracted from the ith instance. In the 

ring of polynomials over GF(2), subtraction of a polynomial is equivalent to its addition, and the sum can 

be viewed as a sum of N  shifts of d(x) with an additional occurrence in the ith opportunity. The presence
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of all d(x) patterns follows from division of ^ ~ l+D by the divisor with terms JcJvr- ,+JtJVL'2; the additional 

instance of d(x) can only be caused by non-zero coefficients in less significant positions of the divisor.

Consider the case where N  and i are such that the following is a valid representation of the sum 

of the first i+3 bits of the dividend:

1 1 0 ... dN-i ^N -i-l ^JV-i-2 ^N -i-3 •

1 1 0 ds-i d s - i-2 present due to
1 1 0 ... dN-i d s -i- l . division of xN~i+D by

1 1 0 . •• d,\-i *• jc*-1 + x N~2 terms in</(jt)

+ 1 1 0 0 • •  J extra instance of d(x)
1 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0 0 0

The portion of interest is

&̂ 1 1 T d s - i - 2 d f / - i - 3
d N -i d s - i - 1 dfil-i-2

d N_i TT

d \ - i

+  1 1 0

‘ 
o

0 0 0 0 ...

These coefficients can be solved for recursively or, as before, summed with the same system of equations

shifted once to the right This latter procedure yields

^N-i dN_i_2 dN_i_3 ...
1 1  0 0 ...

+ 1 1 0 ...
“ o 0 0 0 “

from which it is clear that dN_t = dN ; :  = 1, and dN_hV dN ; 3. and other less significant coefficients are 

zero. Then, d(x) must have the terms jcAM+Jt'v“2 to start generating me all-one quotient sequence, and 

must also have the terms j^i~i+xN~i~2 to ensure that a zero occurs in position N -i in the quotient. 

Equivalently, in addition to containing v0 in position N - \ ,d  must contain the bit pattern v, = 101 with its 

most significant bit in position (i—1) = N -i. This patterning is evident in the polynomials listed in 

Table 3.1 in which patterns do not overlap.

Now, consider continuation of the long division process. The extra d{x) introduced in the ith 

update opportunity also contains the terms x/v_,+xAf_i_2. Since this is the only extra instance of d(x), less 

significant coefficients of d(x) must cancel the effect of these terms in the summation. In the case where 

the patterns remain distinct, the summation is of the form
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1 1 0 ... 1 0 1 ... ^AT-2i>1 d s - 2 i d N - l i - l d N - 2 i- 2  •

1 1 0 ... 1 0 1 ... d / i - 2i+l d N -2 i ^AT-2i-l •
1 1 0 ... 1 0 1 ... d N -2 i+ l d N - 2 i

1 1 0 . 1 0 1 . d N - 2 i+ l  •

1 1 0 0 0 0 . 1 0 1 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0

of which the following portion is of interest:

^Af-2i+l d N _  2i d N - 2 i - l d n - 2 i - 2

d N - 2 M d N -2 i d y - ?i-i

^V-2i+l d N -2 i

d s - 2 M

+  1 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 ...

Shifting these expressions once to the right and summing the result yields

4v-2i+i dN_2i dN_2i_x dN_2l_2 ...
1 0  1 0 ...

+ 1 0  1 ...
~o o o o ~

from which it is clear that dN_2M through dN_2i_2 are 1, and lower degree coefficients are zero. Thus, to 

ensure that the pattern = 101 will not generate a zero other than in position N - i of the quotient, the bit 

pattern v2 = 1111 must be present in d  with its most significant bit in position (A M )-2 (i-l) = N -2 i+ \.

Similarly, N  and i might be such that the sequence v2(x) in d(x) must be compensated for by still 

lower degree coefficients so that it will not generate zeros in hw _,(x). Proceeding as above, it is

straightforward to show that the scrambling polynomial must contain the pattern v3(x) = v2(jc)jc + v2(x)

with its most significant bit in position (W -l)-3 (i-l) = N-3i+2. Generali*.ing this result reveals that d(x) 

contains patterns v^x) = vv_1(jc)x + v^Or) with most significant bits in positions (̂ V— 1)— V(f— 1) = 

N -V i+ V -l. Table 3.3 lists these bit patterns and their most significant bit positions for V £ 48.

In summary, the scrambling polynomial must contain the pattern v0 = 11 in its most significant 

bit positions to cause the leading bits of the quotient sequence to be ones. It must also contain the pattern 

v, « 101, with its most significant bit in position N -i, to cause the quotient sequence to have a zero in 

position N -i. Subsequent patterns, with polynomial form v^jc) = vv_j(x)jc + Vy^jc) and most significant 

bits in positions N -V i+ V -l, are required to ensure that patterns vv_, w ill not cause further zeros to occur 

in the quotient



V Position o f most 
significant b it Pattern vv

0 AM 11
1 N -i 101
2 N -2 i+ l 1111
3 N-3i+2 10001
4 N -4i+3 110011
5 JV-5/+4 1010101
6 N-6i+5 11111111
7 N - 7i+6 100000001
8 N-8i+7 1100000011
9 N-9i+8 10100000101
10 AM0/+9 111100001111
11 AM li+10 1000100010001
12 A M 2 i+ ll 11001100110011
13 N-13i+12 101010101010101
14 AM4i+13 l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l
15 N-15i+14 10000000000000001
16 N-16i+15 110000000000000011
17 N-17i+16 1010000000000000101
18 N-18i+l7 11110000000000001111
19 AM9i+18 100010000000000010001
20 AT-20i+19 1100110000000000110011
21 N-2U+20 10101010000000001010101
22 N-22i+2l 111111110000000011111111
23 N-231+22 1000000010000000100000001
24 N-24i+23 11000000110000001100000011
25 AT-25/+24 101000001010000010100000101
26 AT-26/+25 1111000011110000111100001111
27 N-27i+26 10001000100010001000100010001
28 N-28i+27 110011001100110011001100110011
29 N-29i+28 1010101010101010101010101010101
30 N-30i+29 11111111111111111111111111111111
31 N-3U+30 100000000000000000000000000000001
32 N-32i+3l 1100000000000000000000000000000011
33 N-33i+32 10100000000000000000000000000000101
34 N-34i+33 111100000000000000000000000000001111
35 N-35i+34 1000100000000000000000000000000010001
36 N-36i+35 11001100000000000000000000000000110011
37 JV-37i+36 101010100000000000000000000000001010101
38 N -  38Z+37 1111111100000000000000000000000011111111
39 N-39i+38 10000000100000000000000000000000100000001
40 AT-40/+39 110000001100000000000000000000001100000011
41 AT-41/+40 1010000010100000000000000000000010100000101
42 N-421+41 11110000111100000000000000000000111100001111
43 N-43i+42 100010001000100000000000000000001000100010001
44 AM4/+43 1100110011001100000000000000000011001100110011
45 W-45i+44 10101010101010100000000000000000101010101010101
46 N -4 6 M 5 111111111111111100000000000000001111111111111111
47 N-47i+46 1000000000000000100000000000000010000000000000001
48 N -48i+47 11000000000000001100000000000000110000000000000011

Table 3.3: Patterns in scrambling polynomials for balanced GS coding, A = 1
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The patterns vv which combine to form the scrambling polynomial are those with a most 

significant bit position greater than or equal to zero, that is

where [_J denotes the largest integer not greater than its argument. Portions of these patterns which 

extend below the least significant bit of the scrambling polynomial are truncated. For some N  and i, these 

patterns overlap. However, due to linearity of polynomial division, the above derivation holds even when 

these patterns are not distinct, and the polynomial can be viewed in terms of its constituent patterns for all 

Wand i.

This structure suggests another method of constructing the scrambling polynomials dNy_£x), 

i = 2, 3, ..., N. The number of patterns in the polynomial of interest can be determined from Equation 

3.S. These patterns can be recursively evaluated or, when V < 48, can be taken directly from Table 3.3. 

The polynomial is formed by placing these patterns in the appropriate bit positions, truncating portions 

which extend below the least significant bit of the polynomial, and summing the result. I f  the least 

significant coefficients of the polynomial are zero, they may be removed.

As an example, consider construction of diS{x). Since N = S  and i = 3, Equation 3.5 reveals that 

patterns v0 through v3 combine to form this polynomial. The positions of the most significant bits of these 

patterns are 7, 5, 3, and 1 respectively. Since its most significant bit is located in position 1, v3 extends 

beyond the least significant bit of the scrambling polynomial and must be truncated. The resulting sum is

result is also listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.

Clearly, this second construction method is more cumbersome than the first. However, its 

derivation has revealed the reason for the form of these polynomials.

3.1.3 Bounds on Performance
Bounds on encoded stream DSV and CLS depend on the relationship among quotients in the 

quotient selection set and the selection mechanism employed. Since the position of the augmenting bits 

and the scrambling polynomial determine the quotient relationships, they affect bounds on these 

performance measures. In this section, bounds are presented for WRDS, RDS, and CLS for codes which

AT-Vi + F - l S O

or

(3.5)

1 1
1 0 1

+

1 1 1 1 v2
1 0 v3( truncated)

1 1 1 0  0 1 0  1 di5

Since the least significant bit has value 1, the degree of this polynomial cannot be reduced. Note that this
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use the polynomials constructed above and those recommended in previous work. Derivation of these 

bounds is considered in Appendix S.

Bounds for these performance measures are listed in Table 3.4a for the selection mechanisms 

listed in Table 3.4b. These simple selection mechanisms were proposed in earlier work. They are easy to 

implement since they require no information other than the encoded stream WRDS, the value of the last 

transmitted bit, and the alternatives in the selection set. Other selection mechanisms, including those 

which exploit knowledge of subsequent source words, may yield improved performance or may be 

optimized for other performance characteristics.

As noted in Appendix 5, the selection mechanisms for some short codes can be further simplified 

without degrading performance. In other instances, slight modifications to the selection technique will 

yield improved performance. These cases and the resulting bounds are given in Table 3.3.

In these tables:

• when A = 1, the augmenting bit is assumed to be positioned in accordance with Equation 3.3. 

When A 2, the augmenting bits are assumed to occupy the two most significant bit positions.

•  in accordance with Equation 2.1, DSV can be determined from the reported RDS bounds as

DSV “ "̂ (RDSnax -  RDSjnin ).

•  CLS is reported for various RDS bounds for balanced coding when A = 1 because in these codes, 

an increase in DSV can decrease CLS. Variation in these bounds follows from selection of the 

whole number k which may be chosen to establish the desired value of WRDS, RDS or CLS. The 

values of the other two parameters follow. Fixed bounds are reported for codes where reduction 

in CLS does not occur.

•  when N  is even, the reported performance holds only if WRDS bounds are also even; when N  is 

odd, bounds must be integer-valued. The center of the WRDS range, which is given by

. WRDS M  + W R D S *
C"  2

must be adjusted accordingly.

•  the only instances where the general formulas of Table 3.4 fail to hold is with d4 0Oc) when k = 0, 

and d41(jc) with all values of k, where CLS is one less than indicated. Correct values for these 

cases are reported in Table 3.5.

Finally, bounds for other selection mechanisms can also be established. For instance, as noted in 

Appendix S, balanced coding results with A -  1 if polynomials dNĴ x) (V  odd) or dNJ,x), Z =  0, 1, ..., N 

(N even) are used and the quotient which minimizes the magnitude of the WRDS is selected. With dNJJ.x), 

quotients with equal values of IWRDSI arise. Selection of the one with the preceding transition ensures 

selection of a single quotient in this situation. The resulting bounds are given in Appendix S.
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A N
Scrambling
Polynomial

Select
Mech.

WRDS
Bounds

RDS
Bounds CLS

1

odd _2. 1 A(0 — AT
even

JC+1
A(«)

odd
dt . , d x )

B(i) 3AT-2+* 
“  2

5JV- 3- * ,  *  = 0.2.....Af-3

5Ar- 4 " * ,  *  = 1.3..... JV-2
2

2AT-1, * 2 t f - 2

2
c ( o C ±1

C ±1 2
d2j(jr),d10(x) C(i0 c

even
N t A

BOO c ± ( N - l  + k)
51V N  ,------ 2 - * ,  *  = 0,1,..,------1
2 2

21V-1, * 2 — —1 
2D

c ± ( N - 2  + k)N N
Z = — + 1 -.W -2  

2 2
BO)

When *  = 0,1,...1%-1:

- - 2 - * ,  Z = — + * ,.. ,AT-2 
2 2

51V AT . ,------ 3 -* . Z = 0.....— + *-1
2 2

When * 2 % :
2 N - 2

4v.z(x )
N

Z -0 ,1 ........... 1
2

BOO

2

N  mod 4 = 0

JC2+1

E(0
• K f O • K t - * )  ̂

*
 

1 
1 

m
 

r-

* 
5:

 
ia 

y 
00 

00

N  rood 4 =  1 E00 • * 7
c± H - i

C 4
N - 2 ,  N > 5 

4, Al =  5

A/mod4 = 2 E(»0
3AT-14 ,, . c±--------- , JV>6

c±2, Af = 6
A f-1 , A f>10 

1V-2, N i  10

N m od4  =  3 EOv) H- 1

k
---

---
---

-

J.3W-7 ,c±-------- , AT>3
4

[ c ± i ) ± l .  AT = 3
N - l

(a) General formulas

A Select quotient with most transitions.
(0  Include preceding transition in count. 00  Exclude preceding transition from count.

B Select quotient with preceding transition,
0 ) given enforcement of WRDS bounds. 00  given enforcement of WRDS and RDS bounds.

C Select quotient with transition
0) preceding the most significant bit. 00  preceding the least significant bit.

D Select quotient with transition following most significant bit, given enforcement of WRDS bounds.

E Select quotient with most transitions, given enforcement of WRDS and RDS bounds. Include preceding 
transition in count If  a tie, select quotient with transition preceding bit in specific position j :

0 ) j = j , j + l .....N - l  ......N - 2  (Hi)j  =0,1......N - l  ( i v ) j  = 0 , 1 ......N - 2

(b) Selection mechanisms

Table 3.4: General performance bounds for GS codes



Code Scrambling
Polynomial

Selection
Mechanism

Additional
Constraints

Jt CLS

rf4j(*>
0 6

(3,4)
S I 5

d4'0(x)
- 0 6

F > 1 5

0 12

d62(x) G 1 10

B(h) > 2 9

0 10

(5,6) d62(x) 1 9

H
> 2 8

d6, iW
0 10

S I <,

d6t0(x) SO 10

(2,3) d3/ x ) B(i)
I 0 5

- S I 5

{N-2, N) 
N  mod 4 = 0 

N > 8
x2+ l

m J N -2

(2,4)
and
(1,3)

K - 2

(a) CLS bounds

F Do not select quotient 0111 if  resulting WRDS would be WRDSmja+2, nor quotient 1000 if 
resulting WRDS would be W R D S ^-2.

G Do not select quotient 001111 if  resulting WRDS would be WRDSmjn+2, nor quotient 110000 if 
resulting WRDS would be WRDSras-2 .

H
Do not select a quotient ending with more then two ones if resulting WRDS would be WRDSmin+2, 
nor a quotient ending with more than two zeros if  resulting WRDS would be WRDSim,-2 .

I
Do not select quotient 011 if resulting WRDS would be WRDSnlin+2, nor quotient 100 if resulting 
WRDS would be WRDS ̂ - 2 .

J
Do not select a quotient ending with %  ones ^  WRDS is WRDSm,,, nor a quotient ending with %  
zeros if WRDS is W R D S^.

K Select quotient which satisfies WRDS and RDS bounds.

(b) Additional selection mechanisms and constraints

Table 3.5: Performance of special case GS codes
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3.1 Eroamtnn Into Families of Polynomial*

In this section it is shown that each of the polynomials constructed above, and the others

ensure the same quotient set relationships. Derivation of the form of this expansion is followed by 

discussion of its usefulness.

3.2.1 Expansion Form

Table 3.1 lists polynomials which can be used to ensure balanced encoded sequences when >1 = 1. 

In previous work, the polynomial d(x) -  jc2+ l was recommended for unbalanced coding with A = 1, and 

the polynomials d(x) = JC*+1 were recommended for balanced coding when A > 1. A ll these polynomials 

have been recommended based on the quotient set relationships they generate.

Consider formation of A43(x) through division of b(x)xD by d(x) = j c + 1 ,  where the augmenting bit 

is in position B = 2. The long division is pictured in Figure 3.2a. For clarity, distinction is made in the 

dividend between the coefficients of b(x) and those introduced by premultiplication by xP. Also, consider 

formation of this sequence by the trivially related divisor of degree 3, in this case 

d(x) = (jc+1)jc2 = jc3+jc2. The corresponding long division is shown in Figure 3.2b. As expected, the 

quotient remains unchanged, and the remainder is related by the factor jc2. Finally, consider the quotient 

formed when this same dividend is divided by d(x) = x3+x2+ l. As seen in Figure 3.2c, the same quotient 

results.

To explain this last equality, note that the divisor polynomials of Figures 3.2b and 3.2c have the 

same fl+1 most significant bits. It is clear from examination of the division process that less significant 

bits in these divisors do not affect the value of the quotient since they only modify dividend bits in 

positions less than D. Then, whenever a polynomial has degree at least B+1, and the B+1 most significant 

coefficients equal those of a polynomial trivially related to a polynomial with degree less than or equal to 

B, the same quotient set relationships result.

This expansion can be generalized as follows. Let B ^  denote the position of the most

recommended in previous work, can be regarded as base polynomials for families in which all members

0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
1 l|0  1 0 0;0 

11
1 1 0 0|0 1 0 0:0 0 0

1 1 0  0
1 1 0 1|0 1 0 0;0 0 0 

1 1 0  1
1 0

1 2  
1 0 
1 1

10 0 0 
1 1 0  0 

1 0  0 0  
1 1 0 0  

1 00

1 0  1 0  
1 1 0 1  

1 1 1 0  
1 1 0  1 

o n1

(a) d(x) = x + l (b) d(x) = x3+x2 (c) d(x) = x3+x2+ l

Figure 3.2: Formation of A0 (x)
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significant augmenting bit in the sequences b£x), i  = 0 , 1 , 2A-1.  Let dB(x) be the polynomial of degree 

Db <, which generates the desired quotient set relationships. Then, all polynomials d(x) of degree D  

with form

d(x) = dB(x )xK + p (x ) 

will ensure the same quotient set relationships if

•  D >  +1, and

• p(x) is of degree at most D -  -1 .

Since D  = DB + K, the first condition can be restated as K >  B ^  -  +1. Trivially related polynomials

are avoided by requiring that p0 = 1. Accordingly, the polynomials listed earlier in this chapter can be 

regarded as base polynomials for distinct families of scrambling polynomials, where all polynomials in 

the same family generate the same quotient set relationships. As an example, Table 3.6 lists, in bit 

sequence form, all non-trivially related polynomials with degree less than or equal to six in the family 

with base polynomial dB(x) = d4J(Jt). This size of this family, as all others, is unlimited since the degree 

of the scrambling polynomials can grow without bound.

3.2.2 Usefulness of Expansion

The usefulness of the above expansion can be questioned on the following points:

•  since bounds on performance measures such as WRDS, RDS, and CLS are a direct result of 

quotient set relationships, and all polynomials in the same family ensure the same quotient set 

relationships, then all polynomials from the same family yield the same bounds as those 

associated with the base polynomial. If  these bounds are the only metrics of concern, there is no 

reason to use any polynomial other than the base polynomial.

•  polynomials from the same family affect only the remainder of encoding division. In BGS 

coding, these remainders are cleared following consideration of each word, and it is pointless in 

these codes to use any polynomial other than the base polynomial.

Degree Polynomial
Coefficients Degree

Polynomial
Coefficients

1 11 1100001
3 1101 1100011
A 11001 11001014 11011 £ 1100111

110001 O 1101001
c 110011 1101011
J 110101 1101101

110111 1101111

Table 3.6: Polynomials with basis dB(x) = d43(x)
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•  in CGS coding, error extension increases with the weight of the scrambling polynomial. This 

expansion inherently increases the weight of the polynomials.

•  implementation complexity increases as the degree of the scrambling polynomial increases.

However, consider again the CGS encoding process. As the degree of the scrambling polynomial 

increases, so does the degree of the remainder. As the remainder increases in length, the number of 

subsequent source bits which it modifies during the shift register updating process increases also. 

Accordingly, it can be expected that as the degree of the scrambling polynomial increases, the mapping 

from source sequence to encoded sequence will become less obvious, and average statistics of the encoded 

sequence will become less dependent on those of the source bit sequence.

Evaluation of average encoded stream statistics in terms of power spectral density is considered 

in the next chapter. Spectral results confirm the conjecture that as the degree of the scrambling 

polynomial increases, variation in average encoded stream statistics with varying source data decreases. It 

is expected that, in some instances, the advantages of this decreased variation w ill outweigh the 

drawbacks of increased error extension and implementation complexity.
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CHAPTER 4

EVALUATIO N OF TH E POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY OF CGS CODED SEQUENCES

The main goal of this chapter is to develop a practical method of calculating the spectral 

characteristics of CGS coded sequences. The approach taken is an extension of a technique used to 

analyze the spectral content of block coded signals; accordingly, a review of the analysis of block coded 

signals is given in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2 it is shown that direct application of this technique to CGS 

coded signals is impractical, and alternate expressions are developed. The derivation of several of these 

expressions is deferred to Appendix 6. These expressions depend on the relationship of the degree of the 

scrambling polynomial to the length of the codewords and the number and position of the augmenting 

bits. Two specific relationships are considered in detail, and then it is shown how the expressions derived 

in these cases can be applied to other CGS codes. Section 4.2 concludes with a comparison of the memory 

required to evaluate the spectral ch aracteristics of a CGS coded signal by the approach developed here and 

by the technique for block coded signals. This comparison demonstrates that the expressions developed in 

this chapter enable evaluation of the spectral characteristics in many instances where the block code 

approach is impractical.

Spectral results are reported in Section 4.3. To confirm the validity of the analysis technique, 

theoretical curves are compared with simulation results. Then, the effect of encoding rules on the power 

spectral density of transmitted signals is presented for several CGS code configurations. The resulting 

spectra exhibit several properties which are considered further in Chapter 5, and prompt investigation into 

selection of the appropriate scrambling polynomial, which is discussed in Chapter 6.

4.1 Analysis of Block Coded Signals

As noted in Chapter 2, many line codes map blocks of data symbols to blocks of code symbols 

using an encoding process which is non-linear and involves memory. As a result, analysis of the statistics 

of the transmitted signal is not straightforward. Background material relevant to this problem is given in 

the appendices, including a discussion of probability, expectation, and stationary random processes in 

Appendix 1, an overview of Maikov chains in Appendix 2, a discussion of finite state machines in 

Appendix 3, and a review of spectral analysis fundamentals in Sections A4.1 and A4.2 of Appendix 4. 

Spectral analysis of block coded signals, as introduced by Cariolaro and Tronca [74 - 76], is discussed in 

the third section of Appendix 4. A brief review of this material is included here to highlight principles 

used during analysis of CGS coded sequences.

Spectral analysis of block coded signals proceeds in three stages:

•  modeling the encoder as a finite state machine and developing its mathematical description,
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•  interpreting movement through states in the finite state machine as a Maikov chain, noting that 

its output, the transmitted symbol sequence, is a function of this Maikov chain, and applying the 

theory of Markov processes to evaluate the autocorrelation of this sequence, and

•  evaluating the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation to find the power spectral density of the 

coded signal.

These steps are outlined below.

Although implementations vary, the operation of a state-dependent block line coder can in 

general be described as the assignment of a set of codewords to each input word, and selection of a word 

for transmission from this set based on conditions such as the encoded stream disparity. As discussed in 

Appendix 3, this process can be modeled as a finite state machine. Specifically, the encoder can be 

modeled as a Mealy machine driven by the input word sequence with a number of states equal to the 

number of distinct conditions which affect codeword selection. The encoder can also be modeled as a 

Moore machine, but this usually involves more states and leads to more cumbersome analysis. Analysis of 

both models is considered in the appendices; only analysis of the Mealy model is reviewed here.

The unique determination of the codeword and next state, given the present state of the encoder 

and the incoming source word, can be written

Ai+1 = 3\}n,Sn\'

where

sn is the source word to be encoded during the nth encoding interval,

/„ is the state of the encoder prior to encoding sn,

cn is the row vector representing the codeword to which sn is encoded,

/  is the output function which assigns a codeword to each (/„, sn),

g  is the state transition function which defines a next state to each (ln, sn).

Analysis of this process is made possible with the following definitions. Let 5 denote the number of 

source words, and enumerate the source words su, u = 0 ,1 ,..., 5-1. When source words are of length M  

and data is binary, 5 = 2M. If  these source words are statistically independent and occur with probabilities 

which are independent of time, these probabilities can be written 

0u -tP [s „= s u], u = 0 ,1 ,...,5 -1 , 

where 2 t] denotes probability. If  the constituent data bits are independent,

eu = 0 K { l - 0 ) M~W\
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where f i  is the probability that a logic 1 occurs in the source data stream and Wu is the weight of su. Also, 

let L  denote the number of states in the encoder state machine model, and denote these states /j, 

i = 1, 2 ,..., L.

The output function f  is completely defined with formation of the following matrices. Let 

matrices Cu, u = 0, 1 ,..., 5-1, be composed of codeword vectors where the ith row of Cu is the codeword 

transmitted when the source word is su and the encoder is in state (v These matrices have dimension L x N  

and contain code symbol values as elements, where the most significant symbols of the codeword vectors 

(the first symbols transmitted) occupy the first column. It is assumed here that all code symbols are real

valued; extension to complex-valued symbols is straightforward. Similarly, the state transition functiong  

is completely defined with formation of the state transition matrices E_. •. = 0 ,1 ,..., 5-1, with elements

= [̂(fi+1 = tj\ln = ^ i 'sn = ̂ u]' —

Since the next state is completely determined by the present state and source word, each row in these L  x L 

matrices contains the value 1 once and the value O H  times.

The theory of Markov processes can now be applied to calculate the time-domain statistics of the 

encoded symbol sequence. As discussed in Appendix 2, since the output and next state depend only on 

the present state and input word, movement among states can be analyzed as a simple Markov chain. For 

purposes of the following analysis, it is assumed that the source word sequence is such that:

•  all states in the Markov chain are positive-recurrent, or that the probability that each state will be

reentered at some point in time is 1 and this probability remains greater than zero as encoding

proceeds indefinitely,

•  all states can be reached in some finite number of steps from all other states, or that the Markov 

chain is irreducible,

•  movement among states is not periodic.

For all line codes of interest, these conditions are ensured when the input word sequence is stationary and 

all source words have non-zero probability of occurrence. These conditions also arise in many instances 

where one or more of the source words does not occur. Stationary input results in the Markov chain being 

homogenous, that is, having state transition probabilities which do not depend on time but are completely 

defined with knowledge of the present state and the statistics of the input sequence. As a result, state 

transition probabilities can be calculated and collected in the one-step transition probability matrix n, of 

dimension L x L ,  where

n(«,;) = !P[/n+1 =( j\ ln = (,], «,; = 1,2,...,L.
As discussed in Section A3.2.2 of Appendix 3, the one-step transition probability matrix of the line

encoder is given by
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j- i

n  = 5 > u£ B.
u=0

In homogenous processes, multiple or A:-step transition probabilities depend only on the interval of 

separation. Then, the L-square matrices n*, which contain values

n * ( i.; )  = «,[U t  =0l/« = [ i ]  i , j  = 

can be evaluated through repeated multiplication by II:

n*=n*.
As discussed in Section A2.2.1 of Appendix 2, when all states are positive-recurrent and the 

Maikov process is homogenous, irreducible, and aperiodic, the process is asymptotically stationary. This 

implies that, regardless of its initial state, the process can be considered stationary after an initial transient 

which has no effect on its average statistics, and state probabilities become independent of time. These 

probabilities can be recorded in the lengtb-L row vector A as

A(i) = *[/„  =/■,], / = 1,2 I .  (4.1)

For convenience in subsequent expressions, these probabilities are also recorded on the main diagonal of 

the L-square matrix A, i.e.

..... I MO,
A (i.y) = L  (4.2)

[0, otherwise,

for i , j  = 1, 2 ,..., L. Since these state probabilities do not change from one interval to the next and must 

sum to 1, they satisfy the following system of equations:

A = ATl

5 > )  = 1-
;=i

Also, since A contains the asymptotic state probabilities which hold regardless of the initial state, then 

A = Aq H , for any initial state distribution Aq. As shown in Section A2.2.1 of Appendix 2, this requires 

that all row vectors in IX. equal A, or that

n_(i,j )  = A(j), i j  = 1 ,2 ,...,L .

Recall that codewords are completely determined by the input word and the state of the encoder. 

As a result, the transmitted word sequence can be interpreted as a function of the encoder Maikov chain, 

and its time-domain statistics can be calculated. Functions of Maikov chains are discussed in Section 

A2.4 of Appendix 2, and that analysis is applied to Mealy machine models in Section A3.2.2 of Appendix 

3. As discussed in these sections, stationarity of the encoder chain implies stationarity of the codeword 

sequence. However, since each codeword consists of N  code symbols of duration T, the transmitted signal 

is cyclostationary with period NT.
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Evaluation of the statistics of this cyclostationaiy process is simplified by first evaluating the 

statistics of the symbol sequence in matrix form. Let i j  be the row vector of mean code symbol values 

with elements

T](i) = £[c„ (»)], i = 1,2,..., N, (4.3)

where £[-] denotes expectation. With a slight change in notation, these values can be calculated

according to Equation A3.5 as 
s-i

ri = Ay£ e uc u.
14=0

Also, autocorrelation matrices of dimension N x N , defined as

/f*= E [c nTcfl+t] (4.4)

where the superscript Tdenotes transposition, can be evaluated according to Equation A3.6: 

s- 1
£ 0 uCur ACu, *  = 0
u=0

j t f vCv, k > l  (4.5)
u=0 v=0

R lk, k < -1,

As shown in Section A3.2.2 of Appendix 3, stationary chains have output sequences which become 

uncorrelated as time separation increases, a property evident in that fact that as k tends to infinity,

(4.5)

Note that is identical to since = r£  = { r f r j f  = r f r j  = J L .

Statistics of the transmitted signal can now be calculated. As shown in Section A4.3.3 of 

Appendix 4, when it is recognized that the transmitted signal can be written
N

R„ =

c(t) = p(t)* J  I c ^ r - I n A / T + ( i - l ) r ] ) ,
n = -~  i=l

where p(t) is the pulse shape and *  denotes convolution, it follows that its autocorrelation is 

R (r) = p (x )*p {~ r)*--p - Yj ' L ' L Rk U > M T -[k N T  + 0 '-« )7 -]),
N l  t=—  i= l;=l

when the Rk matrices are defmed as above.

With this result, it is possible to calculate the power spectral density of the transmitted signal. As 

discussed in Section A4.2 of Appendix 4, the power spectral density of a stationary process can be 

obtained by evaluating the Fourier transform of ifc autocorrelation. As shown in Section A4.3.3, the 

power spectral density W(J) of a cyclostationary process with autocorrelation defined above is
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W(/) j b t L
NT

ji? *exp (-;2^ W V T )
.Ira-®*

V ,

where the row vector v is defined as

v = [l exp(j2nfT) exp(j4fifT) ••• e x p ( j2 / t f (N - l) f ) ]

and v* is its transpose conjugate.

The average time-domain signal is periodic in situations where the mean code symbol values are 

non-zero. In these instances, R„ contains non-zero elements and, since periodicity in the time domain 

corresponds to discrete components in the frequency domain, the power spectral density contains both 

continuous and discrete components. This can be shown explicitly by subtracting the constant-valued 

matrix from all Rk in the above expression and summing its contribution separately:

W (f) mm
NT

NT

«• oe

'^ ( R k -R „. ) exp(-j2nfkNT) + /L  £  exp(-j2 rfkN T)
r=—«* k ss-oo

I ;  4 . f ~ )

(4.7)

where Kk are the autocovariance matrices defined as 

~  Rk -  ,

and Equation A4.10 was used to transform the second summation into a summation of delta functions. 

For real valued code symbols, Kk = K *k, and this expression can be written

k a fM / ) -
NT k—1 m=-»

Note that when N = 1, this expression reduces to the classical formula for power spectral density of a 

digital signal first introduced by Bennet [77]. Also, note that since Rk approaches R „  as k increases, 

evaluation of the first sum can be limited to low-indexed terms whose contribution is non-negligible. 

Finally, by defining the quantities

x M ) = t cos(2 nfkNT)
k=\

XD( / )  = vfLv*. 

the power spectral density can be written

W (f)
NT

Xc (/) + Xo ( / )  v
NT U ' - w )

(4.8a)

(4.8b)

(4.9)

Since the influence of the line code rules on the continuous and discrete components of the spectrum is 

completely captured by the functions Xc(f) and XD(f) respectively, it is convention to report these
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quantities when presenting the spectra of block coded signals. As noted in Section 4.3.3 of Appendix 4, 

these functions are periodic with period and consequently, their values are usually reported only for 

the range /* ’ = 0 through fT  = 1. With real-valued code symbols, this range can be limited to the 

frequency band 0 < /T  S 0.5 due to symmetry of the power spectral density about/= 0.

4.2 Analysis of CGS Coded Signals

4.2.1 Problem and Approach

Evaluation of the time-dotnain statistics of the transmitted symbol sequence according to the 

approach outlined above requires that the encoder be modeled as a finite state machine. In this section it 

is shown that the state machine model of the CGS encoder can contain such a large number of states that 

calculation of the autocorrelation matrices according to Equation 4.5 is impractical. An alternate 

approach to modeling the encoder is then proposed.

First, consider the BGS encoder. Since the division register is cleared between encoding 

intervals, quotients are formed from division of the augmented words and the mapping between source 

word and quotient selection set is one-to-one. A codeword is selected from this selection set As indicated 

in Tables 3.4 and 3.5, in addition to the characteristics of the candidate quotients, factors which affect 

quotient selection include the value of the least significant bit of the previous codeword and the WRDS of 

the encoded stream. From this description, it follows that BGS encoders can be modeled as Mealy 

machines driven by the source word sequence with = FG states where:

F  equals 2 if the value of the least significant bit of the previous codeword affects quotient 

selection, and is 1 otherwise, and 

G is the number of distinct WRDS values which the encoded sequence can take on when WRDS 

bounds are enforced, and is 1 otherwise.

For most BGS codes, this number of states is reasonably small. For instance, the (7,8) BGS code which 

uses d(x) = dso(x) and the quotient selection mechanism in Table 3.4 with k = 3 requires 20 states to 

model. With this model, the approach outlined in Section 4.1 can be used to evaluate the spectral 

characteristics of the coded signal when the sequence of source words is stationary and the source words 

are statistically independent.

Now, consider the CGS encoder. It differs from the BGS encoder in that the division registers 

are not cleared prior to source word input, but are updated to contain the remainder associated with the 

codeword transmitted during the previous encoding interval. As discussed in Chapter 2, this remainder 

effectively sums with subsequent augmented words to form updated words, and these updated words are 

the dividends which generate the quotients that comprise the quotient selection set. Selection of a 

quotient from the selection set is affected by the same external parameters as in BGS coding. Then, since
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the mapping from source word to codeword is affected by the value of the previous remainder as well as 

the external parameters which influence quotient selection, the number of states required to model the 

CGS encoder is determined by how many different remainders that affect quotient formation can occur 

with each FG set of selection conditions.

An upper bound on the number of remainders that affect CGS coding can be established as 

follows. First, note that remainder bits which sum with augmenting bits do not affect which words are in 

the set of updated words, but merely reorders them. Note also that when D  > N, although the D -N  least 

significant bits of the remainder do not affect the quotients in the next selection set, they do affect the 

value of the next remainder. Since this remainder sums with the following set of augmented words, then 

through linearity of polynomial division, coefficients of the original remainder effectively sum with this 

set of augmented words as well. In general, the property of linearity implies that each remainder sums 

with D  successive bits of the augmented words regardless of the word boundaries, and consequently can 

affect formation of multiple quotient selection sets.

Consider the case where the remainder overlaps k successive sets of augmented words as depicted 

in Figure 4.1. For clarity in this figure, word and bit boundaries are displayed, and subscripts on the 

coefficients of the augmented words do not differentiate between words in each set but indicate only the 

encoding interval and bit position. In this instance, the least significant bit of the remainder r„(jc) overlaps 

bits in the ;th position of the words in the kxh set of augmented words. The least significant bit of the 

remainder then precedes the least significant bit of each word in the £th set of augmented words by j  bits, 

from which it follows that

D + j  = kN,

and

( D + j)m o d N  = 0.

In accordance with previous notation, let the positions of the augmenting bits be f?(, ( = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  A. I f  the 

ith augmenting bit is in position j ,  then

(D +B i)m odN  = 0 (4.10)

and

£ ± £ - k
N

Since the remainder overlaps k successive sets of augmented words, augmenting bits in position j  are

rD-\A rD-l* rD-lji • • • rl* '’ft-

aN -X n+l aN -  1**1 •  • • ®ft*+l aN -\A *k •  • • ° j *  Ul+* aj * * k •  •  •

Figure 4.1: Overlap of remainder and subsequent sets of augmented words in CGS coding
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overlapped k times. Similarly, augmenting bits in position g , j £ g £  N - l ,  are overlapped k  times, but 

augmenting bits in the Atb position of each augmented word, 0 £ h < j ,  are overlapped only k- 1 times.

Let R denote the number of remainder bits which sum with augmenting bits in subsequent sets Of 

augmented words. It follows from the above discussion that

where U  denotes the largest integer not greater than its argument. Since the remainder consists of D  

bits, the number of remainder bits which affect subsequent sets of updated words is D-R, and the upper 

bound on the number of remainders that can affect formation of subsequent quotient sets is 2°~A.

An upper bound for the number of states in the CGS encoder model can be established by

where Lcas denotes the number of states in the CGS encoder model and LBGS is the number of states in the 

BGS encoder which, other than register updating, has identical code parameters.

Since the encoder can initially contain any remainder and any set of selection conditions, a 

complete model of the CGS encoder requires exactly LBGS2D~K states. However, since initial transients 

have no effect on the average statistics of the encoded output, only positive-recurrent states need be 

retained for purposes of spectral analysis. In this instance, the upper bound can be halved when the least 

significant bit of the previous word plays a role in quotient selection and the least significant bit of the 

remainder does not fall into an augmenting bit position. It follows from Equation 4.10 that this second 

condition holds when (D + B ^m odN  * 0  for all i, i  = 1, 2, ..., A. This reduction in the upper bound 

follows from the discussion in Section 1.3.2 of Chapter 1 where it is shown that when the least significant 

bit of the divisor has value 1 and the least significant bit of the dividend has value 0, the least significant 

bit of the remainder has the same value as the least significant bit of the quotient. It is also shown there 

that this result can be extended to the case when the least significant non-zero coefficient of the divisor is 

in a position greater than position zero, but since there is no reason to use a scrambling polynomial with 

d0 *  1, discussion is limited to the case described above. It is clear from Equation 2.4 that the least 

significant bit of the dividend is always zero in CGS coding. As a result, the least significant bit of the 

transmitted codeword will always have the same value as the least significant bit of its associated 

remainder. Then, when the least significant bit of the codeword plays a role in quotient selection and the 

least significant bit of the remainder is not summed with an augmenting bit, at most 2 ^ B~l different 

remainders which affect quotient formation can occur simultaneously with each 2G set of selection 

conditions as the CGS encoder continues to operas indefinitely.

assuming that all of these 2°~R different remainders can occur simultaneously with all FG sets of quotient 

selection conditions. This yields

^cgs 5 ^bgs2° Ry
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To evaluate the exact number of positive-recurrent states required to model a particular CGS 

encoder, the number of different remainders which can reoccur with each set of selection conditions must 

be counted. In order to do so, let Ac denote the number of augmenting bits which occur consecutively in 

the most significant bit positions of the augmented words. Since a remainder which overlaps only these 

bits of the augmented words does not affect the composition of the set of updated words, each remainder 

affects quotients in I  successive encoding intervals where

and f  1  denotes the smallest integer not less than its argument. As a result, when all source words have 

non-zero probability of occurrence regardless of the encoding interval, only positive-recurrent remainders 

occur after /  encoding intervals. A count of CGS encoder states can then be obtained by observing the 

remainder and selection conditions which arise after selecting quotients from all quotient selection sets in 

each of the first /  encoding intervals. However, if all source words do not occur, or occur in a limited 

number of patterns, determination of the number of positive-recurrent states is more involved. Results 

presented in this thesis regarding the number of positive-recurrent states required to model CGS encoders 

have been evaluated with the assumption that all source words have non-zero probability of occurrence in 

all encoding intervals.

Table 4.1 lists the number of positive-recurrent states which arise in state machine models of 

CGS encoders from the family of (7,8) CGS codes which use dB(x) = diQ(x) and the selection mechanism 

given in Table 3.4 with k = 3. In general, a range of states exists because the number of states depends on 

the relationships between quotients and remainders, and these relationships in turn depend on the 

scrambling polynomial. Single values are listed when D  = 7 and D = 8 since there is a single scrambling 

polynomial in each of these cases. When D  = 9, there are two different scrambling polynomials, but both 

result in encoder models with 2278 states. The upper bound on the number of states is indicated in each 

case. As mentioned above, the corresponding block code has 20 states.

Degree Upper Bound on 
Number of States

Number of Positive- 
Recurrent States

7 640 622
8 1280 1202
9 2560 2278
10 2560 2316-1482
11 5120 4636-2852
12 10240 9352-5704
13 20480 18520-11252
14 40960 37040-22504
15 81920 73224 -  44402

Table 4.1: Upper bound and number of positive-recurrent states in 
(7,8) CGS codes, dB{x) = dso(x), k -  3
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Clearly, as the degree of the scrambling polynomial increases, so does the number of states 

required to model the CGS encoder. As the number of encoder states increases, so does the complexity in 

evaluating the statistics of the encoded sequence according to the procedure outlined in Section 4.1. In 

particular, for even moderate D  and N, storage of the elements of even one i^g-square O matrix 

increases to the point where evaluation of the autocorrelation matrices according to Equation 4.5 becomes 

impractical. Note however that the dimensions of the autocorrelation matrices remain N  x N, and so, if 

they can be calculated by other means, they can still be used to evaluate the power spectral density of the 

transmitted signal according to Equations 4.7 through 4.9. In the following sections, alternate 

expressions for evaluation of the autocorrelation matrices are derived which limit storage requirements to 

more practical limits.

Regardless of the number of states however, the fact that the CGS encoder can be modeled as a 

finite state machine allows several conclusions to be drawn regarding its output.

•  With a stationary source word sequence, the sequence of codewords will be asymptotically 

stationary. When evaluating average statistics, this sequence can be considered stationary, and 

the encoded symbol sequence can be considered cyclostationary. Thus,

•  codewords become uncorrelated as their time separation increases, and

• a vector of mean code symbol values can be calculated.

•  Finally, since the sequence of codewords is stationary, so too is the sequence of associated 

remainders. This, combined with the stationarity of the source word sequence, implies that the 

sequence of quotient selection sets is stationary.

These observations are used in the following sections during derivation of new expressions for the 

autocorrelation of the coded symbol sequence.

The approach taken to derive these new expressions is as follows. To reduce matrices to a 

manageable size, only the quotient selection mechanism of the CGS encoder is modeled as a finite state 

machine. The inputs to this machine are the quotient selection sets and the sets of associated remainders; 

the outputs are the selected codewords and their associated remainders. Since the parameters which affect 

codeword selection are the same as in BGS coding, the number of states in this machine is the same as the 

number of states in the corresponding block code. When all source words can occur regardless of the 

encoding interval, this machine has LB0S = FC states. For convenience, this is denoted without subscripts 

as L  in the following analysis. Remainders and encoder states which can occur simultaneously are 

referred to as recurrent state-remainder pairs, and remainders which can occur simultaneously with a 

particular state are said to be recurrent remainders for that state.

Since quotient set relationships are defined by the scrambling polynomial and the number and 

position of the augmenting bits, the quotient sets which can occur as input to this machine are identical to
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those which can arise during BGS coding. As before, enumerate them u = 0 ,1 ......5 -1 . Note also that

since quotient set formation depends on both the incoming source woid and the previous remainder, the 

input to this state machine is a function of its previous output. As shown in the following, the dependency 

of the quotient set input on previous remainders can be accommodated in a straightforward manner due to 

the linearity of polynomial division. However, the manner in which this is handled depends on the 

number of sets of augmented words which each remainder modifies. Two specific cases are considered in 

detail. Section 4.2.2 considers CGS codes where remainders modify only one set of augmented words, 

which occurs when A q k D ^ N  + Aq, and Section 4.2.3 considers encoders in which remainders modify 

two successive sets, which occurs when N +Aq < D U N  + Aq. Analysis of these situations is restricted 

to the case where the source word sequence is stationary and all source words are statistically independent. 

In Section 4.2.4, it is shown how the expressions derived in these cases can be applied to general D, N, 

and Ac.

4 .2 .2A C< D  % N+Ac

When D  £ A0  remainders modify only the values of augmenting bits in the subsequent set of 

augmented words, and updating the division registers has no effect on formation of the quotient selection 

sets. The code is effectively a BGS code, and expressions given in Section 4.1 can be used to evaluate the 

autocorrelation of the encoded symbol sequence. Analysis of CGS codes begins when remainders modify 

the values of the augmented words in the next encoding interval, or when Aq < D < N + A c . Consider 

modeling the quotient selection mechanism as a finite state machine. To describe quotient selection, define 

output matrices Cu, u = 0, 1, ..., 5-1, of dimension L  x N  in a manner similar to those in Section 4.1. 

However, in this case, since the state machine input is the quotient selection set instead of the source 

word, let the subscript denote the quotient selection set for which the output words are defined. That is, the 

rth row of the matrix Cu contains the vector of code symbol values transmitted when the encoder is in state 

(. and the input quotient selection set is Q,. Similarly, define the next state matrices Eu, u = 0, 1 ,..., 5-1, 

of dimension L  x L, to record state transitions which result with quotient selection input according to

= i+l = ̂ ;|Ai ~^iiQn ~ Qji]* *'» j  ~ 1 ,2,..., L .

Recall from Section 1.3.2 of Chapter 1 that when the 7 least significant bits of the dividend are 

zero, then if  D  £ 7, each quotient is associated with a single remainder, and if  D  > 7, the 7 least significant 

bits of the remainder associated with each quotient are unique. It follows from Equation 2.4 that when 

AC <D<>N + Aq, knowledge of the codeword c„ is enough to determine the values of all bits of the 

remainder r„ which affect formation of the subsequent quotient set. Since this codeword is a function of 

Q„ and lh, the values of Qn, /„, and sn+1 completely specify the value of Qn+1.
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Consider the case when source words are statistically independent and occur with probabilities 

which do not change with time. With knowledge of these statistics, it follows from the discussion above 

that it is possible to form the L-square diagonal matrices 0 UV, u, v = 0 , 1 , 5 - 1 ,  with elements

for i, j  = 1, 2, ..., L. The elements on the diagonal are just the probabilities of the source words which 

must arrive at the encoder input during the (n+l)th encoding interval to form Q* when it and are, 

respectively, the state and quotient set during encoding interval n. The stationarity of the source word 

sequence results in these probabilities being independent of time.

Also, recall the definition of the state probability vector X and diagonal matrix A introduced in 

Section 4.1:

where the elements of A are defined for i , j  = 1, 2 ,.... L. These definitions can be applied directly to the 

quotient selection state machine considered here.

As noted in the previous section, when the sequence of source words is stationary, it can be 

assumed that the sequence of quotient sets is stationary for purposes of evaluating average statistics. But, 

since quotient formation depends in part on the previous remainder and this remainder depends in part on 

the previous state, it cannot be assumed that quotient set and state probabilities are independent. 

Accordingly, define the length-Lrow vectors yru, u = 0 ,1 ,..., 5-1, to contain state dependent quotient set 

probabilities

and define the L-square diagonal matrices T u, u = 0, 1, .... 5-1, to contain these values on the main 

diagonal,

for i, j  = 1, 2, ..., L. In previous analysis [2], it was implicitly assumed that state and quotient set 

probabilities were independent. However, as shown in Chapter 6, this holds only if, in addition to being 

statistically independent, all source words occur with equal probability regardless of the encoding interval. 

As a result, spectral results for CGS codes reported in that woik were accurate only in the case of 

equiprobable source words.

Evaluation of the encoder statistics can now proceed. First, state probabilities can be solved for 

in terms of the quotient set probabilities. The probability that the encoder is in state /J- during the (n+l)tb

«'=7.
otherwise,

otherwise,

VuU) = * [ &  = Quiz* = i  = 1,2 L,

W(i), »' = y,
0, otherwise,
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encoding interval can be evaluated by summing over all states and quotient sets which might occur during 

the nth encoding interval. Then, for all j j  = 1 ,2 L,

V[l„ + 1 =  = ‘ j ’ ln = [ i ’Q* = < i u ]
i s l  u=0

=  I I ^ »  =Ci’ Qn = Q « H U  = 0 l /n = [ i ’Qn = Q u ]
i= l  u=0

= Q«l/n = 0 k . = q «]-
i= l  u=0

With the notation introduced above, this expression can be written 

M j)  = X Z  ‘ )Eu(i, j) .
i s l  u=0

Evaluation of all state probabilities is summarized with the matrix notation

X = X ^ UEU. (4.12)
u=0

These state probabilities are subject to the condition that they sum to one, or

i x ( i )  = L (4.13)
i=  1

Similarly, the state dependent quotient set probabilities can be evaluated in terms of the state 

probabilities. The probability that quotient set Q  and state Cj occur in the (n+l)th encoding interval can be 

evaluated by summing over all states and quotient sets which can occur in the nth interval. Then, for ally, 

;'=  1 ,2 ,..., L, and all v, v = 0, 1 ,..., S -l,

l s-i
^[^n+l =  ^ /» fin + l = Q.v] =  = ( j ’ Qn+1 =<2.v>̂ n = ^i'Qn = Q«i]

i=l u=0

=  X X 2 ’ [ /»  =Ci'Qn = Q * M U l  = t j ’Qn+l = Q - v K  = ^ . e „  = d u ]  
i=l u=0

= 2 E :p [ f i »  “ Q - K = r - M /« = f » M u 1 = Q- v l ^  = ^ s „  = Q u ] -
i= l  u=0

The left hand side of this expression can be written !P^gn+1 = Q .v|U  = h ]  2*[/n+i = f  J . Consider the 

third term on the right hand side. Note that the vailue of ln+l is completely determined by the values of /„ 

and Q„, and that, given the values of /„ and Qn, quotient set probabilities in the (n+l)th encoding interval 

depend only on source word probabilities. As a result, the probabilities ?[j2R+i = Q.v|/„ = f,-, 0„ = Q.u] and 

!p[/„+i =Ci,Qn  = Q « ]  are independent, and their product is <p[l„+x =tj,Q n+\  =  Q,v|4> = [ i<Qn “ O j -  

As a result, the above expression can be w ritten

*[& +« = Q v |U  ==ry]!p[/«+i = f ;] = Z X 4 &  =ciul/-  -O W  ̂  =Ci]

*[Qn+\ = Q v | / „  = Q u M ^ 1  - < * . ] ■
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Using the definitions introduced above,

L 5-1

i=l u=0

which in matrix form becomes
5-1

W A  = X ^ A 0«v£ u
u=0

for all v, v = 0 ,1 ,.... 5-1. When all states in the quotient selection mechanism are positive-recurrent,

fs-x >
X ^ u A 0uA

\u=0
A-1, v = 0 ,1 ,....5 -1 , (4.14)

under the condition that the state dependent quotient set probabilities conditioned on each state sum to 

one, or
5-1
3 > v (0  = l. i  = 1,2 L. (4.15)
v=0

State and state dependent quotient set probabilities can then be evaluated through simultaneous solution of 

Equations 4.12 through 4.15.

Statistics of the output symbol sequence can now be calculated. Consider evaluation of the 

average code symbol values as defined by Equation 4.3. Recall that Cu( i , j ) is the yth symbol in the code 

vector transmitted when the selection mechanism is in state /j and the input quotient set is Q .̂ The 

average value of the yth symbol can then be evaluated by summing over all states and quotient sets. For 

ally ,; = 1 ,2  N,

770) = I 2 > [ / „  =<lu]Ctt( iJ )
i=l u=0

= Z 2 > [ * n  = [ iP [Q n = ^ n = ^ ] C u( i j )
i= 1 u=0 

i=l u=0

and the vector of average code symbol values is given by

t j  = A % % C u .
u=0

Consider also evaluation of the autocorrelation matrices defined by Equation 4.4. Since it is 

known that codewords in the CGS coded sequence become uncorrelated as their time separation increases, 

it follows that the limiting autocorrelation matrix is again given by Equation 4.6 where r\ is the vector of 

average code symbol values calculated above. To evaluate R0, recall that Ro(p,q) = l[ c n(p)c„(q)]. Since 

codeword probabilities are a function of the encoder state and quotient selection set input, these values can 

be calculated by summing over all states and quotient selection sets. Then, for p ,q =  1 ,2 ,..., A,
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Ro(p^) = J j j ,C u(i,p)T[ln =li,Qn =0
1=1a=0 
I  S-1

= £ 2 C ( / » . o a - [ a = ' , >[ ( „
(=1 u=0

= £  £  C ( A  O'J'u(«'.i)A (i, O Q (/, q).
r=l u=0

which in matrix form becomes

Ao ^ I ^ A C , , .
u=0

To evaluate J?,, all combinations of consecutive codewords must be considered. This is 

accomplished by considering the arrival of all different patterns of successive quotient sets at the input to 

the quotient selection mechanism. Since 0 UV contains the probabilities of the source words required for 

generation of Q* given that was present in the previous encoding interval, and Eu indicates the next 

state of the state machine given selection of a quotient from Q,,, it follows intuition that

s-i fs- i
*1 = 1  £ 0 ^ 0 ^  |CV.

v=ov«=o J

A formal derivation of this expression is given in Section A6.1 of Appendix 6. By similar intuitive 

arguments, expressions for other matrices can be deduced, including

S - l ( s - l f S - l  \

*2  = 1 1  J , C ^ UAQUVEU |0W£ V
w=0^v=0Vu=0 J
s-l f  S - l f s - l ( S - l  > >

I z X cX a 0 hv£ h Q vwE v Q WXE W
x=0 ^w=0 ^v=0 U=o , J J

From these expressions, it appears that the autocorrelation matrices are given by 

s-i
* *  =  £  Jv,kEv< *  ^  0> (4.16)

v=0

where the N x L  recursively related matrices / vjt, v = 0 ,1 ,..., 5-1, are defined as 

Jv,k='

C ^ A ,  *  = 0,
s-i
£ < ^ u ,*-l® u v *u >  * ^ 1 *
u=0

(4.17)

A proof by induction for these expressions is given in Section A6.1 of Appendix 6.

As shown in Section 4.2.5, evaluation of the autocorrelation matrices according to Equations 

4.16 and 4.17 can require orders of magnitude less memory than that required by Equation 4.5, and thus 

offers a practical method of calculating these values in instances where the approach outlined in Section

4.1 does not. Given calculation of these autocorrelation matrices, evaluation of the power spectral density
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of the CGS coded sequence can be completed using Equations 4.7 through 4.9. Note again that since the 

autocorrelation matrices Rk approach Rmask  increases, the sum in Equation 4.8 can be limited to low- 

indexed autocovariance matrices. Although the required number of terms in the sum depends on the code 

parameters and source statistics, in the calculations performed during preparation of this thesis, accuracy 

to several significant digits was achieved when at most a few tens of tenns were considered.

As the degree of the scrambling polynomial increases, the number of sets of augmented words that

subsequent encoding intervals must be taken into account during evaluation of the coded sequence statistics.

The quotient selection mechanism can again be completely defined by constructing the Cu and Eu 

matrices, u -  0 ,1 , ..., 5-1, as defined in the previous section, and state probabilities can be stored in the

modify two successive sets of augmented words, other definitions must change. It is clear from Equation

2.4 that only the N  least significant bits of each dividend are ensured to be zero, and so it follows from the 

discussion in Section 1.3.2 of Chapter 1 that the codeword cn defines only the N  least significant bits of 

the remainder r„. Since the D -N  most significant bits of this remainder which do not fall into 

augmenting bit positions affect fonnation of Qn+V their values must also be determined. The property of 

linearity in polynomial division provides a method of doing so.

If  the division registers are cleared prior to fonnation of quotients in Q„, the remainder associated 

with each quotient in Qn can be established. If  rn_t is not all-zero, its D -N  least significant bits do not 

affect formation of quotients in Qn, but through linearity in polynomial division, effectively sum with the 

D -N  most significant bits of the remainders which would have been generated in the nth encoding 

interval had the division registers been clear. Note also that since N + /lc < D S 2 N  + /lc ,the D -N  least 

significant bits of r„_t which do not fall into augmenting bit positions in the (n+l)th encoding interval are 

completely defined by cn_r  As a result, knowledge of cn_x and cn completely specifies the values of all bits 

in r„ which do not fall into subsequent augmenting bit positions. Since c„_, and /„ are known given Qn_x 

and and since c„ is known given /„ and Qn, then r„ is completely determined with knowledge of 

ln_v and Qn. Since g n+1 is determined by rn and sn+1, then when source words are independent and have 

probabilities which do not change with time, it is possible to construct the diagonal L-square matrices 

Qmw, u, v, w = 0 ,1 ,.... 5-1, with elements

4.2 J  N+Ac < D $ 2N+AC

the remainders modify increases also. When N + Aq < D £ 2 N  + Aq , the effect of the remainder on two

vector X and nu''rix A defined by Equations 4.1 and 4.2. However, to accommodate remainders which

— Q.w|Cn “  Q.v>!n—1 ~ t i ’ Q n - l  ~  Qu]> * />

otherwise,

for i , j  = 1, 2 L.
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During evaluation of the autocorrelation matrices, the influence of the two preceding encoding 

intervals must also be taken into account when considering state dependent quotient set probabilities. 

Accordingly, define the L-square matrices u, v = 0 ,1 ,..., 5-1, to have elements

% r0 J )  = *[Qn  = Q v . /„ - i  1 = 0 j/„  = 0 ] .  ' - 7  =  1.2 L.

Although these matrices are no longer diagonal, since the values of and Qn_x uniquely define the next 

state they contain only L  non-zero elements. These non-zero elements are in the same positions as the 

non-zero elements in the corresponding Eu matrices.

Consider now evaluation of the state probabilities. Once again, with a stationary source word 

sequence, the state probabilities will asymptotically be independent of time, and the probability that the 

selection mechanism is in a particular state can be evaluated by considering all possible situations which 

lead to its entry. To do so, sum over all states and quotient sets which might occur in the previous two 

intervals. Then, for all j , j  = 1, 2, L,

“ ^ “ Z Z Z Z ^ f c + i  = [ r ln = Ci'Qn = '* , 0 . - 1  = q J
i=lv=0A=1u=0
L  5-1 L  5-1

“ Z Z Z Z * f r  = [ i'Qn = t h,Qn- 1 = 0 l/" = Qn = Q . v ] .
i=l »=0A=1 u=0

where the fact that the values of /„ and Q„ completely define the next state /n+1 is used to remove the 

conditional dependency on and Qn-l in the second product term. Rephrasing the first term to be 

conditioned on /„ yields

* [< • + >  = / ’> ]  =  Z X Z Z !P [ 0 »  = Q *’ ln- 1 =Ou\ln = ^ M /"  = [ H 1̂  = [ j \l « = Ci’ Q« = Q . v ] .
i=l v=0 A=1 u=0

Using notation defined above, this can be written

M j)  = S  Z  Z  Z  ̂  0  A(i, i)Ev (i, j) ,
i=l v=0A=l u=0

and evaluation of all state probabilities can be summarized in the matrix form

A - r l l W ,  (4.18)
v=0u=0

where wL denotes the all-one row vector of length L. Again, these state probabilities must sum to 1:

ZA(/) = 1. (4.19)
i=l

To evaluate the state dependent quotient set probabilities, consider all ways that states and

quotient sets can occur in consecutive intervals by summing over all states and quotient sets which might

occur in the preceding interval. For i , j  = 1 ,2 ,..., L, and v, w = 0 ,1 ,..., 5-1,
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L S -l

^ p i + l  ~ (j'Q n + 1 =  Q.w > h — t i ’Qn =  Q.vJ =  5 ^ [ f « + l  =  f j * f i n + 1 =  Qw'ln ~ h'Qn ~Q.v>^n-i ~^h'Qn- 1 =  Q a i]-
A«tu*0

Note that the values of ln_x and uniquely determine the values of /„ for which probabilities in the sum 

are non-zero, and that given the values of /„ and g„, the value of /B+, is independent of 0 B+1 as well as 

and Qn_v Since the value of g n+1 is known given 0„_1( Qn and the incoming source word, the above 

expression can be written

L J - 1

^ [ ^ i + l  = tj<Qn+l = Qw■ K = (-i<Qn =  Q .v ] =  =  f / K  ~^i>Qn =  <2 v ]

-^ [C n + 1  =  Q .w |{?n  =  ^h'Qn-l

^\jn ~^i>Qn =  0 .v > 4 i- l  ~ ^h'Qn-l ~ Q . u ]

L “' -1
- ^ [ f i n + 1  = Q .W *^1 = ^ i ’ Qn ~  Q . v p n + 1  =  O j ® [ ^ l + l  =  0 ]  =  X  2 < ' ^ [ C < i + l  =  <2 h > | ( ? i i  =  Q . v > ^ > i - l  ' ~ ^ h ’ Q n - 1 = < i u ]

® [ f i n  =  Q .v i^n -1  =  ^h>Qn-l = Q u j^(i = ^ i ]  

2[ln= [i]*[ln+X=C i\ln -C i'Q n=Q .> \

which in the notation introduced above is

V M M J )  = £ 2 e BW( M ) ¥ „ ( M A ( i>i)£ v(«J), v,w = 0,1,...,S  -1 .
A=1««0

Recall that the matrix x¥m, n, v 6 0, 1......... 5-1, has non-zero elements only in positions that the

corresponding Eu matrix has the value 1. For purposes of concise matrix notation, the elements of the Eu 

matrices can be included under the sum, or equivalently, the redundant term ?[/„ = = ( h,0 n_i =0*,]

can be included on the right hand side of the expressions above. This yields

'Fvw(i,;)A (/,y ) = X X  Eu{h ,i)ewJ h , h n jh , i ) A ( i , i ) E v( iJ )
A=1u=0

= t% E ^ ( i , h ) Q wJ h , h ) \ M O H U ) E v( i J l
h=: u=o

from which it follows that

(5 -1  h
¥«* = a -1, v, w  = 0 ,1 ,...,5~1 . (4.20)

V«=o )

Note that A-1 exists when all states are positive-recurrent. Solutions to Equation 4.2^ subject to the 

condition that quotient set probabilities which depend cn each state sum to one, or

S X 2 X ( U )  = 1. j  = 1.,2,...,L. (4.21)
i=l w=0»=0

State and state dependent quotient set probabilities can then be evaluated through simultaneous solution of 

Equations 4.18 through 4.21.
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To simplify calculation of the mean code symbol values, construct the lengtb-L row vectors 

6 , v = 0 , 1 , S- l ,  with elements

& (/) = *[/„  =<-,,&  =Q V], 1=1,2 L.

These elements can be evaluated by summing over all states and quotient sets which might occur in the 

previous encoding interval. For all i, i  = 1 , 2 , L,

L  S -l

< M 0 = X 5 > [ /„  = a v,in-1 = 0 ,]
A=lu=0

= X X 1;P[G„ =Qv>*U =(k'Qn- 1 =Qu|/fl = ^ M  = ', ]
A-lu=0

A=lu=0

and

<4= h'r X ^ A .
u=0

For convenience in calculating A0, also defme the L-square diagonal matrix <hv, v = 0, 1, .... S -l, to 

contain these values on the diagonal, or

*.(■ •./> - { * ,(0 , ‘ I 1 , .[0, otherwise,

for i , j  = 1 ,2 L.

Consider now calculation of the mean codeword vector. Since the transmitted codeword is a 

function of the present state and quotient set, the mean symbol values can be evaluated by summing over 

all states and quotient sets. Then, for ally, j  -  1, 2 ,..., N,

T} ( j)  = ' L 'Z * ,[ ln =Ci’ Qn =Q.v]CvU ,j)
i=l v=0

= £ l< M 0 C v(i,y),
i=l v=0

and
s-i

n  = S ^ c v
v=0

Given this vector, the limiting autocorrelation matrix Rm follows immediately from Equation 4.6.

In a similar fashion, the element values of R0 can be evaluated by summing over all possible 

states and quotient sets. Forp, q =  1, 2 ,..., N,

*o (p.?) = X X C v(«<p)2'[/b = f,,en = Q.v]Cv(i, q)
i=l w=0

= 2  X cvT (p -0<M u ) c ,v(/,$ ),
i=l v=0
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which can be summarized as 

s-i
« 0 = I ^ v C v (4.22)

v=0

Consider now evaluation of Rv Its elements can be evaluated by considering all possible states

and quotient selection sets which can occur in consecutive encoding intervals. For p, q = 1, 2........N,

l  s-i l  s-i
= =(■;■>&+1 = Q w .W i.f i, =Q.v]Cw(j,q )

;•=1 w=0i=l »=0 

L S -l L S -l

E X X cvT^ ‘H e n+i=Qw.(„ =A.e„ =Qv|u =o M ^> = 0 ]c>*0\?)
; = lw =0i= l v=0

= X  X  X  X  ‘̂ vw  ('- j ) M j , j ) C w ( j, q \
j r z \  w=0/=l v=0

which in matrix form becomes
S -l S -l

*1 = X X Cvr'F- AC- (4.23)
w =0v=0

Based on intuition, it can be argued that matrices R2, Jl3, and J?4 have the form

EVCW
S - l S - l / 'S - l

*2 = X X  X C^ w ^ A
w =0v= 0V u=0  

S - l S - l f  S - l / 'S - l

*3 = X X X  X ^ X v ^ A
j t= 0 w = 0 \v = 0 v ,u = 0  /

\  ‘
E„CX

S - l S - l f  S - l f  S - l f  S - l

* 4 = X X  X  X  X < ? e - * « A
y=0 JC=0̂ »V=0̂ V=0\U=0

a  p  K-'vwxt:,v K C y .

From these expressions, it appears that the autocorrelation matrices Rk, A: > 2, are recursively related. 

Indeed, as shown in Section A6.2 of Appendix 6, the remaining positive-indexed autocorrelation matrices 

are given by

kEvCw, k > 2, (4.24)
w =0v=0

where the N x  L  m atrices/^ , v, >v = 0 ,1 ,..., S -l, are recursively related as

i x 0 ™'PuvA, k = 2,
u=0 

S

X  ̂ UV,*-1®UVW Ey. A: > 3.
vw.lr (4.25)

U=sO

Again, these equations make calculation of the autocorrelation matrices possible in many instances when 

evaluation according to the block code approach is impractical.
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4.2.4 General D. N. a n d ^

Expressions in the preceding sections provide a means to evaluate code symbol autocorrelation 

matrices when the sequence of source words is stationary, the source words are independent, and D  S 2N+Ac. 

By a similar approach, expressions can also be derived when D > 2N+AC. In general, when 

( I - 1 )N  + AC < D £ 1 N  + Ac, if follows from Equation 4.11 that the remainder modifies I  sets of 

augmenting words. As a result, evaluation of the state dependent quotient set probabilities and the 

autocorrelation matrices would require consideration of/consecutive encoding intervals, and values in the 

recursively related /  matrices would depend on I  successive quotient selection sets.

However, there is an alternative. If  the encoder model is modified to define operation over 

multiple encoding intervals, the expressions derived above can be used to evaluate autocorrelation 

matrices when D  > 2N+Ac. For instance, consider the {M, N) CGS code which uses a scrambling 

polynomial with degree D where 2N + AC < D £ 3 N  + AC. Instead of modeling the encoder as one which 

maps M -bit source words to N-bii codewords, model it as one which encodes M ' = 2M  bit source words to 

codewords of length N ' = 2 N . Since the degree of the scrambling polynomial and the number of 

augmenting bits which preface the N '-bit augmented words have not changed, then N ’ + Ac < D <  IN '  + Ac 

and the equations presented in Section 4.3.2 can be used to evaluate the autocorrelation matrices.

This principle can be applied regardless of the values of D  and N. Let an extended encoding 

interval denote Y actual encoding intervals such that the nth extended encoding interval encompasses the 

(Tn)th through (Kn+y-l)th actual encoding intervals. Denote the length of the artificially extended 

source words as M ' = YM, their number as S' = 1M , and enumerate these words j ' ,k  = 0 ,1 ,...,S '-1 . 

Let the time indices of the extended code parameters denote the actual encoding interval in which the 

extended interval commences. Then, during the nth extended interval, the source word vector s'Yn is 

augmented with A ' -  YA augmenting bits, the quotient set QY„, which can take on one of S' forms 

denoted , u = 0,1,..., 5' -1 , is formed, and a quotient of length N ' = Y(M + A) = YN is selected from 

this set and transmitted as the codeword vector c'Yr.

Selection of the extended-length quotient is affected by the same parameters as selection of the 

fV-bit quotients in each actual encoding interval, and the quotient selection mechanism can still be 

modeled as a finite state machine with L  states Cit i = 1, 2, ..., L. As discussed in previous sections, the 

operation of this finite state machine is fully described by state transition and output matrices. In this 

case, the L  x L  next state matrices E 'u, u = 0,1,,.., S' -1 , are defined to contain values

E ;( i, j)  = * [ ly n+y = [ j \ lYn = [ i ,Q’yn =0^ ], U j = 1 ,2,..., L,

and the ith row of the L  x N ' output matrix C ', u e 0 ,1 ,...,5 '-1 , contains the N ' code symbols 

transmitted when the machine is in state /j and the quotient set input is .
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With appropriate changes in notation, the expressions derived in Section 4.2.2 can now be used 

to evaluate statistics of the encoded symbol sequence when Y is chosen such that Â - < D<, N ’ + Ac . The 

expressions in Section 4.2.3 can be used when N ' + Aq < D < 2 N ' + Aq . Note that selecting T = 2 allows 

codes Vjui N < D <  2N-t-Ac  to be analyzed using expressions given in Section 4.2.2.

An advantage of this approach is that the original Af-bit source words no longer need to be 

statistically independent. The autocorrelation matrices can be calculated using the equations in the 

previous sections when only sequences of Y consecutive source words are statistically independent. Given 

these autocorrelation matrices, Equations 4.7 through 4.9 can be used to complete evaluation of the 

spectral characteristics. The encoded sequence will in general be cyclostationary with period YNT, and 

discrete components will arise at frequencies /  = m/y N T  ôr *nteSers m-

However, consider the case where this approach is used to evaluate code symbol statistics when 

the sequence of Af-bit source words is stationary and the source words are statistically independent. In the 

course of these calculations, t j ’ ,  the N ' -bit vector of mean code symbol values with elements

i7 '(0 * e [ck, («)].

is calculated. However, since the sequence of Af-bit source words is stationary, the sequence of N-bit 

codewords is asymptotically stationary, and an Af-bit vector t j  also exists. This implies that the vector 

t j '  will consist of Y repetitions of the mean vector tj,  or that

J7 ' =  [>7 tj • • •  ? ]■

It follows from Equation 4.6 that the N ' x AT matrix R'„ has the form

C = 7 ' V

=  [ » 7  r j  . . .  » 7 ] T [ i 7  t j  . . .  t j ]

r j ^ r j  . • T J * T j '

T J ^ T J  . .  T J * T J

t i ' t j  . •

X  R°° R~
~• . . . » y

X

or that R'„ consists of a Y x Y array of matrices Rm, where is the M X N  limiting autocorrelation matrix 

for the original (Af, N) code.

ConstJer also the remaining extended-interval autocorrelation matrices which arise in this 

situation. These N ' x  N ’ matrices are defined as:

Rk' = ^ [c^ crn+y*']’
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where k ' denotes the time difference in number of extended encoding intervals, c'Yn is the length-A/' row 

vector

and Cfc+n' is a similar vector containing the codeword vectors transmitted Yk' actual encoding intervals 

later. Since the sequence of N-bit codewords is stationary,

where the constituent N  x N  autocorrelation matrices are defined for the original (M fl)  code by Equation 

4.4. Note that as k f —> °», the limiting matrix R'„ agrees with the result derived above.

In order to complete the evaluation of the power spectral density, it is a simple procedure to 

extract the appropriate N x N correlation matricesRkfrom the N 'x N ' correlation matrices R 'k.for use in 

Equations 4.7 through 4.9. However, since these expressions were derived for a general finite state 

machine model, they also hold directly when the encoder model is based on an extended interval. To see 

this, let X'c ( f )  and X'D{ f )  denote the influence that the line code has on the continuous and discrete 

components of the power spectral density when the matrices R'k. are used in the evaluation of Equations 

4.8a and 4.8b. Similarly, let W’( f )  denote the power spectral density. As shown in Section A6.3 of 

Appendix 6, when the source sequence is stationary and the AZ-bit source words are statistically 

independent,

c Yn = [ c B i  c Yn+l ••• c r « + K - l ] >

‘■Kn ‘ •J'n+1 ••• ‘ T n + t '- lJ  [•’ Yn+Yk'

c Ync Yn+Yk’ ]  ^  c YnCYn+Yt‘+ l ]  

c Yn+lc Yn+Yk’ ]  ®  c « i+ lc K i+ re '+ l]

Ki+Wr'+l Yn+Yk'+Y-l

c Ync Yn+Yk’+ Y - l \

c Yn+lc Yn+Yk’+ Y - l

c Yn+Y-lc Yn+Yk‘ cYn+Y-lc Yn+Yk’+\ c Y n+Y -\c Yn+Yk'+Y-l

. f y k ' - Y + l  ^ Y k '-Y + 2 ’

X'c { f )  = YXc{ f ) (4.26a)

and

y 2 XD( f) ,  /  = •“ ” :> mmody = 0,
(/) =

0, /  = - ~ r .  mmodT^O.
(4.26b)

Then, from Equation 4.9,
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* c ( / ) +
W )
N T 2 </- 

m s - *  ' N T )

YNT

\ P ( / f

r X c < J ) + ? ^ ! P -  ±  < ( / - £ )

* c ( / )  +

YNT

Xp ( / )

NT M ' S )NT 

= W (f),

and direct application of the extended-interval autocorrelation matrices in Equations 4.7 through 4.9 

yields the desired result

4.2.5 Notes on Computation

For purposes of concise representation, the equations reported in the previous sections have been 

stated in matrix form. However, many of these matrices are diagonal, and others also contain only one 

non-zero element per row. If  the structure of these matrices is taken into account, the actual number of 

computations required to evaluate the statistics of the coded sequence can be reduced significantly from 

that indicated by the matrix expressions.

Although no general statement can be made regarding storage of the codeword matrices Cu, 

u = 0, 1, ..., S-l, without knowledge of the code symbol values, the structure of other matrices can be 

exploited to reduce the number of variables stored during calculation. For example, instead of 

Constructing an L-square next state matrix Eu for each quotient set Q̂ , u = 0, 1, ..., S-l, it is sufficient to 

store the value of the next state for each present state, quotient set pair. When N + A q < D < 2 N  + Aq , 

knowledge of these next state values can be used to reduce storage of each L-square matrix *PUV, 

«, v = 0, 1, ..., S -l, to storage of L values. Similarly, storage of the vectors <pu, u ~ 0, 1, .... S-l, 

precludes the necessity of storing the diagonal matrices 4>u, u = 0, 1, ..., S-l. When ^  < D<, N + Ac , 

storage of the vectors yru, u = 0, 1, ..., S -l, precludes the necessity of storing the diagonal matrices 4^, 

u = 0 ,1 ,. . . ,  S-l. In both cases, knowledge of the state probability values stored in the vector X precludes the 

necessity of storing the diagonal matrix A. Also, construction of the 9  matrices can be avoided entirely if the 

source word probabilities and the remainders associated with each selected quotient are stored instead. Since 

knowledge of these remainders is sufficient to determine the source words required for quotient set generation, 

knowledge of the source word probabilities is sufficient to determine the values of the 9  matrix elements.

The only other matrices involved in the evaluation of sequence statistics are the J  matrices. Since 

these matrices are recursively related, allowance must be made for storage of two sequential sets. Also, 

these matrices have no particular structure, and so must be stored in full. Since numerical error 

introduced during evaluation of these matrices accumulates, elements should be stored with sufficient 

precision to render numerical error negligible.
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Due to their number and type of elements, the /  matrices dominate memory requirements during 

evaluation of CGS coded sequence autocorrelation matrices. When Aq < D < N  + Aq , provision must be 

made to store the N x  L  matrices Juj(, u = 0 , 1 , S -l,  for two values of k. When each element requires 

U bytes for storage, the memory required to store these matrices, MRj, is 

MRj = 2SNLU = 2m+i NLU bytes.

With N + A c < D Z 2 N  + Aq , & J  matrix must be formed for all patterns of two successive quotient sets. 

Since there are S2 = 1 2M such patterns, the memory required for storage of these matrices is 

MRj = 22M+l NLU  bytes.

In general, if  expressions based on the actual encoding interval were developed for code configurations 

where remainders modify I  successive sets of augmented words, a J  matrix must be formed for all S1 

patterns of I  successive quotient sets, and

M Rj = 2IM+l NLU  bytes.

When the encoder operation is modeled over an extended interval of Y actual encoding intervals, S' = 2m  

and N ' = YN. When Y is chosen such that Ac < N ’ +Aq , storage of the N ' x  L  J  matrices requires

M Rj = 2 !M+1 YNLU bytes,

a y-fold increase in the memory required for evaluation based on the actual encoding interval. If  Y is 

chosen such that N '+ Aq < D £ 2 N '+ Aq , the memory required during calculation is 

MR’j  = 22m+l YNLU bytes.

This is half M Rj and Y times MRj when (K-1)N+AC < D < 2YN + Ac> but Y2M/(2 Y -1 ) times MRj and 

Y2M times M Rj when YN+AC < D <  (2Y -l)N  + Ac.

The memory required to compute the statistics of the CGS coded sequences using the expressions 

given in Section 4.1 can be estimated in a similar way. Again, the structure of several matrices can be 

exploited to minimize the number of variables which must be stored during computation. However, the 

one-step transition probability matrix n  has no particular structure and must be stored in its entirety. 

Since this matrix has dimensions Lcas x L ^ ,  its storage requires 

MRn — bytes.

A rough comparison between the memory requirements for these two approaches can be drawn 

by comparing values of M R j and MRn . For example, consider the (7,8) CGS codes whose state 

descriptions were summarized in Table 4.1. Figure 4.2 plots MRn  for the codes with the greatest number 

of states in their state machine descriptions; values of MRn  for codes with fewer states are less, but 

increase with D  in a similar fashion. Since evaluation of the number of positive-recurrent states has been 

limited to scrambling polynomials with D < 15, to approximate memory requirements for larger P, MRn 

is also plotted for the upper bound value of LCGS. Values of M Rj are also shown. In the Calculation of
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these values, it was assumed that each variable requires eight bytes for storage. It is clear from this figure 

that for these (7,8) CGS codes, the expressions introduced in this thesis offer a significant reduction in the 

memory required during analysis of code sequence statistics. Similar results are obtained for other code 

configurations. The expressions developed in this thesis then enable evaluation of code sequence statistics 

in many instances where their calculation would otherwise not be possible.

It is also clear from this figure that the disparity in memory requirements is greatest when 

remainders fully overlap augmented words and decreases with a decrease in the number of bits overlapped 

in the 7th set of augmented words. This occurs since the equations derived in this chapter are based on the 

number of sets of augmented words that the remainders modify, whereas the number of states in the 

complete CGS encoder is a function of the number of bits the remainders overlap. In the early stages of 

this work, an attempt: was made to develop an approach based ofi the number of bits the remainders 

modify. However, this approach did not lend itself to matrix notation, and consequently was significantly 

more complicated to develop  ̂ implement, and describe. Since it also offered no advantage whets the 

augmented words were fully overlapped, it was abandoned in favor of the approach outlined above.

Finally, it is also apparent from Figure 4.2 that as D  continues to increase, evaluation of the 

autocorrelation matrices becomes impractical regardless of the approach used. However, as discussed ill 

Chapter 6 , this is not of great concern because with appropriate selection of the scrambling polynomial, 

the spectral characteristics of codes with large D  can be predicted from those of the corresponding BGS code.
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43  Results

4.3. t Comparison with Simulation

To demonstrate the validity of the expressions for autocorrelation matrices derived in this 

chapter, simulation results are compared with power spectral density curves calculated using these 

equations. A brief review of numerical spectral estimation techniques is given in Section A4.4 of 

Appendix 4. As discussed there, an estimate of the spectral content of a random process can be obtained 

by evaluating a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of a time-limited portion of a sample function. The 

result will represent the process only if the process is stationary and ergodic, or if the statistics of the 

process do not change with time and can be determined from examination of a single sample function. 

With regard to the CGS coded signal, it was shown earlier that when the source word sequence is 

stationary, the codeword sequence is asymptotically stationary. Attempts to iteratively solve for state and 

state-dependent quotient set probabilities have found solutions within a few tens of iterations, indicating 

that initial transients in the encoded bit stream will generally be restricted to at most a hundred 

codewords. For purposes of evaluating average statistics, the remaining portion of the encoded bit stream 

can be considered stationary. Also, as discussed in Section A2.2.1 of Appendix 2, a Markov chain which 

is aperiodic, positive-recurrent, irreducible and homogenous, is ergodic. As a consequence, its output is 

also ergodic. As noted above, CGS encoders are ensured to have these characteristics when the source 

word sequence is stationary and all source words have non-zero probability of occurrence. Accordingly, 

the CGS encoded symbol sequence is ergodic, and evaluation of a DFT is a valid approach to estimating 

the spectral content of a CGS encoded signal. As discussed in Section A4.4.2 of Appendix 4, the accuracy 

of the estimation increases with the number of transforms averaged.

Theoretical and simulated power spectral densities are given in this section for the four 

configurations listed in Table 4.2. These codes were selected so that a variety of conditions would be 

considered, including variation in the number of successive sets of augmented words which the 

remainders modify, the number and position of augmenting bits, and the balanced or unbalanced nature of 

the code. In addition, a number of different source stream statistics are considered. In each case, the 

selection mechanism suggested in Table 3.4 is used. Since (he accuracy of the DFT decreases as short

term variations in the sample function increase, and since variation in the encoded symbol sequence 

increases with the complexity of the code, M  and N have intentionally been kept small. Since higher 

degree scrambling polynomials also lead to greater unpredictability in the encoded sequence, the number 

of DFT's averaged together increases with D for comparable accuracy in the simulations.

A disadvantage of simulation is that the influence of the line coding rules cannot be separated 

from that of the pulse shape used to transmit the code symtKljs? Accordingly, to allow for comparison, 

simulation and calculation must be carried out with a common pulse shape. The power spectral density
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Figure (MJV) dB(x) d(x) / WRDS

Bounds
RDS

Bounds
Source

Statistics
DFTs

Averaged

4.3 (3,4) d ^ x ) JC3 + X 2 + 1 1 c ± 2 c ±  3
Independent bits, 

>3= 0.125 1500

4.4 (3,4) x2 +1 JC7 + X 5 + J C + 1 2 - -
2-[s„ = Oil] = 0.75, 

other words independent 
and equiprobable

2 0 0 0

4.5 (2,4) j t 2  + 1 JC12+X10+X3+1 3 c ±  1 c ±  1
Independent bits, 

/J= 0.875 3000

4.6 (3,4) <*«(*) JC1 5 + J t l 4 + l 4 c ±  2 c ±  2
!P[s'2n = 110010] = 0.5, 
other 6-bit sequences 

equiprobable
4000

Table 4.2: Simulated configurations

curves in this section have been generated for a full-width rectangular pulse. Code symbol values of +0.5 

for a one and -0.S for a zero have been assumed. The DFTs have been evaluated using 8 samples per 

symbol and 512 symbols per transform. A Hanning window has been used to reduce leakage errors.

The simulated spectrum is a composite of the continuous and discrete spectral components. As 

discussed in Section A4.3.3 of Appendix 4, the magnitude of the continuous component is proportional to 

the pulse width; the pulse width T  = 1 has been assumed during generation of both simulation and 

theoretical results in this section. Also, as noted in Section A4.4.2 of that appendix, although the discrete 

components should have infinite amplitude when displayed on a density scale, the DFT, which estimates 

power in frequency bunds, displays these components with a finite height that depends on the interval 

between points in the frequency spectrum. As a result, for comparison with simulation results, the 

calculated values of Xc(f) and XD(f) are not combined exactly as indicated in Equation 4.9. Instead, the 

power associated with each discrete component is first distributed over a frequency band of approximately 

the same width as in the simulated results and then, after appropriate normalization by N and T, the 

continuous and discrete components are summed and multiplied by |/’( / ) |2. which in this instance is the 

T2 sine2(JT) waveform which has nulls at frequencies /  = %  for all non-zero integers m.

The simulated and calculated power spectral density curves for the four code configurations are 

given in Figures 4.3 through 4.6. In Figures 4.3a and 4.3b, spectral values which fall into the first two 

positive-frequency sidelobes of the T1 sineZ(JT) waveform are plotted on a logarithmic scale. Once the 

weighting by this T 2 sine2(JT) waveform is taken into account, the expected periodicity of the line code 

influence is evident. All remaining spectral plots are restricted to the range 0 <*fT <, 1. Although the 

logarithmic scale allows for display of a wide range of magnitudes, the remaining plots are shown with a 

linear scale to follow convention for presentation of line code spectra. Figures 4.3c and 4.3d display the 

same spectra) values according to these conventions. Note that these spectra exhibit discrete components
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at frequencies f  ~ Y \  and /  = % • As discussed in the next chapter, the component a t /  = 0 vanishes 

because the coded sequence is balanced and the code symbols are antipodal. Once the discrete component 

at f  = Y l  *s distributed over a frequency band of Y \ 2  ^  becomes negligible with respect to the 

continuous component at those frequencies. Note the agreement between simulated and theoretical 

results, demonstrating the validity for the expressions developed in Section 4.2.2 for evaluation of the 

autocorrelation matrices when AC< D <  N+Ac.

Similar agreement can be seen between the simulated and theoretical results presented in Figures 

4.4 through 4.6. In Figure 4.4, the spectra of a code with N+Ac < D < 2N+Ac are compared. Note that 

since this code is not balanced, the continuous spectral component does not fall to zero a t /=  0. In this 

instance, the autocorrelation values calculated using the expressions in Section 4.2.3 are identical to those 

calculated by defining an extended interval with Y = 2 and using expressions in Section 4.2.2. The 

agreement with simulation confirms the validity of both approaches. Extended-interval analysis was also 

used to calculate the autocorrelation values from which the power spectral density curves in Figures 4.5 

and 4.6 were calculated. Note that the results in Figure 4.6 are given not for the case of independent 3-bit 

source words, but for the case when sequences of two source words are independent of one another.

4.3.2-JGS Line Code Spectra

Power spectral density results are now presented for three code configurations: balanced (7,8) 

GS codes, unbalanced (7,8) GS codes, and balanced (6 ,8 ) GS codes. Selection mechanisms for these 

codes are listed in Table 3.4; the value k = 3 was used to establish the WRDS and RDS bounds for the 

balanced (7,8) code. To demonstrate the influence that line coding rules have on the power spectral 

density of the transmitted signal, values of Xc(f) are plotted and relevant values of XD(f) are recorded in 

tabular form. In each configuration, spectra are given for the BGS code and several CGS codes which use 

scrambling polynomials from the same family of polynomials. These spectra are calculated assuming 

values of 0 and 1 for the code symbols zero and one respectively. To show variation with source stream 

statistics, curves are reported for several values of 0, where A denotes the probability of a logic one 

appearing in the source bit stream.

The resulting power spectral density curves are presented in Figures 4.7 through 4.9. These 

spectra exhibit several properties.

•  All codes which use the same selection mechanism and scrambling polynomials with the same 

base polynomial have identical spectra when A = 0.5. That is, the block or continuous nature of 

the code has no effect on the resulting spectrum, nor does it matter which polynomial from a 

family is used. In this instance, discrete components exist only at frequencies /  = m/ j  for 

integers m. With length-8  codewords, XD( ^ )  = 16.
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•  As expected, the continuous component falls to zero a t/=  0 in all balanced sequences. The vaiue 

of XD(f) a t / = 0 equals 16 for these balanced codes with N = 8 . In the unbalanced sequences, the 

continuous component does not fall to zero, nor does the weight of the discrete component at 

/  = 0  remain constant when different scrambling polynomials are. used and different source 

sequences are encountered.

•  When the scrambling polynomial has even weight, the weights of the discrete components at 

frequencies /  = ^/^vr- m mod N * 0 ,  are zero.

•  With odd-weight scrambling polynomials, identical spectra result when the same coding rules are 

used to encode source sequences with 0  = 0.25 and 0  = 0.75, and when 0  = 0.125 and 0  = 0.875.

Theoretical foundations for these observations are given in the next chapter. In that discussion, it is also 

shown that almost all CGS codes developed to date exhibit these characteristics when the source signal is 

stationary.

It is also evident from these figures that as the source statistics vary, the greatest variation in 

encoded sequence statistics occurs with the BGS codes. This variation decreases significantly once the 

coding becomes continuous, and decreases further as the degree of the scrambling polynomial increases. 

It is also clear that as the variation in spectra decreases, all curves approach the one which results when 

the source words are equiprobable. In recognition of the fact that less variation in the statistics of the 

encoded sequence leads to greater confidence on the part of the designer with respect to the signal 

characteristics his system must accommodate, Chapter 6  investigates selection of scrambling polynomials 

with the objective of minimizing variation from desired spectral characteristics.
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CHAPTERS

PROPERTIES OF GUIDED SCRAMBLING ENCODERS AND TH EIR  CODED SEQUENCES

Several observations are made in this chapter regarding the operation of the GS encoder and the 

spectral content of GS coded sequences. First, definitions of complementary codewords, quotient sets, and 

states are given in Section 5.1. Using these definitions, it is shown in Section 5.2 that when the quotient 

selection techniques outlined in previous chapters are used,

• every quotient set has a complement,

• if complementary quotient sets occur when GS encoders are in complementary states, 

complementary quotients are selected, and

• when all source words have non-zero probability, complementary states have the same number of 

recurrent remainders.

These observations are used in Section 5.3 throughout development of the following properties of CGS 

coded sequences.

•  If  the source sequence is stationary, source words independent, and all source words have non

zero probability of occurrence, then if the scrambling polynomial has even weight, zeros and ones 

occur with equal probability in all transmitted bit positions. As a result, the power spectral 

density of the coded sequence contains discrete components only at frequencies /  = n̂ p  for 

integers m. These components have weights |/>("j^ ) | 2 > w^ere ^(/) is the Fourier transform 

of the pulse shape and rjy is the average code symbol value given by

tJv = ^ Y L ’ (5.D

where V0 and V, are the values of a zero and one respectively. Further, the discrete spectrum has 

these characteristics in many instances where one or more of the source words do not occur.

e If  d(x) has odd weight, the power spectral density of CGS coded sequences resulting from 

stationary source sequences with complementary statistics are identical if the source words are 

independent and all source words have non-zero probability of occurrence. These power spectra 

are also identical in many such cases even when one or more of the source words does not occur. 

Further, if source words are equiprobable, the discrete spectrum has components only at 

frequencies /  = %  with weights |/>("j/ £ ) |2 Vy/ } .

• when the source word sequence is stationary and source words are independent and equiprobable, 

the power spectral density is not affected by the block or continuous nature of the code. The 

dis rete spectrum has components only at frequencies /  = n̂ j ,  and these components have 

weights \p{m/ T)^ .
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Code configurations in which these properties can be used to reduce complexity in calculating the 

stationary' state and quotient set probabilities are noted.

In the following derivations, an extended encoding irterval as defined in Section 4.2.4 of the last 

chapter is assumed. In this instance, the extended encoding interval includes Y actual encoding intervals, 

where Y is the greater of |"^v"| and the number of source words which must be taken in succession for 

independence in the source stream. Accordingly, the extended source word and encoded word lengths are 

M ' = YM and N ' = YN respectively, and the number of augmenting bits is A ' = YA. The degree of the 

scrambling polynomial remains D, where D < N ’ , and the number of source words and quotient sets is 

S ’  -  i M . When Iength-A/ source words are independent and D < N , Y = 1 and the extended and actual 

encoding intervals are identical. Since the prime symbol is also used for other purposes in this chapter, it 

is not used with polynomials and quotient sets to denoted extended interval operation. It must be 

understood that these quantities are defined in this manner.

L I Definitions

Let the complement of the polynomial p(x) be the polynomial that contains the coefficient 1 in 

every position that p(x) contains a 0 and contains a 0 in every position that p(x) contains a 1. Denoting 

this polynomial as p{x ),

p {x ) = p(x) + wP(x)

where w(x) is the all-one polynomial and its subscript denotes the number of coefficients it contains. In 

this instance, P is one greater than the larger of the degrees of p(x) and p (x). Complementary source 

word, updated word, quotient and codeword polynomials are considered in this chapter. It follows that bit 

values 0  and 1 are complementary.

The overbar is also used to denote complements when words are expressed in fonns other than 

polynomials. For instance, the complement of c„, the code vector transmitted during the nth encoding 

interval, is denoted cn, and the complement of c, is denoted c, for i -  0 ,1 ,...,2V -1 . This convention is 

extended to quotient sets in the following manner. If  a quotient set Q. exists such that each quotient 

contained in the set has a complement in set q ,  and each quotient in Q, has a complement in Q̂ , then 

quotient sets Q, and Q, are said to be complementary and are denoted q., = Q;-. Note that a quotient set 

can be its own complement

Finally, complementary encoder states are defined in a manner which highlights symmetrical 

aspects of the GS encoding process, and the overbar notation is again used in their citation. Recall that 

the quotient selection mechanisms discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 include consideration of the value of the 

encoded sequence WRDS and the value of the last transmitted bit, and that these values define the states 

in the state machine model of the GS selection mechanism. The RDS excursion of candidate quotients
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also affects quotient selection in some instances. States are then said to be complementary if they are 

related as follows.

•  When the value of encoded stream WRDS influences quotient selection and the value of WRDS 

which defines state in full or part is

WRDS, = c + W L, ,If If >

the WRDS value which defines the complement state f, is symmetrical about the center of 

WRDS excursion c, or

WRDS, = ,? -W L , .I, h

This value is within WRDS bounds since WRDS bounds are symmetrical about c.

• If  the RDS of the encoded sequence is bounded and the bounds are

R D S ^  = WRDS c. + MAXLf 

RDS = WRDSfj -  M INLf(,

then

RDS ̂  = WRDS + MINLf(

R D S ^ = WRDS -  MAXLf;.

These expressions hold whenever RDS bounds are symmetrical about c, a condition met by all 

codes listed in Table 3.4 except the (1,3) codes.

•  If  the value of the last transmitted bit influences quotient selection and VCj is the bit value which 

defines state /J, the bit value which defines state f, is V-( -  VCj.

With this definition, it is dear that every state has a complement in all codes except the (1,3) codes. For 

example, in a code which limits WRDS excursion to +10 and - 8 , RDS excursion to +13 and -11, and 

bases quotient selection in part on the value of the last transmitted bit, the complement of the state defined 

by a WRDS value of 6  and last bit value 0 has a WRDS value of -4  and the last bit value 1. Also, if there 

is a single state in the encoder, it is its own complement. This occurs in unbalanced codes when N  is 

even, A = 1, and </0 (x) = x2 +1.

5.2 Characteristics of Guided Scrambling Encoders

Using the definitions above, the following Gbs 'nations can be made regarding GS encoding. In 

making these ooservations, it is assumed that quotient selection proceeds according to Table 3.4. The 

second and third observations hold for all GS codes except the (1,3) codes.

Observation 1: Every quotient set has a complement.

Denote the quotients in quotient set Q* as qik(x), i = 0 ,1 ,.... 2A -1 . Suppose that for some i, the 

complement of qLk(x) exists in quotient set Q,, i.e.
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or

? i.*W  = ?y,fW + H V (-0

for some i and; where i , j  e 0, 1, ..., 2A'-1 , and some *  and I where k, i e 0, 1, S '- l .  Lei the

updated words which generate these quotients be uik(x) and i.e.

9 i , M  = d d.x)[u j j { x ) l

Since D <  N ',  it follows from Equation 2.5 that the D  least significant bits of these updated words are 

guaranteed to be zero. Accordingly, assume that these words are related through modulo-2 addition by 

some u '(x )xD. Then,

Q-d(x) [«..* to] = Q.d(x)[»i,i to]+>v to
=Q.</w[ua to+“'(x)xD]+wy to

to ] ♦ ^ [ “'t o * 0] + " V  to -

Canceling like terms in this expression yields

* * • ( * )  = Q j(x)[u 'to j:0 ]. (5.2)

This expression implies that

wN.(x)d{x) = u '(x )xD + p(x)

where p(x) is some polynomial of degree at most D -l. Since the polynomial on ?he left hand side has 

degree N ' + D - l ,  then u'(x) is of degree N ' - l  and can be constructed by evaluating the N ' most 

significant coefficients of the product wN.(x)d(x). This construction demonstrates that for any 

scrambling polynomial d(x), u '(x) exists and is unique. As a result, for any uik(x), U j/x) exists and is 

unique, and complementary quotients Qi k(x) and q; ;(x) exist also.

The 2a -1  other updated words which generate quotients in the set Q* differ from ui t (x) only in 

the augmenting bit positions. Since the updated words which generate quotients in Q, differ from Ujt(x) in 

a similar fashion, every updated word uik(x), i = 0 , 1, ..., 2 A - 1 , can be written as uj t (x ) + u '(x )xD tor 

some Uj i(x ), j  e O ,l,...,2 A- 1 , and every updated word U jj(x), ;  = 0 ,1, . . . ,2 '4 - -1 , can be written as 

ui k(x) + u '(x )xD for some uik (x), i e O ,l,...,2 A -1 . Since quotients are formed from these updated 

words, every quotient in Q* has a complement in Q, and every quotient in Qy has a complement in Q*-

Since this argument holds for all Q*, k = 0 ,1  S' -1 , then every quotient set has a complement. Note that if

u '(x )x °  is an augmenting bit pattern, k = I and quotient sets are their own complements. This occurs in single 

augmenting bit codes where dB(x) = dNJJ,x) and codes with two augmenting bits where dB(x) = x2+ l.
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Observation 2: When complementary quotient sets occur in complementary states, complementary 

quotients are selected for transmission.

Suppose that the quotient qu.(x) is selected from quotient set Q* when the encoder is in state ly If  

the disparity over this quotient is WDit. the resulting WRDS value,

WRDS^ + W Da  = c + W L/y + WD, t ,

is within WRDS bounds if such bounds are being enforced. Similarly, the encoded sequence RDS remains 

within RDS bounds if RDS bounds exist

Now, consider the case when quotient set Q* is present and the encoder is in state Cj. Since the 

va'ues of the preceding bits which define states t} and f ;- are complementary, and since complementary 

quotient. contain identical transitions among constituent bits, the quotients in Q* have l  sitions in the 

same positions as their complements in <Zk. Also, since the disparity of qiik(x) is ~W DlJt, selection of 

this quotient would result in a WRDS value of

WRDSf. + (-W D ,, * ) = c - ( w L , . +W D /jt)

which is within WRDS bounds since c + W Lf . + WD, t is within WRDS bounds. When RDS bounds are 

symmetrical about c, a similar remark can be made regarding RDS excursion. Then, since quotients are 

selected based on the transitions they contain, given possible enforcement of WRDS and RDS bounds, 

qi k (x) is selected from Q.k when the encoder is in state f ; .

In more general terms, when complementary quotient sets occur in complementary states, 

complementary codewords are transmitted. Note that this property holds with quotient selection 

mechanisms other than those listed in Table 3.4 as long as symmetry exists in quotient selection.

Observation 3: When all source words can occur, the same number of recurrent remainders exist with 

complementary states of the CGS encoder.

Consider formation of qin{x) where i  e 0, 1 ,..., 2A -1 , and n denote the nth encoding interval. 

Let its associated augmented and remainder words be a-n(x) and r.„(x) respectively, and let the remainder 

from the previous encoding interval be rn_,(x). From the d/vision algorithm for polynomials, 

ain {x )xD +r„_l (x )xN' = qin (x)d(x) + r; „  (x ).

Since D < N ’ , the D  least significant coefficients on the loft hand side of this expression are zero. Then, 

since r in(x) is of degree at most D - l, it is fully determined by the D  least significant coefficients of the 

product qi n(x)d(x). This implies that when d(x) is fixed and D < N ' , each quotient qin(x) is associated 

with a single remainder r.„(x).

Now consider the remainders which result when complementary quotients are selected. It follows 

from the above discussion concerning complementary quotient sets Q* and Qf that since the updated, 

augmented words associated with the complementary quotients quk(x) and q ^ x )  are related by u '(x)xD,
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r,v t o = ^ w b / w ]

“ 'U t o + * .•( ,)[“'( J )*0]
= riJs(x) + r'(x ),

and complementary quotients have remainders which are related by

r '{x )  = ^ (,)[m'(j:)jc0], (5 .3 )

where u '{x) is defined in Equation 5.2. Also, note that when complementary quotients are selected from 

complementary states, the next states are complementary since the resulting WRDS values are 

symmetrical about the midpoint value and the least significant bits of the quotients are complementary. 

Finally, note that when all source words have non-zero probability of occurrence, all quotient sets can 

occur in the CGS encoder regardless of the encoder state.

From the preceding discussion, the fo’lowing conclusion can be drawn for all CGS codes except 

the (1,3) codes. Since

• every quotient set has a complement,

•  every state ha a complement,

•  complementary quotient sets can coexist with complementary states when all source words are 

possible,

•  complementary quotients are selected when quotient sets and states are complementary, and

• in these cases the resulting next states are complementary and the remainders are related by r'(jc),

then if a remainder r(jc) and encoder state Cj form a recurrent state-remainder pair during CGS encoding,

the state ( j  and remainder r(x) + r'(jc) also from a recurrent state-remainder pair. Thus, complementary

states have the same number of recurrent remainders, and the total number of recurrent state-remainder 

pairs which can arise during CGS encoding of a source bit stream in which all source words can occur is 

twice the number of state-remainder pairs which exist among non-complementary states. This property 

can be used to reduce the complexity in evaluating the number of recurrent state-remainder pairs.

5.3 Properties of the Power Spectral Density of CGS Coded Sequences

In this section, three properties regarding the power spectral density of CGS coded sequences are 

developed. These properties hold for all GS codes except the (1,3) codes.

Property I :  If  the source sequence is stationary, the source words independent, and all source words have 

non-zerc probability of occurrence, then if d(x) has even weight, discrete spectral components exist only at 

frequencies /  = n̂ p , for integers m, and have weights )|J w^ere Vv ‘s ^e mean code symbol
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va’ue given by Equation 5.1. The discrete spectrum also exhibits these characteristics in many instances 

where one or more of the source words does not occur.

To develop this property, it proves convenient to first show that if and only if  d(x) has even

respectively. This result can be stated in simpler terms: if and only if d(x) has even weight is there an 

initial register content value r '(x )  such that division of an all-zero input sequence of indefinite length 

generates the all-one quotient of the same length.

To see this, assume that the register initially contains the remainder r ’(x ) and that the input is 

all-zero, and consider formation of a single quotient bit. If  thi* bit is to have value 1 as it must if the all- 

one quotient is being formed, then r'D_x, the most significant bit of the partial remainder r '( jc) ,  must have 

value 1 and the scrambling polynomial modifies the partial remainder in this division step. Also, if the 

all-one quotient sequence is to be generated indefinitely given all-zero input, the content of die division 

register must remain identical from one bit interval to the next. Pictorially, modification of the partial 

remainder can be drawn as

The zero in the top right hand comer of this diagram present since the input sequence is all-zero; the

zero in the lower left hand comer occurs since both and dD have value 1. This relationship can also

be written in polynomial form as

weight does u'(x) equal where u'(x) and r'(jc) are defined by Equations 5.2 and 5.3

r '{x )x  + d(x) = r'(x ). 

Comparing coefficients in this expression yields:

rn ~  d n  

1

r\ -  ro + d\ = X 4
i=0

2
r{ = r{+ d 2 = ^ d i

;=o

rD- 1 = rD-2 + ^ 0 -1  “
i= 0

where summation is modulo-2. In general,

(5.4)
i= 0
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under the condition that r ‘D_x = 1 . Clearly, this condition holds if and only if an odd number of 

coefficients dt in the range i = 0 , 1 , D- l  have value 1. Since dD = 1, this condition holds if and only if 

d(x) has even weight.

As a result, when the scrambling polynomial has even weight, if the initial register content r '(x )  

has coefficients defined by Equation 5.4 and the input is all-zero, the quotient generated after N ' 

successive bit intervals is wN. (x ) , or

) 4
Comparing this expression with Equation 5.2 and recalling that u'(x) is unique yields 

u ix )  = r '(x )x N’- D.

An implication of this result for CGS codes using even-weight scrambling polynomials is as 

follows. Let the state of the encoder in the mth encoding interval be lm, the remainder of the previous 

encoding interval be rm_j(x), and the incoming source word be Jm(x). This source word is augmented, 

premultiplied by xD, and summed with ^ ( x j x * ’ to form updated, augmented words which are divided

by d(x) to form the quotients which comprise quotient set Qm. Let <7,m(x), i e 0, 1 2A -1 , be the

quotient selected for transmission as the codeword cm(jc), let rm(x) be the associated remainder, and let the 

next state be fm+1.

Assume that all source words have non-zero probability of occurrence so that all quotient sets can 

occur during succeeding encoding intervals and the encoder moves among all states as encoding proceeds. 

Then, during some future encoding interval, the encoder will be in state Im. Denote this as the nth 

encoding interval, i.e. /„ = /„ . Since all source words are possible, there is the possibility that quotient set 

Q„ = Qm might occur regardless of the value of r„_j(x). If  it is formed, then c„(x) = cm (x ) , /n+1 = /m+1, 

andrn(x ) = rm(x) + r'(x ).

Now consider encoding source words m̂+1(x) and in+1(x). If  these source words are identical, the

augmented words a-m+1(x) and atn+1(x) are identical for all i, i = 0 ,1  2A -1 . The quotients generated

in the (m+ l)th  encoding interval are

?i.m+i(-«) = <ii(x )[a.> +i ( ^ D + '•« (*)*" ']. * = 0 ,1 ......2A - 1.

In the (n+l)th interval, the quotient 0 in+1(x), i  e 0 ,1 ,..., 2A-1 , is 

?,,„+i W  = + '•«(*)**'']

= Q.d(x)[ai . m M x D + (rm(x) + r'(x ))xAr<]

= Q4 *)[fl«> + iW *D + rm(x )xN‘’I + Q ^xjI^xJx^ ' ]

= <Ii,m+i(x)+wN'{x )
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and quotient sets 2 m+1 and Qn+l are complementary. Since lnJrX = /m+1, complementary quotients are 

selected for transmission, the next states are complementary, and the remainders are related by r'(jc). 

This situation extends to subsequent encoding intervals. If  source words Jm+1(jc) through sm+t(jc) , k t  I ,  

are identical to rn+1(x) through Jn+t(jc) , then complementary codewords are transmitted in intervals m+k 

and n+k, states /m+t and ln+k are complementary, and remainders rm+k(x) and rH+k(x) are related by r '( x ) .

In the situation above, the probability that Q„ = Qm while l„ = lm is non-zero since it was 

assumed that all source words can occur during each encoding interval. But clearly, this situation can 

arise in many situations where one or more of the source words cannot occur. I f  the source word statistics 

are such that complementary quotient sets can occur in complementary states for even one (m,n) pair, then 

^[Q ii = Qm’ ln —An] f° r thism and n is non-zero. I f  this probability is non-zero when the source sequence 

is stationary, then if the CGS encoder operates indefinitely, the probability that complementary quotient 

sets occur in complementary states at some point in time is 1.

Now, consider the instance where in addition to being stationary, the source words are 

independent. As noted in the introductory comments of this chapter, the actual requirement here is that 

the source sequence only exhibits independence over some consecutive sequence of source words, and the 

larger of the length of this sequence and [ % ]  defines the extended encoding interval. It follows from 

the discussion above that when !P[jm+i = j,]  equals T[sn+k = *,] for all i, i  = 0, 1, ..., S '- l  and all non

negative integers k, then given that Q„ = Qm and /„ = lm,

T [ l^ k = l i ] = = l i \  j  =  1 ,2  U

*[Q m+k = = * [0 „ +* =Q.P]  P = 0,1......S' - 1,

*[& .+ * =Q-p\L+k = O ]=!P[0 "+* =Sp|Z»+* = t j \  7 = 1.2, . . . ,U  P = 0,1...... S '- l ,

*[cm+* = cq ]  = ¥ [cn+k »  cq\  q = 0 ,1, . . . ,2n’ - 1.

However, as noted above, when the encoder input is stationary and t [q„  =Q m,l„  = /m] is non-zero for 

any m and n, the probability that complementary quotients appear in complementary states at some point 

is 1. The stationary occurrence probabilities of complementary states, quotient sets, and codewords are 

then related as

y [/f = r , ] = ;? [/,= f,], y = i,2 ,..., i ,

* [Q r =Q.PM Q r  = Q ,]. P =0,1 ...... S '- l ,
(5.5)

^ [fir = Q-pK = ̂ ;] = *[Q r = Q.P\ l  = ?j ]  7 = 1.2 L, p = 0 ,l...... S '- l ,

* [c , = c ,] = !p[cr = c ,], q = 0 , l , . . . ,2 * ' - l .

Since complementary codewords have equal probability of occurrence, it follows that each of the 

N ’ elements of the mean codeword vector 17' has value rjy, where rjy is the mean code symbol value 

defined by Equation 5.1. Also, the mean codeword vector 17 of length N  w ill consist entirely of these same
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constant-valued elements. Since JL = r fr j  (see Equation 4.6), is the constant-valued matrix with 

elements K.(i , j ) -r jy  for all i, j  = 1, 2, ..., N. The resulting discrete spectrum can be found by 

considering the discussion in Appendix 6 . I f  X'D{ f )  in Equation A6 .8  is reduced to XD( f )  by setting v to 

1, to rjy , N to 1, and F to N, the conclusions of Section A6.3 lead to the result that the discrete 

spectrum has components only at frequencies /  = %  and that at these frequencies, XD[ n̂ )  =  N 2rjy. 

Combining this result with Equation 4.9 indicates that the discrete components in W(f) exist only at 

frequencies /  = and these components have weights |p( ^ . ) | 2 ■ As noted in Section 4.3.2 of

Chapter 4, the spectral results for sequences coded with even weight scrambling polynomials exhibit this 

property.

This result can be explained more directly as follows. Discrete spectral components arise due to 

non-zero mean code symbol values. The fact that all code symbols have average value rjy implies that 

when the time origin is known to coincide with the center of a transmitted bit period, the average time- 

domain signal r ff)  can be written
mm

rj(t) = p ( t) *  £ rjyS (t~nT )
»=-«•

where p(t) is the shape of the transmitted pulse and *  denotes convolution. Using the Fourier transform 

relationship in Equation A4.9 and the fact that convolution in the time domain corresponds to 

multiplication in the frequency domain (see the discussion in Section A4.1.3 of Appendix 4), the Fourier 

transform of this average time sequence is

* [ * » > ] - * / ) f - £

As discussed in Section A4.1.4 of Appendix 4, the power spectral density of this sequence can be obtained 

by squaring the magnitude of the weights on each of these dcita functions in the above expression. Since 

the result contains no phase information, it also holds for all time-shifted versions of the time-domain 

sequence, and thus holds for the average time-domain signal regardless of the orientation of the bit 

intervals to the time origin. The discrete power spectrum of the CGS coded sequence with stationary, 

independent source words and even weight d(x) is then

) '  £  / / - f )
'  ‘ m s - «  ^  '

given that the inpui is stationary and at leajt one pair of complementary quotient sets may occur in at least 

one pair of complementary states.

Although this concludes the derivation of the first spectral property, it is convenient at this point 

to note that when d(x) has even weight, the first and third relationships in Equation 5.5 can be used to 

reduce the complexity in evaluating stationary state and quotient set probabilities by half since only
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equations involving non-complementary states and quotient sets in Equations 4.12 through 4.15 and 

Equations 4.18 through 4.21 need be constructed and solved.

Property 2: If  two source sequences have complementary statistics, are stationary, and consist of 

independent source words where all words have non-zero probability of occurrence, then if  these 

sequences are CGS encoded using a scrambling polynomial with odd weight, the two encoded sequences 

have identical power spectral densities. The power spectral densities of these sequences will also be 

identical in many instances where one or more of the source words do not occur. Finally, if the source 

words are equiprobable, the discrete spectrum will contain components only at frequencies /  =  % ,  and 

these components w ill have weights |/> (^ )|J .

This property follows from the fact that if and only if d(x) has odd weight is there an initial 

register content r"(jc) such that division of the all-one input sequence of indefinite length results in the 

all-one quotient of the same length. To see this, let the content of the division register be represented by 

the polynomial r"(jc) prior to the arrival of the all-one input sequence. The effect of the first D  bits of the 

all-one dividend is to invert this remainder, i.e.

If  the division process is to generate the all-one quotient sequence indefinitely, then the most significant 

bit of r"(jc) must have value 1, d(x) must modify the partial remainder, and the cor tent of the division 

register following modification must be r " (x ) .  Then, during each step in the division process,

where the all-one dividend sequence contributes the 1 on the left hand side of the expression. Pictorially, 

this expression can be represented as

r " (x )  + wD(x) = r" (x ).

r " (x )x  + l+ d (x )  = r" (x )

Coefficients of r " (x )  which satisfy this expression are given by 

r0"= l+ d 0

i=o 
2

<=0

D -l

7S-1 = *d - 2 + do-1  - 1  +

which can be expressed more generally as
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0 " = i+ X 4 , i = 0 ’ 1 D _ 1
£=0

or

i
rh Y , di ' j " 0’ 1 D ~ l  (5.6)

i= 0

Since must have value 1, r£_{ must have value 0. This condition is satisfied if and only if an even 

number of coefficients </, in the range i = 0 , 1, Z> -1  have value 1. Since dD = 1, then if and only if d(x) 

has odd weight is there an initial register content value r"(x) such that division of the all-one input 

sequence of indefinite length generates the all-one quotient.

For puiposes of the following argument, this result can also be expressed algebraically. With 

initial register content r " (x ) and the all-one input sequence of arbitrary length N ” , N " > D,

iF"(^) = ^ ( Jt) K - W  + r"(x)xN' - D]

= + W d(*) + r " ( x ) ]p m- D\

Since w0 (x) is of degree D - l, then ^ rf(i )[w0 (x)] = wD(x) and

r " (x )  = ^ ( j)[w „ .-0 ( r ) i D + /-"M x " '"0] + wD(x),

or

r"(x) = l^ {i)[wA,-_c (x)x0 + r"(x )x /v' “D]. (5.7)

Also, since the D  least significant bits of the dividend do not affect the value of the quotient, generation of 

the all-oue quotient can be written as

wN. - D(x) = C irf^ v tV .o W x 0  + r"(x)xAr'" D]. (5.8)

Now consider two CGS encoders, encoder A and encoder B, which use the same code parameters 

to encode two stationary source sequences consisting of independent source words with complementary 

probabilities of occurrence. That is, if the source word which arrives at encoder A in the mth encoding 

interval has probability !P[sA,m = 5i]> then during the nth encoding interval of encoder B, fP[sBi„ = ?,•] has 

the same value, or

for all i, i = 0, 1, ..., S '- l. This relationship occurs, for instance, with source streams composed of 

independent bits where the logic one probability in the firjt is f iA and the logic one probability in the 

second is /?B = 1 - / ) A. Note that all source words can occur if 0 < /)A, < 1.

Suppose that encoder A selects the quotient qAm(x) for transmission during the mth encoding 

interval. Denote the associated remainder as rAm(x), the state as lKm, and the next state as /Am+1. Now 

consider encoder B. I f  all source words are possible, then during the encoding process, the encoder moves
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through all states and all quotient sets can occur regardless of the encoder state. There is then a non-zero 

probability that the quotient qAm(x) will be present in the quotient selection set during the nth encoding 

interval when the encoder is in state lB „ = lAm. When this occurs, qBn(x) = qAm(x) and the next state is

B̂.n+l — Â,m+t ‘

Let uAJ x ) and uB„(x) denote the updated, augmented words which generate qAm(x) and qBJ x )  

respectively. Since these quotients are complementary,

<*</(,j K n t o ]  =  <irf(*)[«A.m ( * ) ]  +  > V M -

Using Equation 5.8, this can be written

Q</(*)[«B,nW ] = G rfw K m to ]+ Q j(,)[w ^ (x )x D + r"(x)xw']

= Q-d{x)[UA,m ( * )  + WN.{x )x °  + r " (x )x N'],

from which it follows that

« „ „ (*) = uA m{x) + wN.(x )x °  + r" (x )x N . (5.9)

The remainder rB „ (x )  is

'B.nW = ^ (,)[«B .BW ]

= % ,) [ MA.mW + WN-(*)XD + r * (x )^ ']

=  ^ U ) [ MA,m ( * ) ]  +  ^ / ( , ) [ % '  ( X ) X °  + T " ( X ) X N ' ]

= rA.m{x) + r"(x),

where the last equality follows from Equation 5.7.

Consider the next encoding interval. If  source words J^m+1(x) and B̂ n+1(jc) are complementary, 

then since remainders rKJ x )  and rB„(x) are related by r" (x ) ,  it follows from Equation 5.9 that quotient 

sets QAm+l and f iBn+l are complementary. Since lAm+l and /Bn+1 are complementary, complementary 

codewords are selected. Accordingly, if !p[sA,m+i =^,] = 5P[sB,n+i = ?i] for all *. i = 0, 1, ..., S '- l, 

* [ ca,«+i = cq] = 4 cb.»+i = zi ]  for all q, q = 0 ,1 ,..., 2 * ' -1 , and !P[ /A ,m+2 = Cj] = !P[ /B,n+2 = f j ]  for all 

j , j =  1,7, L.

This result can be extended to further encoding intervals. If  !p[sA m+Jt = j,]  = ip[sB „+<. = J,] for 

all i, i = 0 ,1  S '- l and all non-negative integers k, then

[̂̂ A,m+* = 0  ] = [̂̂ B,n+* = 0  ]’ 7 = 1.2 ,..., L,

^ [CA,m+* =Cj ] = ^ [CB,/i+* =C?]’ ? = 0 >L •••>2 —1,

given that for some m and n, QA m = QB n and /A m = lB n. As mentioned above, if all source words have 

non-zero probability of occurrence, this condition is guaranteed to occur for some m and n. This condition 

also occurs in many situations where the source stream is stationary and one or more source words do not 

occur. Then,
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!P[/A>r= iy]= 2 '[/B,r = f ; ]f y = 1,2 L,

* [ eA,r = c, i  = ^ h . r  =cq\  q = 0 ,1 , . . . , 2 ^ - 1 ,

and the two encoders generate complementary bit streams with identical probabilities.

With regard to the spectral content of complementary sequences, note that the same set of 

complex exponential basis functions are required for their formation. These basis functions w ill have 

identical magnitude, but the complementary nature of the time-domain signals results in the sets of basis 

functions being shifted in phase by 180 degrees. Since power spectral density contains no phase 

information, the power spectra of these sequences are identical.

In summary, if stationary, complementary bit streams v,-^ independent source words are 

encoded by CGS encoders using the same coding rules and odd weight scrambling polynomials, the power 

spectral density of the encoded sequences is identical if it is possible for complementary quotient sets to 

exist in complementary states. This condition is satisfied when all source words have non-zero probability 

of occurrence. Spectral results given in Chapter 4 for codes with odd weight scrambling polynomials 

exhibit this property.

Finally, note that when source words are equiprobable, the source stream and its complement 

have identical statistics and encoders A and B can be the same encoder. In this instance,

and complementary codewords are equiprobable. It follows from the arguments given in the case of even 

weight d(x) that in this instance the power spectrum of the encoded sequence contains discrete components

complementary states have identical stationary probabilities of occurrence.

Property 3: When the source stream is stationary and the source words are independent and equiprobable, 

the block or continuous nature of the code has no effect on the average statistics of the coded sequence. 

As a result, the power spectral density of sequences encoded by CGS and BGS encoders which use the 

same code rules and same base polynomial are identical. Further, the discrete spectrum of the coded 

sequence contains components only at frequencies /  = %  and these components have weights

Recall that in CGS coding, the quotient set during the nth actual encoding interval consists of 

quotients

where (x) is cue word formed by augmenting the source word sn(x) with the ith pattern of augmenting 

bits and rn_t(jc) is the remainder from the previous encoding interval. Note that the non-zero bits of

fp[cr = cq]  = * [c r = c?], q = 0 , 1, . . . .2 * ' - 1,

only at frequencies /  = m/ j  and that these components have weights ) |2 • Also,

2>\lr =C j] = T [lr = C j]  ;  = 1,2 L, 

^ J x )  = d d{x)[ain (x )xD +rn_1U )x 'v], « = 0 ,1  1A - 1
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r ^ ( x )  which fall into subsequent augmenting bit positions do not alter which words are in the set of 

updated words but merely reorders them. In BGS coding, the previous remainder is cleared, effectively 

setting rn_j(jt) = 0  for all n.

Consider the case when the source stream is stationary, source words are independent, and

&[sn =•*,] = 2~M for all i, i  = 0, 1.......5 -1. This situation arises, for instance, when source bits are

independent and have logic one probability /? = 0.5. Since all source words are equiprobable, all patterns 

of bits in the non-augmenting bit positions of all sets of updated words, and all quotient selection 

sets are ec’riprobable regardless of the value of the previous remainder. Then, in any encoding interval, 

all quotient selection sets have probability 2~M of occurrence. Since this probability is independent of the 

previous remainder, it is also independent of the encoder state. As a result, the block or continuous nature 

of the code has no effect on the average statistics of the output sequence. These statistics depend only on 

code parameters such as dB(x), which dictates the relationship among quotients in the selection set, A, 

which determines how many quotients there are to choose from, Ny which dictates the length of the 

quotients, and the quotient selection mechanism.

It was shown in the discussion of the first two spectral properties that with these source statistics, 

the power spectral density of CGS coded sequences contains discrete components only at frequencies 

/  = % ,  with weights > regardless of the scrambling polynomial used. This third

property indicates that BGS coded sequences generated from independent and equiprobable source words 

also have these spectral characteristics. Further, with this input, complementary states in the BGS 

encoder have identical stationary probabilities of occurrence.

Another implication of this property is that, in the case of equiprobable and independent source 

words, analysis of the power spectral density of CGS encoded signals is simplified since the 

autocorrelation matrices can be calculated using the corresponding BGS encoder model and the 

expressions for block coded signals given in Section 4.1 of Chapter 4. As discussed in the next chapter, 

this proves helpful when selecting scrambling polynomials for CGS coding.
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CHAPTER 6

SELECTION OF SCRAMBLING POLYNOMIALS FOR CGS CODING

Results reported at the conclusion of Chapter 4 indicate that as the degree of the scrambling 

polynomial increases in CGS coding, the power spectral density of the encoded sequence approaches the 

result when source words are independent and equiprobable, regardless of the actual source statistics. But 

as outlined in Chapter 3, there are many different scrambling polynomials which can be used with GS 

coding. It remains to select one which minimizes variation of encoded stream statistics from desired 

values with varying or unknown source stream statistics. Criteria for polynomial selection are considered 

in this chapter. Selection proceeds in two stages:

•  selection of the base polynomial, in conjunction with selection of other code parameters including

length of codeword, number of augmenting bits, and quotient selection mechanism, and

•  selection of a polynomial from the family generated by this base polynomial.

Selection of the base polynomial is considered in Section 6.1, and selection of a scrambling polynomial 

from the associated family of polynomials is considered in Section 0.2. In Section 6.3, scrambling 

polynomials are recommended for a number of code configurations.

6.1 Selection of Base Polynomial

As discussed in Section 3.3 of Chapter 3, when the source bit stream consists of independent, 

equiprobable source words, the power spectral density of the encoded stream is not affected by the block or 

continuous nature of the code nor which polynomial from a family is used. With these source statistics 

then, the resulting spectrum is the same for all GS codes using scrambling polynomials with the same 

base polynomial, and this spectrum is called the baseline spectrum. Spectral results indicate that, as 

source statistics vary, polynomials exist such that variation from this baseline spectrum is small. Accordingly, 

the first step in selecting a scrambling polynomial is to select the family of polynomials which generate 

the desired baseline spectrum. This involves selection of the base polynomial in conjunction with other 

code parameters such as codeword length, number of augmenting bits, and quotient selection mechanism.

It is straightforward to evaluate baseline spectra using BGS encoder models. The spectra of 

several candidate configurations can be calculated, and the code with the desired spectral response can be 

selected. For example, Xc(f) is plotted in Figures 6.1 through 6.11 for several code configurations. As 

discussed in Section 3.3, discrete components which arise with these source statistics exist only at 

frequencies /  = n̂ p , for integers m, and have magnitude dependent only on codeword length and mean 

symbol value tjv. Accordingly, the discrete components are not recorded in these figures. Except where 

noted, the selection mechanisms used in these codes are listed in Table 3.4.

Several conclusions can be drawn from this collection of spectra.
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•  As shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2, when A = 1 and dB(x) = x2+ l,  the majority of power in the 

resulting unbalanced encoded sequence is concentrated in the region JT = 0.25 to JT = 0.75, a 

range that does not expand with increasing N. This distribution is not surprising since these 

sequences are guaranteed to have a large number of transitions, and thus must contain significant 

components near fT  = 0.5 since the fundamental frequency of an alternating sequence with period 

2 ris  Y l t  expected, the continuous spectral component does not have a null at fT  = 0.

•  When coding is balanced, the amount of power at very low frequencies decreases as DSV 

decreases. This is evident in Figure 6.3 where spectra for (7,8) codes with dB{x) = dSQ(x) are 

given for various values of k, from which RDS bounds follow ss described in Table 3.4. These 

spectra also indicate that as DSV increases, the power at slightly higher frequencies falls. This is 

not unexpected since, as the RDS bounds increase, in some cases CLS decreases, and in all cases, 

the probability of occurrence of long like-symbol sequences decreases. The decrease in 

probability is due to the fact that the encoder must be in certain states to initiate long like-valued 

sequences. As the RDS bounds increase, so does the number of states in the encoder model. In 

general then, the probability of being in any one state, including those from which long like- 

symbol sequences can fellow, decreases.

•  Even with the same N, A, and selection mechanism, different base polynomials result in different 

baseline spectra. For example, consider the nine different baseline spectra for balanced (7,8) GS 

codes. Spectra which result when dB(x) = di0(x) are given in Figure 6.3; spectra due to the other 

base polynomials are presented in Figure 6.4. The curves in Figure 6.4 are given for the 

selection mechanisms in Table 3.4 which enforce the smallest RDS bounds that yield the 

minimum CLS. Clearly, although their general shape is similar, the curves differ.

•  The baseline power spectral density of a GS coded sequence can, in a general sense, be predicted

from those of similar codes of shorter length. For example, consider the spectra in Figure 6.5 for 

balanced codes with single bit augmentation using base polynomials dN0(x) and the selection 

mechanism listed in Table 3.4 with *  = % - 1 .  These curves are similar in that they are 

smooth, have depressions at frequencies for integers m, and have mean value

approximately % .  As the codeword length increases, the spectra broaden and flatten in 

accordance with increased DSV and CLS. It is concluded that the spectra of similarly configured 

codes with longer codewords can be predicted from these curves.

Similar conclusions can I r  drawn for codes with other base polynomials. However, 

when N  is even and A = 1, two more base polynomials exist for codes of length N  than codes of 

length N -2. Comparison of several code configurations indicates that the spectrum generated when 

dB(x) = dNtt_fx) is similar to that when dB(x) = dA,_2jV_2_j(x) for i = 0, 1 ,.... N - 3, a trend which 

can be seen by comparing the spectra of (7,8) and (5,6) codes in Figures 6.4 and 6.6. It is also
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clear from these figures that the spectra generated when the base polynomial is dN2(x) and dNi(x) 

are similar to those when dB(x) = dN_22(x) and dN_2l(x) respectively. Finally, the spectrum which 

results when dB(x) -  dN0(x) is similar to that when dB(x) = 0(x), as shown in Figure 6.5.

It is clear from Figure 6.7 that spectra can also be predicted when coding is balanced 

and N  is odd. Similarities are also evident in the spectra of Figures 6.1 and 6.2, indicating that 

spectra of unbalanced sequences can also be predicted. The most striking similarities in these 

figures exist when N  differs by four. As shown in Figure 6.8, when the base polynomial x2+ l is 

used for balanced codiiig with A = 2, similar spectra also result among codes whose length differs 

by four. This is to be expected given the dependence of code structure on the value of N  mod 4, 

as highlighted in Table 3.4.

•  Codes with A = 2 and base polynomial dB(x) = x2+ l suppress low frequency components to a 

greater extent than balanced codes of the same length or efficiency with A = 1. This is evident 

when the baseline spectrum of the (6,8) code in Figure 6.8a is compared with those of the (7,8) 

codes in Figure 6.4 and the (3,4) code in Figure 6.5a.

•  The secondary selection mechanism used by double augmenting bit codes to ensure selection of a 

single quotient from each quotient selection set has little effect on the average statistics of the 

encoded bit sequence. Figure 6.9 gives baseline spectra for eight different (6,8) GS codes which 

choose between quotients with the same number of transitions based on the presence of a 

transition in one of the eight different locations. Clearly, the difference among these spectra is 

minimal, a result explained by the fact that these secondary selection criteria are used in a United 

number of selection sets. Note also that the curves generated when secondary selection is tased 

on a transition preceding bits in positions 0 through 3 vary little from the others, even though 

these selection mechanisms allow CLS to be one greater than the value listed in Table 3.4. The 

variation is small because the probability of these long like-bit sequences being generated is small.

•  The primary selection mechanism plays an important role in determining the average 

characteristics of the encoded bit sequence. For example, consider the spectra in Figures 6.10 

and 6.11 where, instead of maximizing the number of transitions in a balanced bit stream, the 

selection mechanism minimizes the magnitude of WRDS following each transmitted word. 

Clearly, these curves are very different from those in Figures 6.7 and 6.5. Note, however, that 

the arguments regarding predictabiUty of spectra hold.

In summary, the base polynomial must be selected in conjunction with other code parameters 

including N, A, and the selection mechanism, to yield the desired baseline spectrum. Spectra of candidate 

configurations can be calculated, or predicted given the spectra of shorter codes.
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(5.2 Selection from Family of Polynomials

Once baseline statistics have been established through selection of the base polynomial and other 

code parameters, it remains to select a polynomial from this family which w ill minimize variation in 

encoded stream statistics as source statistics vary. Criteria for this selection are considered in this section. 

These criteria are recommendations only, given with supporting argument and, where applicable, 

supporting spectral results. Conclusive evidence of the merit of these criteria cannot be given since this 

would require calculation of encoded sequence statistics for an unlimited number of different source 

streams. Conversely, it is precisely because there is an unlimited number of possible source sequences 

that selection criteria are required.

Criterion 1: Select a polynomial which results in an encoder state machine model with a large number of states.

Recall that when source words are independent and equiprobable, all updated words and quotient 

selection sets are also equiprobable, regardless of the state of the encoder. The resulting spectrum is then 

determined solely by the relationship among quotients in the selection sets and the selection mechanism. 

However, when source words are not equiprobable, the probability of updated words and quotient selection 

sets are no longer equal nor independent of state, and the power spectrum of the encoded stream varies 

from its baseline form.

Recall also that updated words are formed through modulo-2 summation of incoming source 

words and the remainder generated in the previous encoding interval. As in Chapter 4, let denote 

the number of states in the associated BGS code. It can be expected that as the number of different 

remainders which can occur with each LBCS set of parameters increases, the updated words w ill become 

less dependent on the present and preceding source words, and the correlation between source words and 

quotient selection sets will decrease. The quotient set probabilities will then become nearly equal and 

independent of state, and encoded stream statistics will tend to the baseline. Accordingly, it is 

recommended that selection of scrambling polynomials for CGS coding be based on the number of 

different remainders that can exist in each LBOS state. As discussed in Section 4.2.1 of Chapter 4, the 

number of remainders is reflected in the number of positive-recurrent states in the finite state machine 

model of the CGS encoder. Then, this recommendation can be restated as selection of a polynomial which 

results in an encoder state machine model with a large number of states.

This recommendation can also be argued from a more general point of view. A state in a Mealy 

machine is one in which the set of input-output relationships differ from all other states, or, where 

identical input-output relationship sets exist, subsequent states have different input-output relationships. 

Then, as the number of .states increases, so does the number of sets and order of input-output 

relationships, and the correlation between input and output sequences decreases. The output will then 

approach the result when the input sequence is random, regardless of the actual form of the input.
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Perhaps the most convincing argument is by example. Recall Figures 4.7a through d which 

presented the power spectral density of several (7,8) GS codes. These codes used polynomials from the 

family with basis dB(x) = dSJ)(x). The first was the BGS code, and the latter three were CGS codes using 

scrambling polynomials of degree 7, 12, and 15 respectively. Clearly, these figures show a decrease in 

variation of spectra with increasing polynomial degree. The number of states in the encoders are 20, 622, 

9352, and 73224 respectively. Similar relationships exist between spectral variation and number of 

encoder states for the codes whose power spectral density was given in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. The number 

of states for these codes can be found in tables at the end of this chapter.

Polynomials of the same degree can generate encoders with differing number of states. For 

example, in the family of polynomials for (3,4) CGS codes with dB(x) = rf40(x), there are 16 polynomials 

of degree 8. With the selection mechanism from Table 3.4 with Jfc = 1, the upper bound on the number of 

states is 256; the actual number of states in these encoders ranges from 136 to 196. Power spectral 

density curves which result when four of these polynomials are used are given in Figure 6.12. These 

results are given under the condition that one source word has probability of occurrence equal to 0.75 and 

the other seven are equiprobable. The intent in displaying these curves is not to demonstrate the response 

to a particular source stream, but to show spectral variation. Accordingly, each plot contains spectra for 

all eight source conditions. As in Chapter 4, the magnitudes of the discrete components are given 

assuming symbol values of 0 and 1. When symbol values are antipodal, the magnitude of the component 

at DC is zero.

Comparison of the spectra generated by even weight polynomials in Figures 6.12a and b reveals 

less variation in the continuous spectral components for the code with 196 states than the one with 136 

states. The reduction in variation of these components is not as great with the odd weight polynomials of 

Figures 6.12c and d. However, the magnitudes of the discrete components for the code with 196 states are 

on the order of 10~s to 10“4, and those for the code with 136 states rise to 10~2, demonstrating increased 

spectral variation by the code with fewer states.

Clearly, the spectra of Figure 6.12 still show significant dependence on source stream statistics. 

In general, it was found that minimal variation resulted with polynomials having FSM encoder models 

with states numbering a few hundred times the number of source words.

Criterion 2: Select a polynomial which results in a state machine with evenly distributed state interconnections.

The number of different next states for each state in a Mealy machine model of a GS encoder is 

limited by the number of source words or the number of states in the model, whichever is less. The 

number of different previous states is limited only by the number of states in the model. If  one state has 

many more previous states than other states in the model, it can be expected that its input-output 

relationships will dominate the encoding process. Conversely, a walk through a state machine is more
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(a) FSM with uneven interconnection 
distribution

(b) FSM with even interconnection 
distribution

Figure 6.13: State graphs of two four-state finite state machines

unpredictable if  state interconnections are evenly distributed, ideally with all states having the lesser of 2M 

or Lccs previous and next states.

For example, consider the four-state models depicted in Figure 6.13. Each state has two output 

traces and all states have two different next states. In the first model, state (4 can be entered directly from 

all other states, but in the second, each state can be entered from only two different states. Since the 

interconnections are more evenly distributed in the second model, it can be expected that movement 

among its states w ill be more unpredictable. In the first model, the output w ill be weighted to the output 

of state f4.

Supporting evidence for this recommendation can be found in spectra of (3,4) CGS codes. In 

these codes, each state can have at most eight (Afferent next states. A ll states would also have eight 

different previous states if the interconnections were evenly distributed. None of the (3,4) codes have this 

ideal distribution, but the finite state machines of the encoders associated with codes in Figures 6.12a and c 

have relatively good state interconnection profiles. In both cases, all states have eight different next 

states. The distribution of previous states is shown in Table 6.1. This table also lists the distribution of 

previous states for the encoders with spectra given in Figure 6.14. These encoders, which also have 196 

states with all states having eight different next states, have a slightly poorer interconnection distribution.

Number of 
previous 
states P

Number of 
states with P 

previous states

Percentage of 
states with P 

previous states
2 10 5.1
6 16 8.2
8 142 72.4

10 22 11.2
16 6 3.1

Number of 
previous 
states P

Number of 
states with P 

previous states

Percentage of 
states with P 

previous states
2 20 10.2
6 16 8.2
8 132 67.3

10 12 6.1
16 16 8.2 .

(a) </(x) = x*+x7+x5+x3+x2+ l and 
d(x) -  x*+x7+x5+x4+x3+x2+ l

(b) d(x) -  x*+x7+x5+ l and 
d(x) = x*+x7+x5+x3+ l

Table 6.1: Distribution of previous states in (3,4) CGS codes, </B(x) = d40(x), D  = 8
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(a) d(x) =  x  + x  +a +1, = 196 011, 100 4 4.5x1 O'3 2.8X10-3

Discrete components

(b) d(x) = j^+x’+j^+x’+ I, Lcgs = 196

Figure 6.14: Power spectral density of two (3,4) GS codes, </B(x) = dA 0(x), D = 8
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Although the difference in distributions is not all that significant, comparison of the resulting spectra does 

indicate more variation in the spectra generated by the encoders with poorer interconnection distributions. 

This variation is evident in the continuous spectral component with even weight polynomials, and in the 

mapitude of the discrete components with odd weight polynomials.

Criterion 3: If  source statistics are known, select the polynomial which best encodes sequences with these 

statistics.

When source statistics are known, spectra of candidate GS codes can be evaluated and the 

configuration which yields the best encoded stream characteristics can be selected. When the input 

sequence is known to be periodic, evaluation of the cycles established in the encoder state machine yields 

another indication of performance.

When the sequence of input words is periodic, movement through states in the encoder finite 

state machine will also be periodic, with period equal to some multiple of the input word sequence period. 

The finite state machine might divide into disjoint chains, where the number of states in each chain need 

not be the same. Also, states which are recurrent in the original model need not be recurrent when the 

input sequence is periodic. The output will depend on which state the encoder is in when the input 

becomes periodic. For example, consider Figure 6.15 which depicts the response of a finite state machine 

to the all-zero input sequence. This period-one input sequence divides the original state machine into two 

chains with unequal number of states, makes state C4 non-recurrent, and yields output sequences with 

period three or one, depending on the initial state of the encoder.

Given periodic input sequences, cycle lengths for GS codes are unpredictable, but can be easily 

evaluated. F a  example, consider the polynomials d(x) = x ^ + x ^ x ^ x ^ x + l and d(x) = x12+xll+x3+x4+ l for

l/l I/O

(a) Five-state FSM with binary 
input and output

(b) FSM divided in two due to 
all-zero input

Figure 6.15: Example of state graph division with periodic input
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(7,8) CGS coding with the selection mechanism listed in Table 3.4, k = 3. Both polynomials are in the 

family with basis dB(x) = d80(x); they yield encoders with similar interconnection distributions and 5920 

and 5704 states respectively. Selection based on the two criteria outlined above suggests selection of the 

first polynomial. However, if the all-one or all-zero input sequence is expected, the response to these 

sequences should also be considered. It is straightforward to find that when d(x) = x12+xIl+x5+x4+x+l, the 

all-zero input sequence establishes two-word cycles in the encoded bit stream and the all-one sequence 

establishes one-word cycles, regardless of the initial state of the encoder. In contrast, when 

d(x) = xl2+x11+x5+x4+ l, cycles consisting of 261 codewords are established for both all-zero and all-one 

input. Clearly, with constant-valued input, the second polynomial will generate an encoded sequence with 

statistics more like those which result when the input is random.

The tendency of the first polynomial toward short cycles with the all-zero and all-one input words 

is also evident in the spectral plots for stationary input. As shown in Figure 6.16a, significant variation in 

the power spectral density occurs as f i  tends toward 0 or 1. In Figure 6.16b, variation is not evident.

These two polynomials were chosen to contrast cycle lengths for the all-one and all-zero input 

sequences. With unknown source statistics, both these polynomials are considered inferior to 

d(x) = x12+xll+x5+ l since this latter polynomial results in an encoder state machine with a superior 

interconnection distribution and many more states. Although this conclusion is not supported by the 

comparison of Figure 4.7c and Figure 6.16b, recall that independent bits are but one characteristic which 

might occur in the source stream. It is expected that d(x) = x12+xn+xs+ l will yield superior performance 

over a wider range of source statistics than d{x) = x12+x11+x5+x4+ l .

Criterion 4: Select a polynomial with low weight

When there is little difference between polynomials with respect to number of encoder states, 

distribution of interconnections, and response to input sequences of interest, further criteria might be 

based on performance measures other than reduction in variation of encoded sequence statistics. For 

instance, selection of the polynomial with lowest weight yields the lowest error extension during decoding.

The criteria given above have proven helpful in selecting polynomials for use in CGS coding and 

are the basis of recommendations in the next section. Other criteria were considered, but did not prove to 

be as useful. These included:

•  selection of the polynomial with a finite state machine model where the percentage of traces 

terminating on states with the same L^cs parameters varied little from the percentage of traces 

terminating on this state in the corresponding BGS code. Recall that it is the LBas parameters, 

along with the selection mechanism, which determine which quotient from a selection set is 

selected. It was expected that, if  there was little variation in the relative number of traces
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Figure 6.16: Power spectral density of two (7,8) GS codes, dB(x) = ds 0(x), D -  12
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terminating on these states, then quotients from each selection set would have approximately the 

same probability of being selected as in the BGS code. Although this might be the case, it was 

found that variation in the percentage of these traces was negligible regardless of the polynomial 

used, and so this criterion could not be used as a basis for polynomial selection. Also, this 

criterion has no direct implication on the probability of each quotient selection set being 

generated.

• selection of the polynomial that generates remainders in which bits which modify the next source 

word take on all patterns an equal number of times with each I BGS set of parameters. It was 

presumed that if all patterns of these bits could occur an equal number of times with each set of 

block code state parameters, the probability of generating each quotient selection set in each LBas 

state would be approximately equal, and the output would approach that when the source stream 

is random. However, examination of spectra generated by polynomials selected according to this 

criterion proved inconclusive. It was found that consideration of the entire remainder, as 

proposed in the fust selection criterion, proved a more useful metric.

Finally, a note of caution. Regardless of the polynomial selected, there is always the possibility 

that encoded sequences with poor average statistics will be generated. The worst-case bounds on DSV 

and CLS given in Tables 3.4 and 3.3 will not be exceeded, but encoded sequences with statistics very 

different from those which result due to random source data, including sequences with few transitions or 

large spectral peaks, may arise as a result of certain input sequences occurring at a time when the encoder 

is in a state which w ill respond with poor output. However, if state interconnections remain evenly 

distributed, then as the number of states increases, the probability of the encoder being in such a state 

decreases.

Insight into this decrease can be gained by considering the period of repetition of encoded words 

due to periodic input. Consider the (7,8) GS codes with spectra pictured in Figures 4.7a through d. The 

period of repetition of encoded words, for each initial Lcos state and repetitive input of each source word, 

are listed in Table 6.2. Clearly, as the number of states in the encoder increases, the average period 

increases and the percentage of initial states which result in short cycle lengths decreases, and the 

probability of sharply peaked spectra decreases also. Similar arguments can be made regarding the 

number of transitions and other desired line code characteristics in the encoded bit stream.

Remarks and examples in this section have been based on the selection criteria listed in Tables 

3.4 and 3.S. These mechanisms were proposed due to the ease of their implementation, and make no 

attempt to avoid particularly poor encoded sequences. Other selection mechanisms could be designed to 

monitor the encoded sequence more carefully and avoid these sequences.
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Period Number of 
Initial States

Percentage of 
Initial States

1 1400 54.7
3 840 32.8
5 280 10.9
7 40 1.6

Average encoded word period = 2.2

(a) Block coding, d{x) = x ’+ tf+ l

Period
Range

Number of 
Initial States

Percentage of 
Initial States

1 -2 5 227930 19.0
2 6 -5 0 186656 15.6
5 1 -7 5 160254 13.6
76 -100 146762 12.3
101 -  125 88388 7.4
126-150 93784 7.8
151 -1 7 5 62170 5.2
176 -  200 42602 3.6
201-225 43724 3.7
226-250 41108 3.4
251-275 23894 2.0
276-300 12980 1.1
301 -  325 3074 0.3
326 -  350 24244 2.0
351 -  375 9366 0.8
376-400 3438 0.3
401 -  425 0 0.0
426 -  450 10450 0.9
451-475 6538 0.6
476 -  500 6530 0.6
501 -  525 0 0.0
526-550 3164 0.3

Average encoded word period = 107.8

Period Number of 
Initial States

Percentage of 
Initial States

1 6200 7.8
3 4606 5.8
4 868 1.1
6 31848 40.0 .
7 2092 2.6
8 478 0.6
9 46 0.1

11 2252 2.8
12 2096 2.6
13 760 1.0
14 532 0.7
16 204 0.3
17 1078 1.4
18 3230 4.1
22 878 1.1
23 1406 1.8
24 2846 3.6
25 292 0.4
28 2168 2.7
29 2162 2.7
30 856 1.1
33 448 0.6
35 872 1.1
37 572 0.7
38 2692 3.4
41 680 0.9
42 680 0.9
44 1038 1.3
47 770 1.0
50 1120 1.4
52 484 0.6
64 1038 1.3
67 2324 2.9

Average encoded word period = 15.9

(c) Continuous coding, d(x) = xn+xu+jc5+ l

Period
Range

Number of 
Initial States

Percentage of 
Initial States

1 -1 0 0 913470 9.8
101-200 1207524 12.9
201 -  300 1053694 11.2
301 -  400 578864 6.9
401 -500 1108780 11.8
501 -  600 711654 7.6
601-700 471726 5.0
701 -  800 313888 3.4
801 -  900 493928 5.3

901 -1000 453426 4.8
1001-1100 336682 3.6
1101-1200 508112 5.4
1201 -  1300 134504 1.4
1301 -  1400 145794 1.6
1401 -1500 247900 2.6
1501 -  1600 353900 3.8
1601 -1700 85962 0.9
1701 -  1800 252864 2.7

Average encoded word period = 615.1

(b) Continuous coding, d(x) = x7+x®+l (d) Continuous coding, d(x) = x15+xl4+x®+x2+ l

Table 6.2: Period of repetition of encoded words with period-one input word sequences for the
(7,8) GS codes of Figures 4.7a through d
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6 3  Recommendations

The purpose of this thesis is not to recommend GS code configurations for a wide range of 

applications, but to explain the principle of the ceding technique, develop analysis tools, and make 

suggestions for configuration alternatives. However, it would also be incomplete if it did not include at 

least a few recommendations based on the analyses and selection criteria developed throughout this thesis.

Accordingly, recommendations for several code configurations and scrambling polynomials are 

given in Tables 6.3 through 6.5. In these recommendations:

• various code lengths and scrambling polynomials up to degree fifteen are listed in recognition of 

possible implementation constraints. The upper bound and actual number of states in the 

associated encoders are given for reference.

•  scrambling polynomials are recommended based on the criteria of the last section assuming no 

knowledge of the source stream statistics. In making these recommendations, the number of 

encoder states was considered to be of greatest importance, then the weight of the polynomial. 

The encoder state interconnection distribution was taken into account where further 

differentiation was required.

• only the selection mechanisms listed in Table 3.4 were considered. For balanced coding with 

A -  1, the RDS bounds suggested are the tightest ones that result in minimum CLS. That is, 

with oddN, k = N-2, and with even N, k = % - 1.

• for balanced codes with A -  1 and even N, polynomials from the family with basis dB(x) -  dN0(x) 

are recommended. Although there is little difference in the baseline spectra among the base 

polynomials, these polynomials yield baseline spectra which are free of sharp irregularities. They 

also allow for minimum CLS with the smallest DS V  of any polynomial.

•  no preference is shown to  even or odd weight polynomials since source sequence stationarity, 

the condition under which discrete components are guaranteed not to arise with even weight 

polynomials, might not be encountered in practice. Also, even with stationary input, the discrete 

components which arise with odd weight polynomials are often negligible.
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D
State

Bound
Actual
States Polynomial

1 14 14 X  + 1
3 28 26 x3+ x 2+ l
4 56 44 x4+ x 3+ l
5 56 46 x5+ x 4+ x 2+ l
6 112 90 x6+ x s+ x2+ l
7 224 164 x7+ x 6+ x + l
8 224 164 x8+ x 7+ x 3+ x 2 +1
9 448 334 x9 + x 8 + x2+ l
10 896 614 x10+ x 9 + x + l
11 896 594 x11 +x'° + x 2+ l
12 1792 1250 x12+ x I l + x 2+ l
13 3584 2316 X 13 + x 12 + X  + 1
14 3584 2204 x14+ x 13 + x5 + x2 + 1
15 7168 4700 x15 + x 14+ x 2+ l

(a) (2,3) CGS codes, dB(x) = x+1, k =  1

D
State

Bound
Actual
States Polynomial

3 16 14 X3 + x 2 +1
4 32 28 X4 + X3 + X + 1
5 64 50 x5 + x4+ x 2+ l
6 64 54 x6+ x 5+ x 3+ l
7 128 96 x7+ x6 + x 4 + x2+ l
8 256 196 x8+ x 7 + x 5+ l
9 512 362 x9+ x 8+ x 6+ x + l
10 512 382 x10 + X9 + x7 + X3 + 1
11 1024 682 xl l + x10+ x 8+x2 + l
12 2048 1476 Xl 2 + X n +JC9 + X 3 +  Jt2 + l

13 4096 2682 X13 + x 12 + x 10 +X + 1
14 4096 2766 x14 + x 13 + x n + x 3 + l
15 8192 4938 xl5 + x14 + x12 + x2 + l

(b) (3,4) CGS codes, dB(x) = x3+x2+ l, k = 1

D
State

Bound
Actual
States Polynomial

1 26 26 X + 1
5 208 194 x5+ x 4+ l
6 416 356 x6 + X5 + 1
7 416 358 x7+ x 6+x2+ l
8 832 736 x8+ x 7+ x 3+ l
9 1664 1454 x9+ x 8+x2+ l
10 3328 2830 x10 + x9 + 1
11 6656 5396 Xu +x'° +X + 1
12 6656 5446 xI2+ x u + x 6+ x 4+ l
13 13312 10892 x13 + x 12 + x 4 + x3 + l
14 26624 21548 x14+ x 13+ x 2+ l
15 53248 42824 x15 + x 14 +x2 +1

(c) (4,5) CGS codes, dB(x) = x+1, Jfc = 3

D
State

Bound
Actual
States Polynomial

5 112 108 x5+ x 4+ l
6 224 208 x6+ x s+ x + l
7 448 386 x7+ x 6 + x 2+ l
8 448 386 x8+ x7 + x 3+ x + l
9 896 800 x9+ x 8+ x 4 + l
10 1792 1552 X10 + X9 + X5 + X3 +1
11 3584 3104 x11 + x 10 + x 6 + x 2 +1
12 7168 6108 X12 + x u + x 7+ x 2 +1
13 14336 11526 x13 + x 12 + x 8 + X+1
14 14336 11772 xl4 + x13 + x 9+ x 5+ l
15 28672 23520 x15 + x14 + x10 + x4 +1

(d) (5,6) CGS codes, dB(x) = x5+x4+ l, k = 2

D
State

Bound
Actual
States Polynomial

1 38 38 X+1
7 1216 1140 x7 +x6 +1
8 2432 2152 x8+ x 7+ l
9 2432 2190 x9 + x 8+x2+ l
10 4864 4380 x10 + X9 + x2 +1
11 9728 8840 x11 + x 10 + x 4+ l
12 19456 17606 x12 + x n + x3+ l
13 38912 34758 x13+ x 12 + x 2 +1
14 77824 68450 x14+ x 13 + XS + X2 +1
15 155648 131624 xl5+ x 14+ x + l

(e) (6,7) CGS codes, dB(x) = x+1, *  = 5 

Table 6.3: Recommended scraml

D
State

Bound
Actual
States Polynomial

1 640 622 X7+X6 + l
8 1280 1202 X8+X7+X + l
9 2560 2278 X9 + X8 + X2 + 1
10 2560 2316 X10 + X9 + X3 + 1
11 5120 4632 xu +x10+ x 4+ x3+ l
12 10240 9352 X12 + x u + x 5+ l
13 20480 18520 X13 + x 12 + x 6+ x 4+ l
14 40960 37040 x14 + x13 + X7 + X3+ 1
15 81920 73224 X15 + x14 + x 8+ x 2 +1

(0  (7,8) CGS codes, dB(x) = x7+x*+l, k =  3

for balanced CGS codes, A = 1
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D
State

Bound
Actual
States Polynomial

2 2 2 X2+ l
3 4 4 x3+ x + l
4 8 6 x4+ x 2+ l
5 8 8 x 5+ x 3+ x 2 +1
6 16 12 X6+X4+X + l
7 32 20 X7+X5+X2+ l
8 32 32 X8+X6+X2+ l
9 64 40 x9+ x 7 + x2+ l
10 128 72 XI0+X8+X4+X2+1
11 128 128 x11 + x 9+ x 2+ l
12 256 144 X12 + x 10+ x 3+ x 2+ l
13 512 272 x13+ x n + X4 + X2 + 1
14 512 512 x14+ x 12+ x 2+ l
15 1024 528 x15+ x 13+ x 3+ x 2+ l

(a) (2,3) CGS codes

D
State

Bound
Actual
States Polynomial

2 2 2 x2+ l
5 16 14 xs+ x 3+ l
6 32 22 x6+x4 + l
7 32 32 x7+ x 5+ x 2+ l
8 64 52 x8+ x 6+ x 3 + l
9 128 104 x9+ x 7 + x2+ l
10 256 164 x10+ x 8+x2+ l
11 512 292 xn + x 9+ x 2+ l
12 512 512 X12 + x 10 +x2 +1
13 1024 712 x13 + x u +x3+ l
14 2048 1424 x14+ x l2+ x 2+ l
15 4096 2264 x15 + x 13 +x5 +x2 +1

(c) (4,5) CGS codes

D
State

Bound
Actual
States Polynomial

2 2 2 X2 +1
7 64 52 x7+ x 5+ l
8 128 84 x8+x6+ l
9 128 128 x9+ x 7+ x 2+ l
10 256 216 x10+ x 8+x2+ l
11 512 432 X11 + X9 + X2 + 1
12 1024 768 x12+ x 10+x3+ l
13 2048 1472 x13+ x n +x2+ l
14 4096 2448 x14+ x ,2+ x 2+ l
15 8192 4496 x15 + x 13 + x2+ l

(e) (6,7) CGS codes

Table 6.4: Recommended

D
State

Bound
Actual
States Polynomial

2 2 2 X2 +1
4 8 6 X4+X2+ l
5 8 6 X5 + X3 + 1
6 16 16 xs+ x 4+ x 2+ l
7 32 24 x7+ x s+ x  + l
8 64 40 x8+xs+ x 2 + l
9 64 64 x9 + x 7+ x 2+ l
10 128 128 x10+ x 8+ x 2 + l
11 256 160 xn +x9+ x 2 + l
12 512 288 xl2+ x l0+ x 4+ x 2+ l
13 512 512 X13 + x“ + x2 +1
14 1024 1024 x14+ x l2+ x 2 + l
15 2048 1152 X13 + x 13 + x 6 + x 2 +1

(b) (3,4) CGS codes

D
State

Bound
Actual
States Polynomial

2 2 2 X 2 +1
6 32 22 x6+ x 4 + l
1 32 22 x7+ x 5 + l
8 64 64 x8+x6+ x 2 + l
9 128 104 x9+ x 7+ x 2+ l
10 256 208 x '°+ x 8+ x 2 + l
11 512 328 X 11 + x9 + x 2 +1
12 1024 584 X 12 + x l° + x 2 +1
13 1024 1024 X l 3 + X U + X 2 + l

14 2048 2048 x14 + x 12 + x 2 +1
15 4096 2848 X 15 + x 13 + x 2 +1

(d) (5,6) CGS codes

D
State

Bound
Actual
States Polynomial

2 2 2 X2 +1
8 128 84 x8+ x fi+ l
9 256 84 X9 + X7 +1
10 256 256 X10 + x 8 + x 2 +1
11 512 432 xu +x9 + x2 + l
12 1024 864 X12 + x 10 + x 2 +1
13 2048 1536 X13+XU + x 3+ l
14 4096 2944 x14+ x ,2+ x 2 + l
15 8192 4896 X15 + x13 + x 3 +1

(0  (7,8) CGS codes

codes, A = 1, dB(x) = x2 + 1
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D
State

Bound
Actual
States Polynomial

2 2 2 X 2 + l

3 4 3 X3+X + l
4 4 4 X4+X2+ l
5 4 4 XS+X3+X2+1
6 8 4 XS+X4+X + 1
7 8 8 x7+ x 5+ l
8 8 8 x8+x6+ x 2+ l
9 16 8 x9 + x7+ x 2+ l
10 16 16 x10+ x 8+ l
11 16 16 XU +x9+ x 2 +1
12 32 16 X12 +x l° +x2+ l
13 32 32 x,3+ x n + l
14 32 32 X14+XI2+X2+1
15 64 32 x15 + x 13 + x 2 +1

[a) (1,3) CGS codes

D
State

Bound
Actual
States Polynomial

2 12 12 x2 +1
4 24 22 x4+ x 2 +1
5 48 38 x5+ x3+ l
6 96 68 x6+x4+ l
7 96 76 x7+ x5+ x 2+ l
8 96 78 ' x8+ x 6+ x 4+ x 2+ l
9 192 144 x9 +x7 +x2 +X+1
10 384 262 x10 + x8 +x3 +1
11 768 456 x11 +X9 +X3 +X + 1
12 768 572 x12 + x 10 + x 2 +1
13 768 576 x13 + x n + x 4+x2 +1
14 1536 992 x14 + x 12 + x 2 +X+1
15 3072 1848 x15+ x13+ x 3+ l

c) (3,5) CGS codes

D
State

Bound
Actual
States Polynomial

2 12 12 • X2 +1
6 96 78 x6+x4+ l
7 192 132 x7+x5+ l
8 384 230 x8+x6 + l
9 384 284 x9+ x 7+ x 2 +1
10 384 288 x10 + x 8+ x 4+ x 3+ l
11 768 532 X11 + x 9+ x s+ x 2 +1
12 1536 984 X12 +x10+x4+x2+ l
13 3072 1838 X13 +Xn +X2 +X+1
14 6144 3180 x14 + x 12 + x 3+ l
15 12288 5522 X15 + x13 + x 3+ l

(e) (5,7) CGS codes 
Table 6.5: Recommended serai

D
State

Bound
Actual
States Polynomial

2 2 2 X2+ l
3 2 2 X3+X + l
4 4 4 x 4+ x 2+ l
5 8 4 x5+ x 3+ l
6 8 8 x6 + x 4 + l
7 8 8 x 7+ x 5+ x 3+ l
8 16 16 x8+ x 6+ l
9 32 16 x9 + x 7+ x 3 +1
10 32 32 x t0 + x 8+ l
11 32 32 x 11 + x 9+ x 3+ l
12 64 64 X12 + x 10 +1
13 128 64 x13 +xn +x3 +1
14 128 128 x14 + x 12 +1
15 128 128 x15 + x 13 + x 3+ l

(b) (2,4) CGS codes

D
State

Bound
Actual
States Polynomial

2 4 4 X2 +1
5 16 12 XS+X3+1
6 32 18 x6+ x 4+ l
7 64 34 x7+ x 5+ l
8 64 46 x8+x6 + x 2+ l
9 64 50 x9+ x 7+ x 3+ x + l
10 128 80 x10 + x 8+ x 5+ x 3+ l
11 256 140 xu + x 9+ x 3+ l
12 512 222 x12 + x 10 + x 2+ l
13 1024 382 x13 + x 11 + x 3+ l
14 1024 610 x14+ x 12+ x 2+ l
15 1024 692 xl5+ x l3+ x 7+ x 3+ l

(d) (4,6) CGS codes

D
State

Bound
Actual
States Polynomial

2 8 8 X2 +1
7 128 100 X7 + X5 + 1
8 256 162 x8+ x 6+ l
9 512 288 x9 +x7 + i
10 512 390 x10 + x 8 + x2 +1
11 512 380 X11 + X9 + X4 + X3 + 1
12 1024 702 x12+ x 10+ x 5+ x 3+ l
13 2048 1364 xl3+ x 11 + x 5+ x 2+ l
14 4096 2350 xI4+x12 + x 4 + x 3+ l
15 8192 4648 X15 + x13 + X2 + X + 1

(0  (6,8) CGS codes

codes, A = 2, dB(x) = x2+ 1
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Several issues regarding Guided Scrambling line coding have been investigated in this thesis, 

Foundations for this analysis include algebra in the ring of polynomials over GF(2), discussed in Chapter 1, 

and spectral analysis techniques, reviewed in Appendices 1 through 4. The objectives of line coding are 

discussed in Chapter 2, along with a review of line coding techniques and a discussion of the principle 

and configuration alternatives of GS line codes. The remainder of this chapter summarizes the original 

work in this thesis and lists possibilities for further work.

7.1 Summary of Original Work

Guided Scrambling involves division of the augmented source stream by a scrambling 

polynomial. Accordingly, the scrambling polynomial must have a form which ensures that this stream 

exhibits good line code characteristics. Chapter 3 considers construction of polynomials for balanced 

coding when augmentation is with a single bit per word. Two construction techniques are outlined: the 

first is efficient, the second provides understanding of the form these polynomials take on. Polynomials 

for codes with N  < 48 are listed in tabular form. The performance of codes which use these polynomials is 

reported in terms of WRDS, RDS, and CLS bounds. Derivation of these worst-case performance bounds 

is outlined in Appendix 5. It is then shown that these polynomials, and others proposed in earlier work, 

can be regarded as bases for families of polynomials which result in the same performance in terms of 

RDS and CLS bounds. The usefulness of this expansion is demonstrated in subsequent chapters when the 

average statistics of CGS coded sequences are considered.

Evaluation of these average statistics in the form of autocorrelation and power spectral density is 

investigated in Chapter 4. Here it is shown that evaluation of autocorrelation according to established 

block coding methods is impractical with high degree scrambling polynomials. By modeling only a 

portion of the CGS encoder as a finite state machine, the property of linearity in polynomial division is 

exploited to develop expressions whereby autocorrelation can be evaluated. Formal derivation of several 

of these expressions is given in Appendix 6 . These expressions depend on the relationship of the degree 

of the scrambling polynomial to the codeword length and number and position of augmenting bits. Two 

situations are considered in detail before it is shown how the expressions which result in these instances 

can be used to evaluate encoded sequence autocorrelation when code parameters are related in other ways. 

Given evaluation of the autocorrelation, the power spectral density of CGS coded sequences can be 

evaluated. Comparison of theoretical curves with those obtained through simulation confirms the validity 

of the new expressions.

The power spectral density results presented at the conclusion of Chapter 4 exhibit several 

characteristics which are investigated in Chapter S. In particular, justification is given for the effect of the
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weight of the scrambling polynomial on the statistics of the CGS encoded bit sequence. The effect of 

polynomial weight is considered when there is symmetry in quotient selection and when the input data 

consists of words of any length which are independent and occur in a sequence which is stationary. In 

this situation, it is shown that when the scrambling polynomial has even weight, all code symbols have the 

same average value regardless of their position in the encoded words, and discrete components can exist 

in the frequency domain only at frequencies /  = % • for integers m. It is also shown that when the 

scrambling polynomial has odd weight, input sequences with complementary statistics generate encoded 

sequences with identical average statistics. Finally, it is shown that regardless of the weight structure of 

the polynomials or the block or continuous nature of the code, when all input words are equiprobable, GS 

code configurations which use the same base polynomial and quotient selection mechanism generate 

encoded sequences with the same average statistics. These statistics include average code symbol values 

which are identical regardless of the position of the symbol in the encoded words, and a spectrum which 

can contain discrete components only at frequencies f  = m/ j  for integers m. The encoder model 

introduced in Chapter 4 is used throughout the derivation of these properties.

Selection of a scrambling polynomial for CGS coding is considered in Chapter 6 . When the 

statistics of the input sequence are known, the statistics of encoded sequences generated by candidate 

configurations can be compared and the code which results in the best performance can be selected. 

However, when the statistics of the input sequence are not known, other measures must be taken. Spectral 

results presented in Chapter 4 indicate that as source statistics vary, variation from the spectrum which 

results with independent and equiprobable source words decreases as the degree of the scrambling 

polynomial increases. The first step in selecting a scrambling polynomial is then to select the base 

polynomial which, in conjunction with other code parameters, results in the desired baseline statistics. 

Presentation of a variety of spectra demonstrates that these average statistics can in a general sense be 

predicted from those of shorter codes. The second step in selecting a polynomial is to select one from the 

family with this base polynomial which minimizes spectral variation. It is argued that an encoder with a 

finite state machine representation which has a large number of evenly-interconnected states results in 

small variation of encoded sequence statistics with varying source statistics. Accordingly, it is 

recommended that a scrambling polynomial which results in an encoder with these characteristics be 

selected. The chapter concludes with recommendations for scrambling polynomials for a number of CGS 

code configurations.

7.2 Further Work

The concepts introduced in this thesis suggest many possible paths for further work; the 

following are but a few suggestions.

The configuration of GS line coding processes can be reconsidered. Possibilities include:
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•  the design of other quotient selection mechanisms, including those which look ahead over 

multiple encoding intervals to select the quotient which results in the best long-term, rather than 

short-term, sequence characteristics.

•  in-depth analysis of systems involving muitiple-bit augmentation.

•  optimization for line code characteristics other than balanced transmission with many transitions, 

such as the minimum mnlength constraint of RLL codes.

•  synthesis of code configurations to provide desired spectral characteristics.

•  development of variable-length GS codes.

•  extension of GS coding procedures to higher-radix symbol streams.

Evaluation of code performance in terms of worst-case and average statistics is required in each of these 

instances. The practicality of GS codes will increase if successful efforts are made to:

•  exploit the potential for self-framing. Preliminary investigations have established the possibility 

of determining the position of the augmenting bits in the received bit stream simply by 

monitoring the locations of transitions in this sequence. Given evaluation of stationary state and 

state dependent quotient set probabilities as described in Chapter 4, analysis of self-framing 

performance can proceed as outlined in [34],

•  integrate error control into the GS coding process. Although GS codes were originally developed 

with the aim of incorporation with block error control techniques, their state machine structure 

demonstrates greater potential for integration with trellis coding approaches.

•  develop parallel encoding and decoding procedures to allow for GS code implementation in very 

high bit rate transmission systems.

Future work can take other directions as well. For instance, the approach taken to evaluate the 

autocorrelation of CGS coded sequences can be applied to other coding techniques in which linearity 

holds between encoding intervals. Examples of such systems include self-synchronizing scrambling and 

convolutional coding where the approach is applicable with high degree scrambling polynomials and long 

constraint lengths respectively.

But perhaps efforts would be of greater worth if the fundamentals of this coding technique are 

revisited. For all of the definitions and analysis introduced in this thesis, the GS encoding prcvess can be 

regarded simply as the digital filtering of an augmented bit stream, where all arithmetic is in GF(2). 

Clearly, this concept can be extended to arithmetic from any finite or infinite field. A broader view would 

then consider the implications and limitations of combining sequence augmentation and digital filtering 

for the purpose of controlling the statistics of the output symbol sequence while simultaneously making 

provision for accurate reconstruction of the original sequence.
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This appendix reviews material regarding probability, random variables, and stochastic processes. 

A full discussion of these topics can be found in man}/ texts; this appendix outlines only background 

information underlying original analysis presented in this thesis. The development of theory follows the 

treatment of Papoulis [78] unless otherwise noted, although heuristic rather than rigorous derivations are 

provided here. A more extensive treatment of the subject can be found in [78].

A l.l Probability

Consider an experiment which has a countable number of outcomes a{. The probability of the 

outcome a,, (P[at], is a real number between 0 and 1 which indicates the likelihood that the outcome of the 

experiment will be a,. Sty] = 1 indicates that the occurrence of outcome a( is ensured, T[at]  =  O.S 

indicates that there is a 50% chance that the outcome of the experiment w ill be a,, while !F[a{] = 0 

indicates that it is certain that the outcome of the experiment will not be a,.

Let O be the set of all experimental outcomes a,. O is called the certain event because it is certain 

that the outcome of the experiment will be in O. Its subsets, At, ate events, and have probabilities greater 

than or equal to zero. The empty set {0 } is the impossible event, and the event {a,} consisting of a single 

element at is an elementary event.

The union (or sum) of two events A{ and Aj is written At u  A} or A { + Af  The intersection 

(or product) of two events is denoted At n  Aj or Aflj. I f  the intersection of events Ai and Aj is the empty 

set, then T[A{ + Ajl = T[AJ + !P[Aj}. This property can be clearly demonstrated with construction of a 

Venn diagram of the probability space and delineation of the probability regions associated with the two 

events. When the regions do not overlap, the events do not intersect and the total area described equals 

the sum of the area of the two regions.

The probability of event At conditioned on event A} is denoted T [A ftj\, and for non-zero values of 

¥[Ajl is given by

When !P[^] is zero, the conditional probability &[Api^ is undefined. The above equation can be 

rearranged into the more intuitive form

which states that the probability of events A{ and Aj both occurring equals the probability that one occurs 

multiplied by the probability that the other occurs given the occurrence of the first.

Clearly, events, is independent of event Aj if
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Given the above relationships, it is clear that when events A, and are independent,

The concepts of conditional probability and independence can be extended to indude any number of events.

A1.2 Random Variables. Distribution and Density Functions

A Junction x(t) is a rule of correspondence between values t and x commonly portrayed on a 

plane. The values of the independent variable t form a set on the t axis, called the domain of the function 

x(t). The values of the dependent variable x  form a set on the x axis, called the range of the function x(t).

Consider an experiment with countable outcomes at. A random variable (RV) X  is a function 

whose domain is the set of experimental outcomes and whose range is some set of numerical values. In 

assigning a number, X(at), to every outcome n,, the RV is neither random nor variable as its name might 

indicate.

Let the notation {X  < x} represent the set of outcomes a, such that X(a) £ x. The probability of 

this set, ¥ [{X  < j c } ] ,  is the sum of the probabilities of the outcomes n, for which X(at)  <, x. This number is 

dependent on x  and is denoted T ^x). F ^x )  is called the cumulative distribution function (CDF) or simply 

the distribution Junction of the RV X. The subscript of this notation is usually dropped in instances where 

the referenced RV is understood, leaving the CDF to be denoted as 7{x).

Cumulative distribution functions are non-decreasing functions such that if jc, < x2, then f ( x t) <, ?(x2). 

They exhibit the limiting values 7 (-°°) = 0 and !F(°°) = 1. Clearly.

<p[{X>x}] = l - j ( x )

!?[{*, < X S x 2}] = 7 ( * 2 ) - ^ U )•

The derivative of the CDF with respect to x is called the probability density function (PDF) or 

density Junction of X, and is denoted/(x). As the name implies, this function indicates how probability is 

distributed with x on a density scale. It has the following properties:

/ ( x ) 2  0

* ( * ) =  ] / { y ) d y

mm

j f ( x ) d x  = 1

^ (x 2 ) - ^ ( x ,)  = jf/(*)< & .
*1

A random variable is continuous if its distribution function J(x) is continuous. In this instance, 

T [[X  = x}] = 0 for all x. A random variable is discrete if its distribution function is a staircase with
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discontinuities at values X  = x, for countablexf  At these points, T[{X  = x,-}] = pi, 0 £ p i £ l .  The PDF of 

a discrete RV consists of Dirac delta functions with weights p{ at values x  = xt, where the Dirac delta 

function <5(x) is a function with zero amplitude everywhere except where its argument is zero. At this 

point, the amplitude is infinitely large in such a way that it contains unit area under its curve [79]. 

Mathematically, this function can be described as 

6{x) = 0 , x *  0
m

jS (x )d x  = 1.
— aa

Its use is that it permits display of non per-unit values on a density scale.

As with probability measures, distribution and density functions can be conditioned on events.

j ( x | * ;) = fP[{X < x } |* f]

w th ) _ ^ K )  f M  (AL1>
, n m -  f t  -  ^  ■

Given more than one RV, joint distribution and density functions can be formed. With random 

variables X  and Y, the joint CDFs and PDFs are defined as 

!F(x,y) = !P [{X < x ,y < y }] 

d 2f { x ,y )
dxdy

Then

y x
f ( x , y ) =  f  j / (u ,v )d u d v .

— aa — oa

Also, for a region D  in the xy plane,

T [{{X ,Y )e D }] = \\ f ( x ,y )d x d y .
D

Conditional distribution and density functions follow from the definitions of conditional CDFs 

and PDFs for single random variables. If  the event.3, in Equation A l.l is the set [Y  £ y}, then

When the random variables X  and Y are independent,

r ( x , y ) = ! r x ( x ) r r (y )

/ (x .y )  = fx (x ) f r (y).
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O f particular interest in this thesis are sequences of random variables which can be represented 

as a random vector X  = [ * 0 , X i , . t a k i n g  on values x  = [x 0 , x , , T h e  joint distribution of the 

RVs Xt is

7x  ( * ) = * ( x0, xt,......, x„) = iP[{ X0 £ x0, X, £ xx......X„ <, xn }],

and their joint density is

r t \ t l  \  dn!F(x0,x ]L,...,x n)
/ r W  = /U o ^ i . - .x n)=  1 .

dX 0d X \ . . . d X n

Conditional distributions can be formed, such as

J  V-*0»• ' < X k )

from which it follows that

/ ( x„,..., x0 ) = f ( x „  I v j  ,..., x0 ) . . .  /( .;  ]-r0 ) / ( * o). (A1.2)

This is an intuitively pleasing result in that it states that statistics regarding a sequence of random 

variables can be determined by considering events in tum. To evaluate the sequence PDF, the outcome of 

the first experiment can be considered, followed by the outcome of the second dependent on the first, the 

outcome of the third dependent on the fust two, etc., until the sequence is complete.

A1.3 Momenta of Random Variables
Distribution and density functions fully describe the probability statistics associated with a 

random variable. However, in many instances evaluation of these functions is difficult and other measures 

which summarize various aspects of the statistics are calculated. These measures are called moments of 

random variables.

Since moments summarize probability statistics, their values can be calculated from the 

distribution or density functions. Consider calculation of the average value T] of a random variable X  with 

PDF/(;c). W hen/(x) is interpreted as a mass, it is intuitive that its average value is its center of gravity or 

the fulcrum point where the mass is balanced. Then: 

n
\ ( t} - x )  f (x )d x  = J(x - 17) f(x )d x

am

0 = j ( x - q ) f ( x ) d x
•  as

am am

= jx f { x ) d x -  j t j f { x ) d x ,

or
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T i= \$ ( x )d x ,

where the last equality follows from the fact that 7  is a constant and J~ / (x)dx = 1 . This mean value is 

called the firs t moment or expected value of the random variable X, and is denoted
aa

7  = £ [ * ]  = \x f(x )d x .
— aa

Higher order moments are defined in a similar fashion. The nth moment of the random variable X  is
aa

4 r ] = J *" /(*)< & •
- •a a

The nth moment conditioned on event is defined as
aa

£ [ * " 1* , ] =  \ x nf{x \A i )dx.
— aa

Central moments are defined as

£ [ ( X - 7 )"] = f{x )d x .
• •o a

Of particular interest is the second central moment (the first is uniquely zero) called the variance, denoted cP:

t72 = £ [ (X -7 ) 2 ] = J U - 7 ) 2 / W ^ .
—aa

The standard deviation is the square root of the variance; both are indicative of the deviation of the PDF 

about its mean. Variance can be written in terms of first and second moments:

a2 =£[(*--7)2]

= £ [x 2] - 2 7 £ [X ] + 7 2

= £[X2]-(£[X])2. (A1.3)

Variance has the interpretation of moment of inertia in physical systems [80].

When a random variable Y is defined in terms of another random variable, such as Y = g(X) 

where g(X) is a function of the RV X, then the expected value of Y is
M

£ [F ] = £ [ * ( * ) ]=  jg (x ) f (x )d x .

A1.4 Stochastic Processes

A random or stochastic process X(t) is a rule for assigning a function X(t, a )  to every outcome ax 

of an experiment. This process is then a family of time functions, known as sample Junctions, which are 

indexed by the parameter ax. The difference between an RV and a stochastic process is that with an RV,
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the outcome of an experiment is mapped to a number, whereas for a random process, the outcome is 

mapped to a waveform which is a function of time [79].

When the domain of t  is the set of real numbers, X(t) is a continuous time process. When t takes 

on only discrete values, X(t) is a discrete time process and can be represented as a sequence of random 

variables. When X(f) can take on only a countable number of values, it is said to be a discrete state 

process, otherwise it is a continuous state process.

At any time t, X(t) is an RV with firs t order distribution

= * [ { * ( ') £ * } ]

and firs t order density 

/* ,>

The nth order distribution of X(t) is the joint distribution f X(t,)x M  x(i )(Jti ’JC2 --” -Jcn) ° f  the RVs 

X(tj), X(t2) , ..., X(tn), from which the nth order density follows.

For full knowledge of the statistics of a stochastic process, values for the function 

Tx[h) X(,2) X(,n){x [,x2,...,x n) must be known for every xf, tt, and n. However, in many instances, 

evaluation of all these functions is impractical and calculation is limited to first and second order 

statistics. These statistics include the ensemble averages of mean rj(t), autocorrelation /?(/,,f2), and 

autocovariance X(tv t2), defined for real-valued functions as 

Tj(t) = X [X (t)]
a *

= JVxW  (*)<**•

R(r1,r2) = 4 x(r1)x (/2)]
os OS

* ( '1 . 0  = z [ ( * ( 0 - r i ( t , ) ix ( t2) -T j( t2))]

= £ [* (* ! )x ( t2)] -  rj{t, )£ [x (f2)] -  rj(t2 ̂ [ x ^ ) ]+ rjih  M h )

^  R{tu t2)-T }{tx)T]{t2).

As shown in Appendix 4, these functions are useful in the analysis of spectral properties of stochastic 

processes. When these definitions are extended to complex valued processes, the definition of the mean 

does not change but the autocorrelation and autocovariance functions become

u fo .i j .J - a f x M r f e ) ]  

R (h > h )~ R (h ’ h )~ v (h )v  (h)<
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where the asterisk superscript denotes conjugation. Note that for t { = t2 = t, the autocorrelation function 

gives the instantaneous power of X(r) and the autocovariance function gives the variance of X(t). Cross

correlation and cross-covariance functions are defined in a similar manner.

A stochastic process X(t) is strict sense stationary (SSS) if its statistical properties are invariant 

to a shift of the time origin, i.e.

/* ( ,)W  = A ( ,+r )to  = / W  

^ x(.)W  = **(»«> (*)

for all r. A stochastic process is wide-sense stationary (WSS) if its mean is constant and Its 

autocorrelation is dependent only on the time difference t=  t2 -  f,, or

77 = £ [* ( /) ]
(A1 4)

/ ? ( r )  =  l [ x ( f  +  r ) X * ( 0]

for all t. As a result, the autocovariance of a WSS process is given by

The following observations can be made regarding stationary processes:

•  A SSS process is WSS. The converse, in general, is not true.

•  The average power of a WSS process is given by /?(0). Its variance is given by X(0).

•  R{f) and X(r) are symmetrical about r=  0 for real-valued X(t).

•  If  X(t) becomes uncorrelated for large r ,R ( t) ->  rp f and K(t) -> 0.

A process X(/) is asymptotically stationary if the statistics of the RVs X(t{+T), X(t2+T), ..., X(fn+7) 

do not depend on T  when T is large. Thus, with an asymptotically strict sense stationary process, 

fx(tt+T) xf/j+r) ...x(r +r)(xi*x2»••■>■*«) tends 10 a !imit 11131 does not depend on T  as T -> «>. With an

asymptotically wide sense stationary process, the mean value remains constant for large T  and the

autocorrelation becomes dependent only on time difference r=  t { -  t2.

If  the statistics of the process X(t) are invariant to a shift of the time origin by integral multiples 

of a constant period, the process is periodically stationary or cyclostationary. The process is not 

stationary, in either the strict or wide sense, because the statistics vary periodically with t. However, for a 

period of repetition T  and integer values of k, the process X(t + kT) is a stationary process. If  X(t + kT) is 

SSS, then X(t) is a strict sense cyclostationary process; if  X(t + kT) is WSS, X(t) is a wide sense 

cyclostationary process.

A strict sense cyclostationary process X(t) can be treated as a strict sense stationary process X (t) 

when X (t) is defined as

X (r) = X ( r -0 ) ,
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where 0  is a random variable uniformly distributed over the interval of periodicity [0,7). Its nth order 

distribution is

1 r
^x M .x ih )  * ('.)  ̂  '* 2 ’ "‘1” x" ) = T  J ̂ r(», -*).*(», -a) x(t,-a)(xi ’x 2•• • • • *« )dd ■

0

This is intuitively satisfying since, without knowledge of position within the interval of periodicity, only 

averages over the entire interval can be evaluated. These interval averages remove the periodic nature of 

the process.

Similar measures can be taken with wide sense cyclostationary processes. If  X(t) is wide sense 

cyclostationary, then the process X (t) = X(t -  0 ) is WSS with mean

/7 = E [x ( r - 0 )]

= £ [ £ [ * ( / - 0 )|0 ]]

T

= } r t t - e ) f Q(e)dd
0

1 T
= ± jn ( t - e ) d 9

0

1 T
= j f v ( t ) d t .  (A1.5)

0

The equality of the last step arises due to the periodic nature of X(t) which implies that r f f  + T) -  rfit). 

Similarly, the autocorrelation of X (t)  can be determined:

R (r)  = z [X ( t + t -  Q)X(t -  0 )]

= £[rt(f + r - 0 , r - 0 )]

1 T
= ~  J R(t + T,t)dt. (A 1.6)

0

Once again, these results are intuitively pleasing. Without knowledge of position within the period, a 

mean value can be determined only by evaluating the mean value over one entire period. Similarly with 

autocorrelation, each value of R(t ) is the average of all R(t) values over one period. Clearly, these 

expressions can be derived without first introducing the notion of random phase 0 , but the meaning of the 

resulting expressions becomes clear when it is introduced in their derivation.

The statistics defined above are ensemble averages since they involve consideration of all sample 

functions at particular instants of time. Often, averages must be obtained from a limited number of 

sample functions of finite duration. A random process is said to be ergodic (in the most general form) if 

all of its statistical properties can be determined from a single sample function. Clearly, to be ergodic, the 

averages of a process cannot change with time, and the process must be stationary in the strict sense. 

However, the converse is not necessarily true.
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Less stringent conditions of ergodicity include requirements that a function only be ergodic in the

mean or ergodic in the autocorrelation function [79]. A function is ergodic in the mean if  tim t j t  - -  t j  where

r iT = j j x ( t , a i )dt (A1.7)
T

for all experiment outcomes at. This limit is ensured if the time averaged variance approaches zero as 

T oo. A function is ergodic in the autocorrelation function if

R (t)  = lim f X(t + T ,  a, )X(L a i)d t. (A1.8)
r->~ T JT

A necessary and sufficient condition for this to hold is that the variance of this estimator approaches zero as 

r  —> oo.
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This appendix introduces Markov chains and investigates several of their properties. The 

treatment is not mathematically rigorous, but is concerned to a larger degree with the inherent structure of 

these chains and their applications. This branch of mathematics originated with the work of 

mathematician A.A. Maikov in 1907 and by 1950 had gained wide recognition as a useful tool in the 

analysis of many phenomena [81, 82]. Markov chains are encountered in this thesis during the analysis of 

spectral characteristics of coded signals.

The literature on this subject is wide, and in terms of definitions used, inconsistent. The 

definitions that are used in this thesis are given in Section A2.1, where definitions that appear elsewhere 

in the literature are also noted. The structure of Markov processes is then investigated in Section A2.2, 

with particular attention given stationary Maikov chains. Properties of these processes required for 

analysis elsewhere in this thesis are collected in this section. Multiple Markov chains are considered in 

Section A2.3, and a discussion of functions of Markov chains concludes the appendix in Section A2.4.

A2.1 Definitions

A2.1.1 Definitions Used in this Thesis

Definitions used in this thesis follow conventions introduced in texts by Papoulis [78] and Doob [83]. 

Alternate definitions also prevalent in the literature are considered in the next subsection.

A  Markov process is a stochastic process whose histoiy has no influence on its future if its 

present value is specified. In particular, a discrete time Markov process X(t) takes on values xn at discrete 

intervals of T for f > 0, and can be written as a sequence of random variables X„ = X(nT) which satisfy 

the condition

for any x. A similar expression can be formulated for a continuous time Markov process. To be more precise, 

this definition strictly applies to simple Markov processes. The distinction between simple and multiple 

Maikov processes is discussed in Section A2.3. Unless stated otherwise, Markov processes will be 

assumed simple and the above definition bolds.

When the process can take on only a countable number of values it is referred to as a Markov 

chain. Each value that the process can take on is called a state of the system. Only discrete time Markov 

chains are considered in this thesis.

The above defining equation can be written in the form
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where /(x ) denotes the probability density function corresponding to the RV X  as introduced in Appendix 1. 

Combining this expression with Equation A1.2 yields

/ ( * „ + 1  ......*o) = /(*« + i\x„ ) / ( x „ \x „ . l )... /(x ,|x 0 ) f ( x o ) •

It is clear from this expression that the statistics of a Markov process are completely determined in terms 

of the conditional densities / ( x t+1|xt ) and the initial density/(X q). Then, for any n > m > k :

/U n \xk)=  ]  f ( x n\xm) f ( x m\xk)dxm,

which is one form of the Chapman • Kolmogorov equation which demonstrates the independence of the 

transition density / ( x n|xm) from those preceding the instant t = mT.

A similar but more intuidve form of this equation for the discrete time Markov chain can be 

developed in terms of state probabilities. Let An be the row vector of state probabilities at time t = nT, i.e.

A„(i) = T [X „=K .i l  i= l,2  L, (A2.1)

where L  is the number of states jq in the chain. Since the process must be in one of the L  states at all 

times,

i - u  o = i.
i=l

Let Uk „ ( i , j )  denote the transition probability

n *« (r,y ) = = * ; |x *  = * ,]•

It is clear that the matrix I I  with entries Ylk n( i , j ) ,  i , j  = 1, 2 ,..., L is characterized by

in * ,„ (< ,; )= i.
j = i

Matrices with these properties are called stochastic matrices. The probability of the process being in state 

^  at time t = nT is then, for n > k ,

* [ * «  = * ; ]  = A .0 ) = X ^ W n *.»(‘'A
i=l

Finally, it is clear that state transition probabilities, for n > m > k, are given by

nM(«,;)=tn*,m(«,/)nm,„(/,;),
( s i

which is a discrete form of the Chapman • Kolmogorov equation.

The PDF / ( x fl|xn_1) and matrix n , ^  which describe a Markov chain are called the one-step 

density Junction and one-step transition probability matrix (TPM) respectively. If  the one-step density 

functions and TPMs are independent of time, i.e.
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for all m and n, the Markov chain is said to be homogeneous. Note that time independence of either the 

one-step density function or TPM implies time independence of the other. If  the initial density / ( jCq) and 

initial state probability distribution ^  are also independent of the time at which they are determined, then 

the chain is stationary. With regard to definitions introduced in the previous appendix, these processes 

are stationary in the strict sense. Again, time independence of/Ocg) or implies time independence of 

the other. The remaining discussion of Maikov chains is concerned with only transition probability 

matrices and state probability vectors. The corresponding restrictions on density functions are implied.

The state ^  is said to be accessible from state ^  if it can be entered by some path, in some 

number of steps, from state In this instance, n *,, («,./') is positive for at least one pair of values k, n. If 

jg- is accessible from jq. and ̂  is accessible from ^  the states are said to be communicative. By definition, 

state Ki is communicative with itself since

state occurs in one and only one class, each pair of states in each class are communicative, and any pair of 

states belonging to different classes are not communicative. A Markov chain is said to be irreducible if it 

consists of only one class of communicative states.

A state is recurrent if the probability that it will be reentered at some point in the future is 1, 

These states are further classified as null-recurrent, if  the probability of reentering the state falls to zero as 

t  approaches infinity, or positive-recurrent, if this probability remains greater than zero.

Finally, let be the greatest common divisor of all m where U k k+m( i, i)  > 0 . It is clear that the 

value dj is common for all states in the same communicative class. In particular, in an irreducible Markov 

chain, d = dA is independent of state. When d = 1, an irreducible Maikov chain is said to be aperiodic. If  

d >  1, the chain is periodic with period d.

A2A.2 Alternate Definitions

The literature is inconsistent with respect to definitions used in the description of Markov chains. 

This section presents other definitions which are also widely used but conflict with those given in the 

previous subsection.

Doob [83] gives definitions concerning strict-sense Markov processes which agree with those 

presented in the last section, and also offers definitions for wide-sense Markov processes. In terms of bis 

definitions, this thesis is concerned only with strict-sense Maikov processes.

(A2.2)

for all n.

A Maikov chain can be separated into disjoint classes of communicative states such that each
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Gihman [82] offers a rigorous, highly mathematical treatment of Markov processes. He first 

defines a Markovian system as one which, if the state of the system at any instant of time is known, has 

transition probabilities from that state which are independent of previous system behaviour. He then 

defines a Markov chain as the family of random processes with the same transition probabilities generated 

from all possible initial distributions. When the initial probability distribution is fixed, he terms the result 

a Maikov process. With his definitions then, a Markov chain is the collection of Markov processes 

corresponding to all possible initial distributions. In perhaps the biggest departure from terminology used 

in this thesis, nowhere does he restrict Markov chains to a countable number of states.

Kemeny and Snell [81] give a much narrower definition for a Maikov chain. They first define a 

Markov process to be a stochastic processes where state transition probabilities are independent of those of 

previous intervals, and then define a Maikov chain as a process where the state transition probabilities 

also do not depend on time. According to the notation introduced in the previous subsection, they define 

Markov chains as homogeneous Markov processes.

They then proceed to define an ergodic set as a set of states in a Markov process which are 

communicative, and call the chain ergodic if all states belong to the same ergodic set. Also, they 

introduce the term regular to denote an aperiodic, positive-iecurrent Maikov chain. The stipulation of a 

regular, ergodic Maikov chain in [74 - 76, 84] can then be inteipreted, according to the definitions of the 

previous subsection, as a requirement that the chain be aperiodic, positive-recurrent, irreducible, and 

homogenous. Although more cumbersome, the latter terms are used in this thesis due to the clarity in 

structure they convey.

A2.2 Stationary Markov Chains

A2.2.1..ftmpfirties
Recall that a homogenous Markov chain is one in which transition probabilities do not vary with 

time. Then, the one-step transition probability matrix is independent of time t = nT  and can be 

denoted without subscripts as n . Multiple step transition probabilities also depend only on the number of 

steps k for which the probabilities are representative. Let a single subscript on the TPM n  denote this 

number of steps, i.e.

n*(u)=*[x„+k = Kj\xn = *,]
for all n. Clearly,

ni = nk
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for positive n and k. Less obvious is the fact that these expressions also hold for negative n and negative k, 

where IT *  = ( i r '  )* and IT 1 denotes inversion of the TPM II. For consistency with Equation A2.2, H,, 

is defined to be the identity matrix.

State probabilities, as defined by Equation A2.1 are then given by

By definition, a stationary chain has the property that the state probability distribution is independent of 

time, or that Am -  An for all m and n. Denote this vector of stationary state probabilities without subscripts 

as A. It is intuitive that this vector must satisfy the system of equations 

A =  A n 
S A (i)  = l.

i

The stationary state probability vector A and one-step transition probability matrix n  then completely 

define a stationary Markov chain.

In general, a homogenous Markov process is not stationary. However, in many cases the process 

is asymptotically stationary. One such case is the aperiodic, positive-recurrent, irreducible, homogenous 

process. Due to the aperiodic, positive-recurrent and irreducible characteristics of this system, after 

sufficient time has passed it is possible for the process to be in any state regardless of the initial state 

probability vector A0. At this time, denoted F = nT, all entries of II-  are positive. After a second interval 

F , if the process is also homogenous,

^ 2n = n »nn •

Denote the maximum and minimum values in the jth  column of II-  as ag( j )  and Ph( j)  respectively, and 

consider the yth column of the matrix f l2- generated by vector multiplication of all rows of II-  with the 

,/th column of I I - . Clearly, since the sum of all entries in each row of II-  equals 1 and all entries in the 

jth column of are less than or equal to ax{ j) ,  then a lh { j ) <> a - ( j) .  Similarly, /92̂ (;')S  

Then,

« 2n O )-A n O ) S a - ( j ) - ^ ( j ) ,  

where equality holds only when the maximum and minimum values are equal. This equation can be written

* u U )  ~ Pm 0) = a(aa 0) -  Pn (») 

where a < 1. After kh intervals,

*«0 ) -Pm(i)= akiafi(j)-Pn(i))-

As /fc —> °o,

lim (a a  (j ) -  ( j) )  = lim ak(a h( j ) ~  /3„- (;)) = 0 , (A2.3)
* - * — k-*~
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and the maximum and minimum values, and therefore all entries in the yth column of n w, become equal. 

The importance of this result should not be overlooked: it implies that the probability of being in a state ^  

as /-»«>  is independent of the initial state distribution in aperiodic, positive-recurrent, irreducible, 

homogenous Markov processes. The powers of I I  therefore approach a limiting probability matrix IT . where 

each row is the same vector FT(t> )• A ll entries of IT , are positive because all entries of IT- are positive.

regardless of the initial distribution A), it is clear that A» = FT (/, ), or that all row vectors in FT and the 

limiting state probability vector A» are equal.

Since FT, is the limiting transition matrix, then clearly FTFI = FIFT = FT. Any row in the 

equation FT.F1 = FT demonstrates that A»I7 = A „ and thus that A . is the time-invariant state probability 

distribution required for a stationary process. This time-invariant probability is unique since, assuming a 

second vector x with the property k -  x fl, leads to the conclusion that k  = xTT. But jrfT  = A„ for any 

initial vector *; so k  =  A ,.

Since the above discussion holds for any initial vector, it also holds when A> =• A»- Then, for a 

stationary Markov process, the results of the above discussion can be summarized as:

•  the powers of the transition probability matrix I I  approach a limiting matrix FT,

•  all rows of IT  are identical and equal the vector A ..

•  A . is a unique vector satisfying the relationships

and is the time-invariant state probability distribution vector.

With regard to the aperiodic, positive-recurrent, irreducible, homogenous process, the above discussion 

has also shown that for any probability vector A,, A A , approaches A , as n tends to infinity, and the 

process is asymptotically stationary. From Equation A2.3 it is seen that this limiting vector is approached 

exponentially quickly. In future discussion, when there is no opportunity for confusion, the subscript on 

A- is dropped and the stationary state probability vector is simply denoted A.

Asymptotically stationary Markov chains are encountered in this thesis during spectral analysis 

of (M , N) line coding systems. Regardless of the initial state distribution vector, it is found that these 

systems approach the stationary state probabilities rapidly, and, following that point, can be regarded as 

stationary Markov processes. In this instance, the stationary values can be determined by either:

•  using the iterative relationship IT +i = ITIT until, for some n, FT+1 « IT - Then, FT -  FT and 

any one row of 17, equals A ..

Since

A *= A )r r

A.=A.FI
(A2.4)
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•  assuming an initial distribution 4) and iteratively evaluating ylft+1 = 4,11 until 4 ,+1 -  4 ,. Then,

4 --

Finally, it is straightforward to show that an aperiodic, positive-recurrent, irreducible, and 

homogenous Markov chain is ergodic [82]. Consider, for instance, evaluation of mean state probabilities. 

Since

lim 4 ,0 )  = 4 .0 )
V * “

regardless of the initial vector, the average probability of being in state ̂  can be evaluated from

4 -0 )=  lim-i: £ 4 t 0 )
K^ ~ K kT0

which is the discrete form of Equation A1.7 satisfying ergodicity of the mean. Ergodicity of other 

measures can be similarly demonstrated.

A2.2.2 Vector and Matrix Moments

First and second order statistics of stationary Markov processes can be evaluated in the following 

vector and matrix forms. Only real-valued processes with stationary probability vector X  and one step 

transition probability matrix n  are considered here.

The mean state probabilities are given by the time-invariant distribution X  since

17 =  £ ( 4i ]  =  X  (A2.5)

where X  is the vector satisfying the conditions of Equation A2.4. Autocorrelation of Markov chains is 

given in terms of autocorrelation matrices Rk defined as

Rk = 4n+t]

where the superscript 7 denotes transposition. The element Rk(i, j )  then gives the correlation between the

process being in state at time t = nT and being in state ̂  at time t = (n+k)T. For k 2:0, this is [84]

Rk ( i , j )  =  X ( i ) n k( i , j ) .

If  the matrix A is defined as the diagonal matrix with mean state probabilities on the diagonal, i.e.

A l U ) - ^ 0 ' 7  .[0 , otherwise 

then the above expression can be written in the more compact form

4 t = A I l ,  *3 :0 . (A2.6a)

Values of Rk(i, j )  for *  < 0 are given by 

Rk{ i , j )  =  T l . k{ j , i ) X ( i ) ,  

or, in matrix form,

Rk =R?k , * < 0 .  (A2.6b)
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Consider the limiting case as *-><»:

* „ = A U . .

Let w be the all-one column vector. Since IT , is the matrix with all rows equal to X,

r L = " A

and

JJ. = A wX

= X*X

= (A2.7)

An important conclusion which can be drawn from this expression is that state occurrences in stationary 

Markov chains become uncorrelated as time separation increases. Note also that 1 is symmetrical, and 

that R_„ = J?5 = {n Tr iY  = fjr f7 = K.  •
Extending the concept of autocovariance introduced in Appendix 1, autocovariance matrices Kk 

are defined as

Kk ^ X n- T j f { X n̂ k - r , ) ] .

For stationary Markov processes,

Kk = R k -  1JTT}
= Rk-R „ .  (A2.8)

It is straightforward to verify that Kk -  K *k using Equation A2.6b and symmetry in the matrix Rx .

A2.3 Multiple Markov Processes

A multiple Markov process [83] or r-order Markov process [84] is one in which state 

probabilities are dependent on r previous state values, i.e.

^[{^n ^ -*o] — >̂ n- 2 >"■ > ] 1

A simple Markov process is a process with r=  1; these processes have been discussed in the previous sections.

It is straightforward to transform a multiple Markov process into a simple one by expanding the 

number of states defined for the system and correspondingly increasing the size of the state probability 

vectors Xn and TPMs n„. Consider for instance a finite dimensioned Markov chain with L  states, each 

with probability dependent on the previous r state values. A new random variable X(t) defined as

is then a simple Markov process which can take on U  different values. State probability vectors X  ̂ with

Lr elements, and TPMs ft, with U  rows and columns, can be formed for this simple chain. Many

elements of the one step transition probability matrices are zero since possible next-state values are limited 

by the values {*„, For each of the U  possible states for X„, at most L  different next states
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can be entered, each corresponding to one of the L  possible values that Xn+1 can take on. Then, there are 

at most Lr+1 non-zero entries in the {/-square one step TPM matrices. However, barring identical X„ state 

probabilities, this matrix cannot be reduced.

As an example, consider a multiple Markov chain X(t) with L  = 3 possible states (^ , * 3},

where the values of the previous two states play a role in determining the probability of the next state. Let the 

notation Tn[ab\ denote <p[Xn = * a,X„_, = * * ]  and let V„[a\bc] denote <p[x„ = Ka\xn_{ = ^ , X n_2 = * c]. 

Then, state probability vectors and transition probability matrices for the simple Markov chain X„ can be 

formed as follows:

*„[12] *„ [ 13] 2n[21] <Pn[22] tP„[23] *„[31] !Pn[32] IP, [33]]

M il] 0 0 *„ [2 |H ] 0 0 *«[3|H] 0 0

[1|12] 0 0 *„ [2 |12] 0 0 *„[3|12] 0 0

I'|13] 0 0 * n[2|l3] 0 0 * fl[3|l3] 0 0

0 0 0 *„ [2 |21] 0 0 * n[3|2l] 0

0 *„ [1|22 ] 0 0 *™[2 |2 2 ] 0 0 *.[3|22] 0

0 !Pn[l|23] 0 0 * n[2|23] 0 0 2>n[3|23] 0

0 0 *.[1131] 0 0 2-„[2|3l] 0 0 <P,[3|31]
0  . 0 *„[1|32] 0 0 * fl[2|32] 0 0 <P„[3|32]
0 0 *„[1|33] 0 0 fPn[2|33] 0 0 *„[3|33]

If  the chain is homogenous, the time reference subscript on and its elements can be removed. If  the 

chain is stationary, the subscript on the state probability vector and its elements can also be removed. Of 

the L2r = 81 elements in the one step TPM, at most Lr+1 = 27 of them can be non-zero. In contrast, the 

simple Markov chain with 3 possible states man be characterized by a state probability vector of length 3 

and a TPM with 3 rows and columns where all elements can be non-zero. Clearly, as the number of 

previous states which affects transition probability grows, so too does the complexity in analysis.

A ll properties of simple stationary Markov chains discussed in Section A2.2 also hold for r-order 

stationary Markov chains.

A2.4 Functions of Markov Chains

Consider a discrete-time process Xn which can assume a countable number of states Let each 

state ^  be represented by a symbol cit where the mapping from each state jQto a single symbol c{ is given 

by some function/, as in

c< = / [ * ; ] •

The sequence of symbol values [c0, c , , .... cn] representing the states through which the process X„ travel 

is then a process Cn which is a function of X„ and can be represented as

< W M .
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Since each value xn taken on by the process Xn uniquely determines the value of cn, the following 

conclusions regarding the symbol sequence [c0, cv ..., c j  can be drawn:

•  if is a Markov process, so too is Cn.

•  if Xn is a homogenous Markov chain, so is C„. If  Xn is stationary, Cn is stationary also.

•  if Xn is positive-recurrent, so is Cn. If  Xn is irreducible, Cn is irreducible also.

•  if Xn is periodic, so is C„, with period at most that of Xn. If  Xn is aperiodic, C„ is ensured

aperiodic when all states ^  are not mapped to the same symbol value, otherwise C„ is periodic

with period 1.

Only sequences with real-valued symbols will be considered in this section and the remainder of this thesis, 

although extension to complex-valued symbols is straightforward [85].

Let Xn be a stationary Markov chain with mean vector tjx , autocorrelation matrices R X.k and 

autocovariance matrices as defined in Section A2.2.2. Subscripts are included here to identify the 

process with which these quantities are associated. Given these vector and matrix moments, moments of 

the chain C„ are straightforward to evaluate.

Define c to be the column vector of symbol values where c(i) = ct, or

To determine the autocorrelation between symbols c„ = cx and cn+k = c-, first note that the 

correlation between states xn = and xn+k = ^  in the process Xn is given by j) .  The correlation 

between the two symbol values is then c{i)RXk{ i, j) c ( j)  for k > 0 .  The autocorrelation values RCJe are 

then found by summing over all symbols:

c = = c'

It is clear that the expected value tjc  of the symbol sequence is

»7casS % (*)c(0
I

(A2.9)-Hx0-

RC ,k=c<T R X,kc ’ * ^ 0 .

From Equation A2.6b it follows that

Rc,k=R c,-k< k < 0 .

(A2.10a)

(A2.10b)

From Equation A2.7, when Xn is aperiodic and Rx „  = t/%t]x . I f  Cn is also aperiodic,

*c ,- ~ c 'I t1x t\ x c

= {TJxc)r  (nxc)

=nZnc
(A 2 .ll)
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from which it is clear that the symbol sequence becomes uncorrelated as the time difference approaches infinity.

Following the derivation of symbol sequence autocorrelation, it is straightforward to show that 

the autocovariance for aperiodic C„ is

Kc,k -  c*Kx,kc

= cT{^X,k~Tlx T}x)c 

= eT(^X,k ~ ^ X ,-)C

= RC'k -R c . . .  (A2.12)

Note that KCk = Kc _k.

In view of analysis in Appendix 4, note the particular case when each symbol ct is a row vector c, 

of length N. Construct the symbol matrix C with symbol vectors as rows, i.e.

C =
i+l

Then, the length-JV mean vector of symbol sequence values is 

Tjc = tjxC

and th e N x N  autocorrelation and autocovariance matrices are 

' c *R XkC, k>  0

K c .k= C TKX'kC

fc <0

~ ^C k ~ Rc,- 

where Jfc,« = *1 c7c and K C k = K ^_k.

(A2.13)

(A2.14)

(A2.15)
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This appendix defines and reviews basic properties of finite state machines. The Moore and 

Mealy machines are introduced as two models which can be used to represent the same system. 

Characteristics of state machine output sequences are then considered using Markov chain analysis 

principles developed in the previous appendix.

A3.1 State Machine Models

A3.1.1 Definition

A system which operates at discrete instants of time and whose input, output and internal structure 

take bn only a countable number of distinct configurations can be represented as a state machine [86 ]. In 

particular, when the number of distinct internal configurations is finite, the system can be modeled as a 

fin ite  state machine (FSM). Each distinct internal configuration is referred to as a state.

A loose definition of a FSM is as follows. Let T  be the time interval upon which the system 

operates, and let sn, c„, and /„ represent the input, output, and internal state values of the system respectively at 

time t = nT. Then, a FSM is a system in which output and next state values can be interpreted as functions 

of the present state and present input value, or

Cn = / [ ( i ' Jn ] /A 1  11
, _ r; 1 (A31)/̂i+l

The application of a sequence of input symbols to an FSM results in a sequence of states /„ and an 

output symbol sequence cR of the same length.

Formally, a finite state system is defmed by the quintuple [5, C, L , f ,g ]  where [76, 8 6 ]

• S -  {•*,, s2....... *j} is the finite, non-empty set called the input alphabet,

• c  = ft,, c,v  cc] is the finite, non-empty set called the output alphabet,

•  L  = [fj, [2....... tL) is the finite, non-empty set called the state set,

•  /  is the output function which maps all ordered pairs (/j, sj) into C,

•  g  is the next state function which maps ail ordered pairs {(t, sj) into L.

The subscript indexes on input, output, and state designations are shown here starting with the numeral 1. 

In instances when symbols can take on the value 0, as in Appendix 4 and the main text of this thesis, it is 

convenient to include the index 0. In these cases, the highest indexed input and output symbols become 

ss_x and cc_, respectively.

Finite state machines can be depicted graphically with state graphs, an example of which is 

given in Figure A3.1. This is a 3-state model, where both input and output alphabets consist of the binary
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Figure A3.1 State graph of a Mealy finite state machine

symbols {0 ,1 }. In this state graph, nodes are labeled with state designations and traces are marked with 

both the input symbol which causes the path to be taken and the corresponding output. Following 

convention, the input symbol is given first, and the output symbol follows the slash [87], For example, 

with the system modeled by the graph in Figure A3.1, if the system is initially in state Cv an input symbol 

zero will cause the system to remain in state (0 while outputting the symbol zero, whereas the input symbol 

or e will cause the system to move to state £, while also generating the output zero.

An FSM is said to-be connected with respect to state (  if every state in the stale set is reachable 

from /j given an input sequence of finite length. By definition, (t reaches itself with an input sequence of 

length zero. The system is strongly connected if it is connected with respect to every one of its states, or if 

every state is reachable from every other state [86].

A3.1.2 Equivalent Models

Two state machine models are equivalent if they have the same input and output sets and the 

machines have initial states such that identical input sequences result in identical output sequences [76]. 

As will be shown in the next appendix, use of one state machine model over an equivalent model can 

simplify analysis. In this subsection, two classes of equivalent forms of state machines are considered, the 

Mealy machine and the Moore machine.

State machines defined in the previous subsection, in which the output is a function of both the 

state and input sequence and have an output function defined by Equation A3.1, fall into the class of 

Mealy machines [76, 87]. An example of a state graph for this class of machine was given in Figure 

A3.1. A Moore machine is an FSM in which the value of the output symbol is not directly dependent on 

the value of the input symbol, but is only state dependent. With these machines, the output function can 

be written

where the caret denotes association with a Moore machine. The next state remains a function of both 

present state and input symbol values,
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12.

Figure A3.2: State graph of a Moore machine

L l  = i [ U n ] -

Given the Mealy machine model of an FSM, it is straightforward to find an equivalent Moore
A

machine. Define as Moore model states l x pairs of Mealy states Cj and output symbols ck, so that

f i = { [ j , c k } ,  some j , k .

Mealy states and output symbols values can be paired by (0 pairing all states (j with all symbols ck which 

appear on traces exiting the state, or (ii) pairing all states with all symbols which appear on traces 

entering the state. Clearly, if a Mealy machine with L  states and C output symbols is expanded into a 

Moore model with L  states,

L < L < L C .

An example of a Moore model in state graph form is given in Figure A3.2. Nodes are now 

marked with state designation and corresponding output. Traces are assigned only the input symbol value 

which causes the path to be taken [87]. It can easily be verified that the Moore machine described by this 

state graph is equivalent to the Mealy machine described by the state graph previously given in Figure 

A3.1. Both models have binary input and output alphabets, and it is easily seen that, given the same input 

sequence, these models will generate the same output sequence provided that they are initially in 

equivalent states. For instance, when the machines are initially in states fL and f ,, the input sequence of 

Table A3.1a gives rise to the output sequence of Table A3.1b, regardless of the model assumed. The state

(a) Input sequence 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
(b) Output sequence 0 0 0 0 1  0 1  0 0 0 0  0

(c) Mealy states f, C2 (2 *3 f 2 h  ^2 h  h  (3 A h
A A A  A A A A  A A A A A

(d) Moore states CA C2 C2 U  ^3 U  *3 ^2 ^2 U  h  h

(initial states and^.)

Table A3.1: Example of input, output, and state sequences for the Mealy and Moore machines of
Figures A3.1 and A3.2



(a) First Mealy Model (b) Equivalent Moore Model (c) Second Mealy Model

Figure A3.3: Equivalent state machine models

sequences for the Mealy and Moore machines are given in Table A3.1c and d.

The equivalence can also be verified by directly expanding the Mealy model into the Moore 

model. When all states are paired with all output symbols on traces exiting each state, it is found that the 

pairs [Cv  1} and {^, 1} are not required in the Moore model. Moore states are assigned the remaining pairs:

f3 = {r2,i}  
f2 = {/2 ,0 } f 4 = { f3,0}.

In this instance, an identical Moore machine can be constructed by pairing Mealy states with output 

symbols which appear on traces entering each state.

A  Moore machine will have the same number of states as a Mealy machine if (i) all output 

symbols on traces leaving nodes in a Mealy model have the same value, or (ii) all output symbols on traces 

terminating on each node have the same value. For example, consider the three state machines depicted 

in Figure A3.3. Each model has two states and the same input and output binary alphabet. To show that 

the models are equivalent, it remains to show that there exist initial conditions such that the same output 

sequence w ill be generated by all models when given the same input sequence. Define the system output 

value cn to be the value generated upon leaving state /„ in Figure A3.3a, the value generated while in state 

ln in Figure A3.3b, and the value generated during arrival in state /„ in Figure A3.3c. Then, when initial 

states are states f ,, (x, andft, Table A3.2 demonstrates that the same output sequence is generated given 

one particul&i mput sequence, regardless of the model used. A similar demonstration shows that the same 

output sequence is generated when the initial states are f 2, f2, and f2. It can be shown that these 

conclusions hold regardless of the form of the input sequence.

A thorough treatment of state machines models, including discussion of model equivalence and 

reduction to minimal dimensions, can be found in texts by Zadeh and Polak [86] and Roth [87].

(a) Input sequence 1 0 0 1 1 0  1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
(b) Output sequence 1 0 0 0 1  0 0 1  0 1 1  0 0  0

(c) State sequence (2 h  h  f2 h  A h  h  h  h  h

(f, denotes or Ct, depending on model Initial state is (,.)

Table A3.2: Input, output, and state sequences for state machines of Figure A3.3
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A3.2 Sequence Statistics

A3.2.1 Statistics of State Sequences

Given the state graph for a finite state machine, a transition probability state graph can be 

constructed simply by weighting each trace with the probability that it w ill be taken instead of the input 

symbol which causes the path to be traversed. For example, Figure A3.4 gives transition probability state 

graphs for the Mealy and Moore machines of Figures A3.1 and A3.2. In this figure, J denotes 

(p[sn = rj|/n = f j J. Clearly, these systems lend themselves to analysis as Maikov chains, where the notion 

of state is the same for both the finite state machine and the Markov chain, and transition probabilities for 

the Markov chain are the weights associated with the traces of the transition probability state graph.

Given the transition probability state graph for a finite state machine, the transition probability 

matrix for the corresponding Markov chain can easily be constructed. For example, the TPM n  for the 

Mealy model in Figure A3.4a and the TPM n  for the Moore model given in Figure A3.4b are

M f']
ot [\\(x 0

n = 0O
i # 3 . 0

n =

«p[o|f4

0

0

# * ]
where n(r,y) = *[U  = h \‘n = f, j and the overbar denotes either the presence or absence of the caret in 

this and the following discussion. As discussed in the previous appendix, the TPM I I  and an initial state 

probability distribution vector 4> are sufficient to characterize the state sequence as a Markov chain.

*[°M

I

(a) Mealy Machine

£l
o i

# • ]
(b) Moore Machine

Figure A3.4: Transition probability state graphs for equivalent Mealy and Moore machines of
Figures A3.1 and A3.2
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Assuming that the state machine is strongly connected, an assumption that holds for all state 

machines of interest in this thesis, the following observations can be made:

•  following the definitions of Appendix 2 Section A2.1.1, the chain of state sequences is irreducible,

•  when the input sequence is non-periodic, the state sequence ' Uso non-periodic,

•  assuming that all input symbols have non-zero probability of occurrence, the Markov chain is 

positive-recurrent,

•  if  the input sequence is stationary, the Markov chain is homogenous.

In summary, under the conditions that the state machine is strongly connected and the input sequence is 

non-periodic, stationary, and all input, symbols can occur, the state sequence is an aperiodic, irreducible, 

positive-recurrent, homogenous Markov chain. As shown in Appendix 2 Section A2.2.1, this chain is 

asymptotically stationary and ergodic. In this case, regardless of the initial state (when referring to a 

finite state machine, it makes sense to refer to an initial state rather than an initial state probability 

distribution), the state probability distribution vector Ay, will reach a limiting value A„ which is the 

unique vector satisfying the conditions of Equation A2.4. Assuming that this distribution is reached fairly 

quickly, the stationary state probabilities A „(i)  can be assumed to hold and the state sequence can be 

analyzed as a stationary Maikov chain. The mean vector r f , and autocorrelation and autocovariance 

matrices Rk and Kk are then given by Equations A2.5 through A2.8. Also, since this process is ergodic, 

Monte-Carlo simulation of the finite state machine state sequence can be used to verify calculated 

sequence statistics.

A3.2.2 Statistics of Output Sequences

Consider first a strongly connected Moore machine driven by a non-periodic, stationary input 

sequence in which all input symbols can occur. Since an output symbol is associated with each state fy, 

the sequence of output symbols cn is a function of the state sequence Markov chain. Functions of Markov 

chains were discussed in Appendix 2, Section A2.4. Results presented there, including expressions for 

mean, autocorrelation and autocovariance given in Equations A2.9 through A2.12, and A2.13 through 

A2.1S, apply directly to the Moore finite state machine.

Analysis of the statistics of the output sequence of a Mealy FSM is not as straightforward because 

there is no longer a one-to-one correspondence between state and output symbol. As seen in Equation 

A3.1, the output sequence is now a function of both the state and input sequences. However, use of 

expressions for output sequence statistics which can be derived for the Mealy machine can lead to an 

enormous saving in memory requirements and computations, as will be seen in the discussion of power 

spectral density calculations in the next appendix. Note however that since identical output sequences are 

generated by equivalent finite state machines, the statistics of the output sequences also will be the same.
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Specifically, if  the output sequence generated by the Moore model is stationary, the sequence generated by 

a- equivalent Mealy machine is also stationary. Only stationary sequences are considered in this section.

Consider a strongly connected L-state Mealy machine driven by a stationary input sequence. To enable 

evaluation of its output sequence statistics, first define L-element column vectors cu,u  = 1, 2, ..., S, such that 

cu(0 is the output symbol generated when state (  is exited due to the arrival of input symbol su. Recall 

from Section A3.1.1 that S denotes the number of input symbols. Also, define the next-state matrices Eu, 

u = 1,2, S, as L-square matrices where Eu(i, j )  = 1 if  and only if state is entered from state l { given 

input su and is equal to 0 otherwise. Each row of each Eu matrix then contains the value 1 once and the 

value 0 L - l times. These matrix definitions were originally proposed by Cariolaro and Tronca [74, 73] and 

are seen as a major contribution of their work. Finally, define the matrices 0 U, u s  1, 2, ..., S to be 

L-square diagonal matrices containing input symbol1, probabilities

@u( i, j )  = f = ' “I*" = r ,l’ i  =  j
[0, otherwise.

Note that no dependence on time is indicated in the 0 U matrices since the input symbol sequence is 

assumed stationary.

By considering all ways in which state transitions can occur, it is clear that

11=1

Consider the case when input symbols are mutually independent and thus independent of system state. 

Let 6u,u  = 1,2,..,,S , denote the input symbol probabilities such that &u =5P[j„ = j u]. Then, Qu( i, i)  = 9u 

for all states Ct, i = 1, 2 ,..., L. In matrix form,

where /  denotes the identity matrix, and

n  = X ^ « = t ^ u .  (A3.2)
ii—l «=i

This expression agrees with Equation 22 of [75] and Equation 11 of [76].

The stationary state probability vector 4 ,, and thus mean state vector rj (see Equation A2.5) is 

once again the vector satisfying the system of Equations A2.4. Symbol cu(i) will then occur with 

probability >lto(()0 u(i,i) , and the mean symbol value can be evaluated by summing over all symbols:
s s

u=l u=l

When the input symbols are mutually independent, this reduces to
s

Us I
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which agrees with Equation 31 of [76].

Consider now evaluation of the symbol sequence autocorrelation RCJc defined as

R C ,k  = 2 - [ c n Cn + * ] -

Consider first Rco, or evaluation of T.[c„cn]. Since symbol c j j )  occurs with probability /L (i)Q u(i,i) . the 

contribution of this symbol to Rco is c l(i)A ^(i)Q u(i, i) . Define the matrix A as the L-square diagonal 

matrix with stationary state probabilities on the diagonal, or

[0, otherwise.

Then, summing over all output symbols by summing over all output symbol vectors cu gives 

^ c .o = i^ A 0 ucu.
u=l

The correlation between cu(i) and cv(j) separated by one interval is 

l . ( i ) Q u(i,i)E u( i, j)Q v{ j , j ) ,  

since A„(i)O u( i, i)  is the mean probability of cu(i), Eu( i , j ) is the probability of movement from state /j to 

state tj given input word su, and Qv( j , j ) is the probability of input symbol sv occurring once the system is in 

state (y The value of RC I is then calculated by multiplying these correlation values by the symbol values 

themselves and summing over all symbol values cu(i) and cw(i). Summing over all symbols by summing 

over all symbol vectors gives
5 S

Rc,i = I I c J A0 uEue vCv.
U=1 v = i

Note that 0 U and 0 V are independent since it is assumed that this process is a simple Markov process. (As 

discussed in Appendix 2 Section A2.3, any r-order Maikov process can be transformed into a simple 

process through appropriate expansion of states. However, this independence is implicit in the definition 

of an FSM since definition of FSM states automatically results in this expansion.) Then
s s

Rc, 1 = X CifA 0u£ u X 0 vCv •
U = 1  V = 1

By considering all possible intermediate states between the generation of cu(i) and, two intervals 

later, cv(j), their correlation is found to be

U i ) & u(h O j^ E u( U ) j^ Q jU ) E w( l j ) Q v( j j ) .
/=1 W=1

Summing over all u, i, v, and j ,  and multiplying by output symbol values yields
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a 9 h£ u jT e * i? w£ e vcv
11=1 >V=1 V = 1

S S
= X cJ A 0 u£un ^ e vcv.

U = 1  V = 1

Similarly for three and four interval separation,

*c,3 = I ^ A e I1£un 2£ e vcv
11=1 V = 1

S S

rca = i cu Ae„£un3 £  evcv.
U=1 »=1

In general then,

R C,k ~

X < ^ A  0 ucu, *  = 0
U=1

k > \
U=1 »=1

it 5 -1 .

When the input symbols are independent of state, these expressions reduce to

' s

R C,k ~

2 > uTA6„cu, *  = 0
U=1

S S

k >  1
V = 1

* 5 - 1 ,

U = 1

which agrees with Equations 36 through 39 in [75] and Equation 31a in [76]. 

induction of these expressions can be found in [75] .

As k tends to infinity,
s s

Rc, ~ = ± c : A e uEui L ± e vcv .
U = 1  V = 1

But n„ = wX„, where w is the all-one column vector of length L. Then,

A9UE J \ .  = 0UAEuwA„

= 6uAwX„

= e X * ~

and

(A3.4)

A rigorous proof by
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* c - = X ‘ «T* « ^ 2 > v c ,
V =1

@ucu 4 » 2 ^ v cv
V. (1=1 /  V = 1

= VcVc 

= Vc

which indicates that output symbols become uncorrelated as A: -»  » . Indeed, this must be the case since it 

was shown to hold for the sequence generated by the equivalent Moore model (see Equation A2.11). 

Finally, sequence autocovariance is once again given as

*c ,* = Rc* ~ Vc 

-  Rc*  ~ Rc,~-

Of interest in the next appendix is the case when output symbols are vectors of length N. In this 

instance, it is useful to construct the matrices Cu, u = 1 ,2 ,..., S, of dimension L x N ,  where each row Cu(t, ) 

corresponds to the output vector generated when state (• is exited due to the arrival of input symbol su. It 

follows from the above discussion that the length-^ mean output vector rjc is given as

7c = 4 » £ 0 «c«-
U =1

When the input symbols are independent of state, this reduces to
s

T/c =  ■ (A3.5)
U=1

The correlation values become N x N  matrices RCJc, where RCJc(i, j )  gives the correlation between cn(i) and 

cn+k(jy

f c uT A0„Cu, *  = 0

^ c l A e uEun k. 1f de vc v, k >  1R C,k ~
u = l  

R C ,-k ’

v = l

ifcS-1.

' S

X ^ C fA C „ ,
«=l 
5

When the input symbols are independent of state, these expressions become

k = 0

«c.t = |S 0 uc irA £ Hnt _1f 0 vc v, fe>l
=)

k Z - l .'■M !R 1

A s k - *  oo, Jtc _ = rjc *lc • T te N  x W covariance matrices are

(A3.6)
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Kc.k -  Rc,k ~  7c 7c 

=  * C , *  -  * c . -

where Jfc t  -K % _k.

A3.2.3 An Example

To clarify concepts presented in this appendix, an example of the evaluation of output sequence 

statistics is given in this section, including calculation of mean, autocorrelation, and autocovariance 

values for sequences generated by equivalent Moore and Mealy machines. The finite state machines 

considered will be those given in Figures A3.1 and A3.2.

Consider first the Moore model. Let the input symbols be statistically independent, and let 

!P[0] = 0.25 and !P[1] = 0.25. Since the input symbols are independent of each other, then they are 

independent of system state. Following the discussion in Section A3.2.1, the TPM ft  can be constructed as

0.25 0.75 0 0 '
0 0.75 0 0.25
0 0.75 0 0.25

0.25 0 0.75 0

To evaluate the system of Equations A2.4 must be solved. This can be done by several methods; 

solving by iteration indicates how quickly the stationary distribution is reached from an arbitrary initial 

distribution. Table A3.3 presents the iterative solution for this stationary state probability vector when it 

is assumed that the FSM is initially in state Cv From this table, it is evident that the stationary state vector

L  =[0.0625 0.609375 0.140625 0.1875] 

is reached after only three iterations. Certainly then, when considering this FSM it is safe to assume that 

stationarity is reached rapidly and that subsequent analysis which assumes the state sequence to be 

stationary is valid.

From Figure A3.2, the column vector c of output symbol values corresponding to the states C; can 

be formed:

' O ' .

0
C= 1 •

0.

Iteration ffjfj]
-  1 0 () V
1 0.25 0.75 0 0
2 0.0625 0.75 0 0,1875

3-->°o 0.0625 0.609375 0.140625 0,1875

table A3.3: Iterative solution of mean state vector for the Moore model pf Figure A3.2 with 5P[1] = 0.75
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From Equation A2.9, the mean value of the output sequence is 

*Jc = 4-c =0.140625.

To evaluate the sequence autocorrelation function, it is convenient to fust calculate matrices 1%. Recall 

that 1 ^ = /  and fij = ft. It is straightforward to verify that

*h  =

'0.0625 0.75 0 0.1875'
0.0625 0.5625 0.1875 0.1875
0.0625 0.5625 0 1875 0.1875

»

0.0625 0.75 0 0.1875

'0.0625 0.609375 0.140625 0.1875'
0.0625 0.609375 0.140625 0.1875
0.0625 0.609375 0.140625 0.1875
0.0625 0.609375 0.140625 0.1875

n» =

Note thatf^ = = IX .. Since for a • initial distribution then clearly this system will

reach the stationary state probability distribution after three intervals regardless of the initial conditions, 

in agreement with the three-step iterative solution for the X. vector discussed above.

RCt0=[0 0 1 0]

6 and A2. Rcjt ~ c^AT^c  for £ > 0 , and Rc k ~ Rc.-*■
'0.0625' 0 0 0 ' 1 0 0 O' 'O'

0 0.609375 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0.140625 0 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 0.1875 _0 0 0 1 0

= 0.140625.

Similarly,

Rc.i = *c .-t = 0
^c,2= ^c,-2 =0.026367
Rc 3 = all other correlation values = 0.019775.

From Equation A2.\2 ,KCk = RCk -  tjI  and autocovariance values are 

Kc,o =0.140625 -  0.019775 = 0.120850 

Kc, i = *c ,-i = -0.019775 

K c,2=Kc,-2 = 0.006592 

KCt3 = all other covariance values = 0.

Consider now evaluation of these same output sequence statistics using the Mealy model. As 

described in the previous subsection, the vectors cu and matrices Eu must fust be constructed. Let these 

vectors and matrices be indexed with subscripts identifying their associated input symbol. From Figure 

A3.1 it is clear that
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'O' '1 0 o' 'o' '0 1 o'

c 0 = 0 E o = 0 0 1 cl = 0 £,= 0 1 0
0 1 0 0_ 1 0 1 0

Again, let the input symbols be statistically independent with !P[0] = &0 =0.25 and !P[1] = Qx =0.73. 

From Equation A3.2, the TPM n  is found to be

ro.25 0.75 0
n  = £  duEu =

u=0

0 0.75 0.25

0.25 0.75 0

As discussed in Section A3.2.1, this matrix could also have been constructed from inspection for this 

simple system. Solving for X*  yields

=[0.0625 0.75 0.1875].

From Equation A3.3 the mean symbol value is
l

Tic = = 0.140625,
u=0

which agrees with the mean value calculated using the Moore model.

Again, I I 0 = /  and I I 1 = II. It is straightforward to verify that

'0.0625 0.75 0.1875'
112 = 1 1 .=  0.0625 0.75 0.1875 

[o.0625 0.75 0.1875

Note that the stationary distribution is reached in one less step than in the Moore model. This is not 

contradictory, but a consequence of the manner in which the machine is defined. Although the state 

descriptions and thus state sequence statistics vary, output sequence statistics remain the same as shown 

by the following.

Consider evaluation of autocorrelation values. Since c0 is all-zero, it does not contributes to the 

RCJl values. Then, from Equation A3.4, the value Rco is

= 0.140625.

Similarly,

*c .i = Rc,-1 = 0
Rc 2= Rc,-2 = 0.026367
Rc j = all other correlation values = 0.019775.

Clearly, these values agree with those calculated using the Moore model. Due to agreement of mean and 

autocorrelation values, the autocovariance values also agree.

'0.0625 0 o ' 'O'
RC 0=&lc?Ac1 = 0.75[0 0 1] 0 0.75 0 0

1 O o 0.1875 1
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The main goal of this appendix is to derive the expressions for spectral characteristics of block 

coded signals first developed by Cariolaro and Tronca [74, 75]. In doing so, background material 

regarding spectral analysis of deterministic and random signals is first considered in Sections A4.1 and 

A4.2. The material presented in these secdons only introduces properties which are required in 

subsequent parts of this appendix and in the main text of this thesis, and should not be considered a full 

treatment of the subject Analysis of block coded signals, which relies heavily on the concepts developed 

in the previous appendices, is considered in Secbon A4.3. Finally, comments regarding numerical 

spectral calculation techniques are given in Section A4.4. Numerical techniques are used in this thesis to 

verify theoretical results.

A4.1 Analysis of Deterministic Signals

Much of the material presented in this section follows that given in texts by Haykin [79] and 

Stremier [88]. However, for the sake of brevity, derivations given here are not as rigorous as those in 

these and many other introductory texts on communication theory. In particular, necessary conditions for 

the existence of Fourier series and Fourier transform representations are not considered in detail; instead, 

remarks on the intuitive or physical meaning of several concepts are included. For further details 

regarding basis function representation of signals, see [88, Chapter 2], For details on Fourier analysis and 

spectral properties, see [79, Chapters 2 and 5].

A4.1.1 Representation of Signals with Basis Functions

Consider a function g(x) defined on the interval (jc,, jc2). This function is usually defined through 

specification of a value g(x) for every jc( in the interval (jtlf x2). When x is real-valued, an infinite set of 

values are required to completely specify the function.

It is at times advantageous to specify g(x) by a set of numbers independent of x. This can be done 

by constructing g(x) through summation of a weighted set of basis functions <p„(x), where the functions <p„ 

are also defined on the interval (xv x2). When the basis functions are chosen appropriately, g(x) can be 

completely specified by the weights Gn where

g(x) = Z°n<Pn(x). (A4.1)
n

The set of basis functipns is said to be complete over the interval (jct, x2) if the function g(x) can 

be constructed exactly through appropriate selection of values G„. A sufficient condition for completeness 

is that the integral squared error over the interval (xv x2) vanishes, i.e.
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(A4.2)

The set of basis functions <pn(x) is said to be orthogonal over the interval (jtj, jc2) if, for complex

valued functions <pn(x).

J fa(x)<Pm(x)dx =
K„, n - m  

0, n *■ m.
(A4.3)

When Kn -  1 for all n, the set of basis functions is called orthonormal..

Orthogonality implies that the set of functions <pn(x) are linearly independent, or that no one of 

these functions can be constructed as a weighted sum of the remaining functions in the set. This proves 

helpful when evaluating coefficients G to represent g(x). Analogous to the solution of linearly 

independent equations, when the basis functions are orthogonal, the weights Gn can be chosen 

independently of one another. To determine each weight G„, simply multipi/ both sides of Equation A4.1 

by 0*(jc) and integrate over the interval (jtj, jc2):

Xl xl (  \
\g(x)<(>*(x)dx= J ^ G m<p jx) t i(x )d x

{  x »

=  G „Xj< P n (x )ti(x )d x

= GnK„

or

(A4.4)

When the set of basis functions is orthonormal, 

*2
G„ = jg(x)<p*(x)dx.

Assuming that the set of basis functions forms a complete basis for g(x), expansion of Equation 

A4.2 gives

0 = ] \ g ( x fd x  -  £  Gn jg'(x)<p„(x)dx + (/„*]g(x)<p*(x)dx~\Gn\2*l\4>„(x)l[2dx

" L *i *>

Use of Equations A4.3 and A4.4 in this expression yields
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0 = Xj \g ( x fd x - 'Z \G n\2Kn
n

or

This relationship is known as Parseval's Theorem.

M L 2- Fourier Series Expansion

Since the response of a wide range of systems to sinusoidal driving functions is well known, it is 

logical to attempt to represent arbitrary signals as a summation of sinusoidal basis functions. Then, by 

examining the response of these system to each sinusoidal component, the overall response to the original 

signal can be determined [89]. The Courier series expansion and Fourier transform are methods of 

representing signals as a summation of sinusoidal basis functions or their components, the complex 

exponential functions.

It can be argued intuitively that functions g j(t) periodic with interval T can be constructed 

through the summation of sinusoidal waveforms with period % , n = 0, 1, 2, ..., given that both the 

amplitude and phase of these waveforms are independently selectable and that a sinusoid of infinite period 

is interpreted as a constant valued function. Then, gj(t) can be written

where the factor of 2 is included for convenience in subsequent analysis and where only 90 is arbitrary. 

Without loss of generality, d0 can be assumed zero and gj(t) can be written

This set of basis functions can also be written in the form

where

flo — ko
fln.«>O=*»COS0n

^ .« > o = -^ s in 0 n.

Then, gj(t) can be expanded into the form



Note that a0 weights the function cos ̂ mt/ p  for n = 0 and that when gj{t) is a real-valued function, 

coefficients a„ and bn must be real-valued also. This expansion is known as the Trigonometric Fourier 

Series. Proofs of the fact that the trigonometric functions cos ̂ mt/ p  and sin^Jnrt//. constitute a complete 

basis for all functions gj(t) which satisfy Dirichlet's conditions f79] can be found in several texts, 

including [90]. A ll functions of interest in this thesis satisfy Dirichlet's conditions for the existence of the 

Fourier series or transform.

It is straightforward to verify that the trigonometric functions in Equation A4.5 are orthogonal 

over the interval T. Then, from Equations A4.3 and A4.4, the function weights an and bn are

an = y J « rO )c o s -^ -d r, n = l,2 ,... 
T

n =  1,2,....
T i ‘ T 

Recall the definition of the complex exponential function: 

exp ( jx )  = cos jc  + j  sin jc  

from which the Euler identities follow:

cos x =  i[e x p ( jx ) + exp(-/x)]

sin x = -^-[exp(y;c) -  exp(-;x)].
* J

Combining these identities with Equation A4.5 yields

gr (r) = flo + £ (« „  -  jb „ ) e x p ( y - J  + (a „+  jb „ ) expj^-;'-■
2m t

T

Define the complex coefficients c„ as

n = 0

Cn an ~ i K '  n > 0

a „ + A ,  n <  0.

Note that when gj(t) and thus an and b„ are real-valued, cn = c*„. The above expression for gj(t) can then 

be written as

8t (0  = I  expfj ^ Y ~ \• <A4-6)
/!=-« '  '

This expansion is the Complex Exponential Fourier Series. Clearly, the set of complex exponential 

functions forms a complete basis for all functions for which the set of trigonometric basis functions is
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complete. Moreovei, it is straightforward to verify that these functions are orthogonal over the interval T. 

The coefficients cn are then

Let the variable t in the above expressions denote time. The values of the function gj(t) for each t 

the?, describe the signal in the time domain. Alternatively, the coefficients of the Fourier series 

expansions are interpreted as describing the signal in the frequency domain. The term frequency domain 

is a result of interpreting the arguments of the trigonometric or exponential basis functions in terms of

where it is understood that the coefficients an, bn, and cn weight the basis functions cos 2nfn, sin2^fn, and 

exp j2 fifn respectively. Regardless of the basis functions used, the frequency domain description has 

values defined only for discrete values of frequency. This description is then referred to as a discrete 

spectrum. Units of the coefficients an, bn, and c„ are the same as those of the function gj(t).

A4.1.3 The Fourier Transform

A non-periodic signal of finite duration can be interpreted as a periodic signal of infinite period. 

Define such a signal g(t) as

Taking the limit as T ->  » , the values f n approach continuous values o f/, A/becomes the differential df, 

and the summation becomes an integral, yielding

gT{ t ) e x p ^ - j^ Y ^ , (A4.7)

frequencies f n - n/ j  with units Hertz, or radian frequencies a>n = ̂ m/ j  with units radians per second,

g (0 =  ta n g r(').

where g(t) is a signal with finite energy. From Equations A4.6 and A4.7,

Let f „ = y T , h f  = y r  and G (f„) = cnT. Then

oo

g(0  = ton X  G(f» ) exP(J2t fn tW

lim [G (fn) ]= l im  j g r (t)exp (-j2 /tf„t)d t .

g ( t)=  f  G (f)exp(j2n ft)d f
— oe 

M

G ( f)=  J g(t)exp(-j2aft)d t.

(A4.8)
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It is clear firom the first integral that Gif) simply describes how the basis functions exp{j2nft) must be

weighted in order to construct g(t).

In a manner analogous to that of the Fourier series, the functions git) and Gif) describe the same 

signal in the time and frequency domains respectively, and so are called a Fourier Transform pair. This 

relationship is denoted g(t) <-> G (f) .  Gif) is the Fourier transform of g(t), and g{t) is the inverse Fourier 

transform of r <f), denoted

Consider the case when git) is a voltage waveform. From the definition of Gif) above, it is clear 

that the frequency domain signal wilt have units voh econds or volts per Hertz, and is a density function 

representing how voltage is distributed with frequency.

In general, both g{t) and Gif) can be complex-valued functions. When git) is real-valued, it is 

clear from the defining integral that G {f)  = G * ( - f ) .  In this case, the plot of {G (/)| vs. /, called the 

magnitude spectrum, is symmetric about the vertical axis, and the plot of the phase of Gif), called the 

phase spectrum, is anti-symmetric, i.e.

When git) has finite energy, these spectra are continuous in the sense that they are defined for all /. The 

functions themselves, however, might have discontinuities.

From the definition of the Fourier transform and the linearity of integrals, it is clear that the 

Fourier transform is a linear operator, i.e.

G (f)  = !F[g(tj\ 

g(t) =  !F”1[G (/)].

ogi(t) + bg2{t) <r> aGl { f)+ b G 2( f )  

where g{{ t ) «-» Gt( f )  and g2(t) G2{ f ) .  The transform of the product of two functions is

= J gi(t)g2(t)exp(-j2n/i)dt

OO M

= J &(0 jG 2{f')e xp {j27 tf‘t)d f' exp{-j2 /tft)d t

Defining k  = / - / '  and interchanging the order of integration yields

= J G2( f - A )  Jg \it)exp (-j2n fc )d t dk  
— <*8 — 

as

= lG ,{k )G 2( f - k ) d k .
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This last integral is the convolution integral which is often denoted

J G{ (y)G2 (x -  y)dy = G{ (x)* G2 (x).

Note that convolution is commutative:

Gl (x)*G 2(x) = G2(x)*G l {x).

The transform of the product gl (t)g2(t) can be written 

gi(t)g2(0<->Gl ( f ) * G 2( f ) .

Similarly, it can be shown that

* ( / ) * & ( / )  « G t( /)G 2( / ) ,  

from which it is concluded that convolution in one domain corresponds to multiplication in the other domain.

Fourier transform techniques can be extended to include infinite periodic as well as finite 

non-periodic signals and thus combine the Fourier series and Fourier transform techniques into one 

theory. Recall the definition of the Dirac delta function <%x) first introduced in Appendix 1 Section A1.2: 

£(x) = 0 ,x * 0

J<J(x) = l.
— oo

Note that

£(r)<-»l

3(t -  f0) «-> exp (-y2^ 0) 

exp(/2#0/) <-><?(/- / 0).

Let g(t) be a non-periodic function of maximum duration T  with Fourier transform Gif). Let g-ft) be the periodic 

repetition of this signal with period T, and denote its Fourier transform as Gjif). From the complex exponential 

Fourier series representation,

* r (  0 =  X
n=-oo ^  '

where

= J  J St

= y js ( ')e x p

• H i )

The function g /t)  can then be written
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When considering the frequency domain response, it is clear that the following must hold for each n:

n
J GT(f)e xp {j2 n ft)d f = c„ exp(j2 rf„t).

This is satisfied only if

G r( f% mfm = cnS { f - fn ) -

Therefore, the delta function is the key to relating the spectral density G jif) and the spectrum defined by 

coefficients c„. The spectral density of the periodic waveform g /r) can then be written

This expression states that the Fourier transform of a periodic signal g j(t) equals the transform of one 

period of the signal divided by the period length T, sampled with a train of delta functions at frequency 

intervals of }£•. Observe that periodicity in the time domain implies a discrete frequency domain 

description. It can be shown that the reverse also holds, that a periodic frequency spectrum implies a 

discrete time process.

As an example, consider the Fourier transform of a sequence of delta functions with unit weight 

and period T. Since = 1, use of the procedure outlined above finds that the frequency-domain

description of this signal *s another sequence of delta functions:

X  s { f - j \  <A4-9>

But direct application of the Fourier transform integral yields
oe oe

X S(t -  nT) *-> X  exP (-72ttfhT),
n=-oe n = - »

from which it is concluded that

X e x p (-;2 /^ iT ) = ̂ : X  SU ~ y ) ’ (A4.10a)

It is straightforward to show that the dual of this relationship also holds:

u s - *  m - - * »  /

A4.1.4 Energy and Power Spectral Density

When calculations are normalized to a resistance of one ohm, the instantaneous power p(t) of a 

voltage or current signal g(t) is
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The average power P of this signal is

and its total energy E is

E =  J p(t)dt = J|g(r)|2df.

Energy signals are those with non-zero, finite energy. Power signals are signals with non-zero, finite 

average power. These classes of signals are mutually exclusive.

Consider a real-valued energy signal g(t) with Fourier transform G(f). Using the convolution 

integral introduced in the last subsection, the Fourier transform of the product of g(t) with itself can be 

written

Note that the left hand side of this expression gives the energy of the signal g(t). Changing the variable 

on the right hand side from X to / ,  and recalling that for real g(t), G ( - f )  = G *(/) , yields

/.
To determine the inverse Fourier transform of Y(f), note that for real-valued g(t),

5 [g 2(f)] = |  g2 (t)ex.p(-j2nfi)dt = j  G (X)G (f -  X)dX.

Evaluating these integrals at/=  0 gives

j g 2(t)dt = jG (X )G (-X )dX .

E =  j  G (/)G *(/)d / = j \ G ( f f d f .
— 00 — ae

The function |G (/)|2 is interpreted as the distribution of energy in the frequency domain, and is called the 

energy spectral density, denoted here as Y(J):

Y ( f ) = \G ( f t f . (A 4 .ll)

This function has units Joules sec or Joules/Hz. The energy in a frequency band (fv f 2) is then 

h

|G (/)|2 = G (/)G (-/ ) .  From th j discussion of the convolution integral, it is clear that

y 1̂ / ) ] = *(» *)**(-*)
oe

= \g ( t)g ( t + r)dt.



Due to the similarity of this expression with Equation A1.8, this function is referred to as the 

autocorrelation function R(t) of an energy signal. Equation A1.8 was developed for stationary stochastic 

processes which, if non-zero, have infinite energy. The above expression develops similar statistics for 

deterministic signals of Finite energy. To summarize, for energy signals,

* ( r )=  Jg(0g(f+r)dr,

This is an intuitively pleasing relationship. Since R(f) indicates how g(t) changes with time separation, 

its Fourier transform will indicate which basis functions are required to form g(t). However, since R(t) 

involves formation of the product g(t)g(t+f) and integration of the result, the weighting of the basis 

functions in f [R { t i \  w ill not be that required to form g(t) but will indicate the energy contribution of the 

basis functions. Finally, since /?(*) loses any time reference t, its transform cannot contain any 

information with respect to the phase with which the basis functions are summed. Indeed, it follows from 

Equation A 4 .ll that Y(f) contains no phase information.

Consider now the spectral content of power signals. Since all non-zero values of Y(f) for a power 

signal are infinite, the energy spectral density of power sig.ials does not contain much information. 

Alternatively, a power spectral density W{f) is calculated for power signals.

Let g/.t) be a power signal with Fcirier transform G£f). From the preceding discussion, it is clear that

' ’ ■>‘“ 7 / 1  GM df -
T

The quantity

W (f)=  lim U c P( f f  
1 * 1

then gives the distribution of power with frequency and is called the power spectral density. Power 

spectral density has units sec-1(volt sec)2 = Watts/Hz when a resistance of one ohm is assumed.

A more pleasing form for W(J) can be developed when the power signal is periodic. Let g(t) be a 

signal of duration T, and let G(f) be its Fourier transform. Let gj(t) with transform G /f)  be the periodic 

repetition of g(t) with period T. From Parseval’s theorem and the definition of coefficients in the complex 

exponential Fourier series, gj(t) is then a power signal with power

P = ̂ j \ g p( t f d t  
r
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so the power spectral density can be written

The inverse Fourier transform of W(J) Is

= } in j l8 p ( t ) g p ( t  + T)dt 
1 T

= R(t )

where the equality of the last step follows from Equation A1.8. Note that Equation A1.8 was developed 

for ergodic stationary stochastic processes and so also applies to deterministic power signals. When the 

signal is periodic with period T, the above expression for autocorrelation is equivalent to

The intuitive reasoning for the relationship between /?(z) and Y(f) for energy signals directly applies to the 

relationship between R(f) and W(f) for power signals when the time-averaged definition for 

autocorrelation of power signals is considered. It follows that the following Fourier transform pair exists 

for power signals:

A4.1.5 Response of Linear Time-Invariant Systems

The time-domain response of a system to a unit impulse or delta function <5(0 is known as its 

impulse response and is commonly denoted h(t). When the system is time-invariant, its response to an 

impulse applied at any point in time is an appropriately time shifted version of h(t).

Let x(t) be the signal applied to the system. This signal can be constructed by first approximating 

it as a series of rectangles of width A r and then letting A t  —> 0. In the limit, x(t) can be represented as 

the sum

If  the system is linear, its output g(t) can be formed by summing the response to each delta function, 

which yields a sum of iipulse responses. In the limit,

x (t)=  lim Y  f x{t)S(t -  kA r)d t.
Ar-*o

g(t) = j x ( T ) h { t - r ) d r  
— »

= x(t)*h{t). (A4.12)
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The frequency-domain response, Gif), can be determined by evaluating the Fourier transform of g(f): 

G (f)  = X ( f ) H ( f ) ,

where X(f) is the Fourier transform of x(t) and H(f) is the Fourier transform of h(t) known as the transfer 

function of the system. Since h(t) is the response of the system to a delta function and the delta function 

has a flat spectrum, then H(J) indicates how the system affects all frequency components of the input 

signal, and the name transfer function is appropriate.

By squaring the amplitude of both sides of the last equation, it is found that

Wa( f )  = Wx ( f ) \ H ( f f ,  

where W(f) denotes power spectral density and subscripts indicate corresponding signals.

A4.2 Analysis of Stochastic Processes

In the previous section, frequency-domain descriptions for deterministic signals were developed. 

Given the statistical time-domain description of a stochastic process, its frequency-domain

characterization can be developed in a similar manner. This section discusses the frequency-domain 

description of stationary stochastic processes. The approach taken here is heuristic; a rigorous 

development can be found in many sources, including [78, 79].

Recall from Appendix 1 that a stochastic process can be characterized in the time domain by 

statistics such as mean, autocorrelation and autocovariance. In particular, wide-sense stationary stochastic 

processes have mean, autocorrelation and autocovariance values which are independent of the time origin. 

Clearly, WSS processes with a finite, non-zero mean are power signals.

Because stochastic processes are random with time, their frequency-domain characterization can 

be at best probabilistic. One speaks of average valuer in the time domain; similarly, average spectral 

characteristics can be determined. In particular, an average or expected power spectral density can be 

evaluated for a process whose mean and autocorrelation values do not change with time. Accordingly, the 

following analysis is limited to WSS processes.

As shown in the Section A4.1.4, the power spectral density of a deterministic power signal can be 

calculated by evaluating the Fourier transform of its autocorrelation function. This relationship also holds 

for stationary stochastic processes, as the following reasoning demonstrates. The autocorrelation of a 

WSS stochastic process x(t) is defined as R{t ) = e [x (/ + r )**(/)] (see Equation A1.4) and so is indicative 

of the expected variation of x(t) with time separation. Since R{t) indicates expected time-domain 

variation in x(t), its Fourier transform must indicate which basis functions contribute to its formation. 

However, since R(t) involves evaluation of a product, its transform gives the power associated with each 

basis function and is thus W(f), the average power spectral density of x(t). Since the autocorrelation 

function of a WSS process is independent of time origin t, its transform cannoi contain any information
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with respect to the phase with which the basis functions are summed. This agrees with the concept of 

average power spectra' density which by definition is independent of time. Conversely, if the power 

spectral density is to be independent of time, its associated process clearly must be WSS. In summary, the 

autocorrelation R(t) and power spectral density W(f) of a WSS process form a Fourier transform pair.

Consider a linear time-invariant system characterized by impulse response h(t) and transfer 

function H(J). Let the input be a random signal x(t) with mean t)x and autocorrelation Rx{t). The output 

git) is then the random process

g(t) = x(t)*h{t).

If  x(t) is WSS, the mean value of g(t) is

rjg = fh (T )r.[x (t-T )]d T  

~ T]x °jh(T)dT

= tjA  (A4-13)

where h0 is the area under the impulse response curve. The autocorrelation of g(t) is given as [63]

Rg(r )  = ‘E[g(t)g(t + T)]

= |  jh (T 1)h(T2) 'E[x( t -T l )x(t + T - T 2)]dT1dT2 

= /  jh {T l )h{T2)Rx( r  + Tl - T 2)dTldT2.
— OO — 90 

OO

y(r  + Tl ) =  j h { r 2) r J t  + - t 2)d r2 

= h ( r + T l )*Rx(T+T l ).

Sh i T i h i r  + T^dTi  

= h (-r>"y(r)

Define

Then

and

Rg(T) = h (-T )*h (r)*R x(T). (A4.14)

It is clear from Equations A4.13 and A4.14 that the mean and autocorrelation of g(t) are independent of 

time. Clearly then, the output of a linear time-invariant system driven by a wide sense stationary process 

is also wide sense stationary.
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Taking the Fourier transform of Equation A4,14 yields

Wg( f )  = \H ( f r fw x(f ) . (A4.15)

These results can be extended to cyclostationary processes when the interval averaged expressions for 

mean and autocorrelation introduced in Equations A1.5 and A1.6 are used. As an example, consider 

calculation of the power spectral density of a pulse amplitude modulated (PAM) signal z(t) with pulse 

shape p(t) of width T and symbol amplitudes siy i = 1, 2, S. Let the sequence of symbol values sn be 

WSS. Then z(0 is a cyclostationary process which can be written

z(0= ' t ^ p i t - n T ) .
n=-*»

When the position in time with respect to the symbol period is unknown, z(t) can be expressed as

z (0 =  Y ,a np ( t - n T -Q ) ,

where 0  is the phase of the pulse taken as a random variable uniformly distributed over the interv: 1 [0, 7). 

Although this expression is valid, subsequent analysis is simplified if z(t) is expressed in an alternate 

form. Let v(f) denote the pulse train of symbol values

v(f) = J ^s „S (t-n T ).

When the phase of this sequence is random over the raterval [0, 7),
co

v ( t -0 )=  '^ S '.S U -n T -Q ).
/!=-«>

Then, z(t) can be written

z(r) =  v ( r - © ) * p ( / ) .

This expression has the same form as that of a signal v(f -  6 ) passing through a system with impulse

response p(t). From Equation A4.14, the autocorrelation of z(t) is 

R1( t )  = p { t ) *p { - t ) *R v{t).

Since v(r) and thus z(t) are cyclostationary,

Rt { r )  = p(t ) * p ( - t )*Rv(t ), (A4.16)

where the overbar represents interval averaging as defined by Equation A1.6. The power spectral density 

of z(t) follows from this expression and Equation A4.15:

W M H H f f w J j )  (A4.17)

where P(f) is the Fourier transform of p(t) and W' ( / )  is the power spectral density of the sequence v(/ -  0).

In order to evaluate W „(f), first consider the autocorrelation of the pulse sequence v(f -  0). The 

values which weight delta functions are



Rv( t -  t , t )  = 1 T = k T , t - n T  + 9,
[0 , otherwise.
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Then

J ~ £ [ w n]. r= k T ,

[o, otherwise,

and Rv(t ) can be written as a series of weighted delta functions

K (r )  = +  ^ R kS {r -k T ) ,
T k-„..

where Rk is the correlation of symbol values defined in the spirit of Appendices 2 and 3 as 

= £ [Jn+*-Tn]- The power spectral density of v(t -  0 ) is then

W 'v ( / )  =  ^ r p v ( 0 ]

= 1 7  X  R̂ T -  kT)exp(-j2tfz)dT
7-*=-.

= 7  ]£ /? *e x p (-;2 # *r ) .
jfc— —

Note that as a result of the discrete nature of Wv( / )  is periodic in the frequency domain with

period Y~- Also, if  the symbol values 7  i = 1, 2, S are real-valued, then v(t -  0 ) is a real-valued signal 

and Wv( f )  is symmetrical about the vertical axis. To calculate Wv( f ) ,  it is sufficient to calculate it for the 

region [0 , Y j ] and extend the result by periodicity and symmetry to all other values of frequency.

Combining this expression with Equation A4.17 yields

Wzi f )  = J Rk e x p i- j ln fk 'l).
T  *■ &=—<*

Consider the case where symbol values are real and become uncorrelated as their time separation 

increases. Then,

lim Rk = lim x[s„sn+k]
k-*~ *-»-

= tE[s„] HmtE[sn+* ]

_ 2  
= 7,
= /L

where 17, is the mean symbol value. If  this mean value is non-zero, then in the r  domain, 7fv(r )  w ill have 

an endless periodic component and discrete components will be present in the frequency domain. This 

can be seen clearly when Rv(r ) i f  separated into non-periodic and periodic components:
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f d{Rk - lL ) S ( T - k T ) + f 4R "S (r-k T )

From Equation A4.16,

*,(*■) = p (r)* % (R k -R „)S (T -k T )+  X / L S ( r - k T ) 
.*=—. *=-«.

Taking the Fourier transform yields

R m .IS 'f
m=-«>

£ tf*e x p (-y 2 # *7 -)+ ^ . £
=-«• m=— '  '

where the ^  denote coefficients of the autocovariance function first introduced in Appendix 1 Section A 1.4. 

The relationship given in Equation A4.9 was used in calculating the transform of the train of delta 

functions in the above expression. Using a Euler identity and the fact that Kk = K_k due to symme ry of 

the autocovariance function about the vertical axis for real-valued function: , this expression can be written 

in the equivalent form

\P i f f
K0 + 2 ^ K k cos(2nfkT)+ ^ -  £

1 L t=0 1 m=-=»  ̂ 1
(A4.18)

which is the classical form for spectral density of a PAM signal first given by Bennet [74, 77].

As an example, consider the case of a binary sequence with statistically independent symbols and 

logic one probability J.3 Assuming symbol values of 0 and 1, 

ns = ‘E[sn] = O { l- /3 )  + l { 0 )  = /3 

* o = £ [5«] = O2( \ - 0 )  + \2(0 )  = /3 

^k.k* 0 = ^ [V n + *] = = P

and

t  </-f)
Xc + j Xd S  S[ f - j ]

m**"  ̂ '

where weights on the continuous and discrete components of the spectrum are 

Xc = j3 ( l - f i )

Xn = P 2.
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A4.3 SpectrrJ Analysis of (M. N) Coded Signals

In this section, expressions for the spectral characteristics of (M , N) block coded signals are 

developed. In particular, this section is concerned with evaluation of spectral properties of signals 

encoded by block line coding techniques. In these systems, source words of length M  are encoded into 

output words of length N, where the alphabets of the input and output words may differ and the encoding 

process can be non-linear and involve memory [76]. In principle, the analysis presented extends to many 

coding techniques including source coding, channel coding, or other forms of line coding, as long as the 

encoded signal consists of constant length blocks of length N. This analysis also applies to encoding 

procedures where M  = N = 1 and codes where there exists a one-to-one correspondence between length-Af 

input words and length-A output words. However, by exploiting knowledge of the linearity or direct 

mappings involved in such systems, simpler approaches can be taken to analyze their coded signals 

statistics than that which is presented here. For instance, concise derivation of spectral properties for 

several line coding systems involving symbol-by-symbol encoding procedures can be found in [9].

The results of this secdon were originally presented by Cariolaro and Tronca [74, 75] and refined 

further in subsequent publications [76]. Analysis in this section relies heavily on the preceding sections of 

this appendix and the background material presented in the first three appendices.

A4.3.1 Encoder Models

One goal of the line encoder is to ensure that the dispari: of the encoded symbol stream remains 

close to zero. To do so, balanced (M, N) block line codes encode each M-symbol word to an A-symbol 

word based at least in part on the running digital sum of the encoded symbol stream. The role that RDS 

plays is clear with lookup table codes where, for each M-symbol source word, the encoder memory holds 

IV-symbol words for each possible value of encoded stream WRDS. For example, in the (7, 8) binary line 

code developed by Shariand and Stevenson [38], only four values of encoded stream WRDS are possible: 

-2 , 0, 2, and 4. For each 7-bit input word, this lookup table code selects an 8-bit word where word 

selection depends on which of the four WRDS values exists prior to its selection. The codeword selected 

might be the same for more than one value of WRDS. Straightforward decoding is made possible by 

ensuring that the same codeword is not used to represent more than one input word regardless of running 

digital sum value.

Encoded stream WRDS plays a similar role in other block line coding techniques. In Carter's 

codes and Partially Flipped codes, A/-symbol source words are mapped to one of two A-symbol codewords, 

where codeword selection is dependent on the polarity of the current WRDS. In GS codes, the WRDS and 

value of the last transmitted bit both play a role in determining which codeword is transmitted.

Clearly, line encoding processes are in general non-linear and involve memory in the form of the 

encoded stream RDS. Determination of time and frequency-domain statistics of the encoded symbol
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sequence is not straightforward. Indeed, even when the input symbols are statistically independent, the 

grouping of output symbols into codewords for transmission means that the output symbols are not Even 

codewords cannot be considered statistically independent due to the memory inherent in the encoding 

process. The only instance in which codewords can be considered statistically independent, given 

statistical independence of source words, is when there is a one-to-one mapping between source word and 

codeword regardless of encoded stream statistics. As mentioned above, analysis techniques other than the 

one presented here for the general (M , N) block coded signal can be developed for these codes.

In their efforts to calculate statistics of the encoded symbol stream, C'ariolaro and Tronca 

observed that, in general, line coders can be designed and modeled as finite state machines. This intuitive 

but crucial observation allows the powerful theory of Markov chain analysis (discussed in Appendices 2 and 3) 

to be applied to this problem, and the analysis of encoded source stream statistics becomes tractable.

To model the line coder as a finite state machine, first consider the number of states required for 

both Moore and Mealy representations. For lookup table codes, Carter's codes, Partially Flipped codes, 

and balanced BGS codes where the value of the last transmitted bit does not play a role in quotient 

selection, let I  be the number of WRDS values that the encoded stream can take on. With balanced BGS 

codes where the value of the last bit does plays a role in determining the quotient selected for 

transmission, let L  be twice the number of WRDS values. Also, let S denote the number of distinct source 

words. Then from the discussion of state machines in Appendix 3, it is clear that when input words are 

statistically independent, an (A/, N) block line coder can be modeled as a Moore machine with SL states. 

Under these conditions, the coder can also be modeled as a Mealy machine with L states. With these 

models and the finite state machine and Markov chain analysis presented in preceding appendices, 

codeword and coded symbol sequence statistics can be determined.

A4.3.2 Codeword Statistics

Assume that the source word to codeword mappings are such that the state machine model is 

strongly connected. Also, consider the case where all S source words have non-zero probability of 

occurrence, source words are statistically independent, and the input word sequence is non-periodic and 

wide sense stationary. The condition of strong connectivity is true for all line coders of practical interest, 

and these conditions on source stream statistics limit the complexity of the analysis.

Recall from the discussion of finite state machines and Markov chain analysis in preceding 

appendices that, given these assumptions, the state and codeword sequences are asymptotically WSS 

regardless of the initial state of the encoder. For purposes of analysis in this and the subsequent 

subsection, it is assumed that the encoded sequence statistics approach stationarity rapidly and that, by 

ignoring the initial transient, evaluation of codeword sequence statistics can be limited to consideration of 

a stationary process. The validity of this assumption can be verified for the particular code of interest.
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Even for the most complex codes considered in this thesis, it was found that stationary state probability 

values were reached in at most a few hundred encoding intervals, an insignificant period of time relative 

to the continuous operation expected of these coders in practice. The assumption of codeword sequence 

stationarity is then considered to hold for all codes examined here.

L,et the input symbol alphabet be of size B. Then the source word sequence will be comprised of 

5 = distinct words J;, i = 0 ,1 ,..., 5-1. Given the assumption of statistically independent source words 

with stationary statistics, the stationary source word probabilities can be denoted

/ = 0,1,...,5 -1 ,

where s„ represents the word which arrives at the encoder at time t -  nNT. (Since T is the encoded symbol 

period and NT  the time required for transmission of a codeword, NT is the time interval on which words 

are encoded.) These probabilities can be calculated from symbol probabilities if input symbols are 

statistically independent. In particular, when the source stream is binary and bits are independent with 

logic one probability /?,

9t = p w'{ \ - p ) M' Wl 

where W, is the weight or number of logic ones in the word

To proceed with analysis of codeword statistics, .first consider modeling the line coder as a Moore
A A

machine. Denote the states in this model as i = 1, 2 ,..., SL. Let /„ denote the state that the system is 

in at time t  = nNT. Then, form the SL-square one-step transition probability matrix ft with entries

n(i,»=2»[/„+i = f7|/„ =rf]

&k, some k, if this transition is possible 

0, if this transition is impossible.

The theory of Markov chains developed in Appendix 2 can now be used to calculate time-domain statistics 

of the encoding process.

First, the stationary state probabilities can be calculated. Let A be the length-5L row vector of

state probabilities where i ( i )  = 3P̂ „ =/,j. (Strictly speaking, since the state probabilities are only

asymptotically stationary, the vector A should be denoted A„ where i_ (i) = lim 2>[/„ = /, ]. As discussed
*  n -> » L J

above however, the state sequence can be assumed wide sense stationary without error in average results, 

and the subscript is dropped foe convenience.) As discussed in Section A2.2.1 of Appendix 2, the state 

probabilities are the unique values which satisfy the system of equations
A A A

A = ATI 
SL -
£ A ( i)  = l.
i=l
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Let cjt i = 1, 2, SL be the vector representation ..f the A-symbol codeword transmitted when 

the encoder is in state L . It is assumed that the code symbols are real-valued and the vector is formed 

such that c, ( l)  is the first symbol of the codeword transmitted, cf(2) is the second, through to ct(N )  as the 

last. Let C be the SL x N  matrix of code vectors

C-=

J-SL _

Then, from Equations A2.5 and A2.13, the mean code vector tjc is

rjc -  XC. (A4.19)

Define autocorrelation matrices Rck  = £[c^cn+Jt j, where cn is the code vector transmitted following the nth 

encoding interval. Note that the entries of these matrices are ^ c ,t(*J ) = ;E[cn(0c„+t(y )]. From 

Equations A2.6 and A2.14,

[ C^kUffC, k > 0

*<». < A 4 ' 2 0 )

A A A « A

where ITq is the identity matrix, n * = I I  , and A is the diagonal matrix with mean state probabilities on

the diagonal:

A (/,;:) = <P(,)’ l = j ’
[0, otherwise.

As shown in Appendix 2 Section A2.4, the codeword sequence will become uncorrelated as £ -> °° . 

Then, Rc „  = He He and from Equation A2.15,

Kc.k = Rc,k ~ (A4.21)

Note also that since RCx = /?c_ ,  K C k = K c -k.

As discussed in Appendix 3, when the line coder is modeled as a Mealy machine, analysis of

coded sequence statistics will yield exactly the same values for r\0  R0  and Kc. However, use of this

model can offer a significant reduction in storage requirements and number of computations. For

instance, when the input words are statistically independent, the one-step transition probability matrix is

reduced from an SL-square matrix to an L-square matrix. Even for relatively small M, this reduction can 

mean the difference between theoretical interest and practical calculation.

To proceed with analysis of codeword sequence statistics using the Mealy model, first form the 

L-square TPM n  according to Equation A3.2:

n  = X 0„i?u.
u=0

where Eu is the L-square matrix with entries of value 0 or 1 given by
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E u « J )  =  - ^ [^ n + l =   ̂j\ ln = ti*sn = J u ] -

The stationary stat . probability vector X with probabilities A(i) = £■[/„ = f,] once again satisfies the 

conditions

x = xn  

X a ( 0 - - i .
i= I

Form the L x  N  matrices Cu, u = 0, 1, 5-1 where the row Cu(i, ■) is the code vector

transmitted given state tt and source word su. Form these code vectors such that the first columns of these 

matrices contain the first symbols of each codeword transmitted and the M h columns contain the last 

symbols transmitted. Then, with a slight change in notation, it follows from Equations A3.5 and A3.6 that
5-1

tJc = ^ 9 uCu, (A4.22)
u=0 

5-1
I ^ C UTACU, *  = 0
u=0
5-1 5-1
X *  > 1 (A4.23)
u=0 v=0

<T
C.-kRr.-k’ k < - l .

where A is the L-square matrix with stationary state probabilities on its diagonal. From these expressions 

it follows that Rc „  = tJc*Ic KC i  = Rc,k ~ ^c,~-

A4.3.3 Coded Signal Statistics

Since the codeword sequence is stationary and each codeword consists of N  symbols each of 

duration T, the encoded symbol sequence is cyclostationary with period NT. To construct the coded signal 

z(t) from an arbitrary pulse shape p(t) and the code vector sequence Y "  cn > *s useful to follow the 

procedure of Section A4.2 and first interpret the codeword symbol sequence as a sequence of delta 

functions. To do so, define vectors

c„ =[c„(l)<?(r-nA/r) cn(2 )5 (f- [nA/T + T]) c„(2)<y(r-[nlvr+27’]) ... c „ (W )5 (r-[n lV r+ (lV -l)r])]

where cn(i) is the value of the ith symbol in the codeword transmitted starting at time t  -  nNT. The delta 

function sequence is then

*(0 =

= X  X c fl(«)5(r-[nAT + (i-l)T '])
n =-~  i=l

and coded signal is the convolution of this sequence of delta functions and the pulse shapr p(t):
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z(t) = p(t)*c(t).

Since c(t) is cyclostationaiy with period NT, so too is the coded signal z(t). However, as discussed in 

Appendix 1, Section A1.4, c(t) can be interpreted as a stationary process when its position relative to the 

time origin is not known. Therefore, define 

c(r) = c ( /-0 )

where 0  is a random variable uniformly distributed over the interval [0, NT). Then, 

z(t) = p ( t) * c ( t-Q )

= p (t)*c (t)  (A4.24)

is a stationary process.

To determine the expected value of the signal z(r), consider first the expected code vector tjc 

given by Equation A4.19 or A4.22. The expected sequence of N  delta functions is

M 0 » i > 7 c ( i ) * M i - l ] r )
i= l

and, from Equation A1.5, the expected value of the phase random sequence is

1 m ~

* * {t) = NT 0

‘ w p c<i)-

Recognizing that Equation A4.24 is of the same form as Equation A4.12, then the mean signal value 

77?(r) is, from Equation A4.13,

1 N 7
7 z (0  = -^ X *7 c (0 J p (0 < * , (A4.25)

1=1 — OO

which agrees with Equation 36a of [74].

From Equations A4.14 and A4.24, the autocorrelation of the signal z(t) is given as

R2( t )  = p { - t ) * p ( t ) *  R^(t) .  (A4.26)

To evaluate this function, the autocorrelation of the delta function sequence c(t) must first be determined.

Consider then the product of the sequences c(t) and c(f + r ) .  This product is zero unless t  is a

multiple of T, and the autocorrelation function R ^ (t)  is a sequence of delta functions with interval T. 

Consider evaluation of when r  = kNT. Taking the product of c (t -  0 ) and c{t + kNT -  0 ), letting 

the phase 0  be uniformly distributed over the period [kNT, (k+l)NT), and integrating over this period 

according to Equation A1.6 to remove the dependence on t gives

R^(kNT) ~ & E [ c n( j ) c „ M ]S ( T  -  kNT).
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A similar evaluation for r=  kNT+T yields

1
Rr (kNT+ r )  =

NT
Ek-i(^)c„+*(D] + I 4 c n(7-l)cn+t0)]

;=2
< y(r-[jtw +r]),

and for r=  kNT+2T:

£ £ [ c n_i (AT -  2 + ;)cB+t( ; ) ]  + £  £ [c» ~ 2K +t ( » ]
,;=i M

6 {T -[k N T + 2 T ]).

In general then, for r=  kNT+iT, i = 0 , 1 , IV-1, 

1
Rr (kNT + iT) =

NT
X £ h - i( N - <  + y ) w 0 ‘)]+  i)cn+i(;)]

, j= l  j —i+l
S(t - [k N T  + iT ]).

The function R ^(r)  is evaluated by summing over all k sand i:

A T,
5(r - [kNT  + «T]).X £[Cn-i - * + i ) Cn+k (;)] + X £CC" ̂  “ ')cn+* (;)]

* = - " •  i= 0  _/=X ;= i+ l

(A4.27)

This equation can be simplified in form by reordering the summations. Consider the first 

summation over j.  Let k ' = k + l and n! -  n - 1. This summation can then be written as

■jJf X  X  X 4 cn'( *  -« + ./X -+*-( j )]s{z  - [*W T + (i -  W)r]).
/V '  fc '=— , ,=0  ;= 1

Changing variables in this summation once again such that k = k ' and n = n ', Equation A4.27 can be 

rewritten

I  -  a m ’

X A .cn { N - i  + j ) c „ M Y ( r - [ k N T - ( N - i ) T ] )

7=1 *  -I (A4.28)

+ X £ [c"0  -  0cn+t(j)]<y(r -  [WVT + tT])
;=i+i

For each value of A, summation over i and j  yields summation of the following terms:

*M )< w (D ]< * (T -H V r)  z [c „(l)c „t *(2)]«S(r-[*AT + r ] )  -  z [c „(l)c „t t (N)]<J (r -[fcVT + { N -  l) r ] )
*[c.(2)cst, ( l ) ] t f ( r - [ k N T - r ] )  x [c n(2)cntk(2)]S {t -  ( M )

* k ( 3 ) c „ * ( l ) ] 4 ( r - [ k f r r - 2T\) l [ e„(3)C„ t» (2 ) ] j( r - [ k N T - r])
Z[c„(2)c„,*(w)]<f(r-[WV7- + (AT -  2)7]) 

(3)c,+t(Ar)]<f ( r  -  [kNT + ( N - 3)r])

l [ c n(N)cn t i (N )]S (t-k N T )* [c n(2V)c„,*(I)]tf(r- [ k N T - ( N - l)r]) x[c„(A0c„t t (2)](S(r - [k N T  -  (AT- 2)r]) •• 

where the terms below the diagonal are from the first summation over j  and the terms on and above the 

diagonal are from the second summation over j .  When arranged in this form, it is clear that matrix 

notation would prove convenient

Recall the definition of codeword autocorrelation matrices from Subsection A4.3.2:

*C .k  ~  ^ [ cn"c«+ *]
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such that

R c M  ?) =: * [ C« (P>Cn+k («)] •

Note that evaluation of these matrices can follow either Equation A4.20 or Equation A4.23. Using this 

definition, the summations in Equation A4.28 can be reordered to sum over the rows and columns of the 

above display to yield

X  X X * c .* (P .Q )S {r-[kN T  + ( q -p )T ] ) .
N l  * = - » p = i , = i

This equation, combined with Equation A4.26, yields the autocorrelation of the signal z(l).

Note that, since the codeword sequence becomes uncorrelated as the time differential increases 

(see the discussion in Section A4.3.2), so too does the encoded signal. It follows then that R j i00) = 

where rj^  was given in Equation A4.25.

Finally, the power spectral density of the coded signal can be evaluated by taking the Fourier 

transform of From Equations A4.15 and A4.26, the spectral density of the coded signal, W%(f),

is given by

Wz ( f )  = \ P ( f f w ^ ( f )  (A4.29)

where P(f) is the Fourier transform of the pulse p(t) and W ^(f)  is the Fourier transform of R ^(t )\

!% (/)  = J % (r)e x p (-y 2 # r)d r

■ J
_1_
N T,

N  N

X ' L yL R c A P ^ A r - [ k N T + ( q - p ) T ] )  

*=— ?=!?=1

= 77F X  X X Rc.k(P’ 9 )exp( j2 r f[k N T  + (? -p )r ]) .

e x p ( - j l 7 t f T ) d T

NT

This expression can be written more concisely using matrix notation. First, note that summation over p 

and q yields summation of the following terms:

^(l,l)exp(-y2afWVT) /^,*(l,2)exp(-;2^tWVr+r]) ... ^ t (l,\)exp(-;2xf[«Vr + (A '- l)r ])
Re,*(2,1)exp(-j2J#[kNT- T]) ^.*(2,2)exp(-;2#WT) ... »(2. N) exp( -  j  2 ^  ^  -  2)T])
Rctk{3,l)exp(-j2ff[kNT-2T]) Rc,kO,2)exp{-j2lf[kNT-T]) -  /^j3,/V)exp(-;2>^*/V7+(/V-3)r])

/t.*(/V,l)exp(-;2af[iW r-(iV-l)r]) ^ ( N , 2 )exp (-;2^ [W - ( N - 2)r]) ••• ^ , t (Af,2V)exp(-;2^VT)

Clearly, the factor exp{-j2nfkNT) is common to each term. Removing this factor, and taking out the row 

vector

v = [l zxp(j2jtfT) exp(/4/0T) ••• e x p (_ /2 # (N -l)r)] 

on the left and its transpose conjugate v* on the right yields
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wc i f ) = ~ k  ' L ^ - j 2^ kNT v̂Rc . y

NT
^ R CJttxp(-j2^kNT)

k=—

Combining this with Equation A4.29 yields

NT
X  Rc.k exp(-y'2/z/fc/VT)

k--o»

which is in agreement with Equation 39 of [74],

As discussed in Section A4.2 of this appendix, since it is known that the signal z(t) becomes 

uncorrelated with z(t + t )  as r  - » °°, W g(f) can be separated into the summation of a continuous and 

discrete components. This can be done by subtracting the constant valued matrix /?c „ = tJcTIc  fr°m ^  

RCk and summing its contribution separately:

% ( / ) NT
£ ( * c ,*  -  * o ) e x p ( - ; 2 ^ T )  + Rc „  £ e x p (-;2 # *A T )

* = -

) H f f
NT t * c , k * r t - j 2 m N T ) ^  £

m s —OO '  '

where *C * are the autocovariance matrices defined by Equation A4.21 and the relationship of Equation 

A4.10 was used to transform the second summation into a summation of delta functions to explicitly show 

the discrete nature of these components.

Since Kk =  K lk with real-valued code symbols, the first summation in this expression can be 

reduced to a summation over positive k only:

* * < /) NT RC’° + 2jL k C,* cos(2nfkNT)+

\ P ( f j
NT Xc ( f )  +

Xp ( / )  
NT

where the quantities

*c  ( / )  = * * c .o + 2 £ jr c, k cos(2 TtfkNT) 
*=i

x D( f ) = * R c, S

(A4.30)

(A4.31)

(A4.32)

are indicative of the continuous and discrete spectral components respectively. These expressions agree 

with Equations 44 through 46 in [74] and Equations 14 through 16 in [75]. As discussed in Section A4.2, 

the power spectral density is periodic and, when the code symbols are real-valued, it is also symmetrical 

about/= 0. This implies that Xc(f) and XD(f) are symmetrical about /  = for any integer m. Note

that Equation A4.30 reduces to Equation A4.1S when N =  1.
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Cariolaro and Tronca [75] also outline a numerically efficient means of calculating the sum in 

Equation A4.31. I f  is sufficient for the purposes of this thesis to note that, since KCk tends to the all-zero 

matrix for large k, the contribution of these matrices becomes negligible as k -> °» and the summation can 

be limited to those terms whose contribution to XC(J) is significant.

A few observations can be made regarding interpretation of Equation A4.30. First, with regard 

to the relative magnitude of the continuous and discrete components, note that the transforms P(f) of 

pulses commonly used in transmission systems contain a factor T. A few pulse shapes and their 

transforms are given in Table A4.1. In this table, the sine function is defined as sinc.r = s'n^ ^  [79]. 

Since {F (/)|2 then contains the term t 1, the variation in magnitude of the continuous and discrete 

components with T  can be seen more clearly if  Equation A4.30 is rewritten in the form

|  * ( / - £ )

where T  appears in the function P ( f)  ~ P ( f) /T  only in product terms JT. Clearly, the magnitude of the 

discrete components is unaffected by pulse width. This agrees with intuition since the weights on the 

basis functions required to form a periodic waveform remain constant regardless of the pulse duration T\ 

only the frequencies of the required basis functions change. Also, it is clear that as T decreases, the 

magnitude of the continuous component in W ^ if)  decreases. From Equation A4.31, it can be seen that 

its bandwidth increases. This again agrees with intuition since, with decreasing T, higher frequency 

components must exist in the spectrum. But since changing T  does not change the signal power, the 

continuous component in W ^ if)  must decrease in magnitude such that the total power, given by the 

integral of W ^(/) over all / ,  does not change.

Secondly, it is apparent that the presence and magnitude of the discrete components is dependent

Pulse Shape Time-Domain Equation Frequency-Domain Representation

Rectangular P(0 = 1A'
[0, otherwise

P ( f)  = AT sine fT

Triangular - f - f
{0, otherwise

P ( f)  = :Y  sinc2 y

Cosine
T  T_/A A cost, - — < f < — 

P\t) = ' 2 2 
[0, otherwise

Raised Cosine
f A [\ 2 M l T T

?(')=■ t L t '}  t
|0, otherwise

A T
P ( f )=  .sine fT  

2(1 - f 2T2)

Table A4.1: Some pulse shapes and their transforms
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only on Rc,~, which in turn is dependent on the mean code vector r/c. It is straightforward to show, for 

any mean vector of interest, that the discrete components in W ^ if)  equal those in the power spectral 

density of a waveform constructed by repetition of the mean vector tjc convolved with pulse shape pit). In 

particular, it is straightforward to show that if tjc is the all zero vector, then there will be no discrete 

components present in Also, it is straightforward to verify that if  all symbol values in rjc are

equal, discrete components can be present only at frequencies f  = n/ j ,  m = 0 ,± l,± 2 ,..., in agreement 

with Equation A4.9. Thus, with a rectangular pulse shape, when all code symbol mean values are equal, 

the only discrete component which arises in the coded signal power spectral density is the component at 

/=  0, giving the mean squared value or average power in the signal.

Finally, it is clear that the continuous component arises due to the random nature of the 

wavefonn. If  the waveform is deterministic with mean vector rjc  and period NT, then Rk = R „  for all k, 

and there is no continuous component. When the variance of symbol probabilities is non-zero, indicating 

a certain randomness in the waveform, then T,[cn (i)cn (;')] *  T.[c„ (i)]£[c„ O')] (see Equation A1.3) and 

R0 *  Rm, ensuring the existence of a continuous component. When words k intervals apart are correlated, 

then Rk *  /?„, contributing further to Xcif).

A4.4 Numerical Techniques

Situations may arise in which it proves convenient to calculate the Fourier transform of a 

function numerically. In this thesis, such cases occur when confirmation of theoretical power spectral 

density results is desired. Evaluation proceeds by generating a symbol sequence, numerically evaluating 

the Fourier transform of this sequence, and estimating the power spectral density from the result.

In this section, both the method and pitfalls of numerical spectral analysis techniques are briefly 

discussed. First, the basis of numerical Fourier transforms, the discrete Fourier transform, is derived. A 

short discussion of efficient numerical techniques collectively known as fast Fourier transform techniques 

follows. Finally, issues regarding estimation of power spectral density are considered, including the effect 

of windowing and the units of the resulting waveform.

A.4.4.1 The Discrete Earner -Transform

Suppose that the frequency response of the energy signal git) pictured in Figure A4.1a is to be 

calculated numerically. In order to proceed, it is helpful to fust consider the train of delta pulses d{t) with 

interval and weight Ts shown in Figure A4.1b. From Equation A4.9,
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t [sec]

(a) Signal in time and frequency domain

i(T s)

* d ( t )

(ts) 1 (ts) ^(r,) * (r ,)  *(7j)

-T . Ts 2 Tx 3T'

♦ 0)

r[sec]
Ts

i(D

—  / I N
T,

“ s{t) = g (t)d (t)
. . ..  U ^ T s )

(s(TS)Ts\.:

(b) Sampling delta function pulse train and its magnitude spectrum

a |s (/)H G (/)*D (/) |

TS

( s ( l T s )Ts ) 
± 1

2 7 ;  37; t [sec]

(c) Time-domain product and frequency-domain convolution of (a) and (b)

Figure A4.1: The effect of sampling a signal

where a portion of the magnitude plot of D(f) is also given in Figure A4.1b. Finally, consider the time- 

domain multiplication of g(t) and d(t) shown in Figure A4.1c. The frequency-domain response of this 

product is then the convolution of G(f) and D(f), the magnitude of which is shown in Figure A4.1c. The 

resultant phase spectrum can be drawn in a similar manner. Clearly, these frequency spectra are periodic 

with repetitions of Gif) spaced at intervals of . This is expected, given knowledge that discreteness in 

one domain implies periodicity in the other as discussed in Section A4.1.3 of this appendix. 

Mathematically, the product can be expressed as

s{t) = g{t)d(t) =  Ts £ g(nTs)S (t-n T s).

When the signal g(t) is limited in time to 0 < f < KTS, the product can be written

j(0 = 7 ;X g (/t7 ;)< y (r-n rJ).

Since this product is just the summation of delta functions which sample g(t) with period Ts> the interval 

Ts is known as the sampling interval and the sampling rate. Taking the Fourier transform of s(t) 

yields
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S ( f)=  J s(t) exp (-j2 fift )dt

(A4.33)
K-l

= Ts '£g {nTs )exp{-j2afhTs).
n= 0

Clearly, this expression is well suited to numerical computation since it involves only a sum rather than 

an integra'ioa.

J1 aLso clear from the graphical interpretation in Figure A4.1c that S(f) in the frequency range 

5 i  /  :ri 8 equals Gif) whenever the sampling period Ts is chosen such that

—  > B
TL m.S

or the sampling rate is chosen such that

—  2 2 B

where B is the one-sided bandwidth of the original signal git). In this instance, it is clear that with 

appropriate filtering, the frequency-domain function G(J) is recoverable from S(J), and so g(t) is 

completely recoverable from its sampled version s(t). However, if the sampling rate is less than 2B, the 

replicas of G{f) will overlap, or be aliased, in S(f). Then, Gif) will no longer be recoverable from Sif), and 

g(t) is not recoverable from the sampled-sequence s(t). The sampling rate 2 B, called the Nyquist rate, 

then places a lower limit on which the signal git) can be sampled and still be completely recovered from 

its sampled values. When g(t) is not bandlimited, low-pass filtering prior to sampling can be used to limit 

the bandwidth, or the sampling rate can be chosen high enough that significant aliasing will not occur.

To solve for Gif) numerically, it is convenient to calculate S(f) using an appropriate sampling 

rate and lim it calculation to the range ~ B < ,f< B .  It is also convenient to lim it calculation of S(f) to 

discrete points. In particular, since g(t) was initially sampled with K  samples, it is convenient to limit 

calculation of Sif) to K  discrete values in the range - B < f < B .  As shown later, it is also necessary to 

calculate at least this many samples points if g(t) is to be recovered from the sampled spectral values. 

Note that, due to the symmetry of S(f) about the vertical axis for real-valued g(t) and its periodicity about 

/  = y ^ , that these K  samples might just as well be limited to the range 0 £ /  < 2B, or 0 <, f  

long as it is understood that these values must be reordered to recover the true frequency-domain function 

Gif). Then, from Equation A4.33,

C (« i)  = rs^ lg(nrs)e x p ^ -y ^ J , *= 0 .1  K - 1 (A4.34a)

where

Fs "~k ts

is the interval between points in the frequency spectrum.
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As mentioned above, with a sufficiently high sampling rate, the original signal g(t) can be 

recovered from Sif) when only the replica of Gif) centered at/ =  0 is considered. Clearly then, g(t) should 

be recoverable from G(kFs), the sampled version of S(f). It is straightforward to show, in a manner 

analogous to the derivation of G(kFs), that

Also, note that if n is allowed to run outside the range 0 through K - 1 that the function g(nTs) w ill be 

periodic with period KTS, a result of the discreteness of G(kFs). By selecting at least K  samples of G(kFs), 

the original signal git) can be recovered from ginTs) since the periodic repetitions of g(nTs) will not 

overlap. The relationships given in Equations A4.34a and A4.34b are known as the Discrete Fourier 

Transform (DFT) and the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform respectively.

As shown by the above equations, calculation of the DFT and inverse DFT are straightforward. 

However, efficient algorithms which take advantage of the fact that their calculation can be carried out in 

an iterative manner have been developed, and are known collectively as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 

techniques. For instance, consider calculation of the forward DFT. Equation A4.34a can be written as

Consider evaluation of Gk. By writing this summation over even and odd values of n, for even K,

The first summation can be interpreted as the DFT of the even numbered samples of git), while the second 

summation is the DFT of the odd numbered samples of g(t) multiplied by a constant which depends on k. 

Each of these terms can be broken down into two DFTs, and the process can continue until, if K  is a 

power of two, single point transforms remain. Then, the terms can be recombined with appropriate 

constant multipliers to form Gk. When K  is a power of two, calculation of an FFT requires N  log2 N  

additions and N  log2 N  multiplications, a significant savings in number of computations when compared to 

the N2 additions and N2 multiplications required for calculation of the DFT with direct application of 

Equation A4.34a. For an in-depth look at the FFT, including a discussion of several well known 

algorithms, see [91].

(A4.34b)

G(kFs) = TsGk

where

X  8(2lTs ) e x p | - ; ^ ~ ^  j  + Ig ((2 «  + 1)7} )e x p ^ - j^ ^ j

f - i

+1)ri ) exP£g (2 i7 })exp  - j
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A4.4.2 Estimation of Power Spectral Density

It is often desirable to numerically estimate the distribution of power with frequency of a power 

signal. To do so, the OFT of a time-limited portion of the signal can be calculated, and the power spectral 

density estimated as follows.

Consider first a real-valued energy signal g(t) time-limited to the region 0 £ t < NTS. As shown 

in the last subsection, the Fourier transform of this signal can be computed at discrete points as

Assume now that g(t) is a time-limited portion of a real-valued power signal. Assuming that g(t) 

over the interval [0, NTS) is representative of the entire signal, the power of the signal can be estimated as

G(kFs) = TsGk 

where Ts is the sampling interval and

The energy associated with g(t) can be calculated as

Given the discrete values G(kFs), this last integral can be approximated by

E =  ) \G { f t f d f

xr- 1

The distribution Y(kFs ) = {ts |Gt |)2 is that an estimate of the energy spectral density, with units Joules/Hz.

(A4.35)
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and the power spectral density evaluated at discrete frequency values can be estimated as

W ( ^ )  = £ -|G *|2, *  = 0 ,1 ,...,K -1 , (A4.36)
K.

with units Watts/Hz.

The accuracy of this estimate depends on:

•  the degree to which the time-limited sample g(t) is representative of the continuous power signal. 

In particular, when the signal is stochastic, unless it is also stationary and ergodic, no time* 

limited sample will be representative of the entire function.

•  the number of points evaluated in the DFT. The greater the number of samples taken in the 

time-domain function, the greater the number of values which describe the frequency-domain 

function. If  Ts is held constant but K  increased to increase the overall length of the funcdon ;(/), 

the spacing of the frequency-domain values, Fs, decreases but the overall frequency band 

evaluated remains the same at 0 £ /  < . If  the overall length of the funcdon g(t) is held

constant but the sampling period Ts decreased, then the interval between points in the frequency 

domain remains constant but the overall frequency band evaluated increases. Note that in both 

instances, the accuracy of each point evaluated is not increased, but merely that the number of 

points evaluated is increased [92].

•  the number of spectral estimations averaged together. To increase the accuracy of each point 

rather than the number of points evaluated, several time-limited samples of the power signal can 

be taken, their spectral densities evaluated and the average of these densities calculated. The 

variance of each point decreases with the number of densities averaged [92],

• the windowing shape used to weight the sampled function g(t). A function g(t) formed by 

recording the value of a power signal for 0 £ t < KTS can be interpreted as being formed through 

the time-domain multiplication of the power signal with a rectangular function of width KTS. In 

the frequency domain then, the true frequency response is convolved with the frequency response 

of the rectangular function, a sine function, causing leakage of power from the true frequency 

component to nearby values of frequency. This leakage can be reduced using window shapes with 

frequency-domain characteristics with smaller sidelobes. Widely used widowing shapes include 

the Hanning window (a raised cosine function), Hamming window (a modified raised cosine 

function which does not fall to zero at the end points), Parzen window (a triangular function), 

and the Welsh window (a window with quadratic weighting) [92]. Note that normalization for 

these window shapes is required in the evaluation of power and power spectral density [91].

As shown in Section A4.2, power spectral density can be separated into continuous and discrete 

components. However, the estimate given by Equation A4.36 is always a composite of both the
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continuous and discrete components. Discrete components theoretically have infinite amplitude at their 

constituent frequency, but finite area.. The estimate W(kFs) does not give infinite values for these 

components, but since it instead gives an estimate of the power in the range kFs -  £ f< k F s + Fŝ

divided by the width of the frequency band, it yields an amplitude which depends on Fs. As the 

sampling rate is increased and Fs is decreased, the amplitudes of the discrete component estimates rise, 

since the constant power in the frequency range kFs -  Fsy ^  £ f£ k F s +  is divided by a decreasing 

value of Fs. Note however that values of the continuous spectral component remain unchanged with 

varying sampling rate.

To hold the amplitudes of the discrete components constant with changing sampling rate, the 

power in the frequency band kFs -  Fŝ  < f< k F s + rather than the power per unit frequency, can be 

plotted as a function of frequency. The resulting function, which has units of Watts rather than Watts/Hz, 

is taken from Equation A4.35 to be

W(kFs) z - i-|G * |2, *  = 0.1...... K - 1

and is often mistakenly identified as the power spectral density [92]. However, this function is most often 

the waveform displayed on spectrum analyzers since the levels of the discrete components will not vary 

with varying sample rates and resolution settings [93]. In this function, however, the amplitude of the 

continuous component varies with sampling rate.
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This appendix contains analysis of the WRDS, RDS and CLS bounds for Guided Scrambling 

codes. These bounds depend on the quotient set relationships and the selection mechanism that is used. 

The selection mechanisms considered here are those recommended in [?,]. However, configurations where 

simpler mechanisms can be used without degrading performance bounds are also highlighted. Since 

quotient set relationships are a result of the base polynomial used, consideration is given to each base 

polynomial recommended in Chapter 3.

The analysis presented here closely follows that in Appendix 2 of [2]; redundant analysis is 

avoided wherever possible. For example, analysis in that work for CLS bounds Of unbalanced codes with 

single bit augmentation accurately establishes that CLS = N, and so is not reconsidered here. New results 

which are given here include:

•  performance bounds for codes using the new base polynomials derived in Chapter 3,

•  derivation of tighter WRDS and RDS bounds for balanced codes than reported in previous work,

•  consideration of special cases which arise with short codes.

Bounds reported in this appendix have been confirmed by brute-force computer search for all special cases 

and for representative codes governed by the general expressions derived here. The results are 

summarized in Tables 3.4 and 3.5 in Chapter 3.

AStl. N tvtiii A ~ lt.rfplri ~ ~ Dull mi N~ 1

A1L.1 GsneraLCaae
In this section, general formulas for WRDS, RDS, and CLS are developed for GS codes with 

even length and single bit augmentation, having quotients related through element-wise modulo-2 

addition by sequences containing one zero. Points where the analysis fails for codes of short length are 

highlighted. Bounds for these short codes are considered in Section A5.1.2. The discussion begins with a 

review of the quotient selection mechanisms proposed for these codes, and then proceeds with evaluation 

of performance bounds.

AS. 1.1.1 Quotient Selection Mechanism

As discussed in [2], when quotients in the selection set have even length and are complementary 

in all but one bit position, selection of the quotient with minimum IWRDSi will bound DSV and ensure 

that the encoded sequence is balanced. However, this criterion makes no attempt to maximize the number 

of transitions in the encoded sequence. A compromise proposed for the scrambling polynomials J/VA_2(x), 

dN l{x), and dNfi(x) studied at that time involved selecting the quotient with a transition preceding the most
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significant bit as long as WRDS bounds are not exceeded. Since the quotients in the selection sets 

generated by these polynomials are guaranteed to have complementary bits in the most significant bit 

position, this mechanism ensures selection of a single quotient. This same mechanism can be used with 

all dNJ,x), Z -  0, 1 ,..., N -2, although, as noted in the next subsection, in some instances the additional 

enforcement of RDS bounds results in improved performance. With dNii_,(*), the most significant bits are 

no longer complementary. However, since the bits in position N -2  are complementary, selection of the 

quotient with a transition preceding bit N-2, given enforcement of WRDS bounds, ensures selection of a 

single quotient from each selection set. Bounds on WRDS, RDS, and CLS are evaluated for these 

selection mechanisms. Bounds which result when the quotient with minimum IWRDSI is selected are also 

considered.

Note that these selection mechanisms assume no knowledge of subsequent source words. If  

following words are known, possibly through storage of incoming source words, the selection mechanism 

might be altered to improve performance. Consideration of other selection mechanisms is beyond the 

scope of this work.

A5.1.1.2 WRDS and RDS bounds

To evaluate the RDS bounds, it is useful to first establish WRDS bounds. Let WD denote word 

disparity, the running digital sum over the length of one word. Clearly, when N  is even, WD is even also. 

As shown in [2], since the quotients in the selection sets are complementary in all but one bit position,

WD, = -(W D 0± 2 ), (A5.1)

where the + sign bolds if the non-inverted bit is a zero, the -  sign holds if  the ncn-inverted bit is a one, 

and the subscripts 1 and 0 refer to the disparity of q,(jc) and qQ(x) respectively. If  one quotient has 

IWDI as N, the other has IWDI = N-2, and it is alw ~ possible to select a quotient with IWDI < N-2. Let c 

denote the center of the WRDS excursion, or

WRDS mm + W RDS^
2

Then, the minimum WRDS bounds which can be enforced are 

WRDSbound, >nrin= c ± (N -2 ) .

As noted in [2], expanding these bounds decreases CLS. Accordingly, CLS analysis w ill proceed for 

WRDS bounds

W R D S ^  = c ± ( N - 2 + k ) ,  k = 0,1,2.....

Since quotients have even disparity, WRDS bounds are even also. 'Thus, when fc is even (odd), c is even 

(odd) also.

Consider evaluation of R D S ^; evaluation of R D S^ is symmetrical. RDS,,,^ w ill occur when 

the WRDS prior to quotient selection is WRDS,,,, and the word selected has the maximum possible
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number of leading ones. This occurs when quotient selection is from a set which contains words with 

WD = +2 and 0, forcing selection of the word with zero disparity. From Equation A5.1. this arises only if 

the bit in the non-inverted position is a one. Since W D = 0, the number of ones in this word is 

Then, when dB(x) = dNZ(x), Z  = %  + 1 ,..., N - 1, the most significant %  bits may be one, and

R D S ^  =W RDSimx+| .

This bound follows from enforcement of W R D S^. With dB(x) = dN 2(x ),Z  = 0 , l , . . . , % - l ,  slightly 

tighter RDS bounds can be enforced. In the situation cited above, the non-inverted bit must be a one, and 

so only the %  -1  leading bits of the selected word can be ones, and

RDS TOX=W RDSIIM+ ^ - 1 .

However, consider the case where selection is from a set where quotients have disparity 0 and -2 . Since 

the non-inverted bit is a zero, selection of the word with WD = 0 can result in selection of a word with 

%  leading ones, resulting in R D S ^  one greater than that given in the expression above. But the other 

quotient, which also satisfies W RDS,^ bounds, can be selected. It will be selected if both WRDS and 

RDS bounds are enforced. Then, when Z  = 0,1,..., %  -1 , tighter RDS bounds result if the quotient 

selection mechanism selects the quotient with the preceding transition, given enforcement of WRDS and 

RDS bounds. The resulting RDS bounds are

— N  N .
2 '  2 .............

N
Z  = 0 , l , . . . ,y - 1

N N  . „  ,
— + 1...... N - I
2 2

 f - 1-

As noted in [2], selection of the quotient with minimum IWRDSI ensures selection of a single 

word from each selection set. Since this mechanisms limits WRDS excursion to c ±  (N-2), the resulting 

WRDS and RDS bounds are given by the above formulas with k set to 0.

AS A .1.3 Consecutive Like-Valued Symbols

As discussed, in [2], when coding is balanced with A = 1, consecutive like-valued bits can span at 

most three words as shown in Figure A5.1. Consider generation of the all-one CLS sequence; generation 

of the all-zero sequence is symmetrical. Let words A,B, andC be the quotients not selected when words 

A, B, and C are selected respectively. Clearly, words B andC contain transitions which would result in 

their selection if it were not for enforcement of WRDS bounds. The longest sequence of ones occurs 

when, to force selection of word B, word B violates W RD S^ and, to force selection of word C, word C 

violates W R D S ^ [2].

’N

= WRDSb0UIlds± ' T
N

.2  “

T ~ 2 + k ’ z= c±-
~ - - 3  + k, Z

I 2
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WRDS, WRDS,

§§ consecutive like-vilued bits
WRDSn

Figure A5.1: Span of CLS in balanced GS codes wish A = 1

As depicted in Figure A5.1, let the subscripts A, B, and C on WRDS denote the WRDS values 

following selection of words A, B, and C respectively. To establish restrictions on WRDSA such that word 

B is selected, note that WDB = N  and WDg = - ( N - 2 ) .  Then, to ensure that word B is not selected, 

WRDS A + WD§ < WRDS ̂

WRDSa < c - ( N - 2 + k ) + ( N - 2 )

< c - k .

Since WRDS bounds have even values,

WRDSa, n» = c - k - 2 .

Let T A m,. denote the maximum number of ones at the tail-end of word A, and H^ .  denote the 

maximum number of ones at the head-end of word C. To evaluate TA m3I, a word must be found which 

satisfies WRDSA = c - k - 2  and has a maximum number of trailing ones, and thus maximum possible 

disparity. Since the value of WRDS preceding word A is bounded by W RDS^,

WRDS ™ + WDa S WRDS AiimJt

WDA S ( c - * - 2 ) - [ c - ( A f + i t - 2 ) ]

Z N - 4,

and

WD A .n a x = N -  4.

Clearly, this bold only for IV 2:4. The case of N  = 2 is considered in Section A5.1.2.

To determine the maximum number of ones possible in a word with disparity N - 4, note that in 

any word,

WD =# ones -#  zeros 

=# ones- (1V-# ones)

and

# ones = W D +N (A5.2)

Then, the largest number of trailing ones possible in a word with WD = N- 4 is
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It is straightforward to find words with this number of trailing ones which can be selected under these 

conditions. However, consider the case where the non-inverted bit is a one. Since all but the two most 

significant bits of word A are one, this includes codes with base polynomials dNJ/ix), Z  = 0, 1, .... N -3. 

Then,

WDa = -(W D a - 2 )

= 6 - N ,

which indicates that for N £ 6, W DA £ 0 and word A , which has fewer ones at the trailing end, can be 

selected. In these cases, a shorter TA mT can be enforced. CLS bounds which result when dB(x) = d4J,x), 

Z -  0 and 1, and dB(x) = d6J,x), Z = 0, 1, 2, 3, are considered in Section S. 1.2. The following analysis 

holds for the remaining codes, including all those with N  £ 8.

To establish the value of HC4nu, note that 

WRDSb = WRDSAnra + N 

= c + N - k - 2.

To ensure that word C is not selected,

W De > W RDS,™ -W RDSb

> c  + ( N - 2 + k ) - { c  + N - k - 2 )

>2  k.

Thus,

and

W D . . = 2k  + 2,C.mu

where the + sign holds if the non-inverted bit is a zero and the -  sign holds if the non-inverted bit is a 

one. Clearly, the maximum WDC value w ill hold in the latter situation. Then,

W DCiirax= - (2 *  + 2 -2 )

= -2  it,

and the maximum number of ones in word C is, from Equation A5.2,

N - 2 k  N .
#ones = — - —  = —— k.

2 2

Since a one must be in the non-inverted bit position, this establishes H -m, fo rZ  = %  + J :,%  + A: + l  N - I .

However, for Z = 0 ,1 , . . . ,^  + k -1 , the one in the non-inverting bit position cannot be one of the 

most significant bits, and the maximum bead length is reduced by one. cannot be reduced below 

zero when dB(x) = dNJ.x), Z  = 0, 1, ..., N-2, and cannot be reduced below one for dB(x) = dWJV_,(x). 

Then, when k = 0 , l , . . . , % - l ,
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H,C.nax

When k a % ,

H,C.nax ~

N  . „  N  , N  , . „  .
~2~*> Z = — + * ,— + *  + 1 N - 1

-J -l-J fc , Z  = 0 ,l,. . . ,-J + it - l .
2 2

1, Z = N - 1 
0, Z = 0 ,l,...,iV -2 .

Figure A5.2 depicts HCjlttX vs. k for (7,8) GS codes. Clearly, in terms of reducing CLS, there is no 

advantage to increasing k past % ~ 1 -

Finally, CLS is given by the addition of TAjmx, N, and H .m . Then, for (3,4) codes with 

dB(x) = d4̂ x ) ,  Z  = 2 and 3, (5,6) codes with dB(x) = d6JX), Z  = 4 and 5, and all other even length codes 

with W a 8, CLS is given by

CLS = ( N - 2 )  + N + H C'tm .

W hen* = 0 ,1 ,.. . ,% - ! ,

CLS =

f 5 W _ . _ J V . J V , ,
~ — 2 — k, Z = — + * ,— +*+ l, . . . ,JV —1

~ 3 - k ,  Z =  0,1...... y  + Jfc-1.

When k * N/ 2 '

C L S - P - I ,  Z  = /V‘ 1
(2JV-2, Z  = 0,1...... N - 2 .

These values are also depicted in Figure A5.2 for (7,8) GS codes.

Since selection of the quotient with minimum IWRDSI limits WRDS and RDS bounds to their 

minimum values, the CLS which results with this mechanism is given by setting k equal to zero in the 

above expressions.

11 CLS

2.
I .
0.

■l* CLS. 17 
. 16 
. IS 
. 14

2. 
1 . 
0.

11 CLS. 17 
. 16 
. IS 
. 14

2.
1.
^.

1 l l l l l 0 1 2^3 4 S i i i i i i0 1 2^3 4 3

(a) <Ux)-dUx) (b) d , ( * W M(x)

H- ! :  
2. 
1. 
0.

•\

v

11 CLS H -_ 4‘.17 c"" 3 . 
.16 2. 
.IS 1. 
.14 0.

**•
V.

i r ' i v i i 0 1 2^3 4 5

(C) 4 { x ) - d j x )

L , , <

. 17

. 16

. IS

.14

CLS

0 I LJ 4 J

(d) <4(*)-dW*)

0 I 2^3 4 5

( ')  1,2,3

Figure A5.2: 1L  and CLS vs. k for balanced (7,8) GS codes
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A5.1.2 Special Cases

As pointed out in the discussion above, performance bounds for several short codes require 

special attention. These include (1,2) codes and several (3,4) and (5,6) codes.

A U .2J .JL2) GS,Codes
First, note that the base polynomials dB(x) = d2/x ) ,  Z = 0 ,  1, are both dB(x) = 1, which implies 

that division and multiplication circuits are not required during encoding and decoding respectively. 

Recall also that with d j ̂ x), the augmenting bit is in position N-2  = 0, and with d20{x), the augmenting 

bit is in the most significant bit position. The quotient sets which are formed with these base polynomials 

are given in Tables 5.1a and b. Clearly, these tables show that words with transitions following the most 

significant bit can always be selected, and this will ensure balanced transmission with many transitions in 

the encoded bit stream. This simplified selection mechanism, equivalent to selecting the quotient with 

minimum IWRDSI, is proposed for (1,2) GS coding. With this mechanism, WRDS does not vary, and 

RDS bounds are c ±  1. The maximum consecutive like-valued sequence extends over only two words, and 

is of length CLS- 2 .

Implementation of (1,2) GS coding with these two base polynomials reduces to Manchester 

coding. However, when high-degree scrambling polynomials from families with these bases are used for 

CGS coding, feedback in the division registers results in average encoded sequence statistics which are 

more independent of source stream statistics than when simple Manchester encoding is used.

A2A,22 (3,4) GS codeswith da(x) .= d4JxLZ =.0,1
As discussed in Section A5.1.1.3, when JV = 4 and dB(x) = d41(x) or d40(x), the values of TAjI111( 

and CLS for the sequence depicted in Figure A5.1 can be reduced from the values indicated by the 

formulas given above. Consider dB(x) = d4 l(x). Following the above derivation, WDA = 0, and the 

WRDS value preceding the three-word sequence is WRDSA, which equals W RDS^. The value of TAm„  

is then N -2  = 2, which arises in the word 0011. This word could be chosen, if it were not for enforcement 

of RDS bounds exceeding WRDS bounds by only % - l  = 1. Limiting RDS in this manner limits TAjnu 

to 1, and

Input
Bit

Quotient
Set

0 90 = 0 0

* i = l l

1 S1
 

ii 
ii 

—
 

o
 

o 
—

Input
Bit

Quotient
Set

0 * o  = 0 0

* i = 10

1 * o  = 01

* i = l l

Input
Bit

Quotient
Set

0 * o  = 0 0  

* , = 01

1 * 0 = 1 0 

* ,=  11

(a) dB(x) = d2Q(x) (b) dB(x) = d2l (x) (c) dB(x) = du (x)

Table A5.1: Quotient selection sets in (1,2) GS codes
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f6’ * = 0CLS = „ , ,
[5, * 2  1,

a reduction of one from the general formulas above.

Similar restriction of RDS limits CLS to 6 when dB(x) = d4 0(x) and k = 0. However, when Jfc = 1, 

a length-6 consecutive like-valued sequence can occur over the span of two successive words regardless of 

the RDS bounds. To eliminate the possibility of this sequence occurring, it is sufficient to not permit 

selection of the quotient 0111 if the resulting WRDS would be WRDS^ + 2 , and the quotient 1000 if the 

resulting WRDS would be WRDSm„ -2 . This results in CLS = 5 without affecting the WRDS or RDS 

bounds. This CLS value does not decrease if k is increased further.

A5.1.2.3 (5.6) GS codes with dB(x) = dcJx). Z = 0. 1. 2. 3

I f  additional restrictions are placed quotient selection when dB(x) = d6J.x), Z  = 0, 1, 2, or 3, CLS 

can be decreased from the value indicated in Section A5.1.1.3. The reduction comes from limiting the 

length of TAjnax, which is given above as N -2  = 4. In a manner similar to the last (3,4) code discussed 

above, when dB(x) = d63{x), TAjnaJt is reduced to 3 if the word 001111 is not selected when the resulting 

WRDS would be WRDSmin+2 and the word 110000 is not selected if the resulting WRDS would be 

WRDS .̂,-2 . These additional restrictions can be applied in this code configuration because the other 

words in the selection sets, 111000 and 000111, will not violate WRDS or RDS bounds in these situations. 

This reduces TAjibx and CLS by one, so that CLS = 12,10, and 9 when k = 0,1, and greater than or equal 

to 2, respectively.

When dB(x) = d62(x), CLS can be reduced even further. It is straightforward to verify that in this 

instance, it is possible, without exceeding the WRDS or RDS bounds, to select the alternate quotient 

whenever selection of u word ending in more than two ones would result in WRDS = WRDSniin+2, or a 

word ending with more than two zeros would result in WRDS = W R D S ^-2. These situations arise in 

eight quotient selection sets. With this additional constraint, CLS is 10, 9, and 8 for it = 0,1, and greater 

than or equal to 2, respectively.

These same restrictions decrease CLS when dB(x) = d6 l (x) and dB(x) = d60(x), but not to the same 

extent. This is because, although long sequences which span three words are prohibited, long like-valued 

sequences arise in two consecutive words. For example, with dB(x) = d6 i (x) and Jfc £ 1, the sequence

011111 111101

cannot be prohibited if the initial WRDS value is W RDS^. The complementary sequence can arise 

following WRDS = W RD S^, and the CLS bound is 9. With Jfc = 0, CLS = 10. With dB(x) = d6Q(x), 

regardless of the value of k, sequences of the form

011111 111110

can arise following a WRDS value of W R D S^, and CLS cannot be reduced below 10.
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AS,2 A = l ,^ f a l =
WRDS, RDS, and CLS bounds for codes using dB(x) = jc+1 and a single augmenting bit in the 

most significant bit position receive considerable attention in [2], This section briefly reconsiders, these 

bounds, derives tighter RDS bounds than previously reported, and demonstrates that simpler selection 

mechanisms can be used in several short codes without degrading performance. The analysis follows the 

procedure outlined in the previous section, and relies extensively on the derivation in [2]. Codes of even 

and odd length are considered separately.

A5.2.1 Even A/

As discussed in the previous section, bounds on RDS and CLS follow from WRDS bounds. 

When the augmenting bit is in the most significant bit position and dB(x) = x+1, the quotients in the 

selection set are complementary, and selection of a quotient with IWDI = N  cannot be avoided. From this 

observation, it was erroneously concluded in [2] that the minimum WRDS bounds which can be enforced 

are c ±  N. However, consider the instance where WRDS = 0 and selection is between the all-zero and 

all-one quotients. To allow for selection of a quotient, only one WRDS bound must have magnitude N. If 

W R D S^ = N, the all-one quotient can be selected whenever WRDS < 0. When WRDS = 2, the all-one 

quotient would exceed this W R D S^ bound, but a W RDS^ value of -(N -2 )  is sufficient ;o allow

selection of the all-zero quotient, a quotient that can be selected when WRDS -  2, 4 N. The

minimum WRDS bounds which can be enforced are then 

W R D S ^ * ,^  = c ± (J V - l) .

Since N  is even, word disparity values are even, and WRDS bounds are most effective if they are even 

also. Then, if  these bounds are expanded, they should be expanded in steps of two, as in 

WRDSbounds= c ± (J V - l+ * ) ,  *= 0 ,1 ,2 ......

Note that the center of the WRDS range, c, will be odd for even values of *, including *  = 0.

To evaluate RDS bounds, consider evaluation of R D S^; R D S ^ is symmetrical about c. 

Maximum RDS will occur when the WRDS value is W R D S^ and a word with ones occupying the most 

significant bit positions must be chosen. A word with more than %  ones will have WD > 0, and cannot 

be selected. A word with N /j leading ones can be selected. However, the alternative, which also has 

WD = 0 and has %  leading zeros, can also be selected, indicating that an RDS bound less than 

WRDS„ .,+ %  can be enforced. Finally, if a word with % - l  leading ones and %  + l  trailing zeros is 

in the selection set, it must be selected since the alternative has WD > 0. Then, the RDS bounds which 

can be enforced are

R D S ^  = WRDSboundi± ( - | - l )

=  c ± ( ~ - 2  +  * j ,  *  =  0 ,1 ,2 .......
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Note that enforcement of WRDS bounds is not sufficient to limit RDS excursion to these values, but that 

measures must be taken to limit RDS as well.

Evaluation of resulting CLS, except for the instance where WRDS bounds equal c ±  (N -1), is 

given in [2]. Following the procedure outlined in the previous section, it is straightforward to show that 

when WilDS bounds are at their minimum, CLS is one greater than when the bounds are c ±  N  and, for 

N > 2 ,

I f  the motive is to reduce CLS, there is no point in increasing k  beyond % - L

When N  = 2, good performance results even when a simpler selection mechanism is used. The 

quotient sets which result with this code were given previously in Table A5.1c. From examination of 

these sets, it is straightforward to verify that WRDS and RDS bounds of c ±  1 result if quotients with a 

transition preceding the most significant bit are selected. The resulting CLS is 2.

Finally, selection based on minimum IWRDSI is not sufficient to ensure selection of a single 

quotient from each selection set. When quotients with equal IWRDSI occur, the one with a preceding 

transition should be selected. The resulting WRDS bounds are c ±  N, and CLS = ^ % ~ 3 .  If  specific 

measures are not made to restrict RDS, the resulting RDS bounds are c ± 3 ^ .  However, bounds of 

c ± ( 3 y 2 - l )  can be enforced. Additional measures can also be taken to constrain WRDS and RDS to 

c ± ( N -1 ) and c ± ( 3 % -  2 ) respectively, in which case CLS rises to ^ % - 2 .

As with codes of even length, analysis of performance bounds for odd-length codes with A = 1 

and dB(x) = ac+1 presented in [2] is not complete since all possible values of WRDS bounds were not 

considered. However, analysis of the cases which were considered is accurate.

To complete the analysis, first note that since A  is odd, WRDS values in the encoded stream take 

on both even and odd values. Note also that since quotients in the selection sets are complementary, 

selection of a quotient with IWDI = N cannot be avoided. Arguing in the same fashion as in the preceding 

subsection reveals that WRDS bounds tighter than c ±  N  can be enforced. In fact,

since, for instance, WRDS bounds of +N  and ~(N~ 1) can be enforced. Increasing the expanse of these 

bounds by even one will affect CLS, and RDS and CLS bounds must be evaluated for

A5.3.3 Qdd/V

WRDS bouodi ,min

WRDS
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Note that, to retain integer-valued WRDS bounds when Jfc is even, c must be an odd multiple of ^ . CLS 

bounds which result with fractional c have not been considered in previous work.

As shown in [2], selection of a quotient with WD = -1  and N ~ %  leading ones cannot be 

avoided when WRDS = WRDS„„, andmx’

Note that these RDS bounds follow from enforcement of WRDS bounds.

Proceeding as in Section A5.1.1.3, it is straightforward to show that the worst-case sequence of 

like-valued bits will span three words, as shown in Figure AS.l. Also,

As an example, consider the (6,7) GS codes. Values of WRDS, RDS, and CLS are given for various 

values of k  in Table A5.2. Clearly, if the intent is to reduce CLS, there is no advantage to increase WRDS 

past values corresponding to Jfc = N-2, nor is there any advantage to using even values of k since the same 

CLS results with the odd value one less. The tight WRDS and RDS bounds corresponding to k = 0 have 

not been reported previously.

A special case arises with N  = 3. Although the above expressions for ^Ajiux and hold for 

all N  when the suggested quotient selection mechanism is used, it is straightforward to show that when 

N =  3 and k = 0, CLS sequences spanning more than two words can be avoided if additional precautions 

are taken. To restrict CLS to two consecutive words, it is sufficient to ensure that the word 011 is not

RDSnux=WRDSmi + ̂ - i .

Similarly,

R D S ^ W R D S ^ - ^ ,

and

RDS = c ±

0, * 2 I V - 2,

and

f5AT-3-Jfc , Jfc = 0,2,...,AT-3
2

2N-1, k > N - 2 .
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* WkDS bounds RDS bounds CLS

0 c ± 6 M c ± 9 K 16

1 c ± 7 c ±  10 15

2 C± 7  y2 c±io y2 15

3 c ± 8 c ±  11 14

4 c ±  s j A c ± U % 14

5 c ± 9 c ±  12 13

25 c ± (6K + % ) c ± ( 9 y2+y2) 13

Table A5.2: WRDS, RDS, and CLS bounds for (6,7) codes with dB(x) = jc+1

selected when the resulting WRDS would be W RDS^+2, and the word 100 is not selected when the 

resulting WRDS would be WRDS^ - 2 .  This modification affects selection from only one quotient 

selection set. The resulting CLS is 5.

As in the case of even N, selection based on minimum IWRDSI is not sufficient to ensure 

selection of a single quotient from each selection set. However, secondary selection of the one with a 

preceding transition resolves this situation. The resulting WRDS, RDS, and CLS bounds are given by 

setting k = 1 in the above expressions. If  additional measures are taken to restrict WRDS to c ±  (n  -  ,

RDS and CLS bounds correspond to those which result with A: = 0.

AS3  A = 2. <fnfr l = x2+ l

As in the case of balanced encoding with A = 1, tighter WRDS and RDS bounds than previously 

reported can be enforced when A = 2, dB(x) = jc2+1. General formulas for these bounds are developed in 

this section. The mechanism for selecting quotients is also considered. The mechanism proposed in [2] is 

selection of the quotient with the most transitions, given enforcement of WRDS and RDS bounds. This 

guarantees that a balanced encoded sequence with many transitions will be generated, but does not ensure 

selection of a single quotient from every selection set. If  selection of a single quotient is desired, a 

secondary selection mechanism is also required. In [2], the secondary selection mechanism proposed is 

the presence of a transition at a specific location. It was shown there that the position of this transition 

must be chosen to ensure that it is a sufficient criterion to ensure selection of a single quotient. In some 

instances, its position also affects the value of CLS. Proper positioning of this transition, and the CLS 

bounds which result, are considered here.

A5.3.1 WRDS and RDS Bounds

It is shown in [2] that, when augmenting bits are placed in the two most significant positions and 

dB(x) = x2+ l, there arise instances where selection must be between quotients with disparity
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WD = ±

a
2 '

N + l

N  mod 4 = 0 

N  mod 4 = 1

y - 1 ,  Wmod4 = 2 

N ~ l—-— , !Vmod4 = 3.

From this result, it was erroneously concluded that the tightest WRDS bounds which could be enforced 

were

N
— , N  mod 4 = 0
2
IV+ 1 .—-— , !Vmod4 = l

-^ --1, N  mod4=2  
2

 , N  mod 4 = 3.
2

However, as discussed in previous sections in this appendix, the range between maximum and minimum 

WRDS values can be decreased from these values by two when N  is even, and decreased by one when N is 

odd. The tightest WRDS bounds which can be enforced are then

WRDSbounds = c ±

— -1, Wmod4 = 0 
2

— , N  mod4 = l
2

~z~2, N  mod 4 = 2 
2

— -1, A/mod 4 = 3.
2

These bounds must be even when N  is even, and integer-valued when N  is odd. As shown in the next 

subsection, their expansion does not decrease CLS, so the following analysis is concerned only with these 

fixed WRDS values.

Evaluation of RDS bounds is also considered in [2]. The derivation presented there is accurate 

given the assumed WRDS bounds. However, given the tighter WRDS bounds above, the RDS bounds are 

reduced accordingly, and

RDSboundi =  C ±

4
31V-1

4
31V-1 4

4
31V- 7

!Vmod4 = 0 

!Vmod4 = l 

!Vmod4 = 2, IV>6  

IV mod 4 = 3, N  >3.

RDS bounds which arise when N -  3 and N = 6 are discussed in the next subsection.
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Word A WoidB

WRDS* WRDS,

consecutive like-valued bits

Figure A5.3: Span of CLS in balanced GS codes with A  = 2

A5.3.2 Secondary Selection Mechanisms and CLS

Since the all-one and all-zero quotients are not selected in these coding schemes, consecutive

like-valued bits can span at most two words, as shown in Figure A5.3. A word without a preceding

transition is chosen as word B due to enforcement of either the upper or lower WRDS bound. Since the

width of the bounds does not play a role in forming CLS sequences, expanding the bounds from the values

suggested above will not reduce CLS.

Consider the case when N  mod 4 = 0. It can be shown that, when the transition preceding bits

 i f - t  is used as the secondary selection mechanism and N > 8, words with TAjrax = %

can be followed by selection of words with HBjraJl = %  -1 . When N <,8, enforcement of RDS bounds

reduces TAjiim to %  -1 , and

_  „ \ N - 1, N>8  
CLS =

[N -2 , N <8.

However, with N  > 8, by placing the additional constraint on quotient selection that a word with ^  

trailing ones is not selected when WRDS = W RDS^, and that a word with %  trailing zeros is r  :t 

selected when WRDS = W R D S^, is reduced by one and CLS is N-2.

I f  the transition preceding bit % - l  is used as the secondary mechanism, HBmax increases to 

% , resulting in a one-bit increase in CLS. If  transitions preceding bits 0 through % - 2  are used as 

secondary mechanisms, TAjibx = % - l ,  Ĥ max = and CLS = N -1. However, simple modifications 

to this selection mechanism will not reduce CLS further.

A simpler selection mechanism can be used with the (2,4) code. Through examination of the 

four possible quotient selection sets, it is straightforward to verify that satisfaction of W R D S ^^  and 

RDS^und, both equal to c ±  1 is sufficient to ensure selection of a single quotient from every selection set 

It is reported in [2] that when N  mod 4 = 1, N  > 5, and the secondary selection mechanism is the 

presence of a transition preceding one of the bits in positions N + N- 2,  T * m,. =

HBitux = N - % ,  and CLS = N-2. It has since been found that these values hold also when secondary 

selection is based on the transition preceding bit When the transition considered precedes bits

0,1 H - y v  T Am,. = N ~y.>  CLS increases to N. Selection based on the

transition preceding bit N -l does not ensure selection of a single quotient. When N = 5, enforcement of
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WRDS bounds results in CLS = 4, even when the secondary selection mechanism considers a transition 

preceding bits in positions 2 or 3.

The general formula derived in [2] for CLS when N  mod 4 = 2 is

This is accurate, but does not consider the case when N  = 6. From examination of the sixteen quotient 

selection sets which arise with (4,6) GS coding, it is found that complementary words with IWDI S 2 are 

always present Thus, WRDS bounds of c ±  1 can be enforced. In several instances, words in which RDS 

values exceed these bounds by one must be selected, and the RDS bounds are c ±  2. It is also straightforward 

to show that, given enforcement of these WRDS and RDS bounds, secondary selection based on any 

transition w ill result in CLS equal to 4.

Finally, the CLS values derived in [2] for N  mod 4 = 3 are also accurate, equaling N-1  for 

secondary selection based on transitions preceding any bit but the most significant. Use of the transition 

preceding bit N- 1 is not sufficient to ensure selection of a single quotient from each selection set. 

However, from examination of the two quotient selection sets which arise with (1,3) coding, it is simple to 

deduce that WRDS bounds of c ±  can always be enforced, along with RDS bounds of either c + ̂  and 

c ~ y 2 o r c + %  and c - B y  enforcing these bounds, selection of a single quotient from both selection 

sets is ensured, CLS remains at 2, and there is no need to count transitions or introduce a secondary 

selection mechanism.
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APPENDIX 6 

DERIVATION OF EOLATIONS

In this appendix, derivations are given for expressions which arise in Chapter 4 during 

evaluation of the autocorrelation matrices of CGS coded sequences.

A6.1 Expressions Reported in Section 4.2.2

In this section, derivations are given for the expressions reported in Section 4.2.2 of Chapter 4 

regarding calculation of the autocorrelation matrices for CGS coded symbol sequences when AC<D<, N+Ac. 

Recall that in this analysis, the quotient selection mechanism is modeled as a finite state machine with L 

states /], i = 1, 2 ,.... L, and that when the sotvce word sequence is stationary, the state probabilities can be 

considered independent of the encoding interval n. These values can be recorded in the length-L row 

vector X and L-square diagonal matrix A as follows:

The quotient selection mechanism is driven by a sequence of quotient selection sets. With stationary 

source words, these quotient selection sets have state dependent probabilities which are independent of 

time, and can be stored in the length-L row vectors y/u, u = 0 ,1 , .... 5 -1 , and L-square matrices 

u = 0, 1, ..., 5 -1 , where 5 is the number of different source words and quotient sets that can occur. The 

elements of these vectors and matrices are defined as

These state and state dependent quotient set probabilities can be evaluated according to Equations 4.12 

through 4.15 when the following matrices are constructed. Recall that when Ac < D<, N+Ac, remainders 

modify the subsequent set of augmented words. As a result, given the present state and quotient set, the

source stream statistics. When source words are independent, their probabilities can be recorded as 

elements on the diagonal of the L-square matrices 0 UV, u, v = 0 ,1 ,..., 5-1, with elements

Finally, the operation of the quotient selection mechanism is defined by formation of the L x L next state 

matrices Eu, u = 0 ,1 ,.... 5-1, with elements

X(i) = T [ln = ( i], 1 = 1,2...... L,

A  /  • " \  ^(0. t  = j ,
A(».y) = n0, otherwise.

</„(«•) = * [ &  =Q u|/„ =^;]> i = l,2 ,...,L ,

[0, otherwise.

probability of a particular quotient set appearing during the next encoding interval is dependent on the

otherwise.
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and the L  x N output matrices Cu, u = 0 , 1 , 5 - 1 ,  where the ith row of the matrix Cu contains the vector 

of code symbol values transmitted when the encoder is in state and the input quotient selection set is 

Consider evaluation of the autocorrelation matrices Rk defined by Equation 4.4 as

Rk =£[c?cn+*].

Calculation of the constituent values requires consideration of the codewords transmitted during the nth 

and (n+A:)th encoding intervals. Since the codeword output is dependent on the state of the finite state 

machine and its quotient set input, these autocorrelation values can be evaluated by summing over all 

states and quotient sets that might occur during these encoding intervals. Then, for p, q = 1 ,2 ,.... N,

Rk ( p . ? ) = 4 c « ( p ) c « + * ( ? ) ]

= = ^ > /« = r» &  =Q„]CV(M ) .
1 v=0  i= l  11=0

Define tb e N x L  matrices/vjt, v = 0 ,1 ...... 5-1, to contain values
L J-l

JytkiP’j )  =  =   ̂j  > Qn+k = Q.v*ln =  0  > Qn = Q .uJ
i= l  u=0

forp = 1, 2 ,..., iVandj  = 1,2 L. Then,
l s- 1

Rk(p>q) =  2 2  •/ v , * ( P . , / X 0 . 4 )
/= 1 » = o

and
s - 1

« * = X /v .* C v. (A6.1)
»=o

Consider evaluation of the Jvjt matrices. First, consider the case when k = 0. For p  = 1, 2 ,.... N  

and j =  1, 2 ,..., L,

L S -l
•fv ,o (P .;)  =  X  2 C“ ( ' ' P ) !P[ /" = Ci'Q "  =<2.v./n =Ci,Qn  =  Q « ] .

(=1 u=0

The probability on the right hand side is zero except when u = v and i = j ,  and the sums contribute a 

single term:

Jvfi(P’ j )  = c * 0 ’ P ) * [ l» = h 'Q *  =Qv]

- -c f (p ,» 4 e „ = Q v|/f l= r ; ]!p [/„ = f>]

= C ( p , ; ) vFv0 'J )A ( j , ; )

and

/ v,o = C vt 'FvA . (A6.2)
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Consider evaluation of the elements in 7vl. Forp = 1, 2 ,.... N  and j  -  1 , 2 , . . L,

L  5-1
Jv,i(P .j) = 'Z 'Z l Cu( i t p)<p[ln^  = fj,Q „+ \ =Q v,/„ = = 0 * ]

i'=l u=0

= t l ! c ( p , m  = f i.f i ,  - o . ] * [ u  = f ; .e fl+, =Qv|«, = ^ e „  = q .] .
i = l  u=0

But as discussed in Section 4.2.2 of Chapter 4, given the present state and quotient selection set, the next 

state and next quotient set are independent when source words are independent, and the above expression 

can be written

L  5-1

j> , i ( p j ) = y? 2 4c l(p > o * [Q n = q u|/„ = ^ M /n = f iM f in+1=o.v|/, = f r .a
i = l  u = 0  .  -

*1 ^ 1  = [ i%  =ti>Qn =Qu]

= i)'F„ (j, i)A (i, 1)0^ (i, i)£„ (1,7)
i = l  u=0

=Z Z ■Wa *)®uv («. 0 (̂«, 7)
i= I  u=0

and
s-i

A .1  = X y “ .Qe u v f« -  (A6.3)
u=0

Finally, consider evaluation of J vjt when Jfc > 1. Forp = 1,2, ...,A fandy= 1, 2 ,..., L,
L  5-1

J v ,k ( P ’ j )  =  ' £  ̂ f-w(̂ /p)̂ ’[̂ i+* =f;.fi(i+t — Q v ’ li1 = fA>Q n = Q.w]- 
ft=l w=0

The probability on the right hand side can be evaluated by summing over all states and quotient sets 

which might occur in the (n+Jt-l)th interval:
L  5-1 L  5-1

= ^ ;> 2 « + l = Q .v*(»+*-l = Q.w]*
i= l u=0 A=1 w=0

Note that the value of the state in the (n+£)th encoding interval is completely determined by the values of 

the state and quotient set in the (n+£-l)th interval and as a result, when given these values, it is 

independent of ln and fi„ for k > 1. Similarly, the quotient set in the (n+fc)th encoding interval depends 

only on the source word 5B+t and the state and quotient set present during the previous interval. Thus, for 

* > 1,
l  5-1 L  5-1

A,»(P'j)s J Z Z  Z^' ̂ '̂ t^i+W = ̂ i 'Q n + k - l  h 'Q n  =Q.w]
i= l u=0A=l w=0 .  l  r  1 1

~  Q .»P (i+ t-l =  ^ i ’ Q n+ k-l = Q u ]^ [ ( i i+ t  =  0 K " + * - l  ~  ^ i ’ Qn+k- 1 = QuJ>

which can be written
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l  5-1 L 5-1

Summing over w and A yields

L 5-1

i= l u=0

and evaluation for all p  = 1 , 2 , N, and j  = 1, 2 , L, can be written more concisely as

(A6.4)

Equations A6 1 through A6.4 can be summarized as

«* = 2 ./v ,*C v( k > 0 ,
v=0

where

Cf'F.A, *  = 0,

Jvjc= i J u j t - M ,  *>  l.

These expressions are reported as Equations 4.16 and 4.17 in Chapter 4.

A6.2 Expressions Reported in Section 4.2.3

Section 4.2.3 of Chapter 4 considers evaluation of the autocorrelation matrices for CGS coded 

sequences when Af+Ac < D < 2N+Ac. The approach is similar to that discussed above, however 

definitions are altered to accommodate remainders which now affect two subsequent sets of augmented 

words, and the resulting expressions change also.

The matrices Cu and Eu, u = 0, 1, ..., 5-1, as defined in the previous section, are retained to 

describe the quotient selection mechanism. The definitions of the state probability vector X and matrix A 

also do not change, but now the matrices which hold state dependent quotient set probabilities are defined 

as L-square matrices 'Fuv, u, v = 0 ,1 ,..., 5-1, with elements

The probabilities of the source words required for particular sequences of quotient selection sets are stored 

in the L-square diagonal matrices Qmw, u, v, w = 0 ,1 ,.... 5-1, with elements

for i , j  = 1, 2 ,..., L. This definition assumes that the source words are statistically independent.

otherwise,
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Evaluation of the state and state dependent quotient set probabilities, the vector of mean code 

symbol values, and autocorrelation matrices R0, R {, and Rm is considered in detail in Section 4.2.3. It 

remains to develop expressions whereby matrices Rk, k > 2, can be calculated in a practical manner.

Recall that autocorrelation matrices are defined to have values

Rk(p,q) = z [c „(p )cn+k(q)], p ,q  = 1,2 N.

These values can be calculated by summing over all states and quotient sets which might occur in the nth, 

(n+k- l)th, and (n+Jt)th encoding intervals:
t s-i t  s-i £ s-i

R k i P ' Q )  ~  X S  5 *  ^ u ( h ’ P ) & f y n + k  =  t j ' Q n + k  Q w ' ^ n + k - 1 ~  ^ i ' Q n * k - \  ~ ^ h ' Q n  =
j =1 w=0 i=1 v=0A=l u=0

Since the value of the state in the (n+A:)th encoding interval is completely determined by the state and 

quotient set which occur in the (n+£-l)th interval, this can be written, for k > 2 ,

£ 5-1 l s-i l s-i
Ek{p>q) =  Q ( ^ ’ PfelQn+k ~ Q.W l/i+k-l ~ ^i'Qn+k-l ~ Q.v’ n̂ =  ^h'Qn =  Q u ]

j = \  *-=0 1=1 v=C A=1 u=0

- ^ [4 + *  =  f / ' | ^ i + t - l  =  î’Qn+k-l ~  Q .» jQ v O ’ ? )•  

Define the N  x L  matrices v, w = 0 ,1  S -l, to contain elements
£ S -l

• ^ v w ,* (P > 0  ~  ^  2 ^ C u ( ^ ’ P ) ^ [ 6 n + *  =  Q.w'Lk-1 = ^ i» C n + * - l  = Q.v'h ~^h'Qn = Q u ]
A=1u=0

forp= 1, 2 ,..., Nand i = 1 ,2 ,..., L. Then, the elements of the Rkmatrices are
£ S -l £ S -l

**(/> .? ) = X S I S v
j= I w=0i=l v=0

and the matrices are given by 

s-is-i
,t EvCw. (A6.5)

h - = 0 v = 0

Consider evaluation of the Jmjt matrices. With & = 2, this matrix contains elements 

£ S -l

Jmi'liP’ O =  2 * 5 *  ^ ' u ( ^ , P ) ^ [ f i « + 2  =  Q .tv ’ ^ i+ 1  = 0 » f in + 1 ~Q.v<hi  ~ ̂  h'Qn = Q .u ]
Aslu=0

L 5 - 1

=  Z Z C^ /,) !P[ ^ 2  = ^ | 2 n +l = Q v ./„  = ^ . G n  = Q u ]

^[Ai+1 =  h >fin+1 ~ Q .v 'h i =  ^h ’ Qn =  Q u ]
£ S -l

=  S S C ( P . ^ [ 6 - + 2  = < i w | e » + i  = Q . w, f „  = Q u ]

. * =,U=0 * [ & ♦ !  = Q v . /„  =  = Q u| U  = f . M U i  = A ] .

where the dependency of g n+2 on is removed because the values of ln and completely determine the 

values of L i  for which * [ L i  = L Q n +1 = a v,/„ = 0 ,,] is non-zero. In terms of the notation

introduced above,
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L S -l

Sm ,2 (P ' 0  =  Z  Z  ^  ( P ’ A ) ® « v w ( M ) Y j M ) A ( . , i ) ,
A=lu=0

which in matrix form becomes 
s-i

Jvw,2 = l c ? e mwVmA . (A6.6)
u=0

Now consider the case when k > 2 .  Summing over all states and quotient sets which can arise in 

the (/t+*-2)th encoding interval,
l s-i l s-i

^ v w ,*(p » y ) =  =  Q w ^ n + k - l  =  f j * Q n + k - \  =  Q v ^ n + k - 2 =  'Cn+fc-2 =  ^ h 'Q n  “  Qar-]*
f-1u=0A-lx-0

Note that with knowledge of the source word sequence, the value of Qn+k is completely determined by the 

values of e n+Jt_,, /n+*_2, and QM  Then,
l  S - l L S -l

•Aw,t(P» S ) ~  Z Z Z  Z  P ) “̂ [^n+Jt-1 =  f  j ’ Qn+k-1 =  Q.v<ln+k-2 ~  ^ i ’ Q n+k-2 = Q-u’ n̂ = ^h ’ Qn =  Q-x]
i=l u=0A=l x=0 - -

^[Sn+A = Q.w|Gfi+t-l =  Q.V > l/t+k-2 =  ' Qn+k-2 =  Qu ]•

Note also that the value of ln+k_} is completely determined by the values of g n+t_2 and Zn+jt_2. Then,

i  S - l L S - l

J m .k iP ’ j ' )  =  Z  Z Z  Z  / t ) iP [g n+4_ i = 0.v»ln+t-2 =  ^ i>6(i+*-2  =  Q u ’ ^n = ^h ’ Qn =  Q * ]
i=I u=0/l= l .t=0 -  i

=  * l w | 6 » + t - l  = Q . v » 1 b + * - 2  =  ^ i ’ Q n + k - i  =  Q u  \

^ [l/ i+ t-1  =  f /|(« + *-2  “  ^ i ’ Q n+k-2  =  Q-u]-

Only the code symbol value and the unconditional probability depend on h and jc. Summing over these 

variables, and expressing the conditional probabilities with the notation introduced above yields
l  s - i

Jvw,k(P’ J') ~ 51 51 "̂ nv.t-1 (p-0® ww(«.0£u(«.y).
i=l u=0

which in matrix form can be written
s-i

Jvw,k =  uv,k-l^um^u' k >2. (A6.7)
u=0

In summary, whenN+Ac < D <  2N+AC, Equations A6.5 through A6.7 can be written 

i«* = Z Z ^ . * £ v C w, * > 2 ,
t»=0»=0

where

Jvw ,k  ~

Z C ^ ^ A ,  k = 2,
u=0
s
51 MV,*-1®U»Ŵ U » k%3.

,B=0

These expressions were reported in Chapter 4 as Equations 4.24 and 4.25.
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A6.3 Expressions Reported in Section 4.2.4

The notion of the extended encoding interval is introduced in Section 4.2.4 of Chapter 4. This 

involves describing the operation of the encoder over Y consecutive encoding intervals with artificially 

extended source words consisting of M ' = YM bits and codewords consisting of N ' = YN bits. It is also 

shown there that when the source word sequence is stationary and the A/-bit source words are statistically 

independent, the N 'x N ’ autocorrelation matrices Rk> have the form

It follows from this expression that the limiting matrix R'„ is the Y x Yarray of N x N R ^  matrices

X  JL ... X

x  •••

and the autocovariance matrices are K ’k = Rk -  R ^.

Consider the effect of the line coding rules on the continuous component of the power spectral density. 

With a change in notation to accommodate the extended encoding interval, this effect is given by Equation 4.8a:

% + i
Ryk-i Rn’

.Ryk’-y+i Ryk'-y+i •••

where k ' denotes the time differential in number of extended encoding intervals and the N  x  N  

autocorrelation matrices which comprise this matrix are defined for the (A/, AO code as R-k cn+ *].

x =
Rm R» ... R*

* £ ( / )  =  v ' ^ + 2 ^ ^ c o s ( 2 ^ 5 f c W T )  f '*

= v' (US -  R i)  +2Re {R'k. - RL)exp(-j2?tfk'N 'T)

= v' £  (/?;, -  R i )exp(-j2nfk 'N 'T) v "

= £  *'(%■ ~ K  K  * e x p (-;2 # W T ),

where

v '= [ l exp(j2nfT) exp(j4nfT) ••• exp(j2rtf(N ’ - \ ) t )]

and f '*  is its conjugate transpose. Note that the vector v' can also be written

v '= [v  vexp(j2nfNT) vexp(j4nfNT) ••• ve xp (j2 n f(Y -l)N T )]

where v is the length-N row vector defined in Section 4.1 as

v = [ l e x p 0 2 # r) exp{j4 /fT ) ••• e x p (y 2 # (N -l)r)].
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Given that the matrices R'k. and R'm, and vectors v' and v '\  can be partitioned as above, each term 

v'(Rk- -  RL )v'* can be written

v'(r;. - « i y  =

V

vexp(j2jifNT)

T Rn-Rm 
Rn -t ~ R

^n'+i ~ R-  
*»■ ~ * - •• Rn*r-z~R-

•
V

»>* exp(-j2/#NT)

vtxp(j2rf{Y -\)NT) Rn -Y*i •• v* exp{-j2lf(Y -  \)NT)

which implies summation of the following terms:

•’ ( * » ■ - 1 -  *_ )» ' exp(j2nfNT)
y(Rn -+1 ~ *-)» * e xp (-j2 tfN T )
*{RW- R . y •• -  R .y  c *p ( - jW (r - i)v r )

y(R»-.r,l - R. y  «9(j2jf(r-i)AiT) *(RW-Y n-R .y *M j i i f { r -Q t f r )  ...

Summation of these terms can be written concisely with the double sum
r-i k- i

v{Rn . - R _ y .

Then,

v'{R'k. -  = X  S “  R~ y  e x p (;2 # (i-  j)N T ).
i = 0 i= 0

X c if )  = exp{-j2nfk'N 'T)
k’=-<*

~ r - ir - i
= X  X E  \Ryi'-<+j - R» V  e x p (;2 # (i- j)N T )exp (-j2n fk ’N 'T)

t'=-~ ;=0 i=0

= V
-  r - ir - i .

For each value of i, summation over j  and k ’ includes summation of each {Rk -  R „) t\p (- j2 n fk N T )  term 

exactly once for all integers k. But, since summation is also over Y values of i, each of these terms is 

summed Y times, and

OP

* c ( / )  = v Y j j (Rk - IL h x p ( - j2 ^ k N T )

= Y X c (f),

which concludes the derivation of Equation 4.26a.

Consider now the discrete spectral components which arise with statistically independent Af-bil 

source words. Their weights are given by X'D( f )  evaluated at the appropriate value of frequency. From 

Equation 4.8b, this weighting function is given by

* o ( /)  = • ''*> '*

v exp(/2/tf7VT) 

v exp(j2nf(Y -  l)NT)

R. R. ... R. 
R^ R„ ... /J,

R- ••• R~

v*exp(-y2/^7VT) 

y *e x p {- j2 /f(Y - l)N T )

(A6.8)
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After multiplication.

Xd( / )  =

1

exp(/'2#NT)

+

+
+

exp(-y2^VT)
1

+

+

+

+ e xp (-y2# (K -l)iV r) + 

+ exp(-j2x f{Y  -  2)JVT) +  
+ : + 

+ 1

w/Lv*

exp(/2/zf(y -  l)/VT) + exp(/2^(K -2)/VT) +

Y + (Y -  l)[exp(/2^V r)+ exp(-j2ztfNT)]+(K -2)[exp(/'4^VT)+ exp(-;4^V7')] + ... ]

+ ... + [exp(/2#(K -  1)AT)+ exp(-y2#(K -  1)MT 

= {y+ 2 (y -l)co s  2nfNT+ 2(K -  2) cos 4^7VT+.. .+2 cos 2 # (y  -  1)ATT}A'd(/),

wbicb can be written as

Xi3( f )  = S (f)X D( f ) ,

where the sum S(f) as a funcdon of frequency is

S (f)  = Y + 2 (Y -  l)cos In fN T +2 (Y -  2)cos 4/0VT+ ... +2 cos 2 vf{Y  -  l)N T  
y-i

= Y + 2 '£ (Y -k )cos2 ftfkN T

(A6.9)

* = l

y-i
2 l  ( f  -k)cos2/cfkNT
k=0

Y.

With extended-lengtb codewords with N ’ = YN bits, the frequencies of interest are /  = '^ y 'y  = ŶyKT  

for integers m. For each value of m, the sum becomes

2 X V - * ) C 0 s ^ '
*=0

-y.

It proves helpful to write this sum in a form where each cosine argument defines a distinct angle. 

Accordingly, let z be the greatest common divisor of m and Y, denoted z = GCD(m, Y), and let Y = %  and 

m = m/ z . Note that GCD(/r?. f )  -1 , and that the cosine arguments can be written as

2 m k  2mhk
Y %

for k -  0 ,1.....y-1. The arguments which appear in S(m) are then

L  .  2 / t  _ . 2 / r  1X. 2 n
{ 0 ,  nt- — , 2m -s - ,  . . . ,  ( y —l ) /n —r~  .I y y y

Each angle is 2/r^ p  radians larger than the previous one in the list, and if the list continued, the next 

argument would be a multiple of 2n. In this series, the modulo-2^’ values of these angles start repeating 

with the first angle whose modulo-2,<r value is zero. This occurs for the smallest Jfc, Jfc £ l, such that



2nmk .— =— mod2/r = 0, 
Y

or for the smallest k such that is an integer. Since rh and Y have no common factors, the smallest 

such k is k = Y . Since there are Y terms in the original sum, each modulo-2/r value is repeated j/p  = z 

times. The distinct angles are

{»■ * y .  .........

and the sum S(m) can then be written 

S(m) = 2 g S ( r - r f - * ) « 3 *  - r .
*=0i=0 1

In this expression, the arguments of the cosine functions are independent of i. The inner sum 

over i can then be evaluated separately as

i - i , , i- i

i=0 i=0

= z(K-l:)-PX‘-
i=l

When z- 1 is even, the summation contains an even number of terms. By summing the first term 

with the last, the second with the second last, etc., there become z ~ terms, each which sums to z. Thus,

i=l Z

When z -1 is odd, again sum the first and last terms, the second and second last terms, etc. In this instance, 

there are z _ %  pairs which sum to z. and one term, with value which remains unpaired. Then,

s = i  -  z2 _ z (z _ ! ) z

Regardless of the value of z then,

i= 0 2

Note that since z is a factor of Y, when Y is odd, z is odd also, and the first term in this expression is 

ensured to be an integer. The sum 5(m) can now be written
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Recall that cos d = cos(2/zm-d), and consider the cosine terms in this expression once again. 

The ith last term in the series has the cosine value

2 n m ( f - i- l)
cos- ? ■ = cos^2nm -  (i + 1 )-^ —j

=cos
2nm (i+ l)

and the last term in the summation has the same cosine value as the second, the second last term has the 

same cosine value as the third, etc. When these terms are paired, the sum of their cosine multipliers is

= y ( z + i ) - r  

= Yz.

When 7 is odd, there are ^  such pairs, and these pairs include all terms except the one which 

corresponds to k = 0. Writing this term separately, the sum S(m) becomes

F-i

r-i
^  2Tank

2 ^ 2 jCOS— ~—
*=l r

- Y

= yz+2yZX c o s -= ^ , Y odd. (A6.10a)

When Y is even, there are ^  -1  such pairs which include all terms except those corresponding to k = 0 

and *  = ^ 2  • This latter term is

2 2
2 im  Y 

cos—r cos/m
Y 2

= Yz cos Tim.

Since Y is even and m and Y have ho common factors, m is odd and cosnm = -1 . Then, this term has 

the value-Yz and the sum S(m) can be written

S(m) = 2 Y( ~ ) -Y z + v  2n»U: 2Tz>.cos—w—
t=i

- Y

2 m k  -= 27z X  cos -  , Y even. (A6.10b)

The value of S(m) is now evaluated for three conditions: Y even, 7  = 1, and Y odd, 7 * 1 .  

When Y is even, 7 = ^  is integer valued. Equation A6.10b can then be written
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S(m) = 2Yz'^Jc o s ^ - .
*=i

Note that the tenn corresponding to k = Y -  i, i  e 1,2,.... Y -1 , has the value 

n jh (f- i)
cos-

f  .  nmi'\
• =  cos rnn— —

r  I  r  J
m i= -cos—s -,
Y

where the second equality follows from the fact that since Y is even, m is odd, and cos(nm- 0 )  = -cos0  

for odd m. As a result, the first and last terms in this sum cancel, the second and second last terms 

cancel, etc. If  Y is odd, all terms cancel and the sum is zero. If  Y is even, the term corresponding to 

k -  ^  remains. This term is

im  Y mcos—7-— = cos—-  
Y 2 2

which is zero for all odd m. Thus,

S(m) = 0, Y even. (A 6 .ll)

Consider the case when Y -  1. Recall that since Y = this occurs when z = GCD(m, Y) = Y, 

or when m is zero or a multiple of Y. Equivalently, this occurs for all integers m where m mod Y = 0. In 

this instance, the summation in Equation A6.10a vanishes and, since z = Y,

S(m) = Y2, mmodi' = 0. (A6.12)

Finally, consider the case where Y is odd and not equal to 1. By taking the terms in Equation

A6.10a to represent vectors in the complex plane, it can be argued intuitively that the sum of their

horizontal components is 5(m), and that this sum is zero. This result can be derived more rigorously as

follows.1’ Equation A6.10a can be written

F-i F-i P-i

S(m) = 2 Y z ^ c o s ^ j^ -+ Y z  = lY z ^ c o s ^ j^ — Yz = 2 T z £ R e [e x p f;^ S  
r  k=0 r  k=0 L V r  J.*=1

-Y z

= 2TzRe

f- i

t (  .27tmk'\ 
e x p h ^ -

t= 0  V 1
-Yz. (A6.13)

Recall the geometric series identity

N - l

B=0 l - r

T̂he applicability of the complex exponential representation and the geometric series to this problem was 
demonstrated by Dr. C. Tellambura.
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The summation in Equation A6.13 can then be written

P+i

%  r . M - t  ' - " ’{ ' T 1) ’  ' " T
£ £T - r J

-  Y + 1̂  /am—=—
J Y

« y + i N
l-c o s  am—=— 

Y

. 2am 

1 Y

. .  ~ y + i-  ;s m m  _

, 2am) . . 2am 
1 -  cos—p—I- ;s m -* —

The real part of this expression can be evaluated by multiplying both the numerator and denominator by 

the complex conjugate of the denominator and taking the real part of the result. In this case, the 

denominator becomes

( ,  2am V  . 1 2am , „ 2am 2 2am . 2 2am
1-cos—=— +sin —:— — 1 — 2 cos—s—+cos —;— i-sm —s—

V Y )  Y Y Y Y

=  2
, 2am 11-cos—=—

Y J
where the last equality follows from the fact that cos2 6 + sin26 = 1. Note that since GCT>(m,y ) =  1 and 

Y > 1, the argument of the cosine function is not a multiple of 2a’and the denominator does not have the 

value zero. The real part of the numerator is

-  Y1 -  cos am—
+ lY, 2am'\ . _f  + l .  
—  0 1 - cos—r— + sin am— =—si 
Y . Y )  Y

2 am 
sin——  = 

Y

. .  Y +1 2am .  Y + l  2am .  Y +1 . 2am
= 1-cos am—;—  cos—=— + cos am—=—cos—=— + sin am—=—sin—r— 

Y Y Y Y Y Y

. _ Y +1 2am
= 1 -  cos am— =— cos—=—+ cos 

Y Y

.  Y + l  2am ̂
am— — ----- —

Y Y

2am . y  + i  . y - i  
= 1 — cos—-— cos am—=— + cos am— —

Y Y Y
. 2ftm .  am . . .  am .  mh . . .  nm

= 1 —cos—=— cosamcos-=- + sm am sin-r- + cosamcos-=- + sina»ism -r-
Y Y Y Y Y

2/im .  . .  . am
= 1 -  cos—r—+ 2sin am s in -r-

y  y
, 2am

= 1 -  cos——
y

where the second and fourth equalities follow from the identity cos(^ ±02) = cos^cos02 Tsin^sin02 

and the last equality follows from the fact that sinam = 0 for all integers m, As a result, the real part of 

the sum is



and Equation A6.13 reduces to

S(m) = 2 K ^ ij - y Z

=0, y odd, y * i

Equations A 6 .ll, A612, and A6.14 can be summarized as

\ \Y‘ , m mod K = 0,
S(m) = ■

[0, mmody^O.

Combining this result with Equation A6.9 yields

m

* & ( /)« •

which was reported as Equation 4.26b in Chapter 4.

y  x d( / ) .  /  = -nr=r. mmody = 0, 
YNT

° ’ /  = 7^ r -  mmody *0 ,
YNT
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DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS
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Tbis appendix lists the computer programs which execute the computations and simulations 

described in this thesis. A ll programs are written in Pascal, have been compiled with a Turbo Pascal 

compiler, and run on IBM PC compatible computers. Continuity between programs is provided by a 

common set of input and output files. These files are identified in the following program summaries, 

where the names of optional files are enclosed in brackets. Upon completion, these programs also update 

a log file. A complete description of each program prefaces its source code.

A7.1 Miscellaneous

Program: GSPOLYS 

Input: none

Output: GSPOLY.OUT

Function: Constructs scrambling polynomials for balanced GS codes with A = 1 and even length codewords 
according to the first method described in Chapter 3.

Program: SRCEPROB

Input: none

Output: SRCEWORD.PRB

Function: Calculates source word probabilities for user defined word lengths and source stream 
characteristics. Options include independent bits, one word with user specified probability and 
other words equiprobable, and random word probabilities.

A7.2 Spectral Analysis

Input file  generation:

Program: GSPSDIN 

Input: [SRCEWORD.PRB]

Output: LCODEPWR.INorCGSAUTO.INl

Function: Generates an input file for the spectral analysis routines in which code rules for the user 
specified Guided Scrambling configuration are described. With BGS codes, source word 
probabilities from the file SRCEWORD.PRB can be imported, and the output file is 
LCODEPWR.IN. The output file for CGS codes is CGSAUT0.IN1. This program allows for 
definition of extended-interval code operation.



Evaluation o f state and state dependent quotient set probabilities:
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Program: QSETPRBx, *  = 1 or 2

Input: CGSAUTO.INI, [SRCEWORD.PRB]

Output: CGSAUTO.IN2, [CGSAUTO.IN3]

Function: QSETPRB1 evaluates stationary state and state dependent quotient set probabilities for CGS 
codes with Ac < D  £ N+A0  and stores the results in CGSAUTO.IN2. QSETPRB2 performs 
similar calculations for codes with N+Ac < D £ 2N+Aa  and stores the results in ASCII form in 
CGSAUTO.IN2 or as binary data in CGSAUTO.IN3. The user can request that source word 
probabilities be imported from SRCEWORD.PRB or can specify the logic one probability of 
the source stream. Both programs solve a system of equations through iteration; the user 
specifies the accuracy and limits the number of iterations. Derivation of the system of 
equations is discussed in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 of Chapter 4.

Evaluation o f autocorrelation:

Program: BBLCAUTO 

Input: LCODEPWR.IN

Output: LCAUTO.OUT

Function: Evaluates stationary state probabilities and autocorrelation matrices for the binary block line 
code whose code rules are defined in the input file. Analysis proceeds according to the 
established block code procedures reviewed in Section 4.1 of Chapter 4. The user specifies the 
accuracy and number of iterations for calculation of these probabilities and matrices.

Program: CGSAUTOl

Input: CGSAL/TO.IN1, CGSAUTO.IN2

Output: LCAUTO.OUT

Function: Evaluates the autocorrelation matrices for CGS coded sequences with Ac < D  £ N+Ac as 
discussed in Section 4.2.2 of Chapter 4. The user specifies the accuracy to which these 
matrices approach Rm and limits the number of matrices which are calculated.

Program: CGSAUT2jc, x  = A, B, or C

Input: CGSAUTO.INI, CGSAUTO.IN2, [CGSAUTO.IN3]

Output: LCAUTO.OUT

Function: Evaluates autocorrelation matrices for CGS codes with N+Ac < D £ 2N+Ac according to the 
procedure outlined in Section 4.2.3 of Chapter 4. CGS AUT2A performs the analysis for codes 
which are small enough that all Jmjc and J m M  matrices can be stored on a RAM drive. 
CGSAUT2B and CGSAUT2C accommodate progressively larger codes. User input specifies 
the accuracy with which the autocorrelation matrices approach Rm and limits the number of 
matrices which are calculated.
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Check o f matrix expressions:

Program: CHECK*, x = 1 or 2

Input: CGSAUTO.IN1, CGSAUTO.IN2

Output: CHECKx.OUT

Function: Verifies the matrix expressions given in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 of Chapter 4 for evaluation of 
state and state dependent quotient set probabilities for the CGS code described in the input 
files. A  user specified number of autocorrelation matrices are also evaluated. The programs 
QSETPRBx, CGSAUTOl, and CGSAUT2X use knowledge of the matrix structures to reduce 
the storage and number of operations required to evaluate these statistics.

Evaluation o f power spectral density:

Program: LCPSD 

Input: LCAUTO.OUT

Output: LCPSD.OUT

Function: Evaluates the influence of the line coding rules on the power spectral density of the transmitted 
signal, outputting values of Xc(f) and XD{f) in the frequency range 0 £ /T  < 1. Expressions for 
these functions are given in Section 4.1 of Chapter 4. The user specifies the number of points 
calculated in the continuous component.

Program: COMLCPSD 

Input: LCPSD.OUT

Output: COMLCPSD.OUT

Function: Completes evaluation of the power spectral density of the line coded sequence by combining 
the continuous and discrete spectral components and weighting them by the effect of the pulse 
shape used for symbol transmission. The user specifies the pulse shape, width, amplitude, and 
the frequency range of interest. Issues involved in combining these components are discussed 
in Section 4.3.1 of Chapter 4.

A7.3 Simulation

Generation o f source data:

Program: SOURCE 

Input: [SRCEWORD.PRB]

Output: SOURCED.BIT

Function: Generates a sequence of source words with user specified characteristics. These characteristics 
include the length and number of words, if this data is to be taken from another file (in binary 
or ASCII form), if  words are to be generated according to probabilities given in 
SRCEWORD.PRB, or if the sequence contains independent bits with user specified logic one 
probability.
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Guided Scrambling coding procedures:

Program: GSENCODE 

Input: SOURCED.BH

Output: ENCODED.BIT

Function: Encodes the source bit stream according to GS encoding rules. The user specifies the code 
configuration, including the block or continuous nature of the code, the number and position of 
augmenting bits, the scrambling polynomial, and the quotient selection mechanism.

Program: GSDECODE

Input: ENCODED.BIT or RECEIVED.BIT

Output: DECODED.BIT

Function: Decodes the GS encoded bit stream in accordance with the code parameters recorded in the 
input file. By including a search for the RECEIVED.BIT file, provision is made to decode a 
bit stream in which errors might be present.

Simulation o f state and quotient set occurrence probabilities:

Program: QSETSIMjc, x  = absent, 1, or 2

Input: none

Output: QSETSIM.OUT

Function: Simulates state and quotient set occurrences for a user specified GS code configuration. 
QSETSIM considers absolute state and quotient set probabilities. QSETSIM1 and QSETSIM2 
consider state dependent quotient set probabilities given one and multiple preceding quotient 
sets respectively.

Simulation o f power spectral density:

Program: LCPWRSIM 

Input: ENCODED.BIT

Output: LCPWRSIM.OUT

Function: Simulates the power spectral density of the encoded signal by averaging a user specified 
number of FFTs. The user specifies the pulse shape, width, and amplitude, along with the 
number of samples in each FFT, the windowing shape, the frequency band of interest, and 
whether the output is. to have units Watts or Watts/Hz.
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A7.4 Encoder Models

Program: CGSMODEL

Input: none

Output: CGSMODEL.OUT

Function: Evaluates the number of positive-recurrent states in finite state machine models of CGS 
encoders. If  requested, the distribution of state interconnections is also calculated. The user 
specifies the base configuration, including the number and position of augmenting bits, the 
quotient selection mechanism, and the base polynomial, and also specifies which polynomials 
from the family generated by this base polynomial are to be considered.

Program: CGSSTATE 

Input: none

Output: CGSSTATE.OUT, [LCODEPWR.INJ

Function: A slower version of CGSMODEL which evaluates the number of recurrent states in only one 
GS encoder model. It does not evaluate a state interconnection profile, but does upon user 
request generate a full-state block code description of the CGS code and files it in 
LCODEPWR.IN to allow for spectral analysis of CGS coded sequences using established block 
code techniques.

A7.S Sequence Characteristics

Evaluation o f performance bounds:

Program: LCBOUNDjc, jc = S or 2

Input: LCODEPWR.INorCGSAUTO.INl

Output: LCBOUNDjc.OUT

Function: Determines worst-case time-domain performance bounds for the line code whose description is 
in the input file. The bounds evaluated include CLS and, where applicable, WRDS, RDS, and 
DSV. LCB0UND2 executes slower than LCBOUNDS, but can handle larger codes since it 
uses a RAM drive for variable storage rather than base memory.

Evaluation o f encoded sequence periodicity:

Program: BLKCYCLE 

Input: LCODEPWR.IN

Output: BLKCY CLE.OUT

Function: Evaluates the period of encoded word cycles which arise due to periodic input for the block 
code described in the input file. The user specifies one period of the repetitive source stream 
pattern.
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Program: CGSCYCLE

Input: none

Output: CGSCYCLE.OUT

Function: Evaluates the period of repetition in the CGS encoded word sequence when the source word 
sequence is periodic. The user specifies the base code configuration, the scrambling 
polynomials to be considered, and one period of the repetitive source stream pattern.

Program: FSTCYCLE

Input: none

Output: FSTCYCLE.OUT

Function: A faster version of CGSCYCLE which uses base memory rather than a RAM drive by limiting 
periodicity in the source stream to repetition of a single source word.

A M  LibratxFltes

The programs listed above use routines from the following library files.

Library: BINLIB

Function: Contains global variables, routines which translate between polynomial and bit stream 
representations, and procedures which perform arithmetic in the ring of polynomials over GF(2).

Library: IOLIB

Function: Contains input-output routines.

Library: FTLELIB

Function: Defines file structure and contains file input-output routines.

Library: GSLIB

Function: Contains routines which perform GS encoding and decoding procedures.

Library: CMPLXLIB

Function: Defines complex-field arithmetic operations.

Library: FFTLIB

Function: Contains routines used when simulating power spectral density.
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DEFINITION INDEX

Addition, 3
Aliasing, 208
Antipodal signaling, 21
Autocorrelation

deterministic signal, 189 
matrix, 162 
stochastic process, 152

Autocovariance 
matrix, 163 
stochastic process, 152

Balanced sequences, 20
Base polynomial, 51
Baseline wander, 18
Basis functions, 180
Code radix, 18
Consecutive like-valued symbols (CLS), 20 
Convolution, 186
Cumulative distribution function (CDF), 148 
Dirac delta function, 149 

Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), 209 

Disparity, 20 

Division, 3
Efficiency of line code, 22 
Energy spectral density, 188 

Ergodic process, 154 

Error extension, 19 

Euler identities, 183 

Expected value, 151 

Extended encoding interval, 74 

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), 209 

Field, 3
Finite state machine (FSM), 167 

equivalent, 168 
strongly connected, 168 

Fourier series
complex exponential, 183 
trigonometric, 183

Fourier Transform, 185 
Galois field (GF), 3

Guided Scrambling, 28 
block, 31 
continuous, 32 

Impulse response, 190 

Line code, 18 
Markov chain, 156 

accessible state, 158 
aperiodic, periodic, 158 
communicative states, 158 
ergodic, 159 
homogenous, 158 
irreducible, 158 
recurrent state, 158 
regular, 159 
stationary, 158 

Markov process, 156 
simple, multiple, 163 

Maximal length sequence, 10 
Mealy machine, 168 

Moments of random variables, 150 

Moore machine, 168 
Multiplication, 3 

Nyquist rate, 208 
Partial remainder, 7
Polynomial

addition, multiplication, 5 
complement, 94 
degree, 4 
division, 6 
irreducible, 6 
primitive, 10 
trivially related, 9 
weight, 4

Power spectral density
deterministic signal, 189 
stochastic process, 191 

Probability, 147
Probability density function (PDF), 148 

Quotient selection set, 29 
Random variable (RV), 148 

Recording code, 18



Recurrent
remainder, 63 
state-remainder pair, 63 

Ring, 3
commutative, 3 
of polynomials, S 
with unity, 3

Running digital sum (RDS), 20 
Sample function, 151 
Sampling

interval, rate, 207 
Scrambling 

reset, 22
self-synchronizing, 23 

Signal
energy, power, 188 

Signal representation
time domain, frequency domain, 184 

Sine function, 205 
Spectrum

baseline, 108 
magnitude, phase, 185 

State
complement, 94 
finite state machine, 167 
line encoder, 24 
Markov chain, 156 

State graph, 167
transition probability, 171

Stationary process 
asymptotic, 153 
cyclostationary, 153 
strict sense (SSS), wide sense (WSS), 153

Stochastic 
process, 151

Stochastic matrix, 157
Subtraction, 3
Transfer function, 191
Transition probability matrix (TPM), 157
Variance, 151
Weight of binary word, 198
Windowing, 211
Word disparity (WD), 20
Word-end running digital sum (WRDS), 20
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